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Getting Started
PhotoReflect.com is an Internet service provided by ExpressDigital, the leader in digital imaging and
photographer workflow software. Professional photographers from all over the world subscribe to
PhotoReflect.com in order to create an Internet storefront where customers can view and purchase
photographs. A subscription to PhotoReflect.com includes the ExpressDigital Darkroom Web
software. This software is used to create storefronts and to publish photographs. PhotoReflect.com can
process credit card transactions, send email confirmations to customers, send you email notification of
customer orders, and mail the bi-weekly check for shipped orders.
ExpressDigital Darkroom Web allows the photographer to customize an Internet storefront with the
company’s logo and the company’s contact information. The application also allows the user to set up
a portfolio, which consists of thumbnail images of the photographer’s work that represents their skill.
There is no limit to the number of events or photos that can be posted to an online PhotoReflect.com
Internet storefront. Photos are posted to the site as thumbnail images and are organized into groups
called events. There is no limit to the length of time a particular event is published to
PhotoReflect.com. If you already have a website, your PhotoReflect.com subscription includes a
button to link your Internet storefront to your existing website. This will provide all customers with
easy access to your photos.
ExpressDigital Darkroom Web does not upload a full version of your photo to the PhotoReflect.com
storefront. The application only transmits a thumbnail version of the photos to your storefront. The
full-sized digital photo remains on the local computer. This means that the photo stays 100% in your
control. The PhotoReflect.com thumbnail image maximizes viewing quality while protecting against
unauthorized copying. Additionally, a digital watermark can be applied to your photos.
Once an event is published to PhotoReflect.com, customers can access the storefront 24 hours a day.
This “always open” business plan maximizes sale time with each and every customer who comes to
view photos. Photographers are no longer restricted to brief face time to sell a photo and customers
can peruse their photos in leisure, in the comfort of their own home or office. Potential customers can
purchase photos, create a photo album to share with friends and family, and send electronic postcards
highlighting a particular photo. All of these methods will bring additional customers to your online
PhotoReflect.com storefront.
PhotoReflect.com allows customers to make purchases via check, money order, or credit card. All
credit card payments are processed by PhotoReflect.com, which takes the burden off of you, the
photographer. All customer information remains secure. Once a credit card order is approved,
PhotoReflect.com sends an email containing a confirmation number to the customer and then sends a
confirmation to you, which includes the customer’s order. PhotoReflect.com will pay the
photographer every two weeks, or bi-weekly, via mailed check. The photographer will also receive a
statement showing accounting details for every processed order. Photographers now have the options
to sign up for the ExpressPay Direct Deposit service. For more information on this great time saver,
visit http://www.photoreflect.com.
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LABTRI CITY?

Labtricity Server Edition allows photo labs and professional digital photographers to work on a
common automated platform. This platform provides photographers easy access to high quality digital
labs locally or anywhere in the world, while giving labs new automated services to attract and retain
the growing population of professional digital photographers.
Labtricity Server Edition is designed specifically to maximize the utilization and profit of digital minilab, dye-sublimation, large-format and inkjet printers. Businesses can manage and enhance images
while proofing and printing to digital printers using Labtricity. This piece of software is a powerful
tool used to run successful fulfillment
One of the unique features of Labtricity is its ability to help you grow your digital business by
connecting you directly to your photo lab. In connecting directly to the photo lab, new products, faster
service and consistent prints will result from that relationship. Customers will be able to order more
products that they want, and you, as a photographer, will be able to access competitive pricing and
consistency that may be difficult to come by in your market. Labtricity allows you to access photo
labs from around the world by the click of a mouse.
Digital technology is a process and your customers are looking for partnerships built on education and
guidance and in return they will reward you with loyalty and consistent patronage.
The photography workflow is a three-way dialog between customer, photographer and photo lab. If
all participants speak the same language then communication flows smoothly and the very best value
in service and selection can be delivered to the consumer. Digital communication, devoid of verbs,
adjectives and nouns, consists of electronic signals containing ones and zeros. This language is
quickly becoming the standard by which the professional photography industry communicates with
one another. While mastering this language will take patience and practice, the ExpressDigital
Darkroom product line and PhotoReflect.com will prove itself invaluable as you move forward with
your photography business plan.
Because ExpressDigital controls the software on both ends of the connection, the lab is ensured of
consistent results and automated production. Our award winning software products for the
photographer, coupled with patent pending connectivity technology, combined with the power of a
digital lab, produces an efficient and profitable digital workflow unmatched in the industry.
Going digital is a commitment to accept the benefits created by new advances in electronic hardware.
The results will speak for themselves as your business improves in generating revenue, growth, and
profitability.
The network of Labtricity photo labs is available to all photographers via Darkroom Web Edition and
PhotoReflect.com. Simply shoot the events with a digital camera, upload the photos to Darkroom
Web, and then publish the photos to the PhotoReflect.com storefront. Then wait for the orders to start
coming in! It is really that simple!
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Installing Darkroom Web
Darkroom Web Edition and your camera provide a cost-effective way to make the transition from
film to digital photography, while allowing you to continue to expand your business.
Using Darkroom Web Edition offers the following benefits for the professional photographer:


Greater return on your digital investment – Increase utilization of expensive digital
photography equipment.



Grow your business – Attract digital work from all facets of the business, increase product
offerings and setup an online storefront.



Simplify your business – Adopt a workflow that works for you, capture to memory card,
and edit images in the Photo Workshop.



Increase profitability – Increase digital sales by selling in-studio or let PhotoReflect.com do
the work for you by selling online 24/7.

OPERATI NG

REQU IREMENT S

It is important that all ExpressDigital software users are working on a machine that can handle the
workload of both the software and the graphical requirements of working with images. To run your
software at a high performance level, users should adhere to the recommended operating
requirements.
R E C O M M E N D E D

O P E R A T I N G

R E Q U I R E M E N T S :



PC (or comparable laptop) with Pentium® 4 processor (1.8 GHz) or better



Microsoft® Windows® XP Pro operating system with latest service packs



1 Gig of RAM



80 GB hard drive (or more depending on storage requirements)



SVGA monitor (24-bit color at 1024x768 resolution or better)



CD-ROM and CD-RW drive



Picture Card Reader (Compact Flash, MicroDrive or PCMCIA)



Universal Serial Bus (USB) connectivity



Microsoft® Internet Explorer 5.0 or later

If the user intends to use the software at a lower workload than a high flow studio, then for many the
minimum operating requirements is enough.
M I N I M U M



O P E R A T I N G

R E Q U I R E M E N T S

PC (or comparable laptop) with Pentium® 3 processor (800 MHz) or better
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Microsoft® Windows® XP Pro or Home operating system with latest Service Packs



256 MB of RAM



40 GB hard drive (or more depending on storage requirements)



SVGA monitor (24-bit color at 1024x768 resolution or better)



CD-ROM and CD-RW drive



Universal Serial Bus (USB) connectivity



Microsoft® Internet Explorer 5.0 or later

INSTALL ING

DARKROOM

WEB

W E B

EDITION

Darkroom Web Edition is a free application provided by ExpressDigital Graphics, Inc. In order to use
PhotoReflect.com, the photographer must use one of the ExpressDigital products to publish the
events. Interested photographers should go to http://www.expressdigital.com/support/downloadsWE.shtm to download the most recent version.

It is possible to request an application CD for a $35 fee. Please call the PhotoReflect.com Customer
Care line at (888) 271-3446 to speak with a representative to request your CD.
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To download the application, select “Download Full Version.” This page also includes links to the
Application User Guide and Quick Start Guide.
1.

Insert the Darkroom Web Edition CD into the CD drive or double click on the Darkroom
Web Edition Installer.
If Autorun is enabled, the installer will automatically initiate from the CD. The Darkroom
Web Edition V8.8 InstallShield Wizard window appears indicating that you are installing the
application.
If Autorun is not enabled, click the Windows Start button, and select “Run” from the menu.
Browse for the SetupDRWE.exe file on the CD Drive, and click the Open button.

If you downloaded the software, browse Windows Explorer for the file “SetupDRWExxxx.”
This file is oftentimes downloaded directly to the Desktop. Double-click on
“SetupDRWExxxx” to initiate the setup process.

2.

After clicking next to continue with the installation, the License Agreement window will
appear. To continue with the installation, read through the agreement and indicate that you
accept the terms by clicking “I accept the terms in the license agreement.” You also have the
option to print this document for your records. Click “Next” to continue installing.
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3.

Next you must choose where you would like to install the application. To change the default
location click on the “Change” button. Indicate where you would like it saved in the file tree.
When you are satisfied with the location, click “Next.”

4.

You are now ready to begin installation. Click “Install” to continue permit the wizard to install the
application on your computer.
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To run Darkroom Web, you must be connected to the Internet. If you are using a dial-up connection,
you must start your dial-up connection before running Darkroom Web. If you have an “always on”
connection to the Internet, you do not have to do anything before running Darkroom Web.
After your connection to the Internet is established, you can launch Darkroom Web. To run Darkroom
Web, select All Programs, ExpressDigital and then Darkroom Web Edition from the Start menu, or
double-click the Darkroom Web Edition icon located on your desktop.
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There are five areas, or workspaces, in Darkroom Web where you can organize your photos, edit your
photos, view and print orders, maintain application settings, and have presentation slideshows. Five
tabs at the bottom of the screen allow access to the workspaces.
Tab Bar

Workspace

Title Bar

The first tab is called the Photo Library and is a workspace for your photos. The Photo Library allows
the user to import collections of photos to Darkroom Web. The Catalog Wizard, which is designed to
help the user integrate PhotoReflect.com into the efficient workflow, is also available in this
workspace. The second is called the Photo Workshop and is a workspace designed to allow you to
correct and enhance photos. The third tab is called My Orders and is a workspace to monitor all
Darkroom Web and PhotoReflect.com orders. This workspace is where you view, manage, and edit
your orders. The fourth tab is called My Services and is designed to give the Darkroom Web edition
user easy access to their PhotoReflect.com online storefront and their Labtricity photo lab account.
The fifth tab is called My Setup and is for setting up, configuring, and viewing application settings
and options.
Use the title bar to access the standard window features of the application. The circle on the top left
corner of the title bar is a clickable button that opens the standard Windows application menu. As in
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all Windows applications, this menu contains items allowing you to move, size and minimize the
application window. You will also find the Log Out command in this menu, which logs you out of the
system.

Minimizes the application.
Clicking on the circle
will bring up the
application menu.

Maximizes or restores the
application.

You can close the
application by double clicking the circle.
Closes the application.

You can also use the
application menu to
logout and login as
another user.

Displays the about box,
which indicates the version
of the application.

Directly below the title bar is the menu bar. The largest portion of the screen is called the workspace
and this is located below the menu bar. The menu bar and the workspace change depending on which
Darkroom Web tab you select. For example, the Photo Library tab is very different from the Photo
Workshop tab. Workspaces are selected by clicking on the tabs located across the bottom of the
application. While the workspaces vary between each mode, all contain tools you can use to act on the
current photo, catalog, or order.

D A R K R O O M

W E B

S T A T U S

B A R

When something needs attention in the program, the status bar in the bottom left end corner of the
screen indicates status and errors. There are three possible colors for the status bar messages: yellow,
red and blue. A yellow light means the software is up but something needs attention. The red light is
for more serious issues, such as, missing setup information. A blue light shows the status of an import.
Clicking on the status message displays information on the current status.

The Yellow, Red, and Blue status bars indicate:
-

Update Ready – The application has identified a new update or version of Darkroom Web
is available for download. To access the new update or version, click on the My Setup Tab
and then Application Options from the setup tree. Within the Setup tree select “Update
Settings.”

-

Importing… -- When users are importing images to Darkroom Web, the status bar shows
the user the import status. For example, if the user were importing 100 images, the
application would say “Importing 1 of 100,” “Importing 2 of 100,” and etc.
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Setting Up
The first time you run the application, you should set up important information found on the My
Setup tab. When you click the My Setup tab, a list of options appears on the left side of the screen.
You can set up each option by clicking the items in the options tree. It is important that you setup the
application first to ensure functionality on subsequent uses.

In the My Setup tab, you can configure all aspects of your photographer setup, most importantly,
product information. To access the setup information, simply click any of the options in the options
tree. These options include: Application Options, Photographer Info, Package Groups, Shipping
Groups, Discount Groups, Photo Services, Templates, Manage Accounts, Fulfillment Options,
System Info, Websites and Help.
APPLICA TION

OPTIONS

Select “Application Options” from the options tree to set application specific settings for Darkroom
Web. In this setup option, you can configure general, preview and update settings.
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Select “Application Options” and then “General Settings” from the options tree to configure the
Application General Settings. This option allows the user to apply general settings on a machinespecific basis.

The General Settings option is a collection of settings that include general functionality, such as the
use of monitor color profile. Also included in this setup option is a prompt and warning section
devoted to general machine-specific warnings for the user.
G E N E R A L

S E T T I N G S

There are ten options available in General Settings. These application settings are designed to setup
the general functionality of the Darkroom software.
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The first option is “Allow text to be added to images and borders.” This option is used when the user
is editing an image in the Photo Workshop. While editing, you can choose whether to allow text to be
added to an image or border. By disallowing text on borders, the user can prevent the text dialogs
from opening when selecting borders.
When the border text option is disabled, the Text tool in the Photo Workshop is disabled. The “Text”
button is located in the Enhance tab of the Photo Workshop. It is directly above the border selection
button. This option is, by default, activated upon install.
The second option is “Show the ‘Desktop’ in the library to browse to folders.” Most computer users
recognize that the ‘Desktop’ is a gateway location to other parts of storage on the computer. For those
who prefer to browse for event files via the ‘Desktop,’ Darkroom Web gives the user the ability to
make the ‘Desktop’ available in the Photo Library. This would allow the user to quickly locate and
import photos stored on the computer. To make the ‘Desktop’ folder available within the Photo
Library tree, click the “Show the ‘Desktop’ in the library to browse folders” checkbox. This option is,
by default, activated upon install.
The third option is “Enable auto orientation of captured images if supported.” Darkroom Web has the
ability to auto-orient most captured images from the leading professional level cameras on the market.
For those cameras that are supported, click “Enable auto orientation of captured images if supported.”
This option is, by default, activated upon install.
The fourth option is “Copy images to your Photos directory when adding them to your event.” This
allows the application to always maintain an untouched copy of your photo in a secure location. This
will help maintain the integrity of your Darkroom Web Edition system in case of accidental photo
deletion.
The fifth option is “Show PhotoReflect account selector on tab bar.” This allows the user to set a
space on the tab bar for the PhotoReflect account list. Several photographers maintain more than one
PhotoReflect account for different aspects of their business. This tab displays which account is
currently logged in.
The sixth option is “Use the numeric keypad for color correcting photos.” Darkroom Web allows the
photographer to use the keypad section of the keyboard to perform color correction. In the Photo
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Workshop, keypad keys will allow the user to select color tools and subsequently apply color
corrections. Check the “Use the numeric keypad for color correcting photos” checkbox to enable this
option.
The seventh option is “Ignore preview thumbnails embedded in images.” This feature is designed to
alleviate the possible inconsistencies of preview images when a photographer uses third party photo
editing applications. When a photographer uses a third party photo editing application, it is possible
that the edits are applied to the preview, but when a photo is published to PhotoReflect.com or sent to
the Labtricity photo lab, the edits are not available. This can be a problem when users adjust the
orientation of an image outside of Darkroom Web. The resulting published catalog may display the
photos upside-down. Photographers who habitually use outside editing software can decide to ignore
the preview images. This would ensure that the image the photographer sees in Darkroom Web is the
image being printed or published.
The eighth option is “Show Service Notes as a branch of the Shopping cart’s tree.” It is possible to list
all service notes in the shopping cart along with the pricing. To deactivate this option, uncheck the
selection. By default, the service notes are listed in the shopping cart.
The ninth option is “Always show the import photos confirmation dialog when importing photos.”
This option will help the user understand exactly what is being imported. Most specifically, this will
insure that the photos being imported, either one or hundreds, is exactly the photo you intended to
import.
The tenth option is “Always show the quick import confirmation dialog when importing photos.” This
option will help prevent costly time consuming import mistakes when operating a quick import. The
confirmation will tell the user what is being imported and will help prevent duplicate imports,
accidental imports and time consuming fixes.
C O L O R

M A N A G E M E N T

The next option is “Color Management.” Darkroom Web allows the user to use the default Windows
color profile for photo display in both the Photo Library and Photo Workshop. In order to activate this
option, check the “Use Monitor Color Profiles” checkbox.

Darkroom Web allows the user to set other color profiles for the applications workspaces. These
options are listed in “Working Space.” The first option allows the user to set the color profile using the
same profile as the camera. This is called “sRGB Colorspace.” The second option allows the user to
set the color profile using the Adobe Photoshop default. This is called “Adobe RGB (1998).” The
third option allows the user to set ProPhoto RGB as the default. This is available when the user selects
“ProPhoto RGB.”
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It is possible to add color profiles to the Darkroom Web software. In order to do this, you must use
third party software to create the profile. Once the profile is created, it can be imported and set as a
default in the Windows Control Panel advanced display settings.
P R O M P T S

A N D

W A R N I N G S

There are two prompts and warnings that the Darkroom Web user may activate or deactivate at will.
These application settings are designed to setup the general functionality of the Darkroom software.

The first option is “Allow free packages without warning.” This warning is a fail-safe way to ensure
that all packages available to the customer have prices associated with them. If a package is created
with a cost of $0.00, you will be prompted to verify your intentions. This means that the application
warns you that the package has no cost. If you do not want to receive this warning, click on the
checkmark “Allow free packages without warning” checkbox. When the checkmark disappears, the
option is deactivated.
The second option is “Prompt for copies when adding packages to cart.” If you consistently add more
than one copy of a package to the shopping cart, you can choose to prompt for the number of copies to
add or print. If you do not want to receive this prompt, click on the checkmark “Prompt for copies
when adding packages to cart.” When the checkmark disappears the option is deactivated.

P R E V I E W

S E T T I N G S

Select “Application Options” and then “Preview Settings” from the options tree to configure the
Application Preview Settings. Image previews are thumbnail versions of the original image and are
stored in the preview folder as shown below. When using previews, loading and editing photos is
much faster.
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In addition to creating a faster environment to load and edit photos, Darkroom Web uses the preview
when applying edits to the images. These edits are saved in a separate file and applied to the original
image upon printing. However, by using preview images, rather than the original imported photo, you
are keeping the digital negative safe throughout this process.
To use preview photos rather than the digital negative in the Darkroom Web, check the “Enable
Preview files” checkbox. A checkmark will appear when the previews are activated. To deactivate the
preview files, click on the visible checkmark to make it disappear. When the checkmark disappears,
the option is deactivated.
These preview images will be used in every facet of the application. The images will be used in places
such as the Photo Library and the Photo Workshop. Darkroom Web activates preview files as a
default.
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It is important to store your preview files and Darkroom Web can assign a default storage path. This
address appears in the Preview Options section. The default preview storage path is C:\Program
Files\Common files\Express Digital\CachePV.
To change the preview pathway, click “Browse.” The “Browse for Folder” window will open.
Identify the pathway that you wish to store the previews and click “OK” to save.

As Darkroom Web users work in the software, preview files are created for photos in a catalog when
that catalog is viewed. After a length of time, the user may not be viewing certain catalogs regularly.
At this time it is not necessary to retain the preview files for those photos.
Darkroom Web has a built-in automatic preview cleaning system available to users. Users can instruct
Darkroom Web to automatically clean preview files based on a time frame and hour of the day.
The “Keep Previews For” field allows the user to select how long the preview files are to be kept.
There are 18 time frame options available to users. These are available via the drop down menu and
are as follows: Forever, One Day, Two Days, Three Days, Four Days, Five Days, Six Days, One
Week, Two Weeks, Three Weeks, One Month, Two Months, Three Months, Six Months, Nine
Months, One Year, One and a Half Years, and Two Years.

The “Start Daily Preview Cleaning At” field allows the user to select the exact time previews are to be
purged from the system. Using the scroll arrows, select the desired time of day to delete the previews.
Darkroom Web allows the user to clean previews in the Photo Library on demand. To purge the
previews, click the “Cleanup Previews Now” button. The application will prompt the user to continue.
If the user selects to clean the previews by choosing “Yes,” all previews stored in the system will be
deleted. The only previews that will be saved are those that have not expired the time frame and time
of the day.
Finally, Darkroom Web permits the user to eliminate all currently stored previews regardless of the
time frame and time of day restrictions indicated in the “Keep Previews For” field and “Start Daily
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Preview Cleaning At” field. To purge all previews from the software, select the “Delete All Previews”
button to delete all previews.

U P D A T E

S E T T I N G S

Select “Application Options” and then “Update Settings” from the options tree to configure the
Application Update Settings. This option allows the user to set up automatic Darkroom Web software
updates. There are two ways to update the software, either automatically or manually.

To activate the automatic update option, click in the square next to “Automatically download
updates.” A checkmark will appear when the automatic download option is activated. To deactivate
the automatic download options, click on the visible checkmark to make it disappear.

The “Automatically download update” option will be fully operational upon restarting the software.
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Update Settings indicates which version of the software is currently being run on the machine. For
example, in the picture example above, it states that the current version is “8.80.1310.” The four-digit
number, in this case “1310,” refers to the release version of the software you are using. This number
will change as you update the software.
When the application is up to date the Update Settings page will indicate that “The application is
currently up to date” and the button that says “Install Update” when updates are available, is grayed
out with the message that there are “No Updates Available.”
To manually update the software, Darkroom Web will indicate whether the version currently installed
is the latest version. If it is not, click on the activated button “Download Update.” The program will
then download the software update from the server. Once the download is complete, either
downloaded manually or automatically, the user must install the update.

Yellow Status Bar:
indicates that update is
ready for installation.

Darkroom Web will indicate when the update is ready to be installed. A yellow status bar will appear
in the lower left portion of the tab bar indicating that the download finished.
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To install the new version Darkroom Web Edition, click on “Install Update.” The application will
warn the user that in order to install the update, the software must be shut down. To install the update,
click “Yes” in the dialogue box. Click on “No” to cancel.

Darkroom Web will then prompt you with the installation windows. For more information on how to
work through an installation, refer to Chapter 1: Getting Started.

PHOTOG RAPHER

INFO

Select “Photographer Info” from the options tree to configure information regarding the photographer.
For example, this setup section allows the user to set company information, contact information and
tax information. This section also gives the user access to their PhotoReflect.com account and their
Labtricity Lab account. Finally, this section allows the user to view and select the Labtricity labs that
users would like to send their business to.

Y O U R

C O M P A N Y

I N F O

To change your company and contact information, select “Photographer Info” and then “Your
Company Info.” This setup section allows the user to setup specific company information. Be sure to
type this company information as you would like it to appear to your customers.
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You should type in all your contact information, including email addresses and Website links. The
information contained on this page is available on the customer receipt and your online Internet
storefront.
All photographers specialize is different areas of the photography business. Select photography
specializations that best identify the exact market placement of your business. Photographers who
specialize in multiple areas of the industry should choose all that apply.
Finally, users can add a section to their website and receipts describing the company and services
available. This is available in the section called “Advertising.”

Y O U R

T A X

I N F O

To set the tax information for Darkroom Web, select “Photographer Info” from the setup tree and then
choose “Your Tax Info.” This tax option allows the user to enter tax rates for the countries and states
where the user transacts business.
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To access the Tax Wizard to easily setup your Darkroom Web tax information, click on the Wizard
icon located in the top left corner of the screen. For more information on using the Tax Wizard, refer
to Chapter 4: Setup Wizards and review the section called Tax Wizard of the Darkroom Web
Application User Guide.
When users select the countries and states that they sell in, PhotoReflect.com can accurately report the
tax liabilities for online orders. It is important to remember that taxes are collected online based on the
shipping destination of the customer and the tax rate specified for that location.
For all destinations inside the United States, users may choose to have the tax calculated automatically
based on current tax tables instead of entering a flat rate. Canadian tax rates should include both the
Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the Provincial Sales Tax (PST).
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All saved tax rates are viewable in the Tax Information table. This table includes information such as
the Country, Province /State and Tax Rate.
Some photographers do work outside of their home state. This is especially common for those
Darkroom Web users who live near state borders, or run larger photography studios. If the location of
the sales station does not match the state listed in the company information section, users may use a
separate option to designate sales tax information. Users can select a local tax rate to apply to any
orders created at the current location.
To apply a tax rate for locally created orders, click on the box next to the option that states, “Use the
following tax rate for local orders.” Select a tax rate by clicking on the up or down arrow keys, or
simply type the desired rate into the field. Tax rates are designated by percentage. If you type 8.5 in
the field, that means 8.5 %.
Finally, it is possible for users to apply the local tax rate to the order only, excluding the shipping and
handling charges associated with the order. Users should know the sales tax laws regarding shipping
and handling charges instead of making assumptions since most states and provinces charge tax on
shipping and handling fees.
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To add a tax rate to the Darkroom Web application, select the “Add Tax” button located on the
toolbar to the right of the screen. The Add Tax window will appear.
First, the user must select the country in which the tax rate is to be applied. To select a country, click
on the country drop down menu. Choose the desired country from the extensive list. Highlight the
option to select.
Next, the State/Region field is only available for relatively few country options. For example, if the
United States is chosen as the country, then the 50 states are listed in the drop down menu. If Canada
is chosen as the country, then all of the provinces are available in the drop down menu. If the country
does not have states or regions then the State/Region selection menu will be inactivated.

There are two ways to configure the exact tax rate required by the state. The first is to use the “Flat
Tax Rate.” For example, the sales tax rate in Austin, Texas is 8.25 %. To add this tax rate, click on the
circle next to “Use Flat Tax Rate.” In the Tax Rate field, type “8.25.” This number will translate as a
percent when used by the program, reading 8.25 as 8.25 %.
The second way to configure an exact tax rate is to use the online database. Darkroom Web has the
ability to calculate a state tax rate based on a table updated via a third party provider. This table
provides the most up-to-date tax information from around the United States.
To use the database, select “Use Online Tax Database” by clicking in the circle next to the option.
This will pull the database each time there is an order that needs tax configuration.
When all the tax information has been added, click “Add” to create another tax entry. To close the
window without saving, select “Cancel.”
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It is possible to remove an existing tax rate from the list available in the Tax Information table. To
remove a tax rate from the Darkroom Web application, select the tax rate entry you wish to delete.
The tax rate will highlight allowing you to click the “Remove Tax” button located on the toolbar to
the right of the screen.

ExpressDigital Darkroom Web will display a dialog requesting verification that you do intend to
remove the tax entry. Click “Yes” to delete the entry from the application. Select “No” to close out of
the window without making any changes. Once a tax rate is deleted, there is no way to recover the lost
data.

Y O U R

I N T E R N E T

A C C O U N T

To set the online Internet account information for Darkroom Web, select “Photographer Info” from
the setup tree and then choose “Your Internet Account.” ExpressDigital provides customers with a full
suite of program amenities taking the photographer from retouching, to the storefront and finally the
photo lab. The program that allows photographers to sell their product 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
is called PhotoReflect.com.
Note: The first check you receive from PhotoReflect.com will arrive 30 days after you mark your first
order as shipped. After the first payment, checks arrive bi-weekly.
Darkroom Web and PhotoReflect.com create a seamless relationship allowing the user to upload, edit,
sell and print their photos using an easy to manipulate interface. In order to take full advantage of this
relationship, users must first learn about PhotoReflect.com. If interested in taking full advantage of
what Darkroom Web has to offer, they can sign up for the service.
To learn about PhotoReflect.com, click on the “Learn about PhotoReflect.com…” button. This will
open your default Internet browser window to the PhotoReflect.com main page.
If you are interested in registering with PhotoReflect.com in order to sell photos online, click on the
“Sign Up for PhotoReflect.com” button. This will open your default Internet browser window to the
signup pages for the free program.
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If you already have a PhotoReflect.com account, there is a section for you to enter your storefront
login information. Users who save their login information in this setup section can instruct Darkroom
Web to log in to their PhotoReflect.com storefront upon loading the software.
Users have the option to log in and logout from this section as well. Use the “Login Now” and
“Logout” buttons to access and then close your online account.

Y O U R

L A B

A C C O U N T

To set the Labtricity lab account information for Darkroom Web, select “Photographer Info” from the
setup tree and then choose “Your Lab Account.” By registering with a Labtricity photo lab, Darkroom
Web users have the option to send orders digitally to one of the many Labtricity enabled photo labs.
To learn more about Labtricity, click on the “Learn about Labtricity…” button. This will open your
default Internet browser window to the Labtricity main page.
If you are interested in a Labtricity photo lab account, click on the “Find a local lab and signup…”
button. This will open your default Internet browser to the Labtricity new account page.
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If you already have a Labtricity photo lab account, there is a section for you to enter your Labtricity
Account ID and Account PIN login information. Users who save their login information in this setup
section can instruct Darkroom Web to log in to their Labtricity photo lab upon loading the software.
Users have the option to log in and logout from this section as well. Use the “Login Now” and
“Logout” buttons to access and then close your online account.
Finally, users have the option to change the credit card information saved with their Labtricity photo
lab. In order to change the saved data, click on “Change your Credit Card information.”

Y O U R

L A B T R I C I T Y

L A B S

To set the Labtricity labs that your studio sends orders to from Darkroom Web, select Photographer
Info from the setup tree and then choose “Your Labtricity Labs.” An up-to-date list of all available
Labtricity photo labs that offer professional services to photographers is available.
To view the product and service information for each lab, click on the name you wish to view. This
will open lab specific information on the right portion of the screen. Most importantly, the labs
publish a list of available products.
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To select the Labtricity labs you want to be connected to, click on the box next to the lab name in the
list. A checkmark will appear when the lab is chosen. In order to use the Labtricity network for
printing, users must have a Labtricity account and be signed in.

PACKAG E

GROUP S

Select “Package Groups” from the options tree to set up all of the product information for Darkroom
Web. Each product offered by the studio must be set in this section to assure proper pricing and
printing. Darkroom Web comes with one standard default package group. It is called “Sample Group”
and is located in the options tree on the left side of the screen under Package Groups.
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There are several menu options within Package Groups. These menu options are available, both to the
left and right sides of the screen. Users have the ability to add, remove, rename and set groups as
defaults. Users can add packages, remove packages, edit packages and change the order of packages
within each group. Finally users can add, remove, edit, and change the order of items within each
package.

P R O D U C T W I Z A R D

To access the Product Wizard to easily setup your Darkroom Web products & services, click on the
Wizard icon located in the top left corner of the screen. For more information on using the Product
Wizard, refer to Chapter 4: Setup Wizards and review the section called Product Wizard of the
Darkroom Web Application User Guide.

A D D

A

P A C K A G E

G R O U P

Package Groups are used to help the user create different product availability for the varying event
catalogs saved in the Photo Library. For example, customers buying photos from a wedding want very
different print items than customers buying school day photos of their children. It might be that all
customers want an 8x10 print, however, the wedding customers would be more interested in large
framed prints, while the school photo customers would want more wallet size prints.
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By creating several package groups, photographers can simply assign the correct package group to the
event catalog. This will ensure that only the products photographers want to offer are available to the
customer.
In order to successfully add a package group to Darkroom Web, the user should click on “Products &
Services” then “Package Groups” in the setup tree. Once the “Package Groups” option is highlighted,
the user should select the “New Group” icon located on the upper left portion of the menu.

The New Package Group dialogue box will appear. In this dialogue box, you must choose a name for
the group. Once you have decided on an appropriate descriptor, enter that into the “New Group
Name” text field.
Darkroom Web gives the user the option to copy existing packages and prints into the new group that
is being created. For example, imagine you are a high school sport photographer in a large city. Each
school customer base may want different items available to their athletes. School A may want the
standard set of packages but also team trading cards. School B would like the standard set of packages
and key chains, and School C may want the standard set of packages and photo buttons. Instead of
wasting time creating the packages over and over again, and adding room for error, Darkroom Web
allows the user to create a School A, School B and School C group. As these groups are created you
can choose to copy the items from an existing group by checking “Copy of:” and then selecting the
group packages you wish to copy.
In the sport photographer example, you would make a Standard Package Group and then copy
Standard Package to School A, B and C. You could then add individual items to those schools. By
adding packages to the groups in this way you save hours of valuable time.
Darkroom Web users can add the package to be used with their online storefront. This option is
available in the “New Package Group” window. In order for a package group to be used with an
online storefront on PhotoReflect.com, the package must be set as: “Allow this package to be used
with your online storefront.”
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Darkroom Web also allows the user to display short cut options in the shopping cart sections
throughout the application. By opting to show these shortcuts, users can quickly add last minute print
items.
There are two shortcut items that can be displayed in the Shopping Cart sections of the software.
These two options are as follows:


Show the ‘Add Lab Print Items’ option in the shopping cart.



Show the ‘Add Local Print Items’ option in the shopping cart.

To activate either option, click in the box next to the text. When the option is turned on, a checkmark
will appear in the box. To deactivate the option, click on the checkmark to make it disappear.
Select “OK” to save this information and to create a new group. To cancel without saving changes,
click “Cancel” to return to the previous screen.

R E M O V E
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P A C K A G E

G R O U P

Once a group is created, it is possible to remove the group from Darkroom Web. There are
consequences when removing a group that is assigned to the events in the photo catalog portion of the
software. If you delete a group it is deleted permanently. If the deleted group is assigned to an event,
the event will not longer have an assigned package group. If delete by accident, this could cause minor
workflow problems when working with the event.
If the group is assigned to catalogs published on PhotoReflect.com then your customers will receive
an error message. This error message will say “No products available: Your Photographer has not set
up any valid products to order online for this event. Please contact your Photographer or email
webmaster@expressdigital.com with information about this event.”
To remove a group from Darkroom Web, highlight the group name in the setup options tree on the
left hand side of the screen. Once highlighted, click on the “Remove Group” icon located on the
menu.

The “Delete Package Group” window will appear. In this dialog, the application will ask you to verify
again whether you wish to delete. Click “Yes” to permanently remove the group. Click “No” to cancel
deletion.
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It is possible to rename an existing package group after it’s creation. Many users find it necessary to
rename groups if the name descriptors are too similar causing confusion or the name is not descriptive
enough. For example, naming the package group “Group 1” may cause confusion. Using more
specific naming descriptors such a Wedding. Then within the ‘Wedding’ group, users could create a
list of packages for each type of bride.
To rename a package group in Darkroom Web, highlight the group in the setup options tree on the left
hand side of the screen. Once highlighted, click on the “Rename Group” icon on the menu.

The “Edit Package Group” window will appear on screen with the existing package group name in the
text field. Make the desired changes to the package group name and click “OK” to change. If you do
not want to accept the changes, click “Cancel” to not accept.
Darkroom Web also allows the user to display short cut options in the shopping cart sections
throughout the application. By opting to show these shortcuts, users can quickly add last minute print
items.
There are two shortcut items that can be displayed in the Shopping Cart sections of the software.
These two options are as follows:


Show the ‘Add Lab Print Items’ option in the shopping cart.



Show the ‘Add Local Print Items’ option in the shopping cart.

To activate either option, click in the box next to the text. When the option is turned on, a checkmark
will appear in the box. To deactivate the option, click on the checkmark to make it disappear.

S E T

A
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D E F A U L T

The default package group is the package that will be available automatically each time the user
processes an order via the Darkroom Web shopping cart. The default package will be the package that
the application automatically displays in the ordering phase of creating a customer order.
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To set a package group as a default, click on “Package Groups” in the setup tree on the left side of the
screen. Choose the package group that you wish to set as the default and highlight the option. The
“Set Default” icon is located on the left side of the screen. Select the “Set Default” button to change
the default package group.
In the setup tree, notice that the package group that you changed to be the default, is now tagged by
Darkroom Web. For example, if you set your Standard package to be the default package group it will
appear as “Standard (default)” in the setup tree.

A D D

A

P A C K A G E

A package is added to an existing group. This item is something the customer can purchase for a base
price and then receive a selection of print items. For example, a school photographer may have several
different size packages for his customers. The photographer may have a standard package, silver
package, gold package and a platinum package. Each of these packages would be a collection of
prints. The standard package may contain only an 8x10, a 5x7 and 16 wallet prints. This package
would be marketed and sold for one price.
It is possible to create a package that only holds one item. For example, users may want to create a
package for an 11x14 image. The package classifications are very flexible and are designed to
accommodate every type of photographer.
To add a new package to an existing group, click on “Package Groups” in the setup tree. In order to
add a package to a package group, you must highlight a package group. This will allow you to add
directly to that group. Once the group is highlighted in the setup tree, click on the “Add Package” icon
from the Package Menu Options portion of the toolbar. If there are no groups listed, refer to the
section in the Darkroom Web Application User Guide called “Add a Package Group.”

The “Edit Package Info” window will appear. In this dialog, users can enter information about the
package. First, Darkroom Web allows the user to choose a name for the package. The software will
automatically create a default package name such as “Package 1” or “Package 2.” If you wish to be
more descriptive, choose a different name and enter that information in the “Package Name” text
field.
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The next option in the “Edit Package Info” dialog is to price the package appropriately. The package
prices are the costs that will be charged to the end customer. Choose a competitive price and enter that
into the Package Price text field. Costs are denoted in dollars (USD). For example, if you enter 149.99
in the price field, that is equal to one hundred, forty-nine dollars and ninety-nine cents.

Volume Discount Pricing
In the “Edit Package Info” dialog window, users also can apply volume discount pricing. Volume
discounts encourage customers to purchase more pictures per order. The Volume Discount Pricing
window is designed to create discounts for orders that contain a specific number of packages. The
software automatically applies the largest eligible discount to each order.
Click on the “Discount Pricing” button to change applicable discounts.

Discount Pricing:
Click this button
to apply volume
discount pricing.

The “Volume Discount Pricing” window will appear. Notice that discounts are applied to the order
prior to tax and shipping & handling charges.
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To add a discount, click the “Add” button. The “Add Volume Discount” window will appear. This
dialogue is used to assign a price based on the number of packages being purchased.

Darkroom Web is creating an if-then statement to decide which orders should receive discounts. For
example, a customer wishes to purchase 3 packages that cost $150 if bought separately. As a business
owner you may wish to give customers who buy at least three packages a discount, in this example,
you wish to sell the packages for $110 instead of $150. In the “Add Volume Discount” dialog you
would tell the application to calculate this discount automatically.
So the if-then statement would be: If the customer is buying 3 or more packages then the packages
will cost $110 per package.
Darkroom Web makes this even easier for you! To create the if-then statement you just need to
choose a quantity of packages and how much they will cost individually.
To use the above example again, in the “Add Volume Discount” window you would enter the
numbers 3 and 110 in the appropriate fields. It would then read: “The cost of 3 or more number of
items is equal to $110 per item.”
To save the volume discount, click “Add.” The new discount will appear in the Discount Description
table in the “Volume Discount Pricing” window. If you do not want to accept the new discount, click
“Cancel.”
You are also able to edit and remove discounts. To edit, highlight the discount entry you wish to
modify from the Discount Description table and click “Edit.” The “Edit Volume Discount” dialogue
will appear showing the existing discount information. Once you make the desired modifications to
the discount, click “Update” to save the new information to the application. You can view the changes
in the Discount Description table. If you do not want to accept the new discount, click “Cancel.”
To delete an entry from the discount list, highlight the entry you wish to remove and click “Remove.”
The application does not verify that you wish to delete the discount. If you delete a discount in error,
you will need to add a new discount by clicking “Add.” There is no way to retrieve a deleted discount.

R E M O V E
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P A C K A G E

Once a package is created, it is possible to remove it from Darkroom Web. If a package is removed
from the events portion of the software, then the package is deleted permanently. The package will
also be deleted from the online PhotoReflect.com storefront.
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To remove an existing package, click on “Package Groups” in the setup tree. Then, highlight the
group that contains the package you wish to remove. Now, highlight the package from the setup tree.
To delete the package, select the “Remove Package” icon from the toolbar.

The application will verify that the user wants to delete the package by asking “Are you sure you
would like to delete the package ‘Package Name Here’?” Select “Yes” to permanently remove the
package from the application. Make sure that you truly do wish to delete a print before selecting
“Yes.” There is no way to recover the lost information, except to manually add a new package to the
group.
If you do not want to delete the package, click “No” to not accept.

E D I T

A

P A C K A G E

To edit an existing package, click on “Package Groups” in the setup tree. Click on the group name
that contains the package you wish to edit. Now, highlight the package name from the setup tree and
click “Edit Package” located on the left toolbar.

The “Edit Package Info” window will appear with the existing package information. From this
window you can change the package name, the package price, or apply discount pricing. When the
user finishes modifying the existing package, click “OK” to save the new data. If you do not want to
accept the new changes, click “Cancel” to not accept.
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To move a package, select “Package Groups” from the setup tree. Then, highlight the desired group
and the package you wish to move.
Users can move a package up or down the list. To move a package up the list to a higher position,
click “Move Package Up.” This will move the package up one position. To move a package down the
list to a lower position, click “Move Package Down.” This will move a package down one position.
Packages can be positioned in any order in the setup tree. Click “Move Package Up” or “Move
Package Down” multiple times to move the package several spaces.

A D D

A N

I T E M

Darkroom Web creates a tree-like structure dividing package groups, packages and print items. Each
level, for example, Package Group is the top level, signifies a different layer of organization. As the
user creates new sub-layers, users branch the group to divide until exact products are available for
purchase. For example, after a group is created, users add packages. Once the packages are in place,
users add individual items.
Select “Package Groups” from the setup tree. To add a new item to an existing package, select the
group and then the package that will contain the item. If there is not a package listed, refer to the “Add
a Package” section of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
Once the package is highlighted in the setup tree, click on the icon specifying the type of item to add.
There are three types of items that Darkroom Web users can add. They are “Add Lab Print Item,”
“Add Self Print Item,” and “Add Custom Item.” These options are available on the right portion of the
screen.
First, a lab print item is a product that is printed at an ExpressDigital Labtricity photo lab. You must
be logged into your lab account to access lab print items. By adding lab items to packages, users are
increasing their product base beyond what they can print in-house. To add a lab print item, select the
icon that says “Add Lab Print Item” from the toolbar.
The “Add Package Item” window will appear. This window will contain all available print groups and
print sizes. If available, choose the appropriate print group from the drop down menu. Highlight the
product in the Description window. When you highlight the item, the quantity automatically increases
to 1. You can choose any quantity from 0 – 250. When the item description is highlighted, a scroll
will appear in the count column. Click on the up or down arrow to increase or decrease the quantity.
To save the local print item quantities to the package, select “OK.” The items will appear in the
desired package within Darkroom Web. If the user does not want to accept the new changes, click
“Cancel.”
If you need to clear the quantities and start over with your selection, click “Clear Quantities.” This
option will return all quantity numbers back to zero in the “Add Package Item” window.
Second, a self-print item is a product that is fulfilled manually by the photographer outside of the
Darkroom Web Edition software. More specifically, “self-print items” are items that you, the
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photographer, can print in-house. Many photographers handle standard print sizes locally, such as
8x10 or 5x7 prints. However, the majority of photographers use PhotoReflect.com and its supply of
Labtricity Photo Labs to do the bulk of all printing.
Finally, a custom item is a product that is not included in the list of available items for print by a
Labtricity photo lab, or an item that is locally fulfilled. Custom items are products such as mouse
pads, t-shirts, or sport balls. The items are sent out to third party vendors for creation. In providing
custom items to your customer, not only are you creating more revenue, you are also providing a
service they cannot receive elsewhere. To add a custom item, select the icon that says “Add Custom
Item” from the toolbar.

The “Package Item” window will appear. This window allows the user to assign package information
and desired bordered package settings. The “Package Information” section gives the Darkroom Web
user the ability to assign a description and quantity to the item. To add a name to the item, the user
should click in the “Description” text field. Then, type the product name in the text field. Next,
determine the quantity to add to the package and click the up or down arrow in the field. You can
choose any quantity from 0 – 250. The bottom portion of the “Package Item” window has information
regarding the bordered package settings for the existing package item. In the “Bordered Package
Settings” section, you can apply several item options regarding borders. This feature can be selected
for all three types of items.
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To set an item to always use a border/template, you must check the box “Always use a border for this
package item.” To activate this option, click in the box. A check mark will appear when the option is
activated. To deactivate the option, click in the box again to make the check mark disappear.
After you activate the item feature, you must choose the border/template from your border library. To
do this, click on “Choose.” This will open a window with access to all of the borders currently
available to Darkroom Web.

The “Choose a Border for the Package Item:” window will open to the last border file you worked in.
To browse through the available borders/templates click through the tabs at the top portion of the
menu. When you highlight a border name a preview of the file will appear in the window.
To change the border/template group, click “Change Group...” Other available border directories are
listed below the button. Click on the names of the border directories to change the available borders in
the dialogue window. If the border directory is not listed, you have the option to browse the C:\ Drive
for a different directory.
To select a border, highlight the name and then select “OK.” The file path of the border/template will
appear in the “Border” field of the “Package Item” window. To cancel the Border selection window,
click “Cancel.”
After the border has been chosen, the name will appear in the Description field. This name cannot be
modified within the “Package Item” window.
Bordered Package Settings: Tile Layout, Orientation and Placement
In the Bordered Package Settings portion of the window, you can set the Tile Layout, Orientation and
Placement of the border.
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To change the Tile Layout, click on the drop down menu in the “Tile Layout” field. You can choose
Single, Duplicate or Multiple tiled options.
In most cases either “Single – one copy of border” or “Duplicate – border is tiled with same photos,”
is used for the tile setting. If you specify “Multiple – border is tiled and different photos may be
inserted,” then the only way to get multiple photos inserted into that item would be to batch print
several photos using it. For example, you may want to print two 8x10 sheets that would fit 8 different
wallet-sized photos on each sheet. In order to do this, you would need to select “Multiple – border is
tiled and different photos may be inserted” and then batch print 16 images to get two sheets of 8
photos. If you just selected to tile multiple photos in a regular (non-batch) order, then the order would
have only one cell filled in. The 8x10 sheet would print with only one wallet photo on the page even
though 8 would fit.
To change Orientation, click on the drop down menu in the “Orientation” field to view the options.
You can choose Best Fit, Portrait or Landscape orientation options.
The “Best Fit (arrange to fit the maximum number of copies)” orientation option chooses either the
portrait or landscape orientation. This is based on whichever option will fit more copies on a page. By
selecting either “Landscape” or “Portrait,” you are choosing to print to that orientation no matter how
it fits on the page.
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To change Placement, click on the drop down menu in the “Placement” field to view the different
options. You can choose: Fill, Fit, Top-Left, Top-Middle, Top-Right, Middle-Left, Middle-Center,
Middle-Right, Bottom-Left, Bottom-Center, or Bottom-Right.
These options indicate where Darkroom Web will place the bordered image on a printed sheet. The
“Fill (single copy of border stretched to fill print size)” option will stretch the image beyond the print
size in order to fill the entire image space. For example, if you wanted to fit a 4x6 image in a 5x7
space, you would need to extend 2 sides of the image outside the 5x7 sheet boundaries. This option
would tell Darkroom Web to crop the sides of the image that extend beyond the boundaries. The
image would fill the entire sheet size.
The “Fit (single copy of border stretched to fit print size)” option will stretch the image to the existing
borders of the new print size. For example, if you needed to put a 4x6 print on a 5x7 sheet, the image
would fit to the edges of the exact image to the boundaries of the existing print size. This option
would leave white space below the image.
While this option is rarely used for final products, it is a great choice for proofs. This option will show
the existing image without any cropping. If there were people on the edges of the image, these people
are guaranteed to still be visible if the image was “Fitted” rather than “Filled” on the print sheet.
Finally, to edit the border text of a particular border, click “Edit border Text” in the Package Item
window. The Text Fields dialogue window will appear. Enter the text in the available lines. Click
“OK” to save the changes made to the border text and to return to the “Package Item” window. Click
“Reset” to return the dialogue box to the previous state. For example, this means that if you enter text
and you do not like it, you can click “Reset” and it will delete the text that was entered. This option
also allows you to return to previously saved text. If there was copy already saved to the border, click
“Reset” to undo all of the text changes. Click “Cancel” to return to the “Package Item” window
without modifying the contents of the “Text Fields” dialogue box.
When you have finished modifying the existing package in the “Package Item” window, click “OK”
to save the new data. If you do not want to accept the new changes, click “Cancel.”

R E M O V E

A

P A C K A G E

I T E M

To remove an existing package item, click on “Package Groups” in the setup tree. Then, select the
desired group that contains the package item you wish to remove. Now, highlight the package name
from the setup tree and select the item from the description window. To delete the item, select
“Remove Item” from the right side of the toolbar.
The application will verify that the user wants to delete the item by asking “Are you sure you would
like to delete the package item?”
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Select “Yes” to permanently remove the item from the package. Make sure that you truly do wish to
delete before selecting “Yes.” There is no way to recover the lost information, except to manually add
a new item to the package.
If you do not want to delete the item, click “No.”

T O

E D I T

A

P A C K A G E

I T E M

To edit an existing package item, click on “Package Groups” in the setup tree. Click on the group
name that contains the package with the item you wish to edit. Now, highlight the package name from
the setup tree and select the item from the description window. Once the item is highlighted, click
“Edit Item Properties” located on the right toolbar.
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The “Package Item” window will appear with the existing item information. From this window you
can change the item name and quantity. This window also allows the customer to assign border
package settings, which means that you select an item to always apply a border/template.
Package Information
The first portion of the “Package Item” window is information regarding the existing package item
information. In the Package Information section, you can change several item options. First, you can
change the description name of the package item. The existing name is available in the “Description”
text field. You can rename the package item by deleting the existing characters and typing in a new
descriptor in the text field.
The “Package Item” window also indicates the original print size. For example, the original print size
is an “8x10 Print.” To change this information, the item should be deleted and a new print size chosen
by adding a new item.
If the user wishes to change an item to being fulfilled by a Labtricity photo lab, a new item must be
created and saved in the package.
You can change the quantity of copies. Choose a number for the quantity and enter that into the
“Quantity” field. You can also use the up or down arrows to choose a quantity.

Bordered Package Settings: Add a Border/Template to Package Item
The bottom portion of the “Package Item” window has information regarding the bordered package
settings for the existing package item. For more information on adding a border to a package item, see
the section in this chapter.

M O V E

A

P A C K A G E

I T E M

To move an existing item up or down the list, select “Package Groups” from the setup tree. The user
should then select a group, and then the package containing the items that should be moved. Highlight
the item from the description list.
Users can either move an item up or down the list order. To move an item up the list to a higher
position, click “Move Item Up.” This will move the item up one position. To move an item down the
list to a lower position, click “Move Item Down.” This will move the item down one position.
Package Items can be positioned in any order in the description window. Click “Move Item Up” or
“Move Item Down” multiple times to move the item several spaces.

C H O O S E

L A B T R I C I T Y

L A B S

Darkroom Web allows the user to select Labtricity photo labs directly from the Package Groups setup
option. To choose Labtricity labs that you would like to use, select “Package Groups” from the setup
tree. Then click on the “Choose Labtricity Labs” button on the right side of the screen.
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In order to offer Labtricity photo labs products, the user must have a Labtricity account ID. Follow the
link that says “New Account” to set one up.

Users can browse through Labtricity Photo Lab products before committing their business to the
company. To view photo lab information, click on the lab name located in the left portion of the
window. A check mark will appear next to the photo lab name and the photo lab information will
appear in the window.
To select a lab to use, click in the box next to the photo lab name. A checkmark will appear when the
selection has successfully been made. To accept this lab, click “OK.” To cancel without saving the
lab’s information, click “Cancel.”

SHIPPING

GROUP S

Shipping Groups allows you to organize all aspects in regards to the shipment of product to the
customer. Darkroom Web provides an easy to use interactive interface to setup shipping groups and
then individual shipping rules subdivided by country. In order to process orders through Darkroom
Web, at least one shipping group must be configured. If your lab does not ship product, Darkroom
Web includes an option to set the group as pickup only.
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It is possible to add a handling fee to all shipped orders. This fee is accounted for on top of the
assigned shipping fee.

By default, Shipping and Handling charges are not taxed. If your state requires tax on these charges,
refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up. Within this chapter go to Photographer Info: Your Tax Info. Read
through this information to get a better understanding of how Darkroom Web handles tax.
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Select “Shipping Groups” in the options tree to configure all shipping methods and charges for all onsite pickups and shipped orders.

S H I P P I N G W I Z A R D

To access the Shipping Wizard to easily setup your Darkroom Web shipping groups and individual
shipping rates, click on the Wizard icon located in the top left corner of the screen. For more
information on using the Shipping Wizard, refer to Chapter 4: Setup Wizards and review the section
called Shipping Wizard of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.

S H I P P I N G

G R O U P

M A N A G E M E N T

Darkroom Web requires all shipping rules to be organized into groups. For example, if you were a
wedding photographer and a sport photographer, you could have two different shipment groups for
each facet of your business.
Darkroom Web users can create an infinite number of shipping groups. To create a shipping group,
select the “New Group” icon from the left portion of the screen. The “Add Shipping Group” window
will appear.
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The “Add Shipping Group” window prompts the customer to provide a name for the new group. This
descriptor can be anything. Many users of Darkroom Web assign similar or identical names as
assigned to the package groups and discount groups. For example, if a package group called
“Wedding” exists, it would be easy to create a shipping group called “Wedding.” Then as catalogs
were created, it would be very simple to assign the correct shipping group to the package.
The “Add Shipping Group” window also gives the user the option to make a copy of an existing
group’s shipping information. This is especially helpful when the user has standard shipping rates
available but only wants to change one or two depending on the type of event the rate is applied. This
is also a time saving device, as it ensures that you spend less time in front of the computer, and more
time running your business.
To save the new Shipping Group, click “OK.” To cancel the changes without saving or to close the
“Add Shipping Group” window, click “Cancel.”
Darkroom Web also allows the user to rename and remove existing groups. To rename an existing
shipping group, click on the “Rename” icon on the left portion of the screen.

The “Rename Shipping Group” window will appear. To change the existing name, delete everything
in the field and type a new descriptor. To save the new shipping group name, click “OK.” To cancel
the changes without saving or to close the rename shipping group window, click “Cancel.”
Finally, Darkroom Web allows the user to remove or delete existing shipping groups. To remove a
shipping group, highlight the group name from the file tree on the left portion of the screen. Once the
group is highlighted, click the “Remove Group” icon.
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Darkroom Web will then verify that you wish to delete the shipping group. When a shipping group is
deleted all of the existing entries will be deleted. This removal is permanent, unless the user recreates
all of the existing information. There is no way to recover information that was deleted in error.
To permanently delete the discount, select “Yes.” To cancel without deleting, select “No.”

S H I P P I N G

C O U N T R Y

M A N A G E M E N T

Darkroom Web allows the user to create an infinite number of shipping rates for each shipping group.
To make shipping groups easier to manage, the shipping rates are divided first into destination country
and then into the individual shipping rates.
To add a country, highlight the shipping group from the file tree on the left side of the screen. Once
the shipping group is highlighted, all selected countries are added to that group.
To add a country destination, click the “Add Country” icon. The Add Country dialogue box will
appear on screen. Choose the destination country from the drop down menu. If you would like to copy
the monetary rates from an existing country, check the “Copy shipping entries from existing country”
box. You will also need to choose the country with the rates you wish to copy.

When you have selected all the desired items to add, click “OK” to save changes. To exit the dialog
box without modifying the contents, click “Cancel” to exit.
Next, Darkroom Web allows the user to remove an existing country. To remove a country destination,
highlight the country you wish to remove from the setup tree. Make sure you are removing the correct
country from the desired network. Once the country is highlighted, click “Remove Country” from the
shipping toolbar.
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Darkroom Web will ask you to verify that you wish to delete the country. When you delete a country
you also delete all the shipping entries within.

If you delete there is no way to retrieve this data except to re-enter into the application. To remove the
country from the shipping group, click “Yes” when asked to verify deletion. If you do not want to
delete the country, or clicked on remove in error, click “No” when you are asked if you are sure you
want to delete the shipping country.

S H I P P I N G

R A T E

M A N A G E M E N T

Darkroom Web provides a way for users to assign shipping rates based on monetary amounts. For
example, orders more than $100 can have one assigned shipping rate, while orders less than $100
would have a different shipping rate. This system allows the user to create all-inclusive shipping
information that also includes a relatively accurate handling rate. If it costs the studio $4.75 to ship
priority mail via the United States Postal Service, the studio could charge $6 to cover all shipping and
handling fees for the order.
To add shipping rates to existing countries, select “Shipping Groups.” After the appropriate group is
highlighted, select the country that needs a new shipping rate. Once the country is highlighted, click
the “Add Shipping” button, located on the right side of the screen, to create a new shipping fee. The
“Shipping Fee” window will appear.

In the “Shipping Fee” window, select the shipping method. There are also 5 different rate
classifications. You can add rates for standard, priority, 2nd day, overnight and pickup. All of these
methods are available in the drop down menu.
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Choose a price that the shipping rate applies to in the “For orders over (US) $.” For example, if you
type “15.00” in the field, you are telling the application that the shipping fee you are creating is an ifthen statement. So for this particular example it would be “If the order costs over $15.00 then the
shipping cost is $8.00. Only orders that cost $15.00 will get the rate of $8.00 for shipping.
You can set more shipping if-then statements to cover all price ranges. You can set one that could say,
“If the order costs over $50.00 then the shipping cost would be X.” In the Shipping Fee dialogue box
you would choose the appropriate shipping method. In the “For orders over (US)$” you would enter
50.00 and then in “the shipping cost is (US)$” you would enter you shipping cost.
You can set literally hundreds of shipping costs to cover all ranges of order prices and ranges. These
are added to the shipping table in the appropriate order, first by shipping method, then price range.
Costs are denoted in dollars (USD). For example, if you enter 1.24 in the cost field, that is equal to one
dollar and twenty-four cents.
When you have selected all the desired items to add in the Shipping Fee dialogue box, click “Add” to
save the shipping information to Darkroom Web. To exit the dialogue box without modifying the
contents, click “Cancel.”
Next, Darkroom Web allows the user to remove a shipping rate from the application. To remove a
shipping rate from existing countries, select “Shipping Groups.” After the appropriate shipping group
is highlighted, select the country that has the soon-to-be deleted shipping rate.
If you added a shipping fee in error, or wish to eliminate a shipping rate, make sure that you have
highlighted the correct rate in the shipping table. Once certain that it is the correct rate, click “Remove
Shipping” on the toolbar to permanently delete the option. The application does not verify that the
user wants to delete the shipping rate. Make sure that you truly do wish to delete before selecting
“Remove Shipping.” There is no way to recover the lost information, except to manually add a new
shipping fee by clicking the “Add Shipping” button.
Finally, to change a shipping rate that is already saved, select “Shipping Groups.” After the
appropriate shipping group is highlighted, select the country that contains the shipping rate that
requires modification.
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When editing an existing shipping rate, the application does not allow the user to modify the shipping
method. The existing method will maintain the original classification, which is one of the following:
standard, priority, 2nd day, overnight and pickup. To change the shipping method, a new shipping rate
must be added.
Next, select a price to apply to the option, “For orders over (US) $.” For example, if you type “15.00”
in the field, the application knows that the created shipping fee is a simple if-then statement. So for
this particular example it would be “If the order costs over $15.00 then the shipping cost is $8.00.
Only orders that cost $15.00 will get the rate of $8.00 for shipping.
Finally, select a shipping cost and enter that number into the field. Costs are denoted in dollars (USD).
For example, if you enter 1.24 in the cost field, that is equal to one dollar and twenty-four cents.
Make the appropriate changes and click “Change” to accept and save. If you would like to save the
original information without modification, click “Cancel.”

DISCOUN T

GROUP S

Volume discounts encourage your customer to purchase more prints per order. The discounts are
applied to a customer’s online shopping cart during checkout. These discounts are applied to the
customer’s online orders. As the user sets up the various photo catalogs in the Photo Library, these
discounts can be assigned to the online orders.
Available discounts are only applied once an online order reaches a specific minimum dollar amount.
This dollar amount is calculated before shipping and handling charges are added. The cost of the order
will be discounted by either a fixed dollar amount of a percentage of the subtotal. Finally, the largest
discount for which an order is eligible will be applied.
Select “Products & Services” and then “Discount Groups” in the options tree to create one or more
volume discount tables.
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D I S C O U N T W I Z A R D

To access the Discount Wizard to easily setup your Darkroom Web discount groups and individual
discounts, click on the Wizard icon located in the top left corner of the screen. For more information
on using the Discount Wizard, refer to Chapter 4: Setup Wizards and review the section called
Discount Wizard of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.

D I S C O U N T

G R O U P

M A N A G E M E N T

Users must first create discount groups for organizational purposes. For example, imagine a
photographer that shoots both wedding photography and high school sport photos. This photographer
is catering to two very different populations and pricing levels. For example, the amount of time spent
on wedding photos is intensive. These images carry a premium on quality and longevity. However,
the school sport photo does not carry that premium, the retouch requirement and expectations are
much lower, because the population expects it so. Thus the package pricing and discount pricing
should be held to different standards. In addition, wedding packages contain large print sizes with
premium finishes, thus the customers are paying more for the finished product. The high school track
team wants 8x10, 5x7 and wallet size prints.
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By organizing the discounts available by group, a photographer who does both weddings and high
school sport photos can keep the discounts separate. Two discount groups could be created: Wedding
and Event.

Darkroom Web users can create an infinite amount of discount groups. To create a group, click on the
“New” button next to the Discount Group field. The “Discount Group” window will appear.

The “Discount Group” window prompts the customer to provide a name for the new group. This
descriptor can be anything. Many users of Darkroom Web assign similar or identical names as
assigned to the package groups. For example, if a package group called “Wedding” exists, it would be
easy to create a discount group called “Wedding.” Then as catalogs were created, it would be very
simple to assign the correct discount group to the package.
The “Discount Group” window also gives the user the option to make a copy of an existing group’s
discounts. This is especially helpful when the user has standard discounts available but only wants to
change one or two depending on the type of event the discount is applied. This is also a timesaving
device, making sure you as the photographer spend less time in front of the computer, and more time
running your business.
To save the new Discount Group, click “OK.” To cancel the changes without saving or to close the
“Discount Group” window, click “Cancel.”
Darkroom Web also allows the user to rename and delete existing groups. To rename an existing
Discount Group, click on the “Rename” button next to the Discount Group field.
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The rename discount window will appear. To change the existing name, delete everything in the field
and type a new descriptor. To save the new discount group name, click “OK.” To cancel the changes
without saving or to close the rename discount group window, click “Cancel.”
Finally, Darkroom Web allows the user to delete existing discount groups. To delete a discount group,
open the drop down menu for “Discount Group.” Highlight the group you wish to delete. Then click
the “Delete” button next to the “Discount Group” field.

Darkroom Web will then verify that you wish to delete the discount group. It is important for users to
understand that the discount groups are applied to all online orders. If a discount group is removed
from the application, it will still be available on your PhotoReflect.com online storefront. The only
way to remove the discount groups from the storefront is to update your online information.
To permanently delete the discount, select “Yes.” To cancel without deleting, select “No.”

D I S C O U N T

M A N A G E M E N T

Darkroom Web allows the user to create an infinite number of discounts for each discount group. To
add a discount, first the user must make sure they highlight the desired discount group from the drop
down menu. Once the group is highlighted, the user should select “New” from the discount table
section.

The Discount Rule screen will appear. This screen will guide you through your first active studio
discount entry. You will set the discount values, expiration date, and the discount group.
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There are two different ways to set up a discount within Darkroom Web. These two ways are dollar
discount and percentage discount. All discounts are applied based on order amount. These discounts
are also applied to the customer order amount.

Dollar Discounts are concessions allowed for a customer whose total order is above a certain pricepoint. Because of the customers business, you are granting a discounted dollar amount to be applied to
their total order. For example, if a customer orders $500 worth of photos from you, you could set up a
Dollar Discount to allow for all orders over $500 to get an automatic $75 dollars off their purchase.
More often than not, as with all discounts and sales, this will encourage the customer to spend more at
your studio than initially intended.
It is very easy to set up the Dollar Discount in Darkroom Web. On the Shipment Rule screen you can
select the Dollar Discount option by clicking your cursor in the circle next to the option. The circle
will activate, showing you a small dot inside the circle. To switch options, click on Percentage
Discount, the dot will change to the appropriate option.
To set up the discount rule, you must enter numbers to complete the sentence: Take (US) $ XXX off
of orders totaling (US) $ XXX or more. There are two spaces you need to focus on. First, what is the
minimum order amount you want the discount to apply to and the second is how much you want to
discount those orders.
For example, you are in the midst of your senior portrait season. You would like to encourage your
customers to buy more than just wallets and a couple of 8x10 wall portraits. Your typical order is
about $350. You could set up a discount that allows anyone who purchases $500 of senior portraits
gets $75 dollars off their order. This will look like this:
Take (US) $ 75.00 off of orders totaling (US) $ 500.00 or more.
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Now your customers see a deal- they will only have to pay an extra $75 to you for an additional $150
worth of photos. You have increased your bottom line by encouraging your customers to spend $75
more in your studio and only lost a little on the paper and ink costs associated with the $75 that was
discounted.

Percentage Discounts are also concessions allowed for a customer whose total order is above a certain
price-point. Because of the customers business, you are granting a discounted percentage to be applied
to their total order. For example, if a customer orders $500 worth of photos from you, you could set
up a Percentage Discount to allow for all orders over $500 to get an automatic 15% off their purchase.
More often than not, as with all discounts and sales, this will encourage the customer to spend more at
your studio than initially intended.
It is very easy to set up the Percentage Discount in Darkroom Web. On the Shipment Rule screen you
can select the Percentage Discount option by clicking your cursor in the circle next to the option. The
circle will activate, showing you a small dot inside the circle. To switch options, click on Dollar
Discount, the dot will change to the appropriate option.
To set up the discount rule, you must enter numbers to complete the sentence: Take XXX % off of
orders totaling (US) $ XXX or more. There are two spaces you need to focus on. First what is the
minimum order amount you want the discount to apply to and the second is what percentage you
would like to discount those orders.
Look again at the example used above, you are in the midst of your senior portrait season. You would
like to encourage your customers to buy more than just wallets and a couple of 8x10 wall portraits.
Your typical order is about $350. You could set up a discount that allows anyone who purchases $500
of senior portraits gets 15% off their order. This will look like this:
Take 15 % off of orders totaling (US) $ 500.00 or more.
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Now your customers see a deal- after doing a bit of math, they realize they will only have to pay an
extra $75 to you for an additional $150 worth of photos. You have increased your bottom line by
encouraging your customers to spend $75 more in your studio and only lost a little on the paper and
ink costs associated with the 15% (totaling $75) that was discounted.

After you have chosen the financial aspects of the discount, you must choose the day that the discount
offer will expire. It is possible to set discounts to be active for as long as you want. To set a discount,
click on the drop down menu and select a date from the calendar. The left and right arrows help
navigate through the calendars to find the right date.
If you know the date that the discount is to end, you can type that date into the “Discount good
through:” field. To add the date, click on the month. The current month will highlight, allowing you to
manually type in the date. You can use the left and right arrow keys on the keyboard to move from
day, month, and year.
Darkroom Web also allows the user to edit and delete existing groups. To edit an existing discount
entry, highlight the rule from the Discount table. Once the rule is highlighted, click on the “Edit”
button.
This button will open the discount rule window with all of the existing discount information
displayed. For more information on how to create a discount rule, please refer to Chapter 3: Setting
Up. Within this chapter go to Discount Groups and read the section on “Discount Management.”
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Finally, Darkroom Web allows the user to delete an existing discount item. First, highlight the
discount rule from the Discount table. Once the rule is highlighted, click on the “Delete” button.
This button will remove the discount rule from the available list of discount options. There is no way
to recover a rule deleted in error. Be sure that you want to delete the discount entry before selecting
for deletion. If you do delete a rule in error, it is easy to create an identical discount entry. Please refer
to Chapter 3: Setting Up. Within this chapter go to Discount Groups and read the section on
“Discount Management.”

PHOTO

S ERVICES

Select “Photo Services” from the options tree to set up the pre-process and post-process services for
all orders in Darkroom Web. A service can be anything that you would do on a per product basis such
as retouching or color correction. Not only will adding services provide a better end product for your
customer, it will provide a marked increase to the company’s bottom line.

The main window of Photo Services shows the user all of the information needed to quickly identify
pre-print and post-print processes. The Photo Service table shows the service description name, the
asking price for the service, the asking price of the lab for the service, and the lab or local print
distinction.
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S E R V I C E

Darkroom Web allows the user to set up two types of photo services. Because photographers retouch
and post-touch photos in his or her own studio, the software allows users to setup local retouch
services. However, some local photographers do not have the time, inclination or means to perform
some retouch services. If Darkroom Web users send prints to a Labtricity photo lab, these retouch
services can be performed.
Select “Photo Services” from the setup tree. To add local retouch service, click on the “Add Local
Retouch Service” icon on the right side of the screen. Users can add any photo service to the list
available in the application.
The “Add Local Retouching Service” window will appear. Users can select one of the predefined
service names or create their own custom service. To select a service, click on the drop down menu
for “Service Name.” A list of pre-defined, standard options is available. If none of the services in the
drop down menu adequately describe the service you offer, click in the “Service Name” text field and
type a name to describe the service to create a custom service.

After the name selection, users must choose what type of service it is. The service type options are
Pre-Print Process or Post-Print Process. These options are available in the drop down menu within the
Service Type text field.
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Pre-Print Process and Post-Print Process allows the studio to flag a particular order for a certain
service, either before the order is printed or after. Essentially, these flags alert the photographer to
these services within Darkroom Web.
Once you have identified the correct type of service, you must choose a price for the service. This is
calculated in dollars. Prices are denoted in dollars (USD). For example, if you enter 1.24 in the price
field, that is equal to one dollar and twenty-four cents.
To add a lab retouch service, click on “Add Lab Retouch Service” icon on the right side of the screen.
Darkroom Web users can add any retouch service provided by their Labtricity photo lab. These
retouch options are available in the Lab retouching menu.
In the lab retouch menu, click on the lab name and choose the retouch services that you wish to offer
your clients. It is important to remember that these retouch services are only available for the products
that are sent to the exact photo lab that the service is available.

R E M O V E

A

S E R V I C E

Darkroom Web allows the user to remove any service from the available list. Since business models
change, a photographer may decide to out-source more services to the lab or a photographer may
decide to offer more services internally. Regardless of reason, however, photo services can be
removed from the software.
Select “Photo Services” from the setup tree. To remove an existing photo service from the application,
you must first highlight it on the photo service table. Once the service is highlighted, click on the
“Remove Service” icon on the right side of the screen.
Darkroom Web will remove the service without verifying deletion. Once a user clicks on the
“Remove Service” icon, the photo service entry will be deleted permanently. There is no way to
recover this data. If you deleted this information in error, follow the instructions to add a new photo
service.

E D I T

S E R V I C E

P R O P E R T I E S

Darkroom Web allows the user to edit any saved photo service information from the available list.
Because prices and the value of the dollar are constantly changing, the photo service information
changes as well. It is possible that a process that was once designated as a post-print process can occur
during the pre-print stage.
Select “Photo Services” from the setup tree. To edit an existing photo service from the application,
you must first highlight it on the photo service table. Once the service is highlighted, click on the “Edit
Service Properties” icon on the right side of the screen.
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The retouching service screen for the existing service will appear. Users can only change the “Service
Type” or “Service Cost.”
The service type options are Pre-Print Process or Post-Print Process. These options are available in the
drop down menu within the Service Type text field. Pre-Print Process and Post-Print Process allows
the studio to flag a particular order for a certain service, either before the order is printed or after.
Essentially, these flags alert the photographer to these services within Darkroom Web.
Once you have identified the correct type of service, you may choose a new price for the service. This
is calculated in dollars. Prices are denoted in dollars (USD). For example, if you enter 1.24 in the price
field, that is equal to one dollar and twenty-four cents.

M O V E

A

P H O T O

S E R V I C E

To move an existing photo service up or down the list, select “Photo Services” from the setup tree.
The user should then select the service from the photo service description window on the screen. By
selecting the service, the user is highlighting it.
Users can either move a service up or down the service order. To move a service up the list to a higher
position, click “Move Service Up.” This will move it up one position. To move a service down the list
to a lower position, click “Move Service Down.” This will move it down one position. Photo Services
can be positioned in any order in the description window. Click “Move Service Up” or “Move Service
Down” multiple times to move the service several spaces.

C H O O S E

L A B T R I C I T Y

L A B S

Darkroom Web allows the user to select Labtricity photo labs directly from the Photo Services setup
option. To choose Labtricity labs that you would like to use, select “Photo Services” from the setup
tree. Then click on the “Choose Labtricity Labs” button on the right side of the screen.
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In order to offer Labtricity photo labs products, the user must have a Labtricity account ID. Follow the
link that says “New Account” to set one up.

Users can browse through Labtricity photo lab products before committing their business to the
company. To view photo lab information, click on the lab name located in the left portion of the
window. A check mark will appear next to the photo lab name and the photo lab information will
appear in the window.
To select a lab to use, click in the box next to the photo lab name. A checkmark will appear when the
selection has successfully been made. To accept this lab, click “OK.” To cancel without saving the
lab’s information, click “Cancel.”
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TEMPLA T ES

Darkroom Web gives the user the ability to use creative borders, back drops and unique photographermade templates. Select “Templates” from the setup tree to manage template groups, and to add or
remove templates.
All borders or templates should be stored in the following default location:
C:\Program Files\ExpressDigital\Darkroom WE\Photos\Templates\Borders

M A N A G I N G

T E M P L A T E S

Select “Templates” from the setup tree to manage template groups, add or remove templates, and
create new templates in the Border Workshop. The Templates window has two sets of button
classifications: Group Options Menu and Border/Template Options Menu. The Group Options Menu
allows the user to add, rename and set default groups. This menu also gives the user the ability to
delete existing groups.
The Border/Templates Option Menu allows the user to delete existing borders. Finally, this section
allows the user to add new borders to Darkroom Web.

Border/
Template
Options
Menu

Group
Options
Menu

Just like the methods used to organize shipping rate, package groups and discounts, Darkroom Web
utilizes a similar method while creating Template groups to house templates and borders. Users must
create groups to file each border away for use. For example, a sports photographer may cater to
several sports. Within Darkroom Web, that photographer can organize his borders within group
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headings such as Baseball, Soccer, Basketball, Cheerleading, and Football. Each border group would
hold only the border associated with that sport. So the football memory mates would be stored in the
Football group. The borders with soccer balls would be stored in the Soccer group. If the
photographer had several borders for each sporting event, then this method of organization makes
sense.
To add a new template group, select “Templates.” Highlight “Borders” from the file tree and then
select the “New Group” icon in the Group Options Menu.

The Template Groups dialogue window will appear; enter the border group name in the text field.
Users can choose any name or descriptor for this field. Click ”OK” to save the new group. To cancel
or exit the window, select “Cancel” to exit.
Darkroom Web also allows the user to remove existing template groups. Users should remember that
when they remove template groups, they are removing only the catalog file that allows Darkroom
Web to access the information. The borders are still saved on the computer.
To remove a group, highlight the group in the templates option of the setup tree. Click on the
“Remove Group” icon. The application will ask you to verify again whether you wish to delete. Click
“Yes” to permanently remove the group. Click “No” to cancel deletion.

Darkroom Web allows the user to rename existing groups. Many users may need to change
descriptors for their various border topics for organizational purposes.
To rename a group, highlight the group in the templates option of the setup tree. Click on the
“Rename Group” icon.
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The Template Groups dialogue window will appear; enter the border group name in the text field.
Click on “OK” to save the new group name or “Cancel” to cancel the new group name.
Darkroom Web allows the user to set a border group as a default. When the application sets a border
or template group as default, each time a person wants to add a border to a package or print, the
default group will be available first. In order to access the other borders, the user would need to
manually open the border group.
To set a border group as the application default group, highlight the group in the templates option of
the setup tree. Once highlighted, click on the “Set Default” icon. This will set the group as the
template default group.

A D D

A N D

D E L E T E

T E M P L A T E S

Darkroom Web allows the user to add borders to the application. These borders provide
photographers with new products to sell to the customer. For example, photographers can add
customer borders and backgrounds to senior portraits and family portrait sittings. When photographers
offer more options to the customer, the customer is likely to spend more money on great, original
products.
There are third party vendors who create borders and templates directly for the Darkroom Web user.
To add these files to the software the user should select “Templates” from the setup tree. Next, click
on “Borders,” and choose the desired group that will contain the new template or border.
Once the group is highlighted, select the “Add” icon from the Border/Template Options Menu. This
feature will allow you to add a selection of already created borders or templates to the Darkroom Web
software.
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The “Template Browser” dialogue window will appear. Choose the directory that houses the borders
you would like to add. All borders or templates should be stored in the following default location:
C:\Program Files\ExpressDigital\Darkroom WE\Photos\Templates\Borders
The “Template Browser” window allows the user to add individual borders or entire directories and
subdirectories. Choose the option that best fits your intended purpose from the bottom of the Template
Browser dialogue box.
There are three import options. The first is called “Add Selected.” This option will add only the
highlighted borders and templates. This allows the user to add only specific borders. To add more than
one, hold down the ‘CTRL’ button on the keyboard to add borders to the selection. Once all the
borders are selected, click "Add Selected" to make them available to Darkroom Web.
The second option is called “Add All.” This import option will add all of the border content saved in
the directory. This option will not import any subfolder.
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The last option is called “Add All Subdirectories." This import option will add all of the border
content in the directory plus all border content stored in subfolders. Most specifically, this option will
add all borders or templates stored in a specific file path.
Finally, once the group is highlighted, the user has the option of removing individual borders for the
border groups. Select the “Remove” icon from the Border/Template Options Menu. This feature will
allow you to delete included borders in the Darkroom Web software.

MANAGE

ACCOUN TS

It is possible for photographers to have several PhotoReflect.com accounts. The “Manage Accounts”
section allows the user to save the login information for every account. This means that photographers
can easily switch between accounts as they work.
To add another account, the user should select “Add User.” This will open the “Add Account”
window allowing the user to enter a username and password. When the information is entered, select
“OK to save. If you want to exit the window without saving, select “Close.”
Users can also remove and edit users. To remove a user account, the photographer should highlight
the account from the list and then select “Remove User.” To edit user account information, the
photographer should highlight the account and then select “Edit user.” This allows the user to change
the login password if it has been changed in PhotoReflect.com.

FULFIL L M ENT

OP TIONS

Select “Fulfillment Options” from the options tree to configure basic fulfillment options for Darkroom
Web orders. In this setup option, users may setup default package and back print information,
shipping settings, print-to-disc information and order receipt settings.
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First, the user has the option to add a default package to every order. This is helpful when the
photographer runs a promotion that every customer automatically receives an 8x10 or 5x7. It cuts
down on the time it takes to add the item to every single order. In order for this to work, the desired
package should be marked as default in the “Package Groups” setup. A checkmark will appear in the
box when the option is activated. To deselect the ability to automatically print orders containing
locally fulfilled items, click on the checkmark to make it disappear. When the checkmark disappears,
the option is disabled.

Next, Darkroom Web allows users to add back print information to each order. In order to make this
information a staple for all orders, the option must be activated. To activate this option, click in the
box next to the text that states “Add default back print information to each order.” A checkmark will
appear in the box when the option is activated. To deselect the ability to automatically print orders
containing locally fulfilled items, click on the checkmark to make it disappear. When the checkmark
disappears, the option is disabled.
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Back print information is specified text printed on the reverse side of photos. The back print
information is stored in the application in a series of special text codes. To edit the back print
information, click on the “Edit Back Print Info…” button.

The “Back Print Information” window will appear. To add specific back print information, users must
first activate the option “Store suggested back print text in each order.” Click on the box next to the
text to activate.
Darkroom Web comes with several special text codes available to the user. To insert a special text,
click “Insert Special Text.” A comprehensive list of special text codes with definitions and examples
is available in the Appendix. Please refer to Appendix H: Special Text Tables in the Application User
Guide.
The second available option with Darkroom Web users is the ability to set specific default settings to
the shipping options. These default settings affect the information available in the “Customer
Shipping Information” window. This window is available in several areas of the software; here is a list
of those locations:


After placing an order by clicking “Place Order,” the Darkroom Web receipt screen appears.
The “Customer Shipping Information” dialog is available after clicking on “Shipping…” in
the menu.



From the Orders tab, users can edit the customer shipping information by clicking “Edit and
Proof.” After Darkroom Web opens the Photo Workshop, the user can click on “Properties”
and then “Edit Shipping Info.”

Darkroom Web users have the option to ship all orders back to the company address. To activate this
option, click in the box next to the text that states, “Ship all orders back to the company address.” A
checkmark will appear in the box when the option is activated. To deselect the option to ship all
orders back to the company address, click on the checkmark to make it disappear. When the
checkmark disappears, the option is disabled.
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The software also allows users to apply a default shipping method to those orders that are created
locally. There are five shipping methods included in the drop down menu. They are Pickup, Standard,
Priority, 2nd Day, and Overnight.
The third available option for Darkroom Web users is the ability to set Print-to-Disc settings. When
printing to CD for the lab or archiving to CD, you can choose to use the built-in CD writing capability
of Darkroom Web. To use this option, Darkroom Web must support your CD writer. Click the Test
Compatibility button to see if your drive is supported.

If the CD writer is not compatible, you can print the orders to the hard drive and use external CD
burning software to burn to CD. To print orders to the hard drive, users must select a file pathway to
copy the information to. Select “Write orders to disk (orders can be later recorded to CD using other
software)” from the application. Next, click the “Browse to Path” button to select a file pathway.
The fourth available option for Darkroom Web users is the ability to set order receipt workflow and
practical default information. After orders are placed, the user has the choice to show an Order
Confirmation receipt. Upon first startup of Darkroom Web, the application enables this option as a
default. To disable the settings, click on the checkmark to make it disappear.

Darkroom Web users also have the option to show an order receipt after saving an order or to print a
select number of receipts to the default Windows printer. To activate this option, click on the box next
to the text “Print X receipt copies to the default Windows printer.” A checkmark will appear in the
box when the option is activated. To deselect this option, click on the checkmark to make it disappear.
When the checkmark disappears, the option is disabled.
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INFORMA TION

Select “System Information” in the options tree to view the properties of your computer system and
SCSI devices.
The System Properties page displays critical information about your system. Use the page to
determine what software versions you are running. If you call the ExpressDigital Customer Care
center, they usually will like to review all the properties of this page. If you support many computers
in your business, you will also find this helpful in managing each station.
Note: Be sure to keep track of your free disk space. Many photographers report problems that stem
from running out of hard disk space. To avoid running out of disk space, archive your photos
regularly and remove them from your hard drive.

WEBSITE S

Select “Websites” in the options tree to view a list of web sites related to your ExpressDigital
software. Users can select “Your internet Storefront” to access the PhotoReflect.com online store.
Users can select “Customize Your Storefront” to access the account settings for the online storefront.
Users can select “PhotoReflect.com” to view the main PhotoReflect website, or “Photo Reflect.com
Support” to view support contact information.
Users can also select “Express Digital” to access the main ExpressDigital website. This site provides
links to training, conferences, and the ExpressDigital Estore. If a user selects “Express Digital
Support,” the ExpressDigital Customer Care contact information will open. Finally, there is a link to
the photo lab side of the business. To access that information, click “Labtricity.”
Darkroom Web includes a built-in Internet browser so you can view these sites right from the
application.

HELP

Click “Help” in the options tree to view a copy of the Quick Start Guide, Application User Guide, and
support contact information.
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Setup Wizards
In this chapter, you will be taken through the various setup wizards available in ExpressDigital
Darkroom Web. These wizards are in place to assist you, the user, in setting up various parts of the
program. In the following sections, you will learn how to navigate through the tax information
wizard, products and packages wizard, discount wizard, shipping wizard and catalog wizard.
TAXWIZA RD

The Tax Wizard will guide you through the steps to easily set up the sales tax information that is
automatically applied to your orders. Darkroom Web identifies your state of residence by the zip
code. This information was entered in the Photographer Info section of the Setup tab. The tax wizard
displays this information for verification in the “Local Order Sales Tax” section.
The program will display the following information: “Based on your company information, we have
determined that you live in State Name, Country Name.”
If you want to automatically charge sales tax for local orders, you will need to enter a tax rate for
your location. Local orders are classified as orders that are created locally on your computer.
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The tax rate must be entered as a percentage. For example, you would enter numbers such as, 8.25,
6.5, or 7.75. Darkroom Web will read these numbers as percents, so 8.25 = 8.25%, 6.5 = 6.5%, 7.75
= 7.75%.
Most states require tax to be charged on all shipping and handling charges. Darkroom Web gives you
the option to charge tax before shipping and handling or after. To instruct the program to “NOT
charge the local tax rate on the shipping and handling of local orders,” click in the checkbox under
Tax on Shipping and Handling. To charge tax on shipping and handling, remove the checkmark by
clicking in the box again.
Once you have selected the applicable information, click on “Next” to move to the next page of the
Tax Wizard. To exit the wizard, and return to the Darkroom Web Setup tab, click “Cancel.”
The second page of the Tax Wizard includes information regarding how to set up tax information for
other states in the United States. The wizard also informs users how to set up foreign country tax
information.

Once you have read the applicable information, click on “Next” to move to the next page of the Tax
Wizard. To return to the previous page within the Tax Wizard screens, click “Back.” To exit the
wizard, and return to the Darkroom Web Setup tab, click “Cancel.”
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On the third screen within the Tax Wizard, you have the opportunity to set up tax information for the
50 states within the United States, plus all territories and commonwealths. This screen will calculate
the tax liabilities based upon where your customers reside and where your home base is.

It is possible to manually override the automatic tax engine. To do this, click on the “click here to
override” link in the Options column.
The Tax Override dialog window will appear. In the Tax Rate field, type in the correct tax rate. The
number should follow the same rules as the tax amount entered on the first Tax Wizard screen. The
tax rate must be entered as a percentage. For example, you would enter numbers such as, 8.25, 6.5, or
7.75. Darkroom Web will read these numbers as percents, so 8.25 = 8.25%, 6.5 = 6.5%, 7.75 =
7.75%.

Once you have typed in the tax percentage, click “OK” to save the information. To cancel the tax rate
override, click “Cancel.”
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Once you have chosen the states, territories or commonwealths tax information, click on “Next” to
move to the next page of the Tax Wizard. To return to the previous page within the Tax Wizard
screens, click “Back.” To exit the wizard, and return to the Darkroom Web Setup tab without saving
new information, click “Cancel.”
The last screen in the Tax Wizard allows the user to set up tax information for foreign countries. To
select a country, click in the box by the country name. A checkmark will appear and the Tax
Override dialog will appear. Type in the appropriate tax rate in the Tax Rate field. Once you have
typed in the tax percentage, click “OK” to save the information. To cancel the tax rate override, click
“Cancel.”

Once you have chosen the foreign country tax information, click on “Finish” to save the information
entered into the Tax Wizard. To return to the previous page within the Tax Wizard screens, click
“Back.” To exit the wizard, and return to the Darkroom Web Setup tab without saving new
information, click “Cancel.”

PRODUC TWIZARD

The Product Wizard will guide you through the steps to easily set up your Darkroom Web package
and product information. These are the products and packages that you will sell to potential
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customers. Within the wizard you can create new products, packages and groups or edit your existing
products, packages and groups.

C R E A T E

A

N E W

P R O D U C T

To get started, click “Create New Product” on the Product Wizard main screen. This option will
allow you to create a new available product.

The Item Type screen will appear. This screen will guide you as you create your first Darkroom Web
product. You will decide what type of item you will create. It can be a single item, an entire package
or an a la carte item.
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P A C K A G E

A Single Item Package allows the user to quickly create a single product to add to the products
available to the customer in Darkroom Web. Click on the “Create Single Item” button to create a
package with only one product in the package.
There are three types of items that a customer can add to any particular package. They are local print,
lab print and custom print items. A local print item is something that you will print in-house on a
local machine. You will fulfill this order yourself. A lab print item is an item that will be printed for
you by an ExpressDigital Labtricity photo lab.

A custom item is a product or service that cannot be represented as a typical print arrangement. For
example, many people want to have photo albums printed especially for them using one of their
images. This item cannot be defined by a regular print size. Other custom items are things like picture
frames, sport balls, or coffee mugs.
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To add a local item, click “Add Local Item.” The Add Package Item window will appear. This
window contains a list of all print sizes.

To select a print size, click on the drop down menu and pick the print size. This will collect all
possible versions of that print size in the window. For example, if you select 8x11 Trading Cards
from the drop down menu, the list in the window will populate with three options. These options are:
4 Diecut Trading Cards (8x11), 8 Diecut Trading Cards Fronts (8x11), and 8 Diecut Trading Cards
Backs (8x11). These are the only options available if you want to print 8x11 Trading Cards.
It is possible to select the print from an all-inclusive print size list. In order to do this, make sure that
“All Print Sizes” is selected in the drop down menu.

The second option when creating a single item is to create a lab print item. A lab print item that you
sell but is printed at your favorite ExpressDigital Labtricity photo lab. All lab items can be sent via
the Internet to your Labtricity photo lab for printing. To add a lab item, you must log into your
PhotoReflect.com account and set up your Labtricity labs. This can also be done via the Darkroom
Web Setup tab. Go to Setup, then Products & Services, and then Package Groups. Click on “Choose
Labtricity Labs” to select labs you wish to send orders to.
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For more information on PhotoReflect.com, go to Chapter 3: Setting Up and read the section on
Photographer Information.

The last option when creating single item is to create a custom item. A custom item is a product or
service that cannot be represented as a typical print arrangement. For example, many people want to
have photo albums printed especially for them using one of their images. This item cannot be defined
by a regular print size. Other custom items are things like picture frames, sport balls, or coffee mugs.
To add a custom item, select the “Add Custom Item” button. The Add Custom Item dialog will
appear. In the Name field, type a descriptor. This descriptor will be the name of the custom item.
Choose something that is descriptive of the exact item. For example, if you were adding a photo to a
mug, you could type “Coffee mug portrait.” This will describe the exact product you are creating.
Click “OK” to create the custom item or “Cancel” to return to the previous screen.
Product Identification
All newly created products, whether a local print item, lab print item or custom print item, are stored
in package groups for ease of use. After creating a local, lab or custom item, you are redirected to the
Product Identification screen.
The Product Identification screen allows the user to change the product name. To change the package
name, type the new descriptor in the Name field. This product name should be easily recognizable by
your customers.
This screen also allows the user to assign the package to a package group. To select the destination
package group, click on the drop down menu and select the desired package. Package groups are
helpful when creating packages for different types of events.
For example, it may be that your studio shoots both wedding and engagement photos. Wedding
packages tend to be more all-inclusive and more expensive than an ordinary engagement photo
shoot. Most studios that do wedding photography, also handle engagements as well. So in Darkroom
Web these studios want to separate the package groups for these two types of photo shoots.
The Wedding group would contain several different packages that would include products desirable
to the average wedding couple and family. The Engagement group would contain smaller packages
tailored specifically to the couple. Most wedding couples do not need to print hundreds of 4x6 inch
prints to mail out after the wedding, however, many couples getting engagement pictures do need
such a service. Not only will the package groups will help direct the customers to the exact set of
items they need, but the groups will help you keep the packages you offer organized.
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If the package group you need is not located in the dropdown menu, you can create another group.
To do this you should click “Add Package Group,” which is located next to the drop down menu.
This will open a screen that allows the user to create a package group.

The package group should have a unique name so, as a user, you can easily recognize the group
name. Darkroom Web also allows the user to make the package group available online to use with
your PhotoReflect.com storefront.
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To set this package group to be available, move your cursor to the checkbox that says “Allow this
Package Group to be used online.” Click in the box next to the option. When the option is activated a
checkmark will appear. To deactivate the option, click in the box again to make the checkmark
disappear.
Darkroom Web users can select to show either the Lab Print Items or the Local Print items option in
the shopping cart. If you would like to make either available, click on the box next to “Show the
‘Add Lab Print Items’ option in the shopping cart” or “Show the ‘Add Local Print Items’ option in
the shopping cart.”
Once all parts of the screen are filled out, the Package Group, Online Availability and Shopping Cart
Options, click “Next” to return to the Package Identification Information screen.
Select Price and Volume Discounts
After selecting Border information, the user must choose a package price. The number entered into
the Cost field indicates what the customer will be charged for a single package. These costs are
denoted in dollars (USD). For example, if you enter 1.24 in the cost field, that is equal to one dollar
and twenty-four cents.
To select a package price, move your cursor to the cost field. Click on the ‘0’ to highlight. Type in
the new cost.
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The Product Wizard also allows the user to apply volume discount pricing. Volume discounts
encourage your customers to purchase more pictures per order. The Volume Discount Pricing
dialogue box is designed to create discounts for orders that contain a specific number of packages.
The software will automatically apply the largest discount that each individual order is eligible for.
All available discounts are listed in the window available onscreen. When there are no volume
discounts saved, the window will display the text “[No Volume Discounts].” Volume discounts are
listed in the window in numerical order. This numerical order depends on what package number is
being referred to. For example, if I had several discounts, one for the package 2,3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, the
volume discount window would look something like this:

It is important to remember that the discounts are applied prior to tax and shipping and handling
charges.
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Click on the “Add Discount” button to change applicable discounts. The Add Volume Discount
dialogue box will appear. This dialogue is used to assign a price based on the number of packages
being purchased.

Darkroom Web is creating an if-then statement to decide which orders should receive discounts. For
example, a customer wishes to purchase 3 packages that cost $150 if bought separately. As a
business owner you may wish to give customers who buy at least three packages a discount, in this
example, you wish to sell the packages for $110 instead of $150. In the “Add Volume Discount”
dialogue you would tell the application to calculate this discount automatically.
So the if-then statement would be: If the customer is buying 3 or more packages then the packages
will cost $110 per package.
Darkroom Web makes this even easier for you! To create the if-then statement you just need to
choose a quantity of packages and how much they will cost individually.
To use the above example again, in the “Add Volume Discount” window you would enter the
numbers 3 and 110 in the appropriate fields. It would then read: “The cost of 3 or more number of
items is equal to $110 per item.”
To save the volume discount, click “Add.” The new discount will appear in the Discount Description
table in the “Volume Discount Pricing” window. If you do not want to accept the new discount, click
“Cancel” to not accept.
You are also able to edit and remove discounts. To edit, click “Add Discount” and then choose the
desired information. The application will ask the user if they mean to overwrite the existing
information. Click “Yes” to save the new information. Click “No” to return to the Volume Discount
screen without making changes.
To delete an entry from the discount list, highlight the entry you wish to remove and click “Remove
Discount.” The application does not verify that you wish to delete the discount. If you delete a
discount in error, you will need to add a new discount by clicking “Add.” There is no way to retrieve
a deleted discount.
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P A C K A G E

A Multiple Item Package allows the user to quickly create a package that includes multiple products.
This package is made available to the customer in Darkroom Web. Click on the “Create Single Item”
button to create a package with only one product in the package.
The first task you must perform when creating a multiple item package, is to name the package and
assign it to a group. Once this task is completed, you are able to add multiple single items to the
package. For information on how to add single items, go to Chapter 4: Setup Wizards and refer to the
section on Single Item Packages. This section will guide you through the item setup screens.

A

L A

C A R T E

I T E M

An A La Carte Item is a product that is available for all customers to buy separately from an entire
package. A La Carte items contain things like individual 8x10 prints, individual 5x7 prints or
possibly even a sheet of wallet prints. Every local, lab and custom print order can be made available
as an A La Carte item.
For information on how to add single items, go to Chapter 4: Setup Wizards and refer to the section
on Single Item Packages. This section will guide you through the item setup screens.
E D I T

A N

E X I S T I N G

P R O D U C T

Upon opening the Product Wizard, users have the ability to edit their current product information.
This is all available in the Edit an Existing Product section. It is important to note that this portion of
the Product Wizard is available to all users via the Setup Tab in Darkroom Web sans the Wizard.
This package group, package and product information is available via the file tree within Setup.
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To edit an existing package group, package or product entry, highlight the item from the Existing
Product table. Once the item is highlighted, click on the “Edit Selected” button.

This button will redirect you to the screen containing the existing package information. For more
information on how to create a package, please refer to Chapter 4: Setup Wizards. Within this
chapter go to Product Wizard and read the section on how to “Add a Package.”
To delete an existing package item, highlight the package or product from the Existing Product
window. Once the item is highlighted, click on the “Remove Selected” button.

This button will remove the product or package from the available list of existing packages and
products. Because there is no way to recover this information if deleted in error, Darkroom Web will
ask if you are sure you want to remove the information. Be very certain that you want to delete the
information before accepting the deletion.
If you do delete a package group or item rule in error, it is easy to create another Package to take the
place of the deleted information. Please refer to Chapter 4: Setup Wizards. Within this chapter go to
Product Wizard and read the section on how to “Add a Package.”

DISCOUN TWIZARD

The Discount Wizard will guide you through the steps to easily set up the order discount information
that is saved within Darkroom Web. Within the wizard you can add active discounts or edit your
existing active discounts.
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To get started, click “New Discount” on the Discount Wizard main screen. This option will allow
you to create a new active discount.

The Discount Rule screen will appear. This screen will guide you as you create your first active
studio discount entry. You will set the discount values, expiration date, and the discount group.
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There are two different ways to set up a discount within Darkroom Web. These two ways are dollar
discount and percentage discount. All discounts are applied based on order amount. These discounts
are also allied to the customer order amount.

Dollar Discounts are concessions allowed for a customer whose total order is above a certain pricepoint. Because of the customers business, you are granting a discounted dollar amount to be applied
to their total order. For example, if a customer orders $500 worth of photos from you, you could set
up a Dollar Discount to allow for all orders over $500 to get an automatic $75 dollars off their
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purchase. More often than not, as with all discounts and sales, this will encourage the customer to
spend more at your studio than initially intended.
It is very easy to set up the Dollar Discount in Darkroom Web. On the Shipment Rule screen you can
select the Dollar Discount option by clicking your cursor in the circle next to the option. The circle
will activate, showing you a small dot inside the circle. To switch options, click on Percentage
Discount, the dot will change to the appropriate option.
To set up the discount rule, you must enter numbers to complete the sentence: Take (US) $ XXX off
of orders totaling (US) $ XXX or more. There are two spaces you need to focus on. The first of
which is what is the minimum order amount you want the discount to apply to and the second is how
much you want to discount those orders.
For example, you are in the midst of your Senior portrait season. You would like to encourage your
customers to buy more than just wallets and a couple of 8x10 wall portraits. Your typical order is
about $350. You could set up a discount that allows anyone who purchases $500 of senior portraits to
get $75 dollars off their order. This will look like this:
Take (US) $ 75.00 off of orders totaling (US) $ 500.00 or more.
Now your customers see a deal- They will only have to pay an extra $75 to you for an additional
$150 worth of photos. You have increased your bottom line by encouraging your customers to spend
$75 more in your studio and only lost a little on the paper and ink costs associated with the $75 that
was discounted.

Percentage Discounts are also concessions allowed for a customer whose total order is above a
certain price-point. Because of the customers business, you are granting a discounted percentage to
be applied to their total order. For example, if a customer orders $500 worth of photos from you, you
could set up a Percentage Discount to allow for all orders over $500 to get an automatic 15% off their
purchase. More often than not, as with all discounts and sales, this will encourage the customer to
spend more at your studio than initially intended.
It is very easy to set up the Percentage Discount in Darkroom Web. On the Shipment Rule screen
you can select the Percentage Discount option by clicking your cursor in the circle next to the option.
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The circle will activate, showing you a small dot inside the circle. To switch options, click on Dollar
Discount, the dot will change to the appropriate option.
To set up the discount rule, you must enter numbers to complete the sentence: Take XXX % off of
orders totaling (US) $ XXX or more. There are two spaces you need to focus on. The first of which is
what is the minimum order amount you want the discount to apply to and the second is what
percentage you would like to discount those orders.
Look again at the example used above, you are in the midst of your Senior portrait season. You
would like to encourage your customers to buy more than just wallets and a couple of 8x10 wall
portraits. Your typical order is about $350. You could set up a discount that allows anyone who
purchases $500 of senior portraits to get 15% off their order. This will look like this:
Take 15 % off of orders totaling (US) $ 500.00 or more.
Now your customers see a deal- after doing a bit of math, they realize they will only have to pay an
extra $75 to you for an additional $150 worth of photos. You have increased your bottom line by
encouraging your customers to spend $75 more in your studio and only lost a little on the paper and
ink costs associated with the 15% (totaling $75) that was discounted.

After you have chosen the financial aspects of the discount, you must choose the day that the
discount offer will expire. It is possible to set discounts to be active for as long as you want. To set a
discount, click on the drop down menu and select a date from the calendar. The left and right arrows
help navigate through the calendars to find the right date.
If you know the date that the discount is to end, you can type that date into the “Discount good
through:” field. To add the date, click on the month. The current month will highlight, allowing you
to manually type in the date. You can use the left and right arrow keys on the keyboard to move from
day, month, and year.
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Finally, after selecting the Discount Value and Discount Expiration Date, you must select the
Discount Group. By choosing a group, the user is deciding which discount group the new rule should
be filed into. Discount groups are helpful when creating discount rules for different types of events.
For example, it may be that you want to give a certain discount on wedding packages during the
winter to increase sales during the time when weddings are not typically held. For those wedding
discounts, you could create a shipment group called ‘Wedding.’ These discounts would be filed
separately than those discounts for Senior portraits and Family portraits. You could set up a discount
group called Senior and Family for those event types. You would then save all discount rules for all
event types under their respective group.
By creating discount groups you are also making it easier to manage your discount information. If
you did not place discount rules into groups, you would have several different discounts active at
once, and you would not know what each one was assigned to.
If the discount group you need is not located in the dropdown menu, you can create another group.
To do this you should click on “New…” which is located in the drop down menu.

The Discount Group dialog will appear. In this window, enter the name of the new shipping group.
Click “OK” to save this information as a new group. To exit the window without saving, click
“Cancel.” If you would like to make an exact copy of the items from an existing group, to the newly
created group, click on the box next to “Copy from an existing group.” Then from the dropdown
menu select the group you would like to copy information from.
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Once all parts of the screen are filled out, the Discount Value, Expiration Date, and Discount Group,
click “Next” to add the new discount rule to Darkroom Web. To return to the previous screen without
saving the changes you have made, click “Back.” To exit the Discount Wizard, click “Cancel.” This
will return you to the Discount setup screen.
E D I T

A

D I S C O U N T

I T E M

Upon opening the Discount Wizard, users have the ability to edit their current discount information.
This is all available in the Edit a Discount section. There are several aspects of this portion of the
screen that should be explained. It is important to note that this portion of the Discount Wizard is
available to all users via the Setup Tab in Darkroom Web sans the Wizard. The discount table is
available in both locations.

All discount rules are first listed in chronological order by the Discount Group categorization. This
means the groups will be ordered from the first group created to the most recent group created. The
table will then list the rules with the lowest minimum order within the group. After this discounts are
classified by discount type and amount. Dollar discounts are listed before percentage discounts.
Finally they are listed by expiration date.
Here is a numbered breakdown of the items on the Discount Table:
1. Group Name chronological order by when the group was created.
2. Minimum Order amount from lowest to highest amount. Each categorized within the

group name.
3. Discount type from lowest amount to highest amount. Dollar discounts are listed first

with percentage discounts listed second.
4. Expires After is listed in chronological order from earliest to latest. This sort criterion

will only be obvious if you have several discounts that are similar.
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To edit an existing discount entry, highlight the rule from the Discount table. Once the rule is
highlighted, click on the “Edit” button.

This button will redirect you to the Discount Rule screen with all of the existing discount information
displayed. For more information on how to create a discount rule, please refer to Chapter 4: Setup
Wizards. Within this chapter go to Discount Wizard and read the section on how to “Add a Discount
Item.”
To delete an existing discount item, highlight the discount rule from the Discount table. Once the rule
is highlighted, click on the “Delete” button.

This button will remove the discount rule from the available list of discount options. There is no way
to recover a rule deleted in error. Be sure that you want to delete the discount entry before selecting
for deletion.
If you do delete a rule in error, it is easy to create an identical discount entry. Please refer to Chapter
4: Setup Wizards. Within this chapter go to Discount Wizard and read the section on how to “Add a
Discount Item.”

SHIPPINGWIZARD

The Shipping Wizard will guide you through the steps to easily set up the shipping cost information
that is saved within Darkroom Web. Within the wizard you can add shipping items or edit your
existing items.
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To get started, click “New Shipping Rule” on the Shipping Wizard main screen. This option will
allow you to create a new shipping option.

The Shipping Rule screen will appear. This screen will guide you as you create your first shipping
entry. You will set the shipping method, the pricing, the destination country, and the shipping group.
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The shipment method refers to the time it takes for the package to be delivered, or in other words the
delivery speed. There are five options available in the method drop down menu. They are pickup,
standard, priority, 2nd day, and overnight. These options are available with most postal and courier
services.

Click on the down arrow to open the drop down menu. Select the appropriate shipping method and
click to highlight.
Next, you must determine the pricing for the shipment rule. Darkroom Web allows the user to select
shipment amounts based on the total order amount. This means that orders that cost $100 and orders
that cost $200 which are being shipped exactly the same way to the same location can have different
shipping costs.
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Choose a price that the shipping rate applies to in the “For orders over (US) $.” For example, if you
type “15.00” in the “For orders over (US) $” field and “8.00” in “The shipping cost will be (US) $”
field, you are telling the application that the shipping fee you are creating is an if-then statement. For
this particular example the if/then statement would be “If the order costs over $15.00 then the
shipping cost is $8.00.” Only orders that cost $15.00 or more will get the rate of $8.00 for shipping.
You can set more shipping if-then statements to cover all price ranges. You can set one that could
say, “If the order costs over $50.00 then the shipping cost would be X.” You can set literally
hundreds of shipping costs to cover all ranges of order prices and ranges. These are added to the
shipping table in the appropriate order, first by shipping method, then price range.
When you select a shipping cost and enter that number into the field. Costs are denoted in dollars
(USD). For example, if you enter 1.24 in the cost field, that is equal to one dollar and twenty-four
cents.
The next step in creating a shipment rule is to select a country. The countries are listed in alphabetical
order in a drop down scrolling menu.

It is allowable to choose a default for all countries. If you rarely send packages out of the country, this
is a great option for the user to choose since it will lower the confusion with the shipment countries.
International Default means that the rule will be applied to all countries.
Finally, in order to create a new shipment rule, the user must decide which shipment group the new
shipment rule should be filed into. Shipment groups are helpful when creating shipment rules for
different types of events. For example, it may be that you want to price all wedding shipping and
handling costs 5% higher than a studio family portrait sitting. To do this, you could create a shipment
group called ‘Wedding’ and a shipment group called ‘Family.’ You would then save all shipment
rules for both event types under their respective group.
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By creating shipment groups you are also making it easier to manage your shipping information.
If the shipment group you need is not located in the dropdown menu, you can create another group.
To do this, click on “Add Shipping Group.”

The New Shipping Dialog will appear. In this window, enter the name of the new shipping group.
Click “OK” to save this information as a new group. To exit the window without saving, click
“Cancel.”
Once all parts of the screen are filled out, the Shipment Method, Pricing, Country and Shipping
Group, click “Next” to add the new shipping rule to Darkroom Web. To return to the previous screen
without saving the changes you have made, click “Back.” To exit the Shipping Wizard, click
“Cancel.” This will return you to the Shipping setup screen.
E D I T

A

S H I P P I N G

I T E M

Upon opening the Shipping Wizard, users have the ability to edit their current shipping information.
This is all available in the Edit a Shipping Item section. There are several aspects of this portion of
the screen, which should be explained. It is important to note that this portion of the Shipping Wizard
is available to all users via the Setup Tab in Darkroom Web sans the Wizard. The shipping table is
available in both locations.
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All shipping rules are first listed in alphabetical order by the Shipping Group categorization. It will
then break down and alphabetize by country name. After that the countries are broken down by
method of delivery, beginning with standard as the slowest delivery to overnight as the fastest
delivery. Then it breaks down by price range of the package being shipped, lowest to highest, and
finally by how much it costs to ship the package.
Here is a numbered breakdown of the items on the Shipping Table:
1. Group Name in alphabetical order.
2. Country Name in alphabetical order.
3. Method from slowest delivery, standard, to fastest delivery overnight.
4. Price Range of order, from lowest amount of money to highest amount of money.
5. Shipping Cost of order, from lowest amount of money to highest amount of money.
To edit an existing shipping entry, highlight the shipment rule from the Shipment Table. Once the
rule is highlighted, click on the “Edit Shipping” button.

This button will redirect you to the Shipment Rule screen with all of the existing shipment rule
information displayed. For more information on how to create a shipment rule, please refer to
Chapter 4: Setup Wizards. Within this chapter go to Shipping Wizard and read the section on how to
“Add a Shipping Item.”
To delete an existing shipping item, highlight the shipment rule from the Shipment Table. Once the
rule is highlighted, click on the “Remove Shipping” button.
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This button will remove the shipment rule from the available list of shipment options. There is no
way to recover a rule deleted in error. Be sure that you want to delete the shipment entry before
selecting for deletion.
If you do delete a rule in error, it is easy to create an identical shipment entry. Please refer to Chapter
4: Setup Wizards. Within this chapter go to Shipping Wizard and read the section on how to “Add a
Shipping Item.”

CATALO GWIZARD

The Catalog Wizard is designed to help the photographer keep track of important customer
information. The wizard is also designed to create a seamless flow of information from Darkroom
Web to the photographer’s PhotoReflect.com storefront. By completing the catalog information
requested in the wizard, not only are you keeping all customer and event information concise and
locatable, but you are also providing more information to the customer on PhotoReflect.com looking
for the event.
To open the Catalog Wizard, go to the Photo Library tab. In the upper left portion of the screen there
is an icon that looks like the letter ‘i’ enclosed in a circle. This icon is identified as “Info.” Click on
the “Info” icon to open the Catalog Wizard.
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I N F O R M A T I O N

The first page within the Catalog Wizard gives the photographer the ability to describe the photo
catalog for the event or sitting. All of the information provided on this screen will be associated with
the event upon publishing to the photographer’s PhotoReflect.com storefront. It is important to fill
this page out as completely as possible, since the more information provided for the end-customer,
the easier it will be for that customer to find their photos online.
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There are three required fields on this page. These are marked in red and include: Type, Event Name,
and Event Date. If you do both Sporting events and Weddings, you can classify these catalogs
differently by type. This information will translate across to Photoreflect.com- so the customer
looking for the sporting event will not need to search through a wedding to find their event. There are
14 options included in the Type dropdown menu. They are as follows: Aerial, Art Gallery, church,
Corporate, Entertainment, Event, Motosports, Outdoor Adventure, Performance, Photo Journalist,
Portrait Sitting, School, Sport, and Wedding.
The second required field is the Event Name. Every event must have a unique descriptor so that
customers on PhotoReflect.com can find their photos. Not only that if you shoot 52 weddings a year,
you will have 52 wedding events stored in your catalogs. It is important to name these events in a
unique way so you, know what each event is at first glance.
The last required field is the event date. This field is also very important since your customers can
find their event by date with PhotoReflect.com. It will also keep your event catalogs more organized
within Darkroom Web.
There are 5 other pieces of information that are beneficial to fill out. These will help customers find
their event more quickly and efficiently on PhotoReflect.com. These fields are Description, Event
City, Event State, End Date and Event Notes.
Once all the information is filled out, you can move to the next screen within the Catalog Wizard,
return to the Photo Library saving the current information, or return to the Photo Library without
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saving. To move onto the next page in the Catalog Wizard, click “Next.” If you only wanted to save
the customer information, and nothing else, click “Finish” to return to the Photo Library screen. If
you do not want to save any changes, click “Cancel” to return to the Photo Library screen.
C A T A L O G

I N F O R M A T I O N

The second screen within the Catalog Wizard gives the user the ability to record the customer’s
contact information. This is a great place to save the customer’s first and last name. Darkroom Web
also allows the customer address, phone number and email to be saved.

Customer information saved in this form will also be used to auto-populate the billing address of any
local orders created from the event.
Once all the information is filled out, you can either move to the next screen within the Catalog
Wizard, go back to the Catalog Information screen, return to the Photo Library saving the current
information, or return to the Photo Library without saving. To move onto the next page in the
Catalog Wizard to change the web options, click “Web Options.” To return to the previous page to
change the catalog information, click “Back.” If you only wanted to save the customer information,
and wanted to do nothing else, click “Finish” to return to the Photo Library screen. If you do not want
to save any changes, click “Cancel” to return to the Photo Library screen.
E M A I L

N O T I F I C A T I O N

Darkroom Web allows the user to send notifications to customers when the photos are published to
the PhotoReflect.com storefront. These notifications are sent automatically to the customer’s via
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email. These notifications direct the customers directly to the photos on the PhotoReflect.com
storefront.

Users can either type the addresses into the program manually or import the addresses. Addresses
that are imported must come from a text or a comma delimited file. To import the email addresses,
click the “Import Addresses” button. This will open the Windows “Open” dialog. Locate the file
containing the address and select open.
Once all the information is filled out, you can move to the next screen within the Catalog Wizard, go
back to the Customer Information screen, return to the Photo Library saving the current information,
or return to the Photo Library without saving. To move onto the next page in the Catalog Wizard,
click “Next.” To return to the previous page to change the customer information, click “Back.” If you
only want to save the email address information, click “Finish” to return to the Photo Library screen.
If you do not want to save any changes, click “Cancel” to return to the Photo Library screen.
P A C K A G E

G R O U P ,

S H I P P I N G

G R O U P

A N D

D I S C O U N T

G R O U P

The Package Group, Shipping Group and Edit Discounts screen within Catalog Wizard give the user
the opportunity to assign various groups to the catalog. This is a great way to save time since
choosing groups from this screen puts all of the important catalog options in one place.
For every new catalog, you need to set the package groups available for purchase. Most
photographers shoot more than just one type of event. Many Wedding Photographers are also portrait
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photographers. Most event photographers service several events in the area, rather than just baseball
or just football. All of these different types of events have different packages available to them.
A wedding photo shoot will have different customer needs that an Engagement Studio photo shoot. It
is important that your packages reflect these different needs. With each catalog, you should assign the
most appropriate package option. For weddings, you would want to assign your wedding related
packages. For you in studio portraits, you would want to assign packages that reflect the needs of that
particular customer.

The Package Group option allows the user to choose the package group that contains the items that
are to be offered for sale to the customer. The Shipping Group option allows the user to choose the
shipping options needed in order to ship the packages selected in the Package Group. The Discount
option lets the user choose a discount that will encourage customer sales with special discount offers.
P H O T O

W A T E R M A R K

A N D

P H O T O

S E C U R I T Y

The last option from the Catalog Wizard screen assists the user as they prepare to publish to
PhotoReflect.com. This page shows the user how to give and restrict access to the online photos. In
addition to PhotoReflect.com’s own internal safeguards to discourage the copying of a photo from
the website, users can apply a watermark to all photos in the event. This will further increase security.
PhotoReflect.com allows you to add a default watermark to the photos, add a self-created watermark
or have a watermark custom made for you. To add a watermark to the event, click on the circle next
to “add watermark to the photos in this event that are published to PhotoReflect.com.” To deactivate
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the watermark click on “Do not add a watermark.” Photographers can email custom watermarks to
logo@photoreflect.com

The user can also control access to the online photos by assigning passwords or challenge questions
to the event. Only customers who know and enter the correct response can gain access to the event
photos.
There are three options. A user can set the event to have no security. This means that anyone may
view the photos in the event. Users can set the photos to open for only those who have the password.
To enter the password, click on the Answer text field and type in the correct response. You must then
retype the response in the “Verify Answer” field. Finally, users can require the customers to answer a
challenge question in order to view the photos. Select a word from the drop down menu or make a
question up. The type in the answer to the “Answer” field and then again in the “Verify Answer”
field.
Answers are not case sensitive and they must be less than 17 characters long.
Next, the user can select the largest size preview available for viewing online. This is listed under the
section Photo Preview Size. For those worried about customers on slower connections, choose
“Normal.” These preview images will load faster on slow Internet connections. If the photographer
wants to enhance the photo viewing experience for all customers, the photographer should select
“Large.”
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Finally, the photographer can set an expiration date for an online event. An expiration date assigned
to an event means that the event will be removed automatically on that date. To set an expiration
date, select “Change Date.”
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Managing Photos
The Photo Library workspace is where users can capture, store, organize and manage all photo and
event information. The Photo Library is made up of several components. First, all photo catalogs are
stored and created in the Library. The photos from the events and portrait sittings are the photo
catalogs. Each individual catalog includes photos from the event, photo data, event information and
photo groups. Photo groups are sub-catalogs inside a catalog used to organize and break up larger
events. For example, if your job consisted of shooting a dance recital, each dance class could divide
the sub-catalogs. All catalogs can be named, categorized, and sorted.
The Photo Library workspace has six sections: the Photo Library Tree, the Current Catalog Viewer,
the Order, the Catalog Toolbar, the Photo Toolbar and the Catalog and Photo Library Menu.
Photo Toolbar

Photo Library Menu

Show/Hide
Tool Names

Catalog Menu

Catalog Toolbar

Catalog Wizard

Photo Library Tree
(Catalogs)

Splitter Bar

Current Catalog
Viewer
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There are two additional buttons that are important to identify on the Photo Library screen. The first
is the Catalog Wizard icon. This option is located on the left portion of the screen and looks like a
lower case “i” enclosed in a circle. The second option is the ability to hide or show the Catalog and
Photo tool names. You can perform these actions by clicking the Show/Hide Tool Names button in
the top-right corner of the Current Catalog Viewer.

PHOTO

C ATALOG

MANAGE MENT

Darkroom Web allows the user to create and store all photo information in the Photo Library. The
software organizes the photo information into user created event catalogs. These catalogs are stored
under the broad event type headings: Events, Portrait, School, Sports, and Wedding. There is one last
event heading called “PhotoReflect.” This catalog heading is available for the user who also manages
a PhotoReflect.com storefront.

Catalog Menu

Catalog Toolbar

Catalog Wizard

Photo Library Tree (Catalogs)

There are two different catalog menus available to the user while managing their photo catalogs. The
first series of tools is organized into the Catalog Menu. This menu is where users can access the
Catalog, Sort and View drop down menus.
The second series of tools is organized into the Catalog Toolbar. These three icons allow the user to
create a new catalog, find an existing catalog and access the Catalog Wizard.
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M E N U

The Catalog menu allows the user to monitor and change information specific to each catalog saved
in Darkroom Web. There are two different versions of the catalog depending on what item is
highlighted in the Photo Library Tree. The first Catalog menu available is accessed when the user has
a Catalog Type highlighted on the list. For example, a Catalog Type is one of the main headings,
such as Events, Portrait, School, Sports, or Wedding.
To access the Catalog Menu for the event type, highlight a type and click on “Catalogs.” A drop
down menu consisting of 3 options will appear. The menu items are as follows:



Publish Catalogs…



Unpublish Catalogs…



Refresh

The “Publish Catalogs…” menu option allows the user to publish photo catalogs to the
PhotoReflect.com online storefront. This option is available when the user is logged on to their online
account via the Setup tab. To learn more about automatic login, refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up and
review the section called Your Internet Account of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
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The “Batch Publish” window will appear. This window allows the user to upload multiple events to
PhotoReflect.com at one time. To do this, click in the box next to the Event name. A checkmark will
appear in the box when the option is selected. Press the “Publish” button when you have chosen all
the events to be published.
It is possible to select or deselect all events available in the “Batch Publish” window. To select all
events in the window, click “Select All.” If you would like to remove the checked function on every
item in the window, click “Deselect All.” This will remove the checkmark next to all of the events in
the window.
When all of the events are selected, click on the “Publish” button to send the information to your
PhotoReflect.com online storefront. If you wish to exit the window without making changes, click
“Close.”
Next, the “Unpublish Catalogs…” menu option allows the user to un-publish photo catalogs from the
PhotoReflect.com online storefront. This option is available when the user is logged on to their online
account via the Setup tab. To learn more about automatic login, refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up and
review the section called Your Internet Account of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
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The “Un-Publish Events” window will appear. This window allows the user to remove just one or
multiple events from PhotoReflect.com. To do this, click in the box next to the Event name. A
checkmark will appear in the box. Press the “Un-Publish Event” button when you have chosen the
events that should be removed from the storefront.
It is possible to select or deselect all events available in the “Un-Publish Events” window. To select
all events in the window, click “Select All.” If you would like to remove the checked function on
every item in the window, click “Deselect All.” This will remove the checkmark next to all of the
events in the window.
When all of the events are selected, click on the “Un-Publish Event” button to remove the event
information from your PhotoReflect.com online storefront. If you wish to exit the window without
making changes, click “Close.”
The last menu option is called “Refresh.” Finally, users have the ability to refresh the photo catalog.
If changes were made, it is helpful to refresh the photo catalog to make sure the changes took place.
To do this, highlight the catalog you wish to update and click “Refresh.” This will ensure that your
file is up to date. To refresh the system by shortcut key, select “F5.”
To access the Catalog Menu for an individual photo catalog, highlight an event and click on
“Catalogs.” A drop down menu consisting of 11 options will appear. The menu items are as follows:
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Catalog Info…



Remove Catalog



Publish Catalog…



Unpublish Catalog…



Reset Photo Numbers



Set Starting Photo Number



Refresh

P H O T O S

The “Catalog Info…” menu option allows the user to assign or change information specific to the
photo catalog. When this option is chosen, Darkroom Web will open the Catalog Wizard directly to
the “Catalog Information” screen. This screen allows the user to describe the photo catalog for the
particular event or sitting.
The information saved on the “Catalog Information” screen will be associated with the event on
PhotoReflect.com. It is important for photographers to include as much information on this screen as
possible, as it will allow for the customers to easily search for the event on the online storefront.
The “Remove Catalog” menu option allows the user to permanently remove the photo catalog from
Darkroom Web. To delete, select the catalog from the list available in the Photo Library Tree. Once it
is highlighted, select “Catalogs” and then “Remove Catalog.”

Darkroom Web will ask the user if they intend to remove the event from the photo catalog list. It is
possible to delete the picture files in addition to removing the event. By removing the picture files,
you are permanently removing the information from the computer.
The “Publish Catalog…” menu option allows the user to publish photo catalogs to the
PhotoReflect.com online storefront. This option is available when the user is logged on to their online
account via the Setup tab. To learn more about automatic login, refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up and
review the section called Your Internet Account of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
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To do this, highlight the event you want to upload to the storefront. Then click “Catalogs” and then
“Publish Catalog…” If the event has a package group assigned to it, Darkroom Web will allow for it
to be uploaded.
The “Publish an Event” window will appear. This window allows the user to upload the selected
event to PhotoReflect.com.

When the user opts to “Publish Selected” photo catalog, the software will open the “Publish an
Event” window. In order to upload the images to the PhotoReflect.com online storefront, the user
should select “Publish.” At this point the application will connect to the server and begin uploading
the images.
When publishing starts, a progress bar is available.

Darkroom Web provides threaded publishing the PhotoReflect.com. This means that while the events
are being uploaded to the storefront, you can continue to work in the software. The status bar will
indicate the percentage of the event that is currently uploaded.
PhotoReflect.com does NOT store a full copy of your image on its server. Only the preview
images and event catalog information are uploaded to the server. This means that if a photo is deleted
or lost from your studio computer, PhotoReflect.com has no way to retrieve the master image. Please
remember the importance of regular backups of all your event and photo information.
If you shut down the program before the event finishes publishing, it will only partially publish to
your online storefront. This window will appear with the photo catalog information:
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PhotoReflect.com users have the option to assign security to the online event. This is in the form of a
password or a challenge question with a response. An event can be assigned online security by
opening the event information from the Photo Library. Please refer to Chapter 4, Setup Wizards and
follow the instructions available in the Catalog Wizard section
Next, the “Unpublish Catalog…” menu option allows the user to un-publish photo catalogs from the
PhotoReflect.com online storefront. This option is available when the user is logged on to their online
account via the Setup tab. To learn more about automatic login, refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up and
review the section called Your Internet Account of the Darkroom Core Application User Guide.
To un-publish events from the PhotoReflect.com online storefront, highlight the event that you wish
to remove. Then select “Catalogs” from the menu. Once the drop down menu opens, click
“Unpublish Catalog…”

Darkroom Core will ask the user to verify the desire to un-publish. Select “Yes” to remove the event
from the online storefront. To escape from the window without making any changes, choose “No.”
The Catalog menu also includes two features that will change photo number information. The first
function is “Reset Photo Numbers.” This function allows the user to reset all image numbers for the
entire catalog.

Users have the ability to choose a starting number to begin count. For example, if the photos started
at number 25, users could renumber the images to begin at the number 1. All of the photos in the
catalog would change numbers, beginning the count at 25.
Second, the users are able to set a starting photo number. To do this, select “Set Starting Photo
Number.” This will instruct Darkroom Web to give the next imported photo the starting number
indicated.
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For example, if there are 5 photos in the photo catalog, but the next roll was to start at number 10, a
user would need to select the starting number as 10. There would be no image file for numbers 6, 7,
8, or 9. These images could be added later.
Finally, users have the ability to refresh the photo catalog. If changes were made, it is helpful to
refresh the photo catalog to make sure the changes took place. To do this, highlight the catalog you
wish to update and click “Refresh.” This will ensure that your file is up to date. To refresh the system
by shortcut key, select “F5.”

S O R T

M E N U

Darkroom Web allows the user to manage their photo catalogs and photo types via a sort function.
The sort functions apply to two different headings in the Photo Library Tree. The first sort function
applies only to the individual photo catalogs. These catalogs are the individual event names sorted
under the broad Catalog Type headline.
There are two sort functions available to use with the photo catalogs. The first is “Sort Catalogs by
Time.” This option allows the user to sort each Event Type in the Photo Library Tree by time. This
means that within each Event type the catalogs will be ordered allowing for the newest to reside at
the top of the list and the oldest to reside at the bottom.
The second sort function applied to the Photo Catalogs is “Sort Catalogs by Name.” This option
allows the user to sort each Event type in the Photo Library Tree by name. This means that within
each Event type the catalogs will be ordered in reverse alphabetical order. If the photo catalogs were
called “Smith,” “Jackson,” and “Roberts,” They would appear in the software as first “Smith,”
second “Roberts,” and finally “Jackson.”
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The next two sort functions apply to the Event Types available in the Photo Library Tree. The first is
“Sort Catalogs in Ascending Order.” By selecting this option, the Event Type headings, Wedding,
Sports, School, Portrait and Events, are reordered to appear alphabetically. While, the
PhotoReflect.com heading is always listed first, the other Event Types are re-listed as: Events,
Portrait, School, Sports and Wedding.
The second function is “Sort Catalogs in Descending Order.” By selecting this option, the Event
Type headings, Wedding, Sports, School, Portrait and Events, are reordered to appear in reverse
alphabetical order. While, the PhotoReflect.com heading is always listed first, the other Event Types
are re-listed as: Wedding, Sports, School, Portrait, and Events.

V I E W

M E N U

The View menu allows the user to change catalog-viewing options. This means that the Photo
Library Tree layout can be organized in different ways through the view menu. For example, the
photo catalogs can be organized alphabetically, by date, by type (default setting upon startup) or by
Default.

Users that wish to “View Catalogs Default” will be able to view the Photo Library Tree without any
Event Type breakdown. The photo catalogs will appear in one alphabetical list without any
subdivisions. For example, when the catalogs are set as “View Catalogs Default,” the Photo Library
Tree will appear like this:
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The Photo Catalogs are
reordered alphabetically and
are not divided by an Event
Type.
It is possible to order these
photo catalogs in reverse
alphabetical order by
selecting “Sort,” and then by
choosing “Sort Catalog in
Descending Order.”

The second viewing option is “View Catalogs by Date.” This option sorts all photo catalogs by
referring to the creation date. In the example below, several events took place on April 15th, 2002. All
of these events are listed in alphabetical or reverse alphabetical order. All orders will be listed as
folders for every event date. This type of organization is especially helpful when running a Portrait
Studio because there would be several portrait sittings on each day.

The Photo Catalogs are
reordered to be alphabetical
and subdivided by date.
It is possible to order these
photo catalogs in reverse
alphabetical order by
selecting “Sort,” and then by
choosing “Sort Catalog in
Descending Order.”

The third viewing option is “View Catalogs Alphabetically.” This option sorts all photo catalogs by
referring to the first letter of the first name of the event. Then, the photo catalog name is alphabetized.
In an alphabetized list, the photo catalogs are divided into groupings that include only the first letter
of the first word. For example, “Greenscreen Event” should be listed under E-H assuming that the
Alphabet is divided into 4 groups.
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The Photo Catalogs are
divided to fall under certain
alphabet distinctions.
It is possible to order these
photo catalogs in reverse
alphabetical order by
selecting “Sort,” and then by
choosing “Sort Catalog in
Descending Order.”

The last viewing option is “View Catalogs by Type.” This is the default setting upon installing the
software. There are five “types” available in Darkroom Web. These types are: Events, Portrait,
School, Sports, and Wedding. All photo events can be classified by one of these broad distinctions.
This View format is useful for the photographer that made a business of doing ‘a little bit of
everything.’ This format allows the user to always have access to every different type of photo shoot.
Because of the joy type breakdown, the user does not have to remember a job title on site for what
kind of job it is. When organized by Type, Darkroom Web keeps track of this for you.

The Photo Catalogs are
divided into five different
type distinctions.
It is possible to order these
photo catalogs in reverse
alphabetical order by
selecting “Sort,” and then by
choosing “Sort Catalog in
Descending Order.”
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Arrange Catalogs
Two View functions can be organized beyond the original distinction. Both “View Catalogs By
Date” and “View Catalogs Alphabetically” can be assigned a catalog arrangement. To set a catalog
arrangement, click on “Arrange Catalog.” This menu is only available for “View Catalogs By Date”
and “View Catalogs Alphabetically.”

When a user is viewing the photo catalog list based on date, the user can set the Photo Library Tree to
view the date in Daily, Weekly, or Monthly increments. Users can choose “Arrange Catalogs By
Day,” “Arrange Catalogs By Week,” or “Arrange Catalogs By Month.”
When a user is viewing the photo catalog list based alphabetically, the user can set the Photo Library
Tree to view in several different group breakdowns. Users can select to view the photo catalogs
broken down into 4 groups. These 4 groups would be: A-F, G-M, N-R, and S-Z. To select this
option, choose “Arrange Catalogs into 4 Groups.” User can also select to view the photo catalogs
broken down into 6 groups. These 6 groups are: A-D, E-H, I-L, M-Q, R-T, and U-Z. To select this
option, choose “Arrange Catalogs into 6 Groups.” Finally, users can select to view the photo catalogs
broken down by each of the 26 letters in the alphabet. To select this option, choose “Arrange
Catalogs into 26 Groups.”
Darkroom Web allows the user to view numerical information regarding the photo catalogs in the
Photo Library. If the user wants to see how many events are saved in each category, the user should
select “Show Number of Catalogs” from the View menu.
When this option is activated, the number of photo catalogs in each category is visible after each
category name. For example, when a user is viewing the Photo Library Tree by Type, the numbers
would be visible like this:
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The Event types all
show the number of
photo catalogs. For
example, The Portrait
event type has five
catalogs in it.

In addition to allowing the user view how many photo catalogs are saved, Darkroom Web allows the
user to view the Catalog ID as well. To view this information, click on “View” and select “Show
Catalog ID.”

This is a Catalog ID.
All catalogs have an
individual ID that is
used in receipt and
studio management.

When this option is activated, the catalog ID will appear next to the photo catalog. For example, if
you select “Portrait” and then “Jones, Elaine,” an ID number will identify the catalog.
Finally, Darkroom Web allows the user to view archived photo catalogs. In order to view these
catalogs, click on “View” and then “Show Archived Catalogs.” If there are archived catalogs, they
would be visible to the user in the Photo Library.

Catalog View Options
These options determine how the Photo Library Tree displays catalogs. The Library Tree can
organize your catalogs several different ways: Type, Date, Alphabetically, and Default.
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VIEW CATALOGS DEFAULT

Organizes all library catalogs in a simple list with no grouping

VIEW CATALOGS BY DATE

Organizes the library catalogs into date groups. Each date
group has a heading. The heading name indicates the creation
date for all the catalogs in that group.

VIEW CATALOGS ALPHABETICALLY

Organizes the library catalogs into alphabetical groups. Each
alphabetical group has a heading. The heading name indicates
the letter or range of letters the catalog names in that group
start with.

VIEW CATALOGS BY TYPE

Organizes the library catalogs into type groups. Each type
group has a heading. The heading name indicates the type of
catalogs that belong in the group. The types are: General,
Portrait, School, Sports, Wedding, Corporate, Church, Events,
Outdoor, Art, Entertainment, Photo Journalism, and Aerial.

ARRANGE CATALOGS

Depending on the view you selected, you have options on how
the catalog groupings are arranged. If you are viewing catalogs
by date, you can arrange the groupings by day, week, or
month. If you are viewing catalogs alphabetically, you can
arrange the groupings into four, six, or twenty-six groups.

SHOW NUMBER OF CATALOGS

Displays a number in parentheses following the catalog name
indicating how many photo groups are contained in the catalog

SHOW CATALOG IDS

Displays the catalog ID following the catalog name

C A T A L O G

T O O L B A R

The Catalog Toolbar provides a way for Darkroom Web users to do simple tasks such as create new
photo catalogs, find existing photo catalogs or use the Catalog Wizard. Usually, there are only three
icons available on the toolbar.
The first option is called “New.” When Darkroom Web users select this option, a small menu
appears. This menu allows the user to add catalogs or portfolios to the application.

There are three choices available in the drop down menu. The first is “Add new Photo Group to
XXX.” This selection allows the user to create another photo group in an existing catalog. To use this
option, highlight the catalog you wish to modify. Then select “New.” The Catalog Wizard will open
to the “Photo Group Information” screen. This screen asks the user to supply a name, photographer
notes and the event date. Please note that this menu option is only available if a Photo Catalog is
selected in the Photo Library Tree.
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The second option listed in the “New” drop down menu is called, “Add New Photo Catalog.” This
function allows the Darkroom Web user to create a new photo catalog via the Catalog Wizard. The
wizard will open to the “Catalog Information” screen.
The last option listed in the “New” drop down menu is called “Add New Portfolio.” This option
allows the user to create a new portfolio folder to be uploaded to the PhotoReflect.com online
storefront. The Portfolio Wizard will open to the “Portfolio Information” screen. On this screen users
can choose a name for the portfolio, select watermark restrictions, and save event notes that are not
published online.
The second icon is called “Find.” Darkroom Web provides users with the ability to locate catalogs by
the Catalog ID, Last Name, First Name, Event Name, Description, City, State, Date or Photographer
Notes. The Event Name selection only works for non-portrait classified Photo Catalogs.

To search for a past photo catalog, select “Find” from the Catalog Menu. Enter the searchable text in
the “Search String” and choose a method from the drop down menu. Since many older events are
stored in the archive, it is possible to search this information as well. To search the archive click in
the box next to “Search Archive if not found.”
When all of the information is entered, press the “Find” button to search Darkroom Web for the
event. If you opened this window in error, click “Cancel” to return to the previous menu.
The third icon is called “Info.” This function will open either the “Photo Group Information” screen
or the “Catalog Information” screen depending on what is highlighted in the Photo Library Tree. For
example, if one of the Event Types, such as Wedding, Portrait or Events, was highlighted and you
selected “Info,” Darkroom Web will open the Catalog Wizard to the “Photo Group Information”
screen.
If you wanted to open the photo catalog information for a particular event, highlight the event and
select “Info.” The “Catalog Information” screen from the Catalog Wizard will appear.
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T R E E

The Darkroom Web Photo Library is designed to be easy to use. It is built using the file setup similar
to Microsoft Windows Explorer. The Photo Library Tree has different levels of organization. For
example, in Microsoft Windows Explorer, you can create a folder called “Invoices.” Within this
folder you can save individual invoices or you can create another sub-folder for each month of the
year. Within those folders you could save the individual invoices. This file pathway would look like
this: Invoices\filename.xxx or Invoices\Months\filename.xxx.
The Photo Library Tree makes use of this same system. By default, Darkroom Web is installed using
the “View Catalogs By Type” setting. So the “folders” are the event types. The broad headings are:
Events, Portrait, School, Sports, and Wedding. Within each of these event types, the user can
organize the photo catalogs to be stored in the appropriate description. All wedding photo catalogs
should be stored in Wedding. All portraits should be stored in “Portrait.”
To view photos in a catalog or photo group, select the name of the catalog or photo group in the tree,
and the Current Catalog Viewer displays the photos in the catalog or photo group.
The Library Tree can display your catalogs several ways—the default display, Catalog Type, Date,
and Alphabetically. To change to a new style, select “View” from the Catalog Menu. For more
information about setting the style, refer to Chapter 5: Managing Photos and read the Catalog Menu
section. This section includes information about the View Menu.
If the Photo Library Tree is set by date, type, or alphabetically, the headings appear at the root of the
tree for event date, type or letter. Each heading helps organize the photo catalogs. The catalogs
represent the job, photo shoot, or event. All Photo Catalogs can contain other photo catalogs. For
example, if you were at a Prom event it might be helpful to sub-divide the event into the homeroom
for each paying student to ensure easy delivery. So the Prom would be saved under Event. But then
that saved event would be broken up into homeroom numbers. It would look like this:

The Event type has a High
School Prom catalog which is
then broken down by
subgroups.

In the example above, the homerooms can also hold another photo group. For example, it is possible
that you should divide the homerooms up into Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior. If this was
needed, here is what it would look like:
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The number to the right of each heading indicates the number of catalogs under that heading. For
example, “Event (2)” reveals there are 2 catalogs under the “Event” heading. The number to the right
of the catalog or photo group name indicates the number of photos in that catalog. For example, “101
(11)” reveals that there are 11 catalogs under the “101” heading.
P H O T O

L I B R A R Y

T R E E

M E N U S

There are two menus available depending on what you right-click on in the Photo Library Tree. Both
are available when the user right-clicks on an entry on the Photo Library Tree. There is a menu for
Headings- such as Event Types and there is also a menu for photo and group catalogs.
Heading Menu
The first menu is available when the user right-clicks on an Event Type, or Heading. The second
menu type is available when the user right-clicks on a Photo Catalog or Group.
A menu with eight options will appear after the user right-clicks on the event type or event heading.

The first option is called “View.” This menu allows the user to access both the “Sort” and “View”
menu options from the Catalog Menu. In this extended drop down menu, you can change catalogviewing options and manage photo catalogs and photo types via a sort function. For more
information refer to Chapter 5: Managing Photos in the Application User Guide.
The “Publish Catalogs…” menu option allows the user to publish photo catalogs to the
PhotoReflect.com online storefront. This option is available when the user is logged on to their online
account via the Setup tab. To learn more about automatic login, refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up and
review the section called Your Internet Account of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
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The “Batch Publish” window will appear. This window allows the user to upload multiple events to
PhotoReflect.com at one time. To do this, click in the box next to the Event name. A checkmark will
appear in the box when the option is selected. Press the “Publish” button when you have chosen all
the events to be published.
It is possible to select or deselect all events available in the “Batch Publish” window. To select all
events in the window to publish, click “Select All.” If you would like to remove the checked function
on every item in the window, click “Deselect All.” This will remove the checkmark next to all of the
events in the window.
When all of the events are selected, click on the “Publish” button to send the information to your
PhotoReflect.com online storefront. If you wish to exit the window without making changes, click
“Close.”
Next, the “Unpublish Catalogs…” menu option allows the user to un-publish photo catalogs from the
PhotoReflect.com online storefront. This option is available when the user is logged on to their online
account via the Setup tab. To learn more about automatic login, refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up and
review the section called Your Internet Account of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
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The “Un-Publish Events” window will appear. This window allows the user to remove just one or
multiple events from PhotoReflect.com. To do this, click in the box next to the Event name. A
checkmark will appear in the box when the option is selected. Press the “Un-Publish Event” button
when you have chosen the events that should be removed from the storefront.
It is possible to select or deselect all events available in the “Un-Publish Events” window. To select
all events in the window to publish, click “Select All.” If you would like to remove the checked
function on every item in the window, click “Deselect All.” This will remove the checkmark next to
all of the events in the window.
When all of the events are selected, click on the “Un-Publish Event” button to remove the event
information from your PhotoReflect.com online storefront. If you wish to exit the window without
making changes, click “Close.”
Next, the “New Catalog” menu option allows the user to create a new photo catalog in under the
main heading. When this option is chosen, Darkroom Web will open the Catalog Wizard directly to
the “Catalog Information” screen. This screen allows the user to describe the photo catalog for the
particular event or sitting.
The information saved on the “Catalog Information” screen will be associated with the event on
PhotoReflect.com. It is important for photographers to include as much information on this screen as
possible, as it will allow for the customers to easily search for the event on the online storefront.

Photo or Group Catalog Menu
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The second menu available in the Photo Library Tree appears when the user right clicks on a Photo
Catalog or Group. A menu with 8 options will appear after the user right-clicks on the catalog or
group name. This menu is a quick way to act on a particular catalog or set of catalogs.

The first option is called “View.” This menu allows the user to access both the “Sort” and “View”
menu options from the Catalog Menu. In this extended drop down menu, you can change catalogviewing options and manage photo catalogs and photo types via a sort function. For more
information refer to Chapter 5: Managing Photos in the Application User Guide.
The “Catalog Info…” or “XXX Info” menu option allows the user to assign or change information
specific to the photo catalog. When this option is chosen, Darkroom Web will open the Catalog
Wizard directly to the “Catalog Information” screen. This screen allows the user to describe the
photo catalog for the particular event or sitting.
The information saved on the “Catalog Information” screen will be associated with the event on
PhotoReflect.com. It is important for photographers to include as much information on this screen as
possible, as it will allow for the customers to easily search for the event on the online storefront.
The “Remove Catalog” or “Remove XXX” menu option allows the user to permanently remove the
photo catalog from Darkroom Web. To delete, select the catalog from the list available in the Photo
Library Tree. Once it is highlighted, select “Catalogs” and then “Remove Catalog.”

Darkroom Web will ask the user if the intend to remove the event from the photo catalog list. It is
possible to delete the picture files in addition to removing the event. By removing the picture files,
you are permanently removing the information from the computer.
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The “Publish Catalog…” or “Publish XXX…” menu option allows the user to publish photo catalogs
to the PhotoReflect.com online storefront. This option is available when the user is logged on to their
online account via the Setup tab. To learn more about automatic login, refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up
and review the section called Your Internet Account of the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
To do this, highlight the event you want to upload to the storefront. Then click “Catalogs” and then
“Publish Catalog…” If the event has a package group assigned to it, Darkroom Web will allow for it
to be uploaded.
The “Publish an Event” window will appear. This window allows the user to upload the selected
event to PhotoReflect.com.

When the user opts to “Publish Selected” photo catalog, the software will open the “Publish an
Event” window. In order to upload the images to the PhotoReflect.com online storefront, the user
should select “Publish.” At this point the application will connect to the server and begin uploading
the images.
When publishing starts, a progress bar is available.

Darkroom Web provides threaded publishing the PhotoReflect.com. This means that while the events
are being uploaded to the storefront, you can continue to work in the software. The status bar will
indicate the percentage of the event that is currently uploaded.
PhotoReflect.com does NOT store a full copy of your image on its server. Only the preview
images and event catalog information are uploaded to the server. This means that if a photo is deleted
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or lost from your studio computer, PhotoReflect.com has no way to retrieve the master image. Please
remember the importance of regular backups of all your event and photo information.
If you shut down the program before the event finishes publishing, it will only partially publish to
your online storefront. This window will appear with the photo catalog information:
PhotoReflect.com users have the option to assign security to the online event. This is in the form of a
password or a challenge question with a response. An event can be assigned online security by
opening the event information from the Photo Library. Please refer to Chapter 4, Setup Wizards and
follow the instructions available in the Catalog Wizard section.
Next, the “Unpublish Catalog…” or “Unpublish XXX” menu option allows the user to un-publish
photo catalogs from the PhotoReflect.com online storefront. This option is available when the user is
logged on to their online account via the Setup tab. To learn more about automatic login, refer to
Chapter 3: Setting Up and review the section called Your Internet Account of the Darkroom Web
Application User Guide.
To un-publish events from the PhotoReflect.com online storefront, highlight the event that you wish
to remove. Then select “Catalogs” from the menu. Once the drop down menu opens, click
“Unpublish Catalog…”

Darkroom Web will ask the user to verify the desire to un-publish. Select “Yes” to remove the event
from the online storefront. To escape from the window without making any changes, choose “No.”
The “Add Photo(s)…” menu option allows the user to add images to a specific photo catalog. When
this is selected, the “Import Picture File” window will appear. This window allows the user to select
one or multiple photos to add to a particular photo catalog or group.
Users who want to apply a starting number to all imported photos should select “Set Starting Photo
Number.” This option is available when a user right clicks on a photo or group catalog. It will instruct
Darkroom Web to give the next imported photo the starting number indicated.
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For example, if there are 5 photos in the photo catalog, but the next roll was to start at number 10, a
user would need to select the starting number as 10. There would be no image file for numbers 6,7,8,
or 9. These images could be added later.
Finally, users who want to reset the photo numbers for all imported photos should select “Reset
Photo Numbers.” This option is available when a user right clicks on a photo or group catalog. It will
instruct Darkroom Web to reset all image numbers for the entire catalog.

Users have the ability to choose a starting number to begin count. For example, if the photos started
at number 25, users could renumber the images to begin at the number 1. All of the photos in the
catalog would change numbers, beginning the count at 25.

P H O T O

C A T A L O G S

A N D

P H O T O

G R O U P S

Darkroom Web defines photo catalogs as a collection of photos from a single event. Essentially, this
means that a photo catalog is an event you shoot. Users can further divide photo catalogs into photo
groups. These groups categorize photos in the photo catalog. This method of organization takes the
thousands of photos you shoot and divides them into more manageable pieces. By developing good
organization standards, your workflow becomes much simpler. This allows you, your employees,
and your customers to easily locate, peruse and purchase photos.
For example, imagine you worked a wedding for a bride named Susan Jones. Within Darkroom
Web, you would create a photo catalog called “Susan Jones Wedding” or something similar. In the
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Catalog Wizard, you would designate a type classification for the event. For example, in the “Type”
drop down menu, you could choose “Wedding” to describe the event. You could also add
information about the event, such as date, contact information, billing notes and descriptions.
Once the catalog was created, you could choose to create sub-folders. These sub-folders are the photo
groups. Wedding photographers often use dividers such as Portraits, Pre-Ceremony, Ceremony,
Family, Reception and Send-Off to distinguish between the various portions of a wedding day. This
will also cut the images down into manageable and intuitive groups for perusal by the wedding
guests.
This is what this photo catalog would look like in the software:

A second example could involve a photo shoot of an entire high school dance team. Within
Darkroom Web, you would create a photo catalog called “JFK Highschool” or something similar. If
you did several groups or activities for the high school, then you would have 2 sets of photo groups.
The first photo group would say “Dance Team.” In the Catalog Wizard, you would designate a type
classification for the event. For example, in the “Type” drop down menu, you would choose
“School” to describe the event. You could also add information about the event, such as date, contact
information, billing notes and descriptions.
Once the “Dance Team” photo group was created, you would choose to create another set of subfolders. Photo Groups for dance teams could include class and officer information. These groups
could be labeled as Juniors, Seniors and Officers.
This is what this photo catalog would look like in the software:

Darkroom Web provides a built-in catalog called “My Portfolio” for every user of the software. This
feature is available when the user is logged into a PhotoReflect.com account. This catalog is designed
to provide photographers with a way to showcase photos on the PhotoReflect.com Internet Storefront
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as portfolio pieces. Users can add photos to the “My Portfolio” catalog and then subsequently publish
it online just like all other catalogs.
The portfolio will be available for browsing via the PhotoReflect.com Internet Storefront homepage.

CURREN T

CATAL OG

VIEWER

Darkroom Web is designed to help the customer organize events and sittings into manageable
catalogs and catalog groups. Within the Photo Library tab there is a section called the “Current
Catalog Viewer.” This section allows the user to view and select photos within all of the catalogs and
subsequent catalog photo groups. Photographers use this space to view photo information such as
ratings or filenames, change the thumbnail size or the photo orientation, or even to do something as
simple as sort the photos into a new order.
Photo Toolbar

Photo Library Menu

Show/Hide Tool
Names

Current Catalog

There are three major sections of the Current Catalog Viewer. The first section is the “Photo Library
Menu.” This menu allows the user to select menu options from “Photos,” “Attributes,” “Sort,” and
“View.” The second section is the “Photo Toolbar.” This section allows the user to modify and
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manipulate the thumbnail version of photos in the Catalog Viewer. The third section is the “Current
Catalog Viewer” itself. This section is where all the thumbnail versions of the photos are displayed.
P H O T O

L I B R A R Y

M E N U

The Photo Library menu contains four menus and a thumbnail sizing option. The first menu is called
“Photos.” The “Photos” menu allows the user to modify and view different aspects of individual
photos and photo data. In addition, it gives menu options for short cut operations such as “Select All
and “Deselect All.” The second menu is called “Attributes.” The “Attributes” menu allows the user
to save attributes for easy usage in the Darkroom Web interface. Once those attributes are saved, user
can then apply these attributes to the photos. The third menu is called “Sort.” The “Sort” menu allows
the user to organize the individual photos within each catalog. There are eight different ways to sort
photos within each catalog. The fourth menu is called “View.” This menu allows the user to activate
certain pieces of information to become visible on the Photo Library Screen. The “View” menu also
provides options for the user to change the thumbnail size.
The final option on the Photo Library menu is designated in the form of an icon. These small boxes
allow the user to easily change the thumbnail size without using the “View” menu or a shortcut key.
Select different boxes to change the thumbnail size. You can change the size of the photo thumbnails
to tiny, small, normal, large, or largest using the thumbnail size icons.

The default is normal size. Use the small and tiny size to see more photos at a time. Use the large
preview to get a better view of the photo. You can change the width of the Current Catalog Viewer
by dragging the splitter bar, which is the gray line separating the Library Tree and the viewer.

P H O T O S

M E N U

The “Photos” menu in the Photo Library tab of Darkroom Web allows the user to modify and view
different aspects of individual photos and photo data. In addition, it gives menu options for short cut
operations such as “Select All and “Deselect All.”
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The first option in the “Photos” menu is called “Rename Photo.” This option is available for all
catalogs that are not published to the PhotoReflect.com storefront. To rename a photo, highlight the
image in the “Current Catalog Viewer.” Select the “Photos” menu and then “Rename Photo.”

Once the user selects “Rename Photo,” Darkroom Web highlights the image name in the Current
Catalog Viewer. The user simply needs to type the new name in the highlighted space to change the
photo name.
Once the name is changed, the user should press “Enter” on the keyboard to save.
The second option is “Describe Photo.” This feature allows the user to associate specific notes to an
image. Photographers can use this option to describe the photo or to save specific customer requests.
To describe a photo, highlight the image in the “Current Catalog Viewer.” Select the “Photos” menu
and then “Describe Photo.”

The “Describe an Image” window will appear allowing users to add notes to the photo. When all the
desired information is entered, select “OK” to save. If you do not wish to save the notes, click
“Cancel” to return to the Photo Library.
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The information entered into this field is viewable by selecting “Properties.” The information is
stored in the “Photographer’s information” section of the “Picture Properties” window.

Once the “Describe
Photo” information is
saved, it is stored in the
“Picture Properties”
feature in the software.
The section heading is
called “Photographer’s
Notes.”

The third option is “Remove Photo.” This feature allows the user to remove the selected image from
a photo catalog. This option only removes the image from the catalog; this option does no delete the
image unless specified in the “Remove Event Picture” window.
To remove a photo, highlight the image in the “Current Catalog Viewer.” Select the “Photos” menu
and then “Remove Photo.”

The “Remove Event Picture” window will appear. To remove the image, select “Yes.” To exit the
window without modifying the application, select “No.” If the user would like to delete the picture
file, the user should click in the box next to the “Delete the picture file(s) as well” option. This will
permanently delete the image from the computer. Unless the image has been saved elsewhere on a
backed up drive, this information will no longer be available to the user. There is no way to recover
data that has been permanently removed from the computer.
The fourth option is “Hide from Publishing.” This feature allows the user to select images in each
catalog to not publish to the PhotoReflect.com Internet Storefront. There are several reasons this
option will be beneficial. For example, you just shot a wedding. The bride and groom wanted images
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taken while kissing, but they don’t want these images to be posted on the storefront for grandma and
grandpa to view. Photographers have the option to publish custom photo catalogs to please the
customer.
There are other reasons photographers would want to hide portions of the photo catalog. With huge
events like weddings, it is important for the photographer to have access to all of the photos taken.
But the storefront should contain the images available for sale for the general population. For
example, if 15 pictures were takes of the bride’s shoes, these images may not be desirable for the
casual buyer. By hiding the images, the files are still intact and available for the photographer, but
can be available to a smaller audience.
To hide a photo from publishing, highlight the image in the “Current Catalog Viewer.” Select the
“Photos” menu and then “Hide from Publishing.” ExpressDigital Darkroom Web will ask the user
again if they wish to hide the selected images from publishing to the web.

To hide the images from publishing, select “Yes.” To exit the window without modifying the
application, select “No.”
When an image is hidden from publishing, it is obvious there should be a mechanism to un-hide an
image from publishing. To do this, select the hidden photo from the “Current Catalog Viewer.”
Select the “Photos” menu and then “Hide from Publishing.” ExpressDigital Darkroom Web will ask
the user again if they wish to un-hide the selected images from publishing to the web.

To un-hide the images from publishing, select “Yes.” To exit the window without modifying the
application, select “No.”
When images are hidden from publishing, Darkroom Web labels them so they are easy to find in the
Photo Catalogs available in the “Current Catalog Viewer.” The label indicating that the photo is
hidden from publishing is a box with an “X” in the upper right corner of the highlighted space in the
“Current Catalog Viewer.”
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In the included image, image “2” is hidden from publishing. The box with an “X” indicates the status
of this photo.
The fifth option is “Rate Photo.” This feature allows the user to rate an image on a one to five
numerical scale. This option is helpful for photographers who present directly to the customer. It
helps the customer rate all the images in the photo catalog in order to narrow the choices down for
prints. This feature also helps the photographer while in the sales process after a photo shoot.
To rate a photo, highlight the image in the “Current Catalog Viewer.” Select the “Photos” menu and
then “Rate Photo.”

Once you select “Rate Photo,” the Stars menu will appear allowing the user to assign a one to five
star rating. When explaining the rating system to the customer, remember that five stars is the best
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rating. The Stars menu is this: 1 Star is Fair, 2 Stars is OK, 3 Stars is Good, 4 Stars is Better and 5
Stars is Best.

When a photo is rated, the star rating is available above all the rated images. Darkroom Web does not
default to make the ratings visible in the photo library. To make the ratings visible, select the “View”
menu and then “Show Photo Rating.” The star rating will be visible directly above the image.
The sixth option is “Service Notes…” This feature allows the user to add available services to a
photo. Services are pre-print and post-print services available on a photo-by-photo basis. Some
common services are whitening teeth, removing blemishes, and removing eyeglass glare and
removing braces.
Not only are these services beneficial to the customer to obtain a more perfect image, these services
affect the photographer’s bottom line. Offering a complete set of comprehensive services allows the
photographer to make the most out of their photography business.
These services can be applied to a highlighted photo from the “Current Catalog Viewer.” To add a
service to a photo, highlight the image in the “Current Catalog Viewer.” Select the “Photos” menu
and then “Service Notes…”
The Photo Service Notes window will appear.
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This window allows the user to apply a service to a selected photo by clicking on the check box next
to the service description. Once you select one photo service, a second instance photo service will
appear. This allows the user to check multiple instances of a service to apply more than once to a
single photo.

For example, a photographer has an image with two subjects in it. Multiple instances of services
allow the photographer to charge appropriately for retouching on different subjects in the image.
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With the second instance both subjects can have their teeth whitened, both subjects can have a
reduction in eyeglass glare, and both subjects can have a blemish treatment to their skin.
Darkroom Web provides a way for photographers to describe the selected service by recording any
other details in the “Service Comment” field. To clarify all applied services, especially in instances
where second instances are used of photo services, use the “Service Comment” field to identify
which subject will receive the enhancement.
The next three options are “Select All,” “Deselect All,” and “Refresh.” First, Darkroom Web users
can effectively highlight all of the photos in the Current Catalog Viewer by opting to “Select All” via
the Photos menu. This feature is helpful when users want to re-orient all of the imported images to
the same orientation. This option is for functions that either should be done to all photos, or need to
be done to all photos.
Second, Darkroom Web users can effectively un-highlight all photos in the Current Catalog Viewer
with one option. This feature is called “Deselect All.”
Finally, Darkroom Web users can refresh the Photo Library screen to show recent changes such as
new photo Workshop changes or any other updated information. To refresh, users should click on the
“Photos” menu and then select “Refresh.” The Photo Library automatically refreshes every time the
Photo Library tab is opened, so most times the Refresh function is not needed to access new
information.
The last option in the “Photos” menu is the “Properties” feature. This feature allows the user to view
photo properties and photo data. In addition the user can add photo data information to the image. To
view the properties of a photo, highlight a photo in the Current Catalog Viewer and select
“Properties” from the Photos menu.
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The “Picture Properties” window will appear. There are two tabs available in the “Picture
Properties.” The first is called “Properties” and the second tab is called “Photo Data.”
All information relating to the image is stored in the “Properties” window. There are 10 pieces of
information stored in the Properties tab. Here is a list of that information:
FILENAME

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows the user the filename of the
highlighted picture. For example, an entry would look like this: red2.jpg.

PATH

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows the user where on the C:\
Drive the images are stored. For example, an entry would look like this:
C:\sample data\20020415\ed_0006.

IMAGE SIZE

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays three pieces of information
that pertains only to the image highlighted. First, the exact pixel size of the
image is available. This measurement describes the number of pixels wide
by the number of pixels tall the image is. For example, the measurement
could display as 1728 x 1152. This means that the image is 1728 pixels in
width and 1152 pixels in height. The next set of information available is the
color depth information. This information appears as “24-bit RGB” in the
Value column. This information indicates that the photo is available in full
or true color, which is the standard for photo printing. Finally, the last piece
of information shows how much memory the image uses as it is viewing in
the software. This number is displayed in Kilobytes (KB) and looks like
this: 5832KB (Memory). This entire Value column will looks like this:
1728 x 1152 24-bit RGB 5832KB (Memory)

FILE SIZE

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays the exact amount of disk
space the photo uses for storage. This is measured in kilobytes (KB). For
example, an entry would look like this: 320 KB (Disk).

LAST MODIFIED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays the date the photo was last
modified in numerical form as month/day/year. The exact time that the
photo was last saved is also available timed to the last second. For example,
an entry would look like this: 4/18/2002 8:55:38 PM.

ORIENTATION

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows the assigned photo orientation.
There are two options available for every image. These two options are
horizontal and vertical. For example, an entry would look like this:
Horizontal.

CACHED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate if the images were
cached or not on the machine. For example, an entry would look like this:
No.

ARCHIVED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the
image is currently archived. For example, an entry would look like this:
No, has not been archived.
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PUBLISHED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the
image is currently published to the user’s PhotoReflect.com online Internet
Storefront. For example, an entry would look like this: No, has not been
published.

HIDDEN

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the
image is currently hidden from publishing to PhotoReflect.com. For
example, an entry would look like this: Yes, will not be published.

Finally, the Photographer’s notes are available in the bottom field. These notes are entered when a
user highlights an image in the Current Catalog Viewer and then selects “Describe Photo” from the
Photos menu.
The second tab in the “Picture Properties” window is called “Photo Data.” Darkroom Web allows
users to assign photo data to the images. This is most useful for running queries when applying
borders or when creating composites.

In order to add a new photo data query, the user should click on “Add Data” in the Photo Data tab.
This will open the “Add Photo Data” window.
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The “Add Photo Data” window offers two fields to the Darkroom Web user. These fields should
house the photo query information. For example, if a user entered “Type” into the “Property” field
and then “Team” into the “Value” field, then the user would be instructing Darkroom Web to make
the following equation: “Type=Team”
This equation comes into play when applying borders to the images. If a photographer was creating a
Memory Mate for a player, then the team photo could have assigned photo data, for example
“Type=Team.” The photographer could assign this equation to the team photo placeholder on the
border and automatically import the correct team photo for each player.

A T T R I B U T E S

M E N U

The Attributes menu allows the Darkroom Web user to display and render each image with the
proper color attributes. Each photo in a catalog has information attached to it that describes how to
display and render the photo. When you make changes or enhancements to a photo in the application,
the information is added to the photo attributes and the photo is re-rendered with the changes for
preview.
The application only loads a small version of the photo, which is called a thumbnail image, for
viewing and editing. This image information can be stored as a photo attribute so Darkroom Web
users can later apply each editing and viewing change to the full size image. These attributes are
carried across so that the final image, sent to the printer or photo lab, looks correct when printed.
This attribute system is one of the ways that ExpressDigital Darkroom Web differs from typical
image editors such as Adobe® Photoshop®. We treat each photo as a digital negative and apply
different photo attributes when loading (or developing) the photo to be viewed or printed. This way
the original digital negative file is never harmed or altered. Another important benefit of this
approach is that users can routinely apply attributes from one photo to another.
In the Darkroom Web Photo Library tab, users can copy attributes from one photo to another, save
selected photos attributes, and save selected photo attributes as system defaults attributes or the
catalog default attributes.
The best way to explain using photo properties is with an example. Typically, when photographers
go to an event, they set up the camera and lighting, and then take test shots. Ideally, the test shot
includes a “gray card.” The test shots should be added to the catalog for the event.
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With the test shots, the photographer should select the test picture that has the attributes best liked.
Once that photo is highlighted, click “Attributes” on the Photo menu, and select “Save Attributes
To.” Photographers can also copy the attributes to the Windows Clipboard, to system defaults, or to
catalog defaults. Photographers can also create up to four custom attribute settings and advanced
custom attributes.
D E F A U L T

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web provides a way for users to assign attribute defaults on a system and catalog basis.
This means that users can select default enhancements and assign those enhancements upon import
for all photos brought into Darkroom Web or simply all photos imported into a specific catalog. This
feature allows users to assign a uniform color setting to all images entered into the software.
System Default Attributes are assigned to every image imported into Darkroom Web from the time it
was saved onward. If you change your system default attribute, it will not act retroactively and
change images already in the software. It only works for new imports.
Catalog Default Attributes are assigned to every new image imported into a Darkroom Web photo
catalog. Every photo catalog can have its own individual catalog default attribute.
To create a Default Attribute open an image in the Photo Workshop. Make all the necessary changes
and select “Attributes” from the menu. Under “Save Attributes to...” select either System Defaults or
Catalog Defaults. The software will ask if you intend to save these attributes to the entire system or to
the entire catalog. Select “Yes” to save or “Cancel” to return to the Photo Workshop.

Save Attributes To
Darkroom Web users have the option to first, create and save new attributes. To create a new
attribute, the photographer should open the desired photo catalog in the Photo Workshop. One all the
color modifications are completed, the user should open the “Attributes” menu and select “Save
Attributes to…”
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Users can save the color attributes to the Clipboard, the System Default, the Catalog Default, a
custom attribute or as a “New” attribute.
First, the Clipboard is only a copy and paste mechanism between photo catalogs. Attributes saved in
the Clipboard can be accessed during the same session in other photo catalogs. This information will
be lost when the software is shut down.
Second, System and Catalog Defaults are designed to apply to all imported photos or simply all
imported images in a specific catalog.
Third, there are 4 Custom options available for a user to save attributes. If there are photo attributes
that are used regularly, depending on the type of event or image style, those attributes can be saved in
Custom 1, Custom 2, Custom 3 or Custom 4.
Fourth, it is possible to create an entire list of selectable attributes. To create a new attribute, modify
the color of an image and select “New.” The “Save Advanced Custom” window will appear.

The “Save Advanced Custom” window will allow the user to create a name for the attribute set and
also the attributes to save. Users can choose to save modifications to color balance, correction,
enhancements, cropping, drop out, services, input profile and color mode. Once all the attributes are
checked, select “Save” to add to the list of attributes available in the Attribute menu. To exit the
window without saving the new attribute, select “Cancel.”
Finally, it is possible to edit the existing list of advanced custom attributes. To do this, select “Edit.”
This will bring up a current list of active advanced custom attributes. Users are able to rename or
delete existing attributes.
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Apply Attributes From
Darkroom Web allows users to apply attributes to an individual photo from an all-inclusive list of
saved attributes. To apply an attribute to an individual photo, photographers should highlight the
image and select “Attributes” and then “Apply Attributes From.”

This will bring up a menu containing all active photo attributes including the information stored on
the Clipboard, within System and Catalog Defaults, in Custom 1-4 and, finally, any new named
attributes. All available advanced custom attributes are listed below the “Custom 4” attribute.

Apply Attributes to All From
Darkroom Web has a built in system to quickly apply attributes to an entire existing catalog. This
option is the “Apply Attributed to All From” option available in the Attributes menu. Photographers
can use this option to select one photo and apply that photo’s attributes to the entire catalog.
Photographers can also select any of the set attributes, System Default, Catalog Defaults, Custom 14, or the Advanced Custom attributes and apply these attributes to every photo in the entire catalog.
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The software allows the user to select a photo in an individual catalog and subsequently, apply the
photo attributes of that photo to the entire catalog of photos. To do this, the user should select the
photo with the desirable attributes. Once the photo is selected, the user should open the “Attributes”
menu and then click “Apply to all From.” This will open another menu with an option called
“Current.”
Once the option “Current” is chosen, the software will verify that you intend to apply the photo
attributes of the highlighted photo to ALL photos in the catalog.

If you intend to change the photo attributes in the entire catalog to match the selected photo, click
“Yes.” If you do not want to change the photo attributes in the entire photo catalog, select “No.” This
will return you to the previous screen.
The other options available in the “Apply to All From” menu, will apply a saved photo attribute to all
the photos in the catalog. For example, when a user selects to apply the “System Default” or “Catalog
Default,” all photos in the catalog will inherit the attributes saved as the system or catalog default.
This option is helpful when photos are added to an already existing photo catalog that contains
photos. Using the “Apply to All From” option is an easy way to batch apply the photo attributes.

A D J U S T I N G

I M A G E

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web allows users to make adjustments to the color attributes of a photo. To learn how to
use the Photo Workshop to make these adjustments, please refer to Chapter 7: Photo Workshop in
the Application User Guide.

S A V I N G

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web provides a way for photographers to save the attributes of a selected photo to one of
the following: the Windows Clipboard, the system defaults, the catalog defaults, or one of the custom
placeholders. To save a photo’s attributes, select the photo with the desired attributes, and choose the
attributes that are to be saved.
CLIPBOARD

Saves the Selected photo’s attributes to the Windows Clipboard to
be pasted to photos later. Remember, the attributes remain on the
Clipboard only until you cut or copy something else to the
Clipboard.
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SYSTEM DEFAULTS

Saves the selected photo’s attributes to the system default
attributes where it will be used for the next new catalog

CATALOG DEFAULTS

Save the selected photo’s attributes to the current catalog’s default
attributes where it will be used when the next photo is added to the
catalog

CUSTOM

Saves the selected photo’s attributes to the named placeholder for
use later

NEW

Allows you to select certain attributes and save to a custom
attribute setting

EDIT

Allows you to rename or delete an advanced custom attribute
setting

S E T T I N G

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web makes the application of photos easy with just the click of the mouse. Photographers
can apply attributes to the selected photos from one of the following: the Windows Clipboard, the
system defaults, the catalog defaults, or one of the custom settings. First, select the photo or photos
you are interested in changing. Next, choose to either apply the color attributes to the selection or to
the entire catalog. Finally, choose the source of the attributes you want to apply.
CLIPBOARD

Applies photo attributes saved to the Windows Clipboard.
Remember, the attributes you saved to the Clipboard remain only
until you cut or copy something else to the Clipboard.

SYSTEM DEFAULTS

Applies the system default attribute bundle to the selected photo or
photos

CATALOG DEFAULTS

Applies the catalog’s default attribute bundle to the selected photo
or photos

CUSTOM

Applies one of the named placeholder attribute bundles, which
were saved earlier, to the selected photo. If you created any
advanced custom settings, these are listed below the Custom
settings.

S O R T

M E N U

The Sort menu allows Darkroom Web users to sort the images stored in the photo catalogs. There are
eight different modes of sorting. All images are sorted in the Current Catalog Viewer, since this is
where the contents of all photo catalogs are viewed.
The way the catalogs and photos are sorted also determines how the images appear on the
PhotoReflect.com Online Storefront once they are published. Photos can be resorted in the Current
Catalog Viewer after an event is published, however, in order to reorder the event online, the even
must be republished.
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Photos can be sorted in one of eight ways. These modes of sorting are:


Sort Photos by Rating



Sort Photos by Time



Sort Photos by Photo Number



Sort Photos by Filename



Sort Photos by Full Pathname



Sort Photos by Custom



Sort Photos in Ascending Order



Sort Photos in Descending Order

Sort Menu Options
There are two different levels of sorting available in the Sort menu. The first six options in the menu
are the “Sort Types.” These include the six different ways a Darkroom Web user can sort a particular
catalog. These way are by Rating, Time, Phone Number, Filename, Full Pathname and Custom.
These sorting options determine the order of the thumbnails in the Current Catalog Viewer.
The last two options in the Sort menu are referred to as the “Sort Order.” These two options, either to
sort in ascending or descending order, take the catalog after it is sorted by a “Sort Type” and then
reorganizes it again to be in either ascending or descending order.
Darkroom Web includes powerful photo rating system for all users. This allows users to attach a star
rating to each photo. A 5-Star rating is best and a 1-Star is worst.
To assign a photo rating to a photo in Darkroom Web, users must right-click on a photo in the
Current Catalog Viewer. Once the photo is highlighted, the user should select the option to “Edit
Photo.” This will open another menu where the user can choose to “Rate Photo.” Darkroom Web
users should select the star rating that best reflects the selected picture. Users might choose to sort the
photos in the Current Catalog Viewer by Rating and then subsequently, in descending order to view
photos beginning with the 5-Star photos first and concluding with the 1-Star photos.
The following is an explanation of all Sort Menu options.
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SORT PHOTOS BY RATING

The “Sort Photos by Ratings” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to change the order of photos by
rating only. This option will group all photos rating 5
Stars together, 4 Stars together and so on. This sort option
can be assigned to display in ascending or descending
order.

SORT PHOTOS BY TIME

The “Sort Photos by Time” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to reorder the photos in timestamp
order. This sort option can be assigned to display in
ascending order or descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY PHOTO NUMBER

The “Sort Photos by Photo Number” menu option allows
the Darkroom Web user to put all photos in order of their
image number. This sort option can be assigned to display
in ascending order or descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY FILENAME

The “Sort Photos by Filename” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to put all photos in order of their
Filename. The program will alphabetize the filenames and
will display the filenames in this order. This sort option
can be assigned to display in ascending order or
descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY FULL PATHNAME

The “Sort Photos by Full Pathname” menu option allows
the Darkroom Web user to reorder all photos in order of
the full pathname. The program will alphabetize the
filenames and will display the filenames in this order.
This sort option can be assigned to display in ascending
order or descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY CUSTOM

The “Sort Photos by Custom” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to reorder the photos in whatever
way they wish. This option lets the user click and drag
images to new spots in the Current Catalog Viewer.

SORT PHOTOS IN ASCENDING ORDER

The “Sort Photos in Ascending Order” allows the
Darkroom Web User to assign the photos to display in a
first to last pattern. For example, if the photos were
ordered by rating, the photos would be in the order from 1
Star to 5 Star images.

SORT PHOTOS IN DESCENDING ORDER

The “Sort Photos in Descending Order” allows the
Darkroom Web User to assign the photos to display in a
last to first pattern. For example, if the photos were
ordered by rating, the photos would be in the order from 5
Star images to 1 Star.
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Darkroom Web provides the user with a View menu to the user can adjust how each thumbnail is
displayed. The View menu allows you to view your photos and catalogs in a variety of ways. Users
can opt to show image specific information such as photo filenames, photo icons, photo numbers and
photo ratings. Darkroom Web users can change the Current Catalog Viewer to display the image
information as the photo thumbnails, the photo filename list or the photo info list. Finally, if the user
has the Current Catalog Viewer set to display in thumbnail mode, the size of the viewable thumbnail
can be sized from tiny to largest.

Show Options
There are five Show options available in the View menu in Darkroom Web. The first four options in
the View menu allow the user to show specific image information within the Current Catalog
Viewer. This information is helpful to the user when working on third party vendor editing
applications or in everyday organizational procedures. The last option displays images that are
hidden from publishing.
The first View menu “Show” option is called “Show Photo Filenames.” Darkroom Web allows the
user to show photo filenames along side each photo. To activate this option, open the photo catalog
and select “View.” This will open the View menu. Once the menu is open, the user should select
“Show Photo Filenames.” The photo filenames will appear in the Current Catalog Viewer directly
under each photo.
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Photo Rating

Photo Filenames

Photo Numbers

The second View menu “Show” option is called “Show Photo Icons.” There are five icons available
for display when a user chooses to display the photo icons in the Current Catalog Viewer. These
icons will indicate whether the image has been printed, archived, enhanced, hidden (from publishing)
or published. Here is a list of these icons and how they are displayed:
- Printed
- Archived
- Enhanced
- Hidden (from publishing)
- Published
To activate this option, open the photo catalog and select “View.” This will open the View menu.
Once the menu is open, the user should select “Show Photo Icons.” The applicable photo icons will
appear in the Current Catalog Viewer above each photo on the right side.
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The third View menu “Show” option is called “Show Photo Numbers.” Darkroom Web allows the
user to show photo numbers along side each photo. Photo numbers are used to order the image files
numerically within each catalog.
To activate this option, open the photo catalog and select “View.” This will open the View menu.
Once the menu is open, the user should select “Show Photo Numbers.” The photo numbers will
appear in the Current Catalog Viewer directly under each photo. If both Photo Numbers and Photo
Filenames are activated, the Photo Number will appear to the left of the filename.
If you would like to reset photo numbers, or set new starting photo numbers, please refer to Chapter
5: Managing Photos of the Application User Guide and refer to the section called Photo Catalog
Management.
The fourth View menu “Show” option is called “Show Photo Rating.” Darkroom Web allows the
user to show photo ratings along side each photo in the Current Catalog Viewer. Photo ratings are
used to order per customer preference from best-liked image to least-liked image.
To activate this option, open the photo catalog and select “View.” This will open the View menu.
Once the menu is open, the user should select “Show Photo Ratings.” The photo ratings will appear
in the Current Catalog Viewer directly over each photo. A rating is displayed as a series of stars.
The last View menu “Show” option is called “Show Hidden Photos.” Darkroom Web allows the user
to prevent designated images from publishing to the PhotoReflect.com Online Storefront. These
images are referred to as “Hidden Photos.” The user can opt to view the photo catalog without
viewing the hidden images or likewise, the photographer can show view the hidden images in the
photo catalog.
To activate this option, open the photo catalog and select “View.” This will open the View menu.
Once the menu is open, the user should select “Show Hidden Photos.” The hidden photos will appear
in the Current Catalog Viewer. Each photo will be marked with the Hidden Photo icon above each
image on the right side.

This icon indicates that the photo will
not be published to the
PhotoReflect.com Online Storefront.
This icon is only one of five icons that
can appear in this section of the Current
Catalog Viewer.
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View Options
There are three “View” options available in the View menu in Darkroom Web. These viewing
options allow the Darkroom Web use to change the way the Current Catalog Viewer displays the
photo catalog or photo group information. These three viewing options are to view in the “Photo
Thumbnails” mode, the “Photo Filename” mode, or the “Photo Info List” mode.
The first View menu viewing mode option is called “View Photo Thumbnails.” This viewing mode
is the default setting upon first installation of the Darkroom Web application.

This viewing mode shows the user a thumbnail version of the image and only limited assigned photo
information. For photographers who work visually, this viewing mode works well for them since
they have the opportunity to peruse an entire photo catalog by image, rather than by information.
To assign the application to run the Photo Library tab with photo thumbnails running in the current
Catalog Viewer, open the photo catalog and select “View.” This will open the View menu. Once the
menu is open, the user should select “View Photo Thumbnails.” The Current Catalog Viewer will
display the thumbnail images associated with the photo catalog.
The second View menu viewing mode option is called “View Photo Filename List.” This viewing
mode displays information associated with the photo without a thumbnail image.
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This viewing mode automatically displays the filename and file size of the photo. In addition,
Darkroom Web also displays the date and time of the image file. Most options in the View menu
become unavailable when a user is viewing photo catalogs in the “Filename List” mode.

Only the options to show photo icons and hidden photos are available when the user sets Darkroom
Web to “Filename List” mode. All other options are unavailable until the mode is changed.
To assign the application to run the Photo Library tab with the filename list running in the current
Catalog Viewer, open the photo catalog and select “View.” This will open the View menu. Once the
menu is open, the user should select “View Photo Filename List.” The Current Catalog Viewer will
display the filename list associated with the photo catalog.
The third View menu viewing mode option is called “View Photo Info List.” Out of all viewing
mode options, the “Photo Info List” viewing mode displays the most information associated with the
photo along with a thumbnail image.
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This viewing mode automatically displays all of the information available in the Photo Thumbnail
mode and Photo Filename List mode. Darkroom Web displays the filename, file path, image size, file
size, and last modified date and time. In addition, the camera information for the photo is available.
This information indicates the range in color available for enhancements.
To assign the application to run the Photo Library tab with the photo info list running in the current
Catalog Viewer, open the photo catalog and select “View.” This will open the View menu. Once the
menu is open, the user should select “View Photo Info List.” The Current Catalog Viewer will
display the photo info list associated with the photo catalog.

Photo View Options
These options determine how the Current Catalog Viewer displays the current catalogs photos.
SHOW FILENAMES

Displays the name of the file under the photo in
thumbnail view

SHOW PHOTO ICONS

Displays icons around the photo of filename to indicate
information about the photo.
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- Printed
- Archived
- Enhanced
- Hidden (from publishing)
- Published
SHOW PHOTO NUMBER

Displays the photo number under the photo in thumbnail
view

SHOW PHOTO RATING

Displays the star icons above the photo. The number of
stars reflects the photo’s rating. Photo ratings range from
one to five stars, with five stars being best.

SHOW HIDDEN PHOTOS

Displays photos marked as hidden

VIEW PHOTOS AS THUMBNAILS

Displays photos in the catalog as small photo thumbnails

VIEW PHOTOS AS FILENAME LIST

Displays photos in the catalog as a list of filenames

VIEW PHOTO INFO LIST

Displays filename or image name, path, image size, file
size, and last modified info for each photo. You can select
either File Properties or Camera Image Properties to view.

THUMBNAILS SIZE

Changes the size of the photo thumbnail image. The size
can be set to tiny, small, normal, large, or largest. The
default is normal size.

P H O T O

T O O L B A R

The Photo Toolbar contains 13 features that can be applied to the individual photos in the photo
catalogs and photo groups. These features allow the user to modify the contents of the photo catalogs,
the individual photos, or order status.
There are two versions of the Photo Toolbar. The first version called the Name Toolbar, which is
available by default upon install, includes only 10 of the available 13 features. This version displays
text names of each icon for the user to use. The 10 features are: Add Photo, Find, Orientation,
Enhance, Preview, Publish, Copy, Batch, Proof and Order.

Name Toolbar

The second menu is available when the user selects the “Show/Hide Tool Names” icon and is called
the Icon Toolbar. The “Show/Hide Tool Names” icon is always available on the far right side of the
Photo Toolbar space. To change menus, click on the Show/Hide Tool Names icon. The condensed
iconic version of the menu will appear
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Icon Toolbar

This version of the Photo Toolbar menu provides 13 features for the user. These are: Add Photo,
Remove Photo, Find, Photo Properties, Orientation, Orientation menu, Enhance, Preview, Publish,
Copy, Batch, Proof and Order.
If you cannot see the Show/Hide Tool Names icon, make the space for the Photo Library Tree
smaller by clicking on and dragging the splitter bar.
N A M E

T O O L B A R

The first version called the Name Toolbar, which is available by default up on install, includes only
10 of the available 13 features. The 10 features are: Add Photo, Find, Orientation, Enhance, Preview,
Publish, Copy, Batch, Proof and Order. These features allow the user to modify the contents of the
photo catalogs, the individual photos, or order status.

Name Toolbar

Add Photo
Darkroom Web allows the user to easily add photos to the photo catalogs within the application. The
“Add Photo” icon is represented by a “+” sign. This icon allows the user to quickly add one or
multiple photos from the same import window.
When a user selects the “Add Photo” icon, only the Import option is available.
While the shortcut keys will be mentioned in the following text, refer to the Appendix at the end of
your ExpressDigital software manual to view a complete list of operational keystrokes.
To import only one photo or multiple photos, or more clearly defined images, select “Import” from
the Add Photo option. The “Import Picture File” window will appear. The “Import” menu item
performs the same function as the “Add Photo” tool in the photo toolbar. It allows photographers to
select and preview photos using the filenames and thumbnail photos before adding them to the
desired photo catalog.
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Photo Filename List

Thumbnail and Import
Option Tab

In order to add a photo to a catalog available in your Darkroom Web software, you should select the
catalog in the Photo Library. This catalog should be the one you desire to add photos to. Once the
catalog is highlighted, select the “Add Photo” tool. Alternately, you can press “CTRL + I” on the
keyboard. The “Import Picture File” window will appear.
To import a photo, navigate to and select the folder containing your photos. The photos contained in
the selected folder are listed in two ways: by photo filename and by photo thumbnail. When the user
selects a photo in the filename list, the corresponding thumbnail photo is also selected. You can use
either list to select photos.
The “Import Picture File” window allows the user to select multiple photos from the same folder. To
select multiple photos, hold down the CTRL key on the keyboard and select the images with the
mouse. This will highlight multiple photos. Users can also select a series of photos by clicking the
first photo in the series, and then by pressing the SHIFT key and click the last photo in the series.
Users can also select all photos in the folder. To select all photos in a folder, use the CTRL + A
shortcut key.
The Files of Type field allows you to specify the types of files to show in the lists. The default option
is “All Image Files.” You might want to change the selection in this field to limit the list to only
specific camera file types.
Click the “Import” button to add the selected photos to the photo catalog. The original image files are
not removed or deleted by this operation.
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Adding photos to specific catalogs is easy. For example, imagine that a photographer wants to add
photos from a media card from a remote portrait shoot where portraits of several families were taken.
The photographer shot the entire event using only one media card and organized into only one folder.
Within the Photo Library in Darkroom Web, the photographer should create a photo catalog or group
for each of the families. Once this is completed, the photographer must select one of the family
catalogs in the Photo Library to add photos to. Next, the photographer should insert the media card
into the computer, and click the “Add Photo” tool on the Photo Name toolbar. Navigate to the folder
containing images on the memory card. Use SHIFT-click to select only the photos of the particular
family. Finally, click the “Open” button to add the photos to the catalog. Repeat this process for all
the families.
Each time a new photo is added, it is assigned a photo number. The photo number assigned in
Darkroom Web is what a frame number is to film. These numbers traditionally start at 1 and increase
with each subsequent photo, however, you can assign starting photo numbers. Sometimes the
application refers to the Photo Number as the Film Number or Photo ID. The photo number stays
with the photo forever and can be used to reference the photo. You can display the photo number
under the thumbnails by selecting “Show Photo Number” from the View menu.
M U L T I P L E

I M P O R T

S E T T I N G S

Users may configure the multiple import settings from the “Import Picture File” window. These
settings are available in the “Import Options” tab.

The “Import Options” tab allows the user to set copy settings and photo renaming options.
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After selecting a file pathway, the first step is to decide how the files should be copied. Some users
prefer to convert the image files to another format while importing into Darkroom Web. If a user
decides that the images should be converted to another file format during import, the “Convert the
files to another format while copying” option must be selected. The user must also decide which new
image format the files should copy to. Photographers who use this option do so to batch convert
photos from a proprietary camera format into more common and portable image formats such as a
.JPEG.
If a user does not want to change file formats upon import, then the user should make sure that the
“Simply copy the files to the destination” option is selected.
The next step is to decide what options are applicable for the current import. Users have the
opportunity to rename all photos upon import, and delete existing files after copying them.
If you want to rename the photo filenames as they are copied, check the “Rename copied files”
checkbox. Darkroom Web allows the user to select a filename prefix and starting count. In addition,
users can opt to order the images in reverse chronological.
Users should enter a prefix for the filename. The prefix name can be any word. Users traditionally
choose a descriptor of the event. For example, if the image is part of the Thompson wedding, then the
prefix would be “Thompson.” Each filename is formatted with the prefix followed by an index
number. The index number is determined by what the photographer entered into the “Starting Count”
field. For example, if the user entered ‘1’ into the starting count field, then the filename prefix would
be: thompson1.
Users can change the default format by adding the # character in the name where you want the index.
For example, in the “File Name Prefix” field, you can specify a prefix for the Thompson Wedding as
Thompson### – Bridal Portraits. The resulting names would be Thompson001 – Bridal Portraits,
Thompson002 – Bridal Portraits, Thompson003 – Bridal Portraits, etc. The number of pound sign (#)
characters determines the number of characters in the index number.
The final option available in the “Import Options” tab is “Delete files after copying them.” Users who
wish to remove the image files from the initial import location should check this box. For example, if
you were importing images from a media card and wanted to remove the images as they were
brought into the software, this checkbox will permit the user to delete those image files.
When the user is ready to import the multiple images, select “Import.” This is also where users are
able to recurse subdirectories. To recurse the subdirectories of the highlighted folder, select “Import
All.” If you wish to close the “Import Picture File” window without importing, select “Cancel.”

Find
Darkroom Web features two ways to locate information in the program. Photographers can search for
either the photo or the catalog. The “Name Toolbar” includes an option to “Find” photos saved in the
software. This feature allows the user to search for the photo using different methods.
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P H O T O

To find a photo in the current catalog, click on the “Find” tool located on the Name Toolbar. If you
work with shortcut keys, selecting “F2” will perform the same task. The “Find Photos” window will
appear.

The “Find Photos” window requires the user enter a search item in the “Search String” field. The
information entered into this field should point directly to the filename, full pathname, photo notes or
the film number. If the photo notes contain a reference to the town where the event took place, for
example, “Ann Arbor,” then the “Search String” could be simply “Ann Arbor.” Remember, using the
“Find Photos” window will only search for photos in the current catalog.

Next, select the “Method” from the drop down menu. Depending on what is included in the “Search
String” will depend on what “Method” should be chosen. The content of the “Search String” directly
applies to the “Method.” If the photographer needs to search for the city name in the photo notes,
then the Method would be “Photo Notes.” If the photographer has the subjects name in the filename,
for example, “Adam001 – Senior,” then the photographer could enter “Adam” in the search string
and select “Filename” as the method.
Once both the “Search String” and “Method” field are entered, select “Find” to search the current
catalog for the photo. If you wish to cancel the query, select “Cancel” to return to the other screen.
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The “Find Catalog” tool allows the photographer to search for a photo catalog from the entire photo
library. To activate the “Find Catalog” tool, press the “F1” button on the keyboard. The “Find
Catalog” window will appear.

The “Find Catalogs” window requires the user enter a search item in the “Search String” field. The
information entered into this field should point directly to the Catalog ID, last name, first name, event
name, description, city, state, date or photographer notes. For example, if the event city, where the
event took place, is “Ann Arbor,” then the “Search String” could be simply “Ann Arbor.”
Remember, using the “Find Catalog” window will only search for a specific catalog in the Photo
Library.

Darkroom Web allows the user to search several different fields, such as name, date, description,
location, and notes. Users do not have to enter an exact word match since it allows partial words and
phrases. For example, if the event name is “Thompson Wedding – Ann Arbor, Michigan,” users can
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search for the even using any of the following words: “Thompson,” “Wedding,” “Ann Arbor,” or
“Michigan.” For the above example, the user would search via the method “Event Name.” After the
first match is located, to continue to search for more matches, click the tool again or use the shortcut
key, “F1.”
Check the “Search Archive if not found” box to search for matches in the archived catalogs if none
are found in the active catalogs. To limit your search to only the active catalogs, make sure the box
next to the “Search Archive if not found” option is unchecked.
Once both the “Search String” and “Method” field are entered, select “Find” to search the current
catalog for the photo. If you wish to cancel the query, select “Cancel” to return to the other screen.

Orientation
Darkroom Web allows the user to quickly change the orientation of the photos directly from the
Photo Library. Users can opt to change individual photo orientation or all the image orientation
settings at once. By offering to change the orientation in the Photo Library, users are able to speed up
the enhancement options by removing the necessary step to alter orientation in the Photo Workshop.
To change the orientation of a photo, select the desired directional arrows, either clockwise or
counter clockwise, from the “Name Toolbar.” By selecting one of the directional arrows, users rotate
the photo exactly 90º either clockwise or counter clockwise.
This option allows the user to move the photo exactly 90º in the clockwise direction. This
means that the photo is rotated to the right.
This option allows the user to move the photo exactly 90º in the counter clockwise direction.
This means that the photo is rotated to the left.

O R I E N T A T I O N

M E N U

Darkroom Web provides the user with an Orientation menu to offer photographers with several
orientation options. This menu allows the user to a default orientation, a crop orientation or a tilt
angle. Users can also change the orientation manually the 7 different options available in the
Orientation Menu.
To open the Orientation Menu, Darkroom Web users should select “Orientation” from the Name
Toolbar. This will open a drop down menu with the following options: “Vertical,” “Horizontal,”
“Vertical Flipped,” “Horizontal Flipped,” “Rotate Clockwise,” “Rotate Counter Clockwise,” “Flip,”
“Set Crop Orientation,” “Set Default Orientation,” and “Set Tilt Angle.”
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First, Darkroom Web users have the tools to change the photos basic orientation. There are four basic
orientation directions that an image can be assigned. These four orientation options are “Vertical,”
“Horizontal,” “Vertical Flipped,” and “Horizontal Flipped.”
The “Vertical” option in the Orientation menu will assign a vertical orientation to the highlighted
photos. Photos which are oriented vertically will not be adjusted by the “Vertical” tool. However,
photos that are oriented horizontally will be changed to a vertical orientation. Photographers can use
the “V” shortcut key available on the keyboard to quickly orient a photo vertically. The “V” short cut
key will affect the photos that begin in a vertical state in the first place. These photos will perform a
“Vertical Flip.” This will rotate the photo 180º.

When a user wants to change the orientation of an image,
it is important to make note of its “starting position.” In
the example to the right, the image’s starting position is set
to horizontal. All changes to orientation are derived from
the starting position. When a user opts to change the
image to “Vertical,” the image will set itself up vertically in
a counter clockwise movement. Likewise if the original
image had a vertical starting point, the image would shift
90 degrees in a clockwise rotation. All images have a saved
starting point, which changes as new orientations are
applied to the imported photo.

The “Horizontal” option in the Orientation menu will assign a horizontal orientation to the
highlighted photos. The “Horizontal” tool will not adjust horizontal photos. All vertical photos,
however, will be adjusted to a horizontal orientation. These images will rotate in a clockwise
direction exactly 90º. Photographers can use the “H” shortcut key available on the keyboard to
quickly orient a photo horizontally. The “H” short cut key will affect the photos that begin in a
horizontal state in the first place. These photos will perform a “Horizontal Flip.” The “H” short cut
key will affect the photos that begin in a horizontal state in the first place. These photos will perform
a “Horizontal Flip.” This will rotate the photo 180º.
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Darkroom Web also offers two options called “Vertical Flipped” and “Horizontal Flipped.” These
two options allow the user to quickly change the orientation if the image is imported upside-down.
The Darkroom Web feature, “Vertical Flipped,” has two different outcomes depending on whether a
photo has a horizontal or vertical starting position. Images in a horizontal starting position will turn
90º in a clockwise direction. Images in a vertical starting position will rotate 180º. This option will
turn an image imported upside-down the correct way for viewing.
The Darkroom Web feature, “Horizontal Flipped,” has two different outcomes depending on whether
a photo has a horizontal or vertical starting position. Images in a vertical starting position will turn
90º in a counter clockwise direction. Images in a horizontal starting position will rotate 180º. This
option will turn an image imported upside-down the correct way for viewing.
The next options available in the Orientation menu are “Rotate Clockwise,” “Rotate Counter
Clockwise,” and “Flip.” Both “Rotate Clockwise” and “Rotate Counter Clockwise” perform the
function indicated but both rotate the image exactly 90º with each selection. Darkroom Web makes
this easy for the user, since the orientation can be changed on any selected photos by pressing the
“O” shortcut key to rotate clockwise or SHIFT + O to rotate the photo counter clockwise.
Darkroom Web also provides a way for the photographer to quickly flip the photo. Users can either
select this option from the Orientation menu or through the software shortcut keys. The “F” key on
the keyboard will flip the photo.
Darkroom Web provides an incredibly handy keystroke and mouse click feature that will orient all
images in the same direction. To use this feature, press and hold the “ALT” key on the keyboard.
While holding the “ALT” button, click the side of any photo in the Current Catalog Viewer. If only
one image is highlighted, only that image will re-orient. The side that the photographer selected will
be the direction that the photo will orient to the top.

C R O P

O R I E N T A T I O N ,

D E F A U L T

O R I E N T A T I O N ,

A N D

T I L T

A N G L E

The Orientation menu includes three options that offer more advanced orientation options to the
Darkroom Web photographer. These three options are crop orientation, default orientation, and tilt
angle. To access the Orientation menu, users should select “Orientation” from the Name Toolbar.
This will open a drop down menu.
First, users have an option to set a crop orientation. This means that users can switch a vertical photo
and crop it to a horizontal photo. Likewise, users can crop horizontal photos to vertical.
This option is great for photographers that have cameras that only shoot in one orientation; for
example, all photos will be shot vertically. If the user needs to switch these photos to a horizontal
crop the user only needs to highlight and select a horizontal crop.
The software has shortcut keys available for the vertical and horizontal crop option. The shortcut key
for the vertical crop options is “SHIFT + C.” The shortcut key for the horizontal crop options is
“CTRL + C.”
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If a user wishes to return a photo to the original cropping or starting orientation, the user should select
the “Auto” option in the Crop Orientation menu.
Second, users have the option to set a default orientation. If you take more photos in one orientation
than the other (such as with a fixed tripod), the Orientation menu allows you to set a default
orientation. When a default orientation is set, the application automatically orients the photos to the
default selected in the menu. The photos will adhere to this orientation as they are imported.

To set a default orientation before adding photos, select the photo catalog from the Photo Library
Tree. Once the Photo Catalog is highlighted, open the Orientation menu by selecting “Orientation”
on the Name Toolbar. Once the drop down menu opens, select “Set Default Orientation” and then
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choose the desired option. This is a useful timesaving option when you know all the photos will have
the same orientation.
Finally, users have the option to set a “Tilt Angle.” Darkroom Web users who have an image taken at
a slight tilt can fix the imperfection within the software. By selecting the “Tilt Angle” users can
change the angle of the image in either a clockwise or counter clockwise direction.
To change the photo tilt angle, open the Orientation menu and then select “Set Tilt Angle…” The
“Enter Photo Tilt Angle” window will appear.

In this window, enter the angle in degrees that you wish to move the image. This can be any number
between 1 and 360. Next, select the direction that you wish to rotate the image. To select a rotational
direction, click on the circle next to “Clockwise” or “Counter Clockwise.” When the degree and
direction are set, click “OK” to change the tilt angle. If you wish to exit the window without
changing the photo properties, select “Cancel.”

Enhance
Oftentimes photos do not come out the way the photographer hopes. On these occasions, simple
adjustments to the color or lighting will correct all the minor errors in the photo. Darkroom Web
provides a way for all users to make corrections to images stored in the photo catalog. The
application has a built-in editing feature called the Photo Workshop.
To edit a photo in the current catalog, highlight the image in the Current Catalog Viewer. Once the
image is selected, click on the “Enhance” tool found on the Name Toolbar. This will open the Photo
Workshop where users can make adjustments such as shadow correction, color saturation, contrast or
brightness modifications, or greenscreen application.
The picture will appear in the Photo Workshop where the photographer can make corrections.
To learn more about the Photo Workshop, refer to Chapter 7: Photo Workshop in the Darkroom
Web Application User Guide.
Preview
Darkroom Web has a built-in preview tool that allows photographers to show a full-screen samples
of the photos. The preview page fills the entire screen and displays the photo as large as it can.
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In order to view an image in preview mode, highlight the image in the Current Catalog Viewer. Once
the image is highlighted, select the “Preview” tool from the Name toolbar. This action will launch the
image in the Preview mode.
To close the Preview screen, select any key on the keyboard or click the mouse. The Preview screen
will close.

Publish
ExpressDigital provides a complete workflow for professional photographers. Not only do
photographers have access to the power of Darkroom Web, but photographers can also work with its
sister publishing product, PhotoReflect.com. Darkroom Web was designed to upload photos directly
to user’s online PhotoReflect.com storefronts. Not only does the photo catalog or group get published
to the storefront, but all order, print, and online security settings are published along with the photos.
The easiest way to publish an event to the user’s individual online storefront is through the “Publish”
tool available in the Photo Library. This tool allows the user to quickly publish all desired photos
online. Publishing is the process of automatically copying preview images to the user’s Internet
storefront. In addition to simply publishing one catalog, this tool also re-publishes, un-publishes,
batch publishes and batch un-publishes catalogs to the online storefront.
Note: In order to publish any catalog to PhotoReflect.com, the catalog MUST be assigned a package
group available to PhotoReflect.com. To add a package group, refer to Chapter 4, Setup
Wizards and follow the instructions available in the Product Wizard section.

P U B L I S H

N E W

E V E N T S

Darkroom Web allows the user to publish all new events to PhotoReflect.com. In order to publish an
event, the user should open the photo catalog and then select “Publish.” A drop down menu will open
allowing the user to “Publish Selected.”
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When the user opts to “Publish Selected” photo catalog, the software will open the “Publish an
Event” window. In order to upload the images to the PhotoReflect.com online storefront, the user
should select “Publish.” At this point the application will connect to the server and begin uploading
the images.
When publishing starts, a progress bar is available.

Darkroom Web provides threaded publishing the PhotoReflect.com. This means that while the events
are being uploaded to the storefront, you can continue to work in the software. The status bar will
indicate the percentage of the event that is currently uploaded.
PhotoReflect.com does NOT store a full copy of your image on its server. Only the preview
images and event catalog information are uploaded to the server. This means that if a photo is deleted
or lost from your studio computer, PhotoReflect.com has no way to retrieve the master image. Please
remember the importance of regular backups of all your event and photo information.
If you shut down the program before the event finishes publishing, it will only partially publish to
your online storefront. This window will appear with the photo catalog information:
PhotoReflect.com users have the option to assign security to the online event. This is in the form of a
password or a challenge question with a response. An event can be assigned online security by
opening the event information from the Photo Library. Please refer to Chapter 4, Setup Wizards and
follow the instructions available in the Catalog Wizard section.
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Darkroom Web allows the user to republish events that are already available on PhotoReflect.com.
This operation allows the user to update new information without the hassle of un-publishing the
large event and then re-publishing all the original information. Re-publishing allows for a quicker
upload of information to the online storefront.
When the user re-publishes an event, the application only sends the new information. This means that
only the photos that were added, hidden, or changed since the event was last published will be
modified. However, it is possible for users to update all previously published images. To re-publish
all images in the photo catalog, photographers should check the “Update previously published
pictures” box.

When publishing starts, a progress bar is available at the top of the screen. This bar displays the status
as Darkroom Web processes the photos and uploads the information to the storefront.
PhotoReflect.com does NOT store a full copy of your image on its server. Only the preview
images and event catalog information are uploaded to the server. This means that if a photo is deleted
or lost from your studio computer, PhotoReflect.com has no way to retrieve the master image. Please
remember the importance of regular backups of all your event and photo information.
Do not shut down the program until you receive the “Published to PhotoReflect.com” confirmation
window. If you shut down the program before the confirmation window appears, the event will
partially publish to your online storefront. This window will appear with the photo catalog
information:
The name of the catalog will appear in the window. Select “OK” to close the window. Your event is
now published.
PhotoReflect.com users have the option to assign security to the online event. This is in the form of a
password or a challenge question with a response. An event can be assigned online security by
opening the event information from the Photo Library. Please refer to Chapter 4, Setup Wizards and
follow the instructions available in the Catalog Wizard section.
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Darkroom Web allows photographers to use the Batch Publish feature to send several photo catalogs
to the online storefront on PhotoReflect.com. For many photographers, batch publishing is the
preferred way to send photos to their Internet storefront. Even though batch publishing takes a
significantly longer time frame to publish, this method allows the user to start the upload process and
then work away from the computer as the publishing takes place. Photographers use this feature to
select a complete day of photography events to publish. They then begin the online publish and
essentially walk away from the computer. This operation usually takes place at night, as
photographers will start batch publishing at the end of the day, thereby checking the results the next
morning.
Darkroom Web has two built-in ways for a user to batch publish events to PhotoReflect.com. The
first method is available on the Name Toolbar in the Current Catalog Viewer. The user should select
“Publish” and then “Batch Publish” from the drop down menu.

The second method available to Darkroom Web photographers is available in the Photo Library Tree.

When a user selects a Photo heading, which are the headings that all photo catalogs are organized, an
option to “Publish Catalogs…” is available when the user right clicks on the photo heading.
After both methods, the “Batch Publish” window will appear. This window will display all current
events available within Darkroom Web.
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Note: As illustrated in the figure above, the Batch Publish window displays the name of each event
along with the event ID, event date, and assigned package group. The event ID is a unique ID
given to an event after it is published. This is useful when determining which events have
already been published.
From this window all events can be published to PhotoReflect.com. Photographers should select
events to publish by checking the box beside the event. When the event is selected for publishing, a
checkmark will appear in the box. To deselect the event, click on the checkmark to make it disappear.
Once all events are checked in the “Batch Publish” window, select “Publish” to begin the upload to
the PhotoReflect.com Internet storefront. Once all catalog and photo information is uploaded, the
events will be published.

B A T C H

P U B L I S H

S T A T U S

B A R

During a batch publishing session, a status window will display the progress of the upload. The
publish status is displayed in each of the catalogs. For example, if you are publishing two catalogs
called “Smith, Andrea” and “Christine Smith,” one catalog will begin publishing and the other will
queue.
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The above example will look like the following screen shots from Darkroom Web. After the two
catalogs were set as a batch publish, the first checked catalog in the batch publish list, in this case
“Smith, Andrea,” will begin publishing. The status bar will appear like this, however, the percentage
publishing will increase.

While one catalog is being published, the other catalogs in a batch publish will queue themselves in
order of the checked list in the “Batch Publish” window.
In this case, the “Christine Smith” catalog is queued. This is how it appears in Darkroom Web:

It is possible to cancel a batch publishing operation before it is complete. If a batch publish operation
is cancelled, then all events published prior to the cancel will remain posted on the online storefront.
Only those catalogs that were not posted will be affected.
When a batch publish operation is complete, a prompt will appear indicating that a successful
publishing event occurred. Likewise, if any error occurred during a batch publishing event, then that
will also appear.
Once events are published, it only takes a few minutes for the event to be available to the public on
the online storefront. All published photos are identified in the Current Catalog Viewer assuming the
viewer has the “Show Photo Icons” option activated. A small “P” in the top left corner of the
thumbnail identifies all published photos.
For more information on the “Show Photo Icons” option, please refer to Chapter 5 of the Application
user guide and read the section entitled “View Menu.”

U N - P U B L I S H

E V E N T S

Darkroom Web allows the user to un-publish events one at a time or in a batch un-publish. To drive
sales, photographers set dates that the photos will no longer be available. In order to remove the
images from PhotoReflect.com online storefront, the photographer will need to un-publish the event.
Darkroom Web users should select “Publish” and then “Un-Publish Selected” to remove only one
photo catalog from PhotoReflect.com. The application will ask for a confirmation to remove the
catalog.
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The application also allows the user to remove several events at once. There are two built-in ways for
a user to batch un-publish events on PhotoReflect.com. The first method is available on the Name
Toolbar in the Current Catalog Viewer. The user should select “Publish” and then “Batch UnPublish” from the drop down menu.
The second method available to Darkroom Web photographers is available in the Photo Library Tree.
When a user selects a Photo heading, which are the headings that all photo catalogs are organized, an
option to “Un-Publish Catalogs…” is available when the user right clicks on the photo heading.
After both methods, the “Batch Un-Publish” window will appear. This window will display all
current events available on the PhotoReflect.com online storefront.

From this window all events can be un-published from PhotoReflect.com. Photographers should
select events to un-publish by checking the box beside the event. When the event is selected for
removal, a checkmark will appear in the box. To deselect the event, click on the checkmark to make
it disappear. Once all events are checked in the “Batch Un-Publish” window, select “Un-Publish
Event” to begin the removal from the PhotoReflect.com Internet storefront.
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After you un-publish an event, it is no longer for sale on your storefront. If you have a customer
request a photo from an un-published event, you can publish it again.
Note: Remember to use the “Event Expiration” option available in the Catalog Wizard. This feature
makes it more persuasive for the customer to purchase your packages, and also has the
benefit of automatically un-publishing the event for you. To read more about the Event
Expiration option, refer to Chapter 4, Setup Wizards and refer to the section on Catalog
Wizard
.
Copy
Darkroom Web allows the user to copy photos from one catalog or folder to another destination
folder, all within the software. The “Copy” tool available in the Name Toolbar in the current Catalog
Viewer allows photographers to do this. The ability to copy images is useful when users need to
export photos from a catalog. It is also useful when photographers need to work with folder catalogs
and in doing so need to move and organize the images.
The Darkroom Web copy function copies more than just the image. When a photo is copied from
with the application, the orientation and photo attributes are also copied.
In order to copy images from the Current Catalog viewer, the photographer must decide which
images need to be copied. If the user wants to copy only a selection of photos from the catalog, only
those photos should be highlighted. When all the images are selected, click “Copy” from the Name
Toolbar.

The application then asks the user which photos are to be copied: all images in the catalog or only the
selected images. Photographers should select “All” to copy the entire catalog or folder to another
destination. They should choose “Selected” to copy only the highlighted images to another
destination. Once the user chooses “All” or “Selected,” the “Copy Pictures” window will appear.
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The “Copy Pictures” window gives the user all the choices necessary to create a new destination
folder for the photos. First, the photographer should enter a destination path for the new folder. More
specifically, this folder is where the “pictures are being copied to.” To select a pathway, click
“Browse.” This will open a “Browse for Folder” window. Select a location and click “OK” to save.
Next, the user must decide how to copy the files to the new destination. There are two options
available. The first simply copies the files to the new destination. If the images were .JPG within the
application, they will copy across as .JPG.
The second option converts all files to another image format before copying. Files can be converted
to any one of 8 different image file types. These image file types are Windows Bitmap (.BMP),
Kodak FlashPix (.FPX), JPEG Compressed (.JPG), Zsoft (.PCX), Photoshop (.PSD), Portable Net
Graphics (.PNG), TARGA (.TGA), and Tagged Image File (.TIF).
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Once the user selects the file options, the application allows the user to select a renaming system.
Darkroom Web allows the user to select a new filename prefix, starting count number and the ability
to order them in reverse chronological order. This section also allows the user to delete the photos
from Darkroom Web after copying them.
If you want to rename the photo filenames as they are copied, check the “Rename copied files”
checkbox. The first option available is to choose a file name prefix. Prefixes can be anything that the
user wants. For example, photographers will use descriptors such as a last name. School, church and
team names are also great options.
Imagine that you are shooting a local high school’s sport photos. The high school mascot is a
Mustang. A great option for a prefix could be “Mustang.” Each filename will be formatted with the
prefix followed by an index number. The starting index number is available in the “Starting Count”
field. If the starting count begins at 1, then the copied images will be called “Mustang1,”
“Mustang2,” and so on.
Darkroom Web users have the option to change the default number format. If you wanted to call the
copied files “Mustang001 – Cheerleading,” then the default format would look as follows in the
prefix field “Mustang### – Cheerleading.” If the starting number was still set to 1, then the resulting
names would be “Mustang001 – Cheerleading,” “Mustang002 – Cheerleading” and so on. It is
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important to remember that the number of # available, will translate directly to the number of
characters in the index number.

The last two options allow the user to copy the files in reverse chronological order or to delete the
files after copying. A checkmark will appear in the box next to the option when the features are
activated. To deactivate the options, click the checkmark to make it disappear.
Note: If you copy photos to be used outside Darkroom Web and have not changed the file type, the
photo attributes are not visible to other applications. This is because we treat the photos as
digital negatives and store the orientation and attributes separately from the photo. If you
convert the photo to another file format, Darkroom Web applies the orientation and attributes
so they are visible outside Darkroom Web.

Batch
Darkroom Web users have the option to create batch orders directly from the Photo Library tab. A
batch order allows the user to print or order a very large group of photos. These orders are designed
to simplify the process for photographers. Many Photographers use this feature for fixed-fee jobs and
huge portrait sittings such a school photo days.
To create a batch order, the user should select a Photo Catalog from the Photo Library Tree. Users
can either print all photos in the event or select specific photos. Once the photos are chosen, select
“Batch” from the Name Toolbar in the Current Catalog Viewer.
This operation will open the “Batch Order” Window.
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There are several sections to the “Batch Order” window, allowing the photographer to create the
order without error. These options allow the user to select the photos and prints, to apply a border to
all prints and finally, to create different print orders.
The first section allows the user to select which photos to print. Darkroom Web users can select to
only print the selected photos or the entire event. To opt to print only the highlighted photos, select
“Print only the selected photos.” To opt to print all images in the catalog, select “Print all photos in
this event.”
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When a photographer opts to print all photos in an event, the option to include all sub-events or photo
groups is available.
The second section allows the Darkroom Web user to add and remove products from the batch order.
To add a product the user should select “Add.” This will open a menu displaying the current default
package group products. If the package is not available in the list, the default package group should
be changed. To change the default package group, refer to Chapter 6: Ordering Packages in the
Darkroom Web Application User Guide.

If a mistake is made, photographers have the option to remove items from the batch order. There are
two removal options: remove a single item or remove all items. To remove a single item, the user
should highlight the item from the batch order preview screen and then select “Remove.” To remove
all items from the batch order, select “Remove All.”
The third section allows the photographer to apply a border to each print. Many photographers use
this option to add classroom information around school photos, or the sport team name and mascot
on the border.

To activate the batch border feature, check the box “Print Each Photo with a border.” Once that
option is checked, the photographer can choose a border. To make that selection, click the
“Choose…” button. This will open the “Choose a border to apply to each photo” window.
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All borders are organized in tabs across the top of the screen. As a Darkroom Web owner, your
software comes equipped with over 100 sample borders. Once the border is selected, click “OK” to
save it to the batch order.
There are two additional options available when the photographer assigns a border to a batch order.
The first option is the ability to match the orientation of the border to the image. This means that a
horizontal border will be applied to all photos horizontally. All vertical images will be fitted into the
border horizontally as will the reverse be true. The second option is the ability to match border aspect
ration to print size. This means that when the print size aspect ratio does not match the border size
aspect ratio, Darkroom Web will crop the image so the border will fit the print size aspect ratio. One
of the most common ways this is applied is when an 8x10 border is used with a 4x6 image.
Finally, if the border has text available, the Darkroom Web photographer may change the text. To
change or add text to the border, select “Edit Border Text…” The “Text Fields” window will appear.
The number of lines available always depends on the applied border.
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The last section allows the photographer to assign whether only a single order will be created or a
batch order for every photo will be created. If there are sub-event or sub-groups available, the user
can also opt to create separate orders for each sub-event.

Deciding how the orders are to be printed is very important. For example, if you are working with a
Little League baseball team, more likely than not, each parent ordered a different baseball package,
however every player will get a team photo. When the orders are assigned separately, the
photographer can go through and create individual orders for each kid without confusion. These
images will then print as a single order. The delivery of the images will be much easier than if you
create batch orders of the staple products such as 8x10, 5x7 etc.
Once all the information is entered, the user can place the order, and if the print setting is set to auto,
the order will print. To send the order to the printer, select “Place Orders.” The user can also save the
order and when ready, the user can print it. To send the order to the New Orders workspace, but not
to print, select “Save Orders.” Finally the user can exit the “Batch Order” window, without saving,
by selecting “Cancel.”

Proof
Darkroom Web allows all users to create customizable proof sheets to present the photos to the
customers. The application offers two proof sheet options, a simple option and an advanced option.
The simple proof sheet option provides the photographer with the ability to create a sophisticated
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proof sheet quickly. The advanced proof sheet option allows the user to create custom sheets. These
are then saved as templates and used over and over again.
To open the “Proof Options” window, the user should select “Proof” from the Name Toolbar. The
short cut key to perform this option is “P.” This will also open the “Proof Options” window.

The “Proof Options” window is set up so users can see the options while viewing a preview of the
proof sheet.
The “Proof Options” window allows the user to print the proof sheet immediately or to add the sheet
to the shopping cart.
It is important to remember that every time the Proof tool is used, Darkroom Web will remember the
last settings. Once a proof sheet is established, users can easily print the standard proof sheet.
Photographers who use more than one type of proof sheet should set up proof templates.

P R O O F

T E M P L A T E S

All available templates are listed in the ”Proof Template” drop-down menu. This is where Darkroom
Web allows its users to select a custom-made proof sheet.
Darkroom Web users can select a title for the proof. This title will appear on each page of the proof
sheet. By naming the proof sheet, photographers can easily organize the proof sheets by customer. It
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is also a valuable resource for the customers, as it not only indicates the name of the event, but it
creates a more polished and professional looks to the photos. Proof Names can be as descriptive as
the photographer would like. For example, a wedding proof sheet could appear as “Mr. & Mrs.
Adam Saltsman Wedding Ceremony: Saturday, July 29th, 2006.” Because the customer keeps the
proof sheet, it is important to leave a lasting impression when the proofs are sent home.

The next proof options determine the sheet size, proof size, orientation, number of copies and print
order settings. The page size refers to the exact size of the paper that will have the proof images
printed upon. Page size availability is based upon the exact sheet sizes enabled in the printer setup
portion of the application. The proof size refers to the image size of the proof. There are 25 different
size options available.

Orientation traditionally refers to how the printed sheet is oriented. This orientation is either portrait
(vertical) or landscape (horizontal.) There are 4 other orientation options available in the drop down
menu. The options are:


Portrait Page – all portrait proofs



Portrait Page – all landscape proofs



Landscape Page – all portrait proofs



Landscape Page – all land. proofs

These options affect the proof image, as well as the sheet orientation. For example, “Portrait Page –
all portrait proofs” indicated that the sheet will be printed in the portrait orientation AND all proof
images will be portrait oriented.
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The last two options are “Copies” and “Print.” “Copies” refers directly to how many proof sheets
should be printed. Along with this quantity option, the user can opt to print all filenames on the proof
sheet. Printing filenames is a great feature for customers, because it makes ordering easy. They can
order by filename (which includes a number) and the sheet size and quantity. To print filenames on
the proof sheet, select the “Print Filename” option. A checkmark will appear when the option is
activated. The “Print” option allows the user to opt to create a print order or to add a proof sheet to
every shopping cart. This means that a Darkroom Web user can opt to create a new order each time a
proof sheet is created or to only add a proof sheet to every order created. To create a new order each
time a proof sheet is created, select “Create print order.” To add a proof sheet to each order, select
“Add proof sheet to shopping cart.”
When all the basic options are selected, the user can opt to print all photos in the catalog to a proof
sheet or print only the highlighted photos on a proof sheet. To print all photos, select “Print All.” To
print only the highlighted selection, select “Print Selected.” To cancel and return to the Photo Library
without printing a proof sheet or saving settings, select “Cancel.”

P R O O F

O P T I O N S

W I N D O W

Darkroom Web allows the user to print a simple proof sheet. The options to print a simple proof
sheet are available in the “Proof Options” window. The following is a list of options with a
description of what the field entails.
The “Proof Options” window shows the Darkroom Web user a preview of the proof sheet depending
on the options chosen. If the photographer has not forced an orientation to the proof images, then the
preview will display alternating horizontal and vertical proof images. This preview image is a
representation of various image orientation combinations available when the photos are not forced to
a specific orientation. This preview image does not show how the active photo catalog proof sheet
will print.
Note: The size of the preview numbers does not represent the photo’s scale. All photos in a proof
sheet are the same size.
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PROOF TEMPLATE

This option is available for users who import custom proof sheets.

TITLE

This option allows Darkroom Web users to add a text-based title
to the top of the proof sheet.

PAGE SIZE

This option allows photographers to select a sheet size, such as
5x7 or 8x10, to print the proofs. The available sheet sizes are
determined by the enabled printer sheet sizes.

PROOF SIZE

This option allows the photographer to determines the size of the
individual photos on the sheet. There are standard sizes and
defined sizes. The defined sizes are small and large and the actual
size depends on the selected page size. The standard sizes are
fixed common proof sizes, such as 4x5, Wallet, 4x6, 5x7, etc.

ORIENTATION

This option allows the photographer to set the sheet orientation
and the proof image orientation. There are six orientation options:
Portrait allows the user to set the sheet orientation vertically,
however, the photos maintain their photo catalog orientation.
Landscape allows the user to set the sheet orientation horizontally,
however, the photos maintain their photo catalog orientation.
Portrait – all portrait allows the user to set the sheet orientation
vertically, however, the photos will all be oriented vertically
regardless of the settings established in the Photo Library.
Portrait – all landscape allows the user to set the sheet orientation
vertically, however, the photos will all be oriented horizontally
regardless of the settings established in the Photo Library.
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Landscape – all portrait allows the user to set the sheet orientation
horizontally, however, the photos will all be oriented vertically
regardless of the settings established in the Photo Library.
Landscape – all landscape allows the user to set the sheet
orientation horizontally, however, the photos will all be oriented
horizontally regardless of the settings established in the Photo
Library.

Note: In the cases where all images in the Photo Catalog are vertical, or all images are horizontal,
Darkroom Web users should force the photo orientation. Proof sheets with forced orientation
hold more photos. Proof sheets that are not forced hold fewer items. If your Photo Catalog
contains mixed orientation images, and you wish to print the most visually pleasing proof
sheet, you should NOT force the photo orientation.

COPIES

This option allows the photographer to set an exact number of
proof sheet copies to print. If there is more than one page of
proofs, Darkroom Web will print all proof sheet pages the total
number entered in the “Copies” field.

PRINT FILENAMES

This option allows the photographer to set whether or not the
filename caption appears below each proof

A D V A N C E D

O P T I O N S

W I N D O W

All Darkroom Web photographers have access to the “Advanced Options…” section available in the
“Proof Options” window. The advanced proof sheet options allow users to more closely define the
properties of a proof sheet. In doing so, a proof template can be created. Proof templates can include
features such as custom backgrounds, formatted titles, formatted photo labels, page colors, page
margins, and proof frames.
When an existing template is selected from the “Proof Template” option in the
Proof Options” window, only “Copies,” “Advanced Options,” and “Restore Defaults” are available
for selection.
To open the “Advanced Proof Options” window, the user should select “Proof” from the Current
Catalog viewer. Once in the “Proof Options” window, the user should select “Advanced Options…”
The “Advanced Proof Options” window will appear. This window allows users to select more proof
sheet options and save those options as templates. The window contains multiple pages, accessed by
the tabs at the top of the window.
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After the advanced options are configured, Darkroom Web users can save the settings for the next
proof sheet by clicking “OK.” This will not save the information as a template, although it is a good
idea to do so.
To save the settings as a named template, open the “Page Setup” tab from the “Advanced Proof
Options” window. Once there, click the “Save” button next to the “Template Name” field. This will
save the template. Once saved, click “OK” to return to the “Proof Options” window.
A preview of the new custom proof sheet will be available along with the name. All custom proof
templates are available in the “Proof Template” drop down menu.
It is important to remember that proof sheets have a wide variety of uses. The ability to customize
them makes it easy for all photographers to design customer-specific sheets that emphasize your
particular workflow and needs.
Many photographers use proof sheets as sales tools. These photographers import all photos for an
event and print a proof with the catalog name in the title and file and photo numbers under each
image.
These proofs are printed to a Windows inkjet, color laser, or die sublimation printer and then placed
out on a table, in a binder, or on a wall for customers to browse. This makes it easy for a customer to
peruse all images. When a customer is interested in a particular image, the photographer can easily
bring the file up inside Darkroom Web and move seamlessly to the sales pitch.
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S E T U P

Darkroom Web provides a “Page Setup” tab in the “Advanced Proof Options” window. This feature
allows the photographer to define the page layout, page settings, or custom settings. Some of the
basic information that can be changed is the orientation, page size, page color, media, margins,
background, and overlay information.

The following is a detailed description of every option available in the “Page Setup” tab.
TEMPLATE NAME

This option is carried over from the previous window. The
Template name is set when the template is saved for the first time.

PAGE LAYOUT

This option allows the user to set the page orientation. “Portrait” is
vertically oriented, and “Landscape” is horizontally oriented.
Photographers can also use the “Custom” option to load a custom
layout.

PAGE SIZE

This option allows the user to choose a sheet size for printing. The
available sizes are determined by the available printer sizes.

COLOR

This option allows the user to define the background color for the
proof. To change, select or define the color, select the “…” button
next to the color swatch. Many photographers want to make the
sheet look like a contact sheet. To do this, set the background color
to black.

MEDIA

This option allows the user to set the page finish of the printed
proofs.
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This option allows the user to define the outside margins of the
page. There are different ways to specify the margins.
If the photographer specifies a single number, then an equal
margin will appear on all sides of the page.
If the photographer specifies two numbers separated by commas,
then the horizontal and vertical margins will be defined. For
example, if you select (a,b), where “a” represents any number and
“b” represents any number, the value for “a” will determine the
left an right margin. Likewise, the value for “b” will determine the
size of the top and bottom margin.

b

a

a

b

If you specify four numbers separated by commas, this defines the
left, top, right, and bottom margins. This means that: left=a, top=b,
right=c, and bottom=d.
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b

a

c

d

The margin values are defined in 300 dpi. This means that each
inch translates to 300. This is 1 inch = 300 pixels and 2 inches =
600 pixels.
The margin only affects the placement of the photos; therefore, no
photos will appear outside of the margins. Margin values allow the
photographer to restrict the photo area from a graphic background.
BACKGROUND

This option allows the photographer to define a graphic as the
page background. The background can be made using any image
editor. Darkroom Web recommends that the background image be
saved at a full resolution image of the page size to prevent blurring
or graininess. Many photographers use the company or event logo
as a background image, however any image can be used. To
browse for the background image, select “…”

OVERLAY

This option allows the photographer to define a graphic as the
page overlay. Overlays are essentially transparent images. These
overlays are created using any image editor that can save Targa
(.TGA) files with transparency. Darkroom Web recommends that
the background image be saved at a full resolution image of the
page size to prevent blurring or graininess.
When applied to the proof sheet, the overlay is rendered on top of
the photos as a transparent image. The photos are shown behind
the overlay. Many photographers who use this feature design a
background and overlay that work together to create unique proof
sheets. To browse for an overlay, select “…”
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CUSTOM LAYOUT

This option allows the user to specify a proof template provided
by a third party vendor. This option is enabled only if the “Page
Layout” option in the “Advanced Proof Sheet” window is set to
custom.

SAVE

This option allows the Darkroom Web user to save the advanced
options into a template. Templates allow users to recall a set of
proof sheet options quickly. In addition, this feature allows
photographers to define many types of commonly used proof
sheets.

I M A G E S

Darkroom Web provides an “Images” tab in the “Advanced Proof Options” window. This feature
allows the photographer to define the image options such as image size and cell properties. Some of
the basic information that can be changed is the image size, cell orientation, row alignment and
image frame information.

The following is a detailed description of every option available in the “Images” tab.
SELECT SIZE

This feature allows the user to select the size of individual photos
on the proof sheet. Included in the drop down menu, there are
standard sizes and defined sizes. The defined sizes are “Small” and
“Large,” however the actual printed image size depends on the
selected page size. The standard image sizes are fixed common
proof sizes, such as 4x5, Wallet, 4x6, 5x7, etc.

CUSTOM SIZE

This allows the user to select the size of individual photos on the
sheet by defining the number of rows and columns.
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This feature allows the photographer to select the orientation of all
individual photocells.

To select the Cell Orientation, open the “Orientation” drop down
menu. This menu contains three options: “Use photo orientation,”
“Always portrait,” and “Always landscape.”
When the photographer selects “Use photo orientation,”
Darkroom Web will import the set photo orientation from the
photo catalog. Next, when a photographer selects “Always
portrait,” the application forces the orientation of each photo to be
vertical. Finally, when a user selects “Always landscape,” the
application forces the orientation of each photo to be horizontal.
By forcing the orientation to go either “Always portrait” or
“Always landscape” the proof photo appearance results in tighter
cell placement and more photos per sheet. If the photo catalog
contains mixed photo orientations, not all photos will appear heads
up.
CELL PADDING

This feature allows the user to specify the distance, or padding,
between photocells. Darkroom Web users can specify the
horizontal spacing, x, and the vertical spacing, y. The units are
measured in pixels. Since the resolution of the proof sheet is 300
dpi, 150 pixels equals ½ inch. This means that 300 pixels equals
one inch and so on.

LAST ROW

This option specifies how the last row of photos is aligned if there
are not enough photos to fill the last row.

SQUARE CELLS

This option specifies that each photo will be located in square cell
equal to the maximum width or height of the defined image size.
This is normally used for mixed orientation photos so the
horizontal and vertical photos stay the same size. Click in the box
next to the “Square Cells” option to activate. A checkmark will
appear when the option is activated.

CONDENSE ROWS

This option allows the photographer to condense square cells
vertically if all the photo elements are in a row or are oriented
horizontally. This property is appropriate only when using the
photo catalog photo orientation, not when using forced orientation.
Click in the box next to the “Condense Rows” option to activate.
A checkmark will appear when the option is activated.
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CONDENSE COLS

This option allows the photographer to condense square cells
horizontally if all the photo elements are in a column or are
oriented vertically. This property is appropriate only when using
the photo catalog photo orientation, not when using forced
orientation. Click in the box next to the “Condense Cols” option to
activate. A checkmark will appear when the option is activated.

DROP SHADOW

This option allows the photographer to use a shadow behind the
images to stylistically emphasize them. Click in the box next to the
“Drop Shadow” option to activate. A checkmark will appear when
the option is activated.

BLACK & WHITE

This option allows the user to render each proof sheet image as a
grayscale (black & white) image. Click in the box next to the
“Black & White” option to activate. A checkmark will appear
when the option is activated.

IMAGE FRAME

This option allows the user to add a frame around every image on
the proof sheet. It also allows the user to select a desired color for
the border. Click in the box next to the “Image Frame” option to
activate. A checkmark will appear when the option is activated. To
select a color, click the “…” button.

H E A D E R

A N D

F O O T E R

Darkroom Web provides a “Header and Footer” tab in the “Advanced Proof Options” window. This
feature allows the photographer to define the text that appears at the top and bottom of the proof
sheet. Photographers can insert individual custom text and they can utilize the auto text feature to fill
in special information.
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The following is a detailed description of every option available in the “Header and Footer” tab.
SHOW HEADER

This option allows the user to activate the header text. This text
appears at the top of the proof sheet page

HEADER POSITION

This option allows the user to specify the alignment of the header
text. This can be set to left, center or right.

HEADER FONT

This option allows the photographer to select the font type for use
in the header. To open the font menu, select the “Font…” button.

HEADER TEXT

This option allows the user to type in text for the header.
Darkroom Web users can include auto text variables that will
automatically be populated at the time of print.

SHOW FOOTER

This option allows the user to activate the footer text. This text
appears at the bottom of the proof sheet page

FOOTER POSITION

This option allows the user to specify the alignment of the footer
text. This can be set to left, center or right.

FOOTER FONT

This option allows the photographer to select the font type for use
in the footer. To open the font menu, select the “Font…” button.
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FOOTER TEXT

This option allows the user to type in text for the footer. Darkroom
Web users can include auto text variables that will automatically
be populated at the time of print.

INSERT AUTO TEXT

This option allows the user to insert auto text as a part of the
header or footer. To select set auto text options, click the “Insert
Special Text…” button. This will open a menu allowing the user
to select variables.

In order to add the variable to the header or footer, select the
location of the variable in the desired text field. Click the “Insert
Special Text…” button, and select a variable.
All auto text variables begin and end with the % sign. When the
proof sheet is printed, the variables are replaced with the data the
variable represents. For example, the “%ShortDate%” variable
prints in the format “Oct 24, 2006.”
In the Special Text menu there are examples of the format of each
special text option. If you need more clarification, or for a
complete list of Darkroom Web Special Text variables, refer to
Appendix H – Special Text Table for a list of header/footer auto
text variables.

L A B E L S

Darkroom Web provides a “Labels” tab in the “Advanced Proof Options” window. This feature
allows the photographer to define the text label for each photo. Photographers can decide how the
label is formatted, placed and rendered on the proof page.
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The following is a detailed description of every option available in the “Labels” tab.
SHOW LABELS

This option allows the user to activate the text labels for each
photo on the sheet.

LABEL FONT

This feature allows the photographer to select a font style. To open
the font selection menu, click “Font…” This selection will
determine how the font displays in all labels.

LABEL POSITION

This option allows the user to specify the location and alignment
of the label text. There are four label positions available. They are
“Above,” “Top,” “Bottom,” and “Below.” This also allows the
user to select the text orientation. These options are “Left,”
“Center,” and “Right.”
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There are two settings that place the label outside the photo. These
settings are “Above” and “Below.”
There are also two settings that place the label on top of the photo.
These settings are “Top” and “Bottom.” Since the settings, “Top”
and “Bottom,” position the label on the image, this method of
labeling does not reduce space available on the sheet. This will
result in more proof photos per page.
To access the “Position orientation” option, select the drop down
menu. There are three options available: “Left,” “Center,” and
“Right.”

LABEL TEXT

This option allows the photographer to type the text for the photo
label. Most photographers only use auto text variables that are
replaced automatically at the time of print.
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INVERT

This option allows the user to opt to print white text on a black
background. Since the default font color is black, this option
assists readability. Photographers use this feature when either
“Top” or “Bottom” positioning is used as it makes the label much
easier to read.

INSERT AUTO TEXT

This option allows the user to insert auto text as a part the photo
label. To select set auto text options, click the “Insert Special
Text…” button. This will open a menu allowing the user to select
variables.

In order to add the variable to the photo label, select the location of
the variable in the desired text field. Click the “Insert Special
Text…” button, and select a variable.
All auto text variables begin and end with the % sign. When the
proof sheet is printed, the variables are replaced with the data the
variable represents. For example, the “%ShortDate%” variable
prints in the format “Oct 24, 2006.”
In the Special Text menu there are examples of the format of each
special text option. If you need more clarification, or for a
complete list of Darkroom Web Special Text variables, refer to
Appendix H – Special Text Table for a list of header/footer auto
text variables.

Order
Darkroom Web provides photographers with the tools needed to sell photographs to potential
customers. The Photo Library tab provides a way for orders to be created and sent for printing. This
order option includes retouching options, price information and preview images.
By default the Order option is hidden upon installation. To view the order, the photographer should
select “Order” from the Name Toolbar. For more information regarding order options and settings,
refer to Chapter 6: Ordering Packages in the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
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T O O L B A R

The second menu is available when the user selects the “Show/Hide Tool Names” icon and is called
the Icon Toolbar. The “Show/Hide Tool Names” icon is always available on the far right side of the
Photo Toolbar space. To change menus, click on the Show/Hide Tool Names icon. The condensed
iconic version of the menu will appear

Icon Toolbar

This version of the Photo Toolbar menu provides 13 features for the user. These are: Add Photo,
Remove Photo, Find, Photo Properties, Orientation, Orientation menu, Enhance, Preview, Publish,
Copy, Batch, Proof and Order.

Add Photo
Darkroom Web allows the user to easily add photos to the photo catalogs within the application. The
“Add Photo” icon is represented by a “+” sign. This icon allows the user to quickly add one or
multiple photos from the same import window.
When a user selects the “Add Photo” icon, only the Import option is available.
While the shortcut keys will be mentioned in the following text, refer to the Appendix at the end of
your ExpressDigital software manual to view a complete list of operational keystrokes.
To import only one photo or multiple photos, or more clearly defined images, select “Import” from
the Add Photo option. The “Import Picture File” window will appear. The “Import” menu item
performs the same function as the “Add Photo” tool in the photo toolbar. It allows photographers to
select and preview photos using the filenames and thumbnail photos before adding them to the
desired photo catalog.
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Photo Filename List

Thumbnail and Import
Option Tab

In order to add a photo to a catalog available in your Darkroom Web software, you should select the
catalog in the Photo Library. This catalog should be the one you desire to add photos to. Once the
catalog is highlighted, select the “Add Photo” tool. Alternately, you can press “CTRL + I” on the
keyboard. The “Import Picture File” window will appear.
To import a photo, navigate to and select the folder containing your photos. The photos contained in
the selected folder are listed in two ways: by photo filename and by photo thumbnail. When the user
selects a photo in the filename list, the corresponding thumbnail photo is also selected. You can use
either list to select photos.
The “Import Picture File” window allows the user to select multiple photos from the same folder. To
select multiple photos, hold down the CTRL key on the keyboard and select the images with the
mouse. This will highlight multiple photos. Users can also select a series of photos by clicking the
first photo in the series, and then by pressing the SHIFT key and click the last photo in the series.
Users can also select all photos in the folder. To select all photos in a folder, use the CTRL + A
shortcut key.
The Files of Type field allows you to specify the types of files to show in the lists. The default option
is “All Image Files.” You might want to change the selection in this field to limit the list to only
specific camera file types.
Click the “Import” button to add the selected photos to the photo catalog. The original image files are
not removed or deleted by this operation.
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Adding photos to specific catalogs is easy. For example, imagine that a photographer wants to add
photos from a media card from a remote portrait shoot where portraits of several families were taken.
The photographer shot the entire event using only one media card and organized into only one folder.
Within the Photo Library in Darkroom Web, the photographer should create a photo catalog or group
for each of the families. Once this is completed, the photographer must select one of the family
catalogs in the Photo Library to add photos to. Next, the photographer should insert the media card
into the computer, and click the “Add Photo” tool on the Photo Name toolbar. Navigate to the folder
containing images on the memory card. Use SHIFT-click to select only the photos of the particular
family. Finally, click the “Open” button to add the photos to the catalog. Repeat this process for all
the families.
Each time a new photo is added, it is assigned a photo number. The photo number assigned in
Darkroom Web is what a frame number is to film. These numbers traditionally start at 1 and increase
with each subsequent photo, however, you can assign starting photo numbers. Sometimes the
application refers to the Photo Number as the Film Number or Photo ID. The photo number stays
with the photo forever and can be used to reference the photo. You can display the photo number
under the thumbnails by selecting “Show Photo Number” from the View menu.
M U L T I P L E

I M P O R T

S E T T I N G S

Users may configure the multiple import settings from the “Import Picture File” window. These
settings are available in the “Import Options” tab.

The “Import Options” tab allows the user to set copy settings and photo renaming options.
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After selecting a file pathway, the first step is to decide how the files should be copied. Some users
prefer to convert the image files to another format while importing into Darkroom Web. If a user
decides that the images should be converted to another file format during import, the “Convert the
files to another format while copying” option must be selected. The user must also decide which new
image format the files should copy to. Photographers who use this option do so to batch convert
photos from a proprietary camera format into more common and portable image formats such as a
.JPEG.
If a user does not want to change file formats upon import, then the user should make sure that the
“Simply copy the files to the destination” option is selected.
The next step is to decide what options are applicable for the current import. Users have the
opportunity to rename all photos upon import, and delete existing files after copying them.
If you want to rename the photo filenames as they are copied, check the “Rename copied files”
checkbox. Darkroom Web allows the user to select a filename prefix and starting count. In addition,
users can opt to order the images in reverse chronological.
Users should enter a prefix for the filename. The prefix name can be any word. Users traditionally
choose a descriptor of the event. For example, if the image is part of the Thompson wedding, then the
prefix would be “Thompson.” Each filename is formatted with the prefix followed by an index
number. The index number is determined by what the photographer entered into the “Starting Count”
field. For example, if the user entered ‘1’ into the starting count field, then the filename prefix would
be: thompson1.
Users can change the default format by adding the # character in the name where you want the index.
For example, in the “File Name Prefix” field, you can specify a prefix for the Thompson Wedding as
Thompson### – Bridal Portraits. The resulting names would be Thompson001 – Bridal Portraits,
Thompson002 – Bridal Portraits, Thompson003 – Bridal Portraits, etc. The number of pound sign (#)
characters determines the number of characters in the index number.
The final option available in the “Import Options” tab is “Delete files after copying them.” Users who
wish to remove the image files from the initial import location should check this box. For example, if
you were importing images from a media card and wanted to remove the images as they were
brought into the software, this checkbox will permit the user to delete those image files.
When the user is ready to import the multiple images, select “Import.” This is also where users are
able to recurse subdirectories. To recurse the subdirectories of the highlighted folder, select “Import
All.” If you wish to close the “Import Picture File” window without importing, select “Cancel.”

Remove Photo
Darkroom Web allows the photographer to remove photos from individual photo catalogs. To
remove a photo, highlight the image in the current catalog viewer. If there are multiple images to be
removed, highlight them all. When all are selected, choose the “Remove Photo” icon from the Icon
menu.
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The “Remove Event Picture” window will appear. This window verifies that the selected image or
images are to be removed from the catalog. This option allows the user to delete the picture files as
well. Picture files that are removed are deleted from the hard drive. As a safety feature, the “Delete
the picture file(s) as well” box is never automatically checked because it is important that you
consider each time you delete a photo whether or not it should also be removed from the hard drive.
If a user accidentally deletes a photo from the hard drive, it can usually be recovered from the
Windows Recycle Bin (unless the Recycle Bin is disabled).
To remove the photos from the catalog, select “Yes.” To remove the photos from the catalog and to
delete the original picture file, select “Delete the picture file(s) as well” and click “Yes.” To exit the
window without removing or deleting files, select “No.”
Note: You cannot remove or delete a photo from a published event. You must un-publish the event
before you can remove photos.
It is also possible to use the “DELETE” key on the keyboard to remove images from a Photo
Catalog. Removing photos does not affect the assigned photo numbers of the remaining catalog
photos. For example, photos numbered 10-15 are deleted from a catalog, photos numbered 16-20
retain their photo numbers. They are not renumbered.

Find
Darkroom Web allows the photographer to quickly find information in the application. Using the
“Find” icon, photographers can search for individual photos. The “Icon Toolbar” includes an option
to “Find” photos saved in the software. This feature allows the user to search for the photo using
different methods.
To find a photo in the current catalog, click on the “Find” tool located on the Icon Toolbar. If you
work with shortcut keys, selecting “F2” will perform the same task. The “Find Photos” window will
appear.
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The “Find Photos” window requires the user enter a search item in the “Search String” field. The
information entered into this field should point directly to the filename, full pathname, photo notes or
the film number. If the photo notes contain a reference to the town where the event took place, for
example, “Ann Arbor,” then the “Search String” could be simply “Ann Arbor.” Remember, using the
“Find Photos” window will only search for photos in the current catalog.

Next, select the “Method” from the drop down menu. The information entered in the “Search String”
will depend on what “Method” is chosen. If the photographer needs to search for the city name in the
photo notes, then the Method would be “Photo Notes.” If the photographer has the subjects name in
the filename, for example, “Adam001 – Senior,” then the photographer could enter “Adam” in the
search string and select “Filename” as the method.
Once both the “Search String” and “Method” fields are entered, select “Find” to search the current
catalog for the photo. If you wish to cancel the query, select “Cancel” to return to the other screen.

Photo Properties
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Darkroom Web allows users to access a photo’s properties and data. Photo properties are read-only
information about the physical photo file and internal information stored in the photo when captured
by the digital camera. Photo data is user-defined information attached to the photo. In addition, the
user can add photo data information to the image. To view the properties of a photo, select the “Photo
Properties” icon from the Icon Toolbar.

The “Picture Properties” window will appear. There are two tabs available in the “Picture
Properties.” The first is called “Properties” and the second tab is called “Photo Data.” You can also
choose to type SHIFT + P to open the “Picture Properties” window. The “Properties” tab displays
physical information about the photo file. The “Photo Data” tab displays photo data that the
photographer associated with the photo. This feature allows the user to add or edit the data.
All information relating to the image is stored in the “Properties” window. There are 10 pieces of
information stored in the Properties tab. Here is a list of that information:
FILENAME

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows the filename of the
highlighted picture. For example, an entry would look like this: red2.jpg.

PATH

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows where on the C:\ Drive the
images are stored. For example, an entry would look like this: C:\sample
data\20020415\ed_0006.

IMAGE SIZE

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays three pieces of information
that pertains only to the image highlighted. First, the exact pixel size of the
image is available. This measurement describes the number of pixels wide
by the number of pixels tall. For example, the measurement could display
as 1728 x 1152. This means that the image is 1728 pixels in width and
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1152 pixels in height. The next set of information available is the color
depth information. This information appears as “24-bit RGB” in the Value
column. This information indicates that the photo is available in full or true
color, which is the standard for photo printing. Finally, the last piece of
information shows how much memory the image uses as it is viewed in the
software. This number is displayed in Kilobytes (KB) and looks like this:
5832KB (Memory). This entire Value column will looks like this: 1728 x
1152 24-bit RGB 5832KB (Memory)
FILE SIZE

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays the exact amount of disk
space the photo uses for storage. This is measured in kilobytes (KB). For
example, an entry would look like this: 320 KB (Disk).

LAST MODIFIED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays the date the photo was last
modified in numerical form as month/day/year. The exact time that the
photo was last saved is also available. For example, an entry would look
like this: 4/18/2002 8:55:38 PM.

ORIENTATION

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows the assigned photo orientation.
There are two options available for every image. These two options are
horizontal and vertical. For example, an entry would look like this:
Horizontal.

CACHED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate if the images were
cached or not on the machine. For example, an entry would look like this:
No.

ARCHIVED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the
image is currently archived. For example, an entry would look like this:
No, has not been archived.

PUBLISHED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the
image is currently published to the user’s PhotoReflect.com online Internet
Storefront. For example, an entry would look like this: No, has not been
published.

HIDDEN

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the
image is currently hidden from publishing to PhotoReflect.com. For
example, an entry would look like this: Yes, will not be published.
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Finally, the Photographer’s notes are available in the bottom field. The Photographers Notes field is a
good place to add search key words that can be used to locate this photo in a search, as well as
general information about the photo. Information in the Photographers Notes field is for the
photographer’s reference only. Customers viewing the photos on the PhotoReflect.com storefront
will not see this information.
These notes are entered when a user highlights an image in the Current Catalog Viewer and then
selects “Describe Photo” from the Photos menu.
The second tab in the “Picture Properties” window is called “Photo Data.” Darkroom Web allows
users to assign photo data to the images. This is most useful for photographers who use queries when
applying borders or when creating composites.

In order to add a new photo data query, the user should click on “Add Data” in the Photo Data tab.
This will open the “Add Photo Data” window.
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The “Add Photo Data” window offers two fields to the Darkroom Web user. These fields should
house the photo query information. For example, if a user entered “Type” into the “Property” field
and then “Team” into the “Value” field, then the user would be instructing Darkroom Web to make
the following equation: “Type=Team”
This equation comes into play when applying borders to the images. If a photographer was creating a
Memory Mate for a player, then the team photo could have assigned photo data, for example
“Type=Team.” The photographer could assign this equation to the team photo placeholder on the
border and automatically import the correct team photo for each player.

Orientation
Darkroom Web allows the user to quickly change the orientation of the photos directly from the
Photo Library. Users can opt to change individual photo orientation or all the image orientation
settings at once. By offering to change the orientation in the Photo Library, users are able to speed up
the enhancement options by removing the necessary step to alter orientation in the Photo Workshop.
To change the orientation of a photo, select the desired directional arrows, either clockwise or
counter clockwise, from the “Icon Toolbar.” By selecting one of the directional arrows, users rotate
the photo exactly 90º either clockwise or counter clockwise.
This option allows the user to move the photo exactly 90º in the clockwise direction. This
means that the photo is rotated to the right.
This option allows the user to move the photo exactly 90º in the counter clockwise direction.
This means that the photo is rotated to the left.

Orientation Menu
Darkroom Web provides the user with an Orientation menu to offer photographers with several
orientation options. This menu allows the user to a default orientation, a crop orientation or a tilt
angle. Users can also change the orientation manually using the 7 different options available in the
Orientation Menu.
To open the Orientation Menu, Darkroom Web users should select the “Orientation Menu” icon from
the Icon Toolbar. This will open a drop down menu with the following options: “Vertical,”
“Horizontal,” “Vertical Flipped,” “Horizontal Flipped,” “Rotate Clockwise,” “Rotate Counter
Clockwise,” “Flip,” “Set Crop Orientation,” “Set Default Orientation,” and “Set Tilt Angle.”
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First, Darkroom Web users have the tools to change the photos basic orientation. There are four basic
orientation directions that an image can be assigned. These four orientation options are “Vertical,”
“Horizontal,” “Vertical Flipped,” and “Horizontal Flipped.”
The “Vertical” option in the Orientation menu will assign a vertical orientation to the highlighted
photos. Photos which are oriented vertically will not be adjusted by the “Vertical” tool. However,
photos that are oriented horizontally will be changed to a vertical orientation. Photographers can use
the “V” shortcut key available on the keyboard to quickly orient a photo vertically. The “V” short cut
key will affect the photos that begin in a vertical state in the first place. These photos will perform a
“Vertical Flip.” This will rotate the photo 180º.

When a user wants to change the orientation of an image,
it is important to make note of its “starting position.” In
the example to the right, the image’s starting position is set
to horizontal. All changes to orientation are derived from
the starting position. When a user opts to change the
image to “Vertical,” the image will set itself up vertically in
a counter clockwise movement. Likewise if the original
image had a vertical starting point, the image would shift
90 degrees in a clockwise rotation. All images have a saved
starting point, which changes as new orientations are
applied to the imported photo.

The “Horizontal” option in the Orientation menu will assign a horizontal orientation to the
highlighted photos. The “Horizontal” tool will not adjust horizontal photos. All vertical photos,
however, will be adjusted to a horizontal orientation. These images will rotate in a clockwise
direction exactly 90º. Photographers can use the “H” shortcut key available on the keyboard to
quickly orient a photo horizontally. The “H” short cut key will affect the photos that begin in a
horizontal state in the first place. These photos will perform a “Horizontal Flip.” The “H” short cut
key will affect the photos that begin in a horizontal state in the first place. These photos will perform
a “Horizontal Flip.” This will rotate the photo 180º.
Darkroom Web also offers two options called “Vertical Flipped” and “Horizontal Flipped.” These
two options allow the user to quickly change the orientation if the image is imported upside-down.
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The Darkroom Web feature, “Vertical Flipped,” has two different outcomes depending on whether a
photo has a horizontal or vertical starting position. Images in a horizontal starting position will turn
90º in a clockwise direction. Images in a vertical starting position will rotate 180º. This option will
turn an image imported upside-down the correct way for viewing.
The Darkroom Web feature, “Horizontal Flipped,” has two different outcomes depending on whether
a photo has a horizontal or vertical starting position. Images in a vertical starting position will turn
90º in a counter clockwise direction. Images in a horizontal starting position will rotate 180º. This
option will turn an image imported upside-down the correct way for viewing.
The next options available in the Orientation menu are “Rotate Clockwise,” “Rotate Counter
Clockwise,” and “Flip.” Both “Rotate Clockwise” and “Rotate Counter Clockwise” perform the
function indicated but both rotate the image exactly 90º with each selection. Darkroom Web makes
this easy for the user, since the orientation can be changed on any selected photos by pressing the
“O” shortcut key to rotate clockwise or SHIFT + O to rotate the photo counter clockwise.
Darkroom Web also provides a way for the photographer to quickly flip the photo. Users can either
select this option from the Orientation menu or through the software shortcut keys. The “F” key on
the keyboard will flip the photo.
Darkroom Web provides an incredibly handy keystroke and mouse click feature that will orient all
images in the same direction. To use this feature, press and hold the “ALT” key on the keyboard.
While holding the “ALT” button, click the side of any photo in the Current Catalog Viewer. If only
one image is highlighted, only that image will re-orient. The side that the photographer selected will
be the direction that the photo will orient to the top.

C R O P

O R I E N T A T I O N ,

D E F A U L T

O R I E N T A T I O N ,

A N D

T I L T

A N G L E

The Orientation menu includes three options that offer more advanced orientation options to the
Darkroom Web photographer. These three options are crop orientation, default orientation, and tilt
angle. To access the Orientation menu, users should select the “Orientation Menu” icon from the
Icon Toolbar. This will open a drop down menu.
First, users have an option to set a crop orientation. This means that users can switch a vertical photo
and crop it to a horizontal photo. Likewise, users can crop horizontal photos to vertical.
This option is great for photographers that have cameras that only shoot in one orientation, for
example, all photos will be shot vertically. If the user needs to switch these photos to a horizontal
crop the user only needs to highlight and select a horizontal crop.
The software has shortcut keys available for the vertical and horizontal crop option. The shortcut key
for the vertical crop options is “SHIFT + C.” The shortcut key for the horizontal crop options is
“CTRL + C.”
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If a user wishes to return a photo to the original cropping or starting orientation, the user should select
the “Auto” option in the Crop Orientation menu.
Second, users have the option to set a default orientation. If you take more photos in one orientation
than the other (such as with a fixed tripod), the Orientation menu allows you to set a default
orientation. When a default orientation is set, the application automatically orients the photos to the
default selected in the menu. The photos will adhere to this orientation as they are imported.

To set a default orientation before adding photos, select the photo catalog from the Photo Library
Tree. Once the Photo Catalog is highlighted, open the Orientation menu by selecting “Orientation”
on the Icon Toolbar. Once the drop down menu opens, select “Set Default Orientation” and then
choose the desired option. This is a useful timesaving option when you know all the photos will have
the same orientation.
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Finally, users have the option to set a “Tilt Angle.” Darkroom Web users who have an image taken at
a slight tilt can fix the imperfection within the software. By selecting the “Tilt Angle” users can
change the angle of the image in either a clockwise or counter clockwise direction.
To change the photo tilt angle, open the Orientation menu and then select “Set Tilt Angle…” The
“Enter Photo Tilt Angle” window will appear.

In this window, enter the angle in degrees that you wish to rotate the image. This can be any number
between 1 and 360. Next, select the direction to rotate the image. To select a rotational direction,
click on the circle next to “Clockwise” or “Counter Clockwise.” When the degree and direction are
set, click “OK” to change the tilt angle. If you wish to exit the window without changing the photo
properties, select “Cancel.”

Enhance
Oftentimes photos do not come out the way the photographer hopes. On these occasions, simple
adjustments to the color or lighting will correct all the minor errors in the photo. Darkroom Web
provides a way for all users to make corrections to images stored in the photo catalog. The
application has a built-in editing feature called the Photo Workshop.
To edit a photo in the current catalog, highlight the image in the Current Catalog Viewer. Once the
image is selected, click on the “Enhance” icon found on the Icon Toolbar. This will open the Photo
Workshop where users can make adjustments such as shadow correction, color saturation, contrast or
brightness modifications, or greenscreen application.
The picture will appear in the Photo Workshop where the photographer can make corrections.
To learn more about the Photo Workshop, refer to Chapter 7: Photo Workshop in the Darkroom
Web Application User Guide.

Preview
Darkroom Web has a built-in preview tool that allows photographers to show full-screen samples of
the photos. The preview page fills the entire screen and displays the photo as large as it can.
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In order to view an image in preview mode, highlight the image in the Current Catalog Viewer. Once
the image is highlighted, select the “Preview” icon tool from the Icon toolbar. This action will launch
the image in the Preview mode.

Publish
ExpressDigital provides a complete workflow for professional photographers. Not only do
photographers have access to the power of Darkroom Web, but photographers can also work with its
sister publishing product, PhotoReflect.com. Darkroom Web was designed to upload photos directly
to user’s online PhotoReflect.com storefronts. Not only does the photo catalog or group get published
to the storefront, but all order, print, and online security settings are published along with the photos.
The easiest way to publish an event to the users individual online storefront is through the “Publish”
tool available in the Photo Library. This tool allows the user to quickly publish all desired photos
online. Publishing is the process of automatically copying preview images to the user’s Internet
storefront. In addition to simply publishing one catalog, this tool also re-publishes, un-publishes,
batch publishes and batch un-publishes catalogs to the online storefront.
Note: In order to publish any catalog to PhotoReflect.com, the catalog MUST be assigned a package
group available to PhotoReflect.com. To add a package group, refer to Chapter: Setup
Wizards and follow the instructions available in the Product Wizard section.

P U B L I S H

N E W

E V E N T S

Darkroom Web allows the user to publish all new events to PhotoReflect.com. In order to publish an
event, the user should open the photo catalog and then select “Publish.” A drop down menu will open
allowing the user to “Publish Selected.”
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When the user opts to “Publish Selected” photo catalog, the software will open the “Publish an
Event” window. In order to upload the images to the PhotoReflect.com online storefront, the user
should select “Publish.” At this point the application will connect to the server and begin uploading
the images.
When publishing starts, a progress bar is available.

Darkroom Web provides threaded publishing the PhotoReflect.com. This means that while the events
are being uploaded to the storefront, you can continue to work in the software. The status bar will
indicate the percentage of the vent that is currently uploaded.
PhotoReflect.com does NOT store a full copy of your image on its server. Only the preview
images and event catalog information are uploaded to the server. This means that if a photo is deleted
or lost from your studio computer, PhotoReflect.com has no way to retrieve the master image. Please
remember the importance of regular backups of all your event and photo information.
If you shut down the program before the confirmation window appears, the event will only partially
publish to your online storefront. This window will appear with the photo catalog information:
PhotoReflect.com users have the option to assign security to the online event. This is in the form of a
password or a challenge question with a response. An event can be assigned online security by
opening the event information from the Photo Library. Please refer to Chapter 4, Setup Wizards and
follow the instructions available in the Catalog Wizard section.

R E - P U B L I S H

E V E N T S

Darkroom Web allows the user to republish events that are already available on PhotoReflect.com.
This operation allows the user to update new information without the hassle of un-publishing the
large event and then re-publishing all the original information. Re-publishing allows for a quicker
upload of information to the online storefront.
When the user re-publishes an event, the application only sends the new information. This means that
only the photos that were added, hidden, or changed since the event was last published will be
modified. However, it is possible for users to update all previously published images. To re-publish
all images in the photo catalog, photographers should check the “Update previously published
pictures” box.
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When publishing starts, a progress bar is available at the top of the screen. This bar displays the status
as Darkroom Web processes the photos and uploads the information to the storefront.
PhotoReflect.com does NOT store a full copy of your image on its server. Only the preview
images and event catalog information are uploaded to the server. This means that if a photo is deleted
or lost from your studio computer, PhotoReflect.com has no way to retrieve the master image. Please
remember the importance of regular backups of all your event and photo information.
Do not shut down the program until you receive the “Published to PhotoReflect.com” confirmation
window. If you shut down the program, the event will partially publish to your online storefront. This
window will appear with the photo catalog information:
The name of the catalog will appear in the window. Select “OK” to close the window. Your event is
now published.
PhotoReflect.com users have the option to assign security to the online event. This is in the form of a
password or a challenge question with a response. An event can be assigned online security by
opening the event information from the Photo Library. Please refer to Chapter 4, Setup Wizards and
follow the instructions available in the Catalog Wizard section.

B A T C H

P U B L I S H

Darkroom Web allows photographers to use the Batch Publish feature to send several photo catalogs
to the online storefront on PhotoReflect.com. For many photographers, batch publishing is the
preferred way to send photos to their Internet storefront. Even though batch publishing takes a
significantly longer time frame to publish, this method allows the user to start the upload process and
then work away from the computer as the publishing takes place. Photographers use this feature to
select a complete day of photography events to publish.
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Darkroom Web has two built-in ways for a user to batch publish events to PhotoReflect.com. The
first method is available on the Name Toolbar in the Current Catalog Viewer. The user should select
“Publish” and then “Batch Publish” from the drop down menu.

The second method available to Darkroom Web photographers is available in the Photo Library Tree.

When a user selects a Photo heading, which are the headings that all photo catalogs are organized, an
option to “Publish Catalogs…” is available when the user right clicks on the photo heading.
After both methods, the “Batch Publish” window will appear. This window will display all current
events available within Darkroom Web.
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Note: As illustrated in the figure above, the Batch Publish window displays the name of each event
along with the event ID, event date, and assigned package group. The event ID is a unique ID
given to an event after it is published. This is useful when determining which events have
already been published.
From this window all events can be published to PhotoReflect.com. Photographers should select
events to publish by checking the box beside the event. When the event is selected for publishing, a
checkmark will appear in the box. To deselect the event, click on the checkmark to make it disappear.
Once all events are checked in the “Batch Publish” window, select “Publish” to begin the upload to
the PhotoReflect.com Internet storefront. Once all catalog and photo information is uploaded, the
events will be published.

B A T C H

P U B L I S H

S T A T U S

B A R

During a batch publishing session, a status window will display the progress of the upload. The
publish status is displayed in each of the catalogs. For example, if you are publishing two catalogs
called “Smith, Andrea” and “Christine Smith,” one catalog will begin the publish and the other will
queue.
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The above example will look like the following images from Darkroom Web. After the two catalogs
were set as a batch publish, the first checked catalog in the batch publish list, in this case “Smith,
Andrea,” will being publishing. The status bar will appear like this, however, the percentage
publishing will increase.

While one catalog is being published, the other catalogs in a batch publish will queue themselves in
order of the checked list in the “Batch Publish” window.
In this case, the “Christine Smith” catalog is queued. This is how it appears in Darkroom Web:

It is possible to cancel a batch publishing operation before it is complete. If a batch publish operation
is cancelled, then all events published prior to the cancel will remain posted on the online storefront.
Only those catalogs that were not posted will be affected.
When a batch publish operation is complete, a prompt will appear indicating that a successful
publishing event occurred. Likewise, if any error occurred during a batch publishing event, then that
will also appear.
Once events are published, it only takes a few minutes for the event to be available to the public on
the online storefront. All published photos are identified in the Current Catalog Viewer assuming the
viewer has the “Show Photo Icons” option activated. A small “P” in the top left corner of the
thumbnail identifies all published photos.
For more information on the “Show Photo Icons” option, please refer to Chapter 5 of the Application
user guide and read the section entitled “View Menu.”

U N - P U B L I S H

E V E N T S

Darkroom Web allows the user to un-publish events one at a time or in a batch un-publish. To drive
sales, photographers set dates that the photos will no longer be available. In order to remove the
images from PhotoReflect.com online storefront, the photographer will need to un-publish the event.
Darkroom Web users should select “Publish” and then “Un-Publish Selected” to remove only one
photo catalog from PhotoReflect.com. The application will ask for a confirmation to remove the
catalog.
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The application also allows the user to remove several events at once. There are two built-in ways for
a user to batch un-publish events on PhotoReflect.com. The first method is available on the Name
Toolbar in the Current Catalog Viewer. The user should select “Publish” and then “Batch UnPublish” from the drop down menu.
The second method available to Darkroom Web photographers is available in the Photo Library Tree.
When a user selects a Photo heading, which are the headings that all photo catalogs are organized, an
option to “Un-Publish Catalogs…” is available when the user right clicks on the photo heading.
After both methods, the “Batch Un-Publish” window will appear. This window will display all
current events available on the PhotoReflect.com online storefront.

From this window all events can be un-published from PhotoReflect.com. Photographers should
select events to un-publish by checking the box beside the event. When the event is selected for
removal, a checkmark will appear in the box. To deselect the event, click on the checkmark to make
it disappear. Once all events are checked in the “Batch Un-Publish” window, select “Un-Publish
Event” to begin the removal from the PhotoReflect.com Internet storefront.
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After you un-publish an event, it is no longer for sale on your storefront. If you have a customer
request a photo from an un-published event, you can publish it again.
Note: Remember to use the “Event Expiration” option available in the Catalog Wizard. This feature
makes it more persuasive for the customer to purchase your packages, and also has the
benefit of automatically un-publishing the event for you. To read more about the Event
Expiration option, refer to Chapter 4, Setup Wizards and refer to the section on Catalog
Wizard.

Copy
Darkroom Web allows the user to copy photos from one catalog or folder to another destination
folder, all within the software. The “Copy” icon tool available in the Icon Toolbar in the current
Catalog Viewer allows photographers to do this. The ability to copy images is useful when users
need to export photos from a catalog. It is also useful when photographers need to work with folder
catalogs and in doing so need to move and organize the images.
The Darkroom Web copy function copies more that just the image. When a photo is copied from
with the application, the orientation and photo attributes are also copied.
In order to copy images from the Current Catalog viewer, the photographer must decide which
images need to be copied. If the user wants to copy only a selection of photos from the catalog, only
those photos should be highlighted. When all the images are selected, click “Copy” icon from the
Icon Toolbar.

The application then asks the user which photos are to be copied: all images in the catalog or only the
selected images. Photographers should select “All” to copy the entire catalog or folder to another
destination. They should choose “Selected” to copy only the highlighted images to another
destination. Once the user chooses “All” or “Selected,” the “Copy Pictures” window will appear.
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The “Copy Pictures” window gives the user all the choices necessary to create a new destination
folder for the photos. First, the photographer should enter a destination path for the new folder. More
specifically, this folder is where the “pictures are being copied to.” To select a pathway, click
“Browse.” This will open a “Browse for Folder” window. Select a location and click “OK” to save.
Next, the user must decide how to copy the files to the new destination. There are two options
available. The first is a simple option. This selection will take the current photos in Darkroom Web
and simply copy the images “as is” across to the new destination. This simple option will retain all
file endings. If the images were .JPG within the application, they will copy across as .JPG.
The second option is the user’s ability to change all copied photos to another image format while
initiating the copy. Files can be converted to any one of 8 different image file types. These image file
types are Windows Bitmap (.BMP), Kodak FlashPix (.FPX), JPEG Compressed (.JPG), Zsoft
(.PCX), Photoshop (.PSD), Portable Net Graphics (.PNG), TARGA (.TGA), and Tagged Image File
(.TIF).
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Once the user selects the file options, the application allows the user to select a renaming system for
the files going to the destination folder. Darkroom Web allows the user to select a new filename
prefix, starting count number and the ability to order them in reverse chronological order. This
section also allows the user to delete the photos from Darkroom Web after copying them.
If you want to rename the photo filenames as they are copied, check the “Rename copied files”
checkbox. The first option available is to choose a file name prefix. Prefixes can be anything that the
user wants. For example, photographers will use descriptors such as a last name as a prefix. School,
church and team names are also great options.
Imagine that you are shooting a local high school’s sport photos. The high school mascot is a
Mustang. A great option for a prefix could be “Mustang.” Each filename will be formatted with the
prefix followed by an index number. The starting index number is available in the “Starting Count”
field. If the starting count begins at 1, then the copied images will be called “Mustang1,”
“Mustang2,” and so on.
Darkroom Web users have the option to change the default number format. If you wanted to call the
copied files “Mustang001 – Cheerleading,” then the default format would look as follows in the
prefix field “Mustang### – Cheerleading.” If the starting number was still set to 1, then the resulting
names would be “Mustang001 – Cheerleading,” “Mustang002 – Cheerleading” and so on. It is
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important to remember that the number of # available, will translate directly to the number of
characters in the index number.

The last two options allow the user to copy the files in reverse chronological order or to delete the
files after copying. To activate either option, select the option in the “Copy Pictures” window. A
checkmark will appear in the box next to the option when the features are activated. To deactivate the
options, click the checkmark to make it disappear.
Note: If you copy photos to be used outside Darkroom Web and have not changed the file type, the
photo attributes are not visible to other applications. This is because we treat the photos as digital
negatives and store the orientation and attributes separately from the photo. If you convert the photo
to another file format, Darkroom Web applies the orientation and attributes so they are permanent
and visible outside Darkroom Web.

Batch
Darkroom Web users have the option to create batch orders directly from the Photo Library tab. A
batch order allows the user to print or order a very large group of photos. These orders are designed
to simplify the process for photographers. Many Photographers use this feature for fixed-fee jobs and
huge portrait sittings such a school photo days.
To create a batch order, the user should select a Photo Catalog from the Photo Library Tree if every
image in an entire catalog should be printed. If only certain prints should be included in the batch
order, the user should highlight only those desired photos. Once the photos are chosen, select the
“Batch” icon from the Icon Toolbar in the Current Catalog Viewer.
This operation will open the “Batch Order” Window.
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There are several sections to the “Batch Order” window, allowing for the photographer to create the
order without error. These options allow the user to select the photos and prints, to apply a border to
all prints and finally, to create different print orders.
The first section allows the user to select which photos to print. Darkroom Web users can select to
only the selected photos or the entire event. To opt to print only the highlighted photos, select “Print
only the selected photos.” To opt to print all images in the catalog, select “Print all photos in this
event.”
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When a photographer opts to print all photos in an event, an additional option to include all subevents or photo groups below that catalog may be available. The option to include the sub-events or
sub-groups is dependent on whether the particular catalog has a sub-event of sub-group. If a subevent of sub-group exists, then the “Print all subevents” option is activated.
The second section allows the Darkroom Web user to add and remove products from the batch order.
To add a product the user should select “Add.” This will open a menu displaying the current default
package group products. If the package is not available in the list, the default package group should
be changed. To change the default package group, refer to Chapter 6: Ordering Packages in the
Darkroom Web Application User Guide.

If a mistake is made, photographers have the option to remove items from the batch order. There are
two removal options: remove a single item or remove all items. To remove a single item, the user
should highlight the item from the batch order preview screen and then select “Remove.” To remove
all items from the batch order, select “Remove All.”
The third section allows the photographer to apply a border to each print. Many photographers use
this option to add classroom information around school photos, or the sport team name and mascot
on the border. All the information that is unchanged from subject to subject can be included on a
border that is applied to a batch order.
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To activate the batch border feature, check the box “Print Each Photo with a border.” Once that
option is checked, the photographer can choose a border. To make that selection, click the
“Choose…” button. This will open the “Choose a border to apply to each photo” window.

All borders are organized in tabs across the top of the screen. As a Darkroom Web owner, your
software comes equipped with over 100 sample borders. Once the border is selected, click “OK” to
save it to the batch order.
There are two additional options available when the photographer assigns a border to a batch order.
The first option is the ability to match the orientation of the border to the image. This means that a
horizontal border will be applied to all photos horizontally. All vertical images will be fitted into the
border horizontally as will the reverse be true. The second option is the ability to match border aspect
ration to print size. This means that when the print size aspect ration does not match the border size
aspect ration, Darkroom Web will crop the image so the border will fit the print size aspect ratio. One
of the most common ways this is applied is when an 8x10 border is used with a 4x6 image.
Finally, if the border has text available, the Darkroom Web photographer may change the text. To
change or add text to the border, select “Edit Border Text…” The “Text Fields” window will appear.
The number of lines available always depends on the applied border.
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The last section allows the photographer to assign whether only a single order will be created or a
batch order for every photo will be created. If there are sub-event or sub-groups available, the user
can also opt to create separate orders for each sub-event.

Deciding how the orders are to be printed is very important when working on the workflow for the
event. For example, if you are working with a Little League baseball team, more likely than not, each
parent ordered a different baseball package, however every player will get a team photo. When the
orders are assigned separately, the photographer can go through and create individual orders for each
kid without confusion. These images will then print as a single order. The delivery of the images will
be much easier than if you create batch orders of the staple products such as 8x10, 5x7 etc.
Once all the information is entered, the user can place the order, and if the print setting is set to auto,
the order will print. To send the order to the printer, select “Place Orders.” The user can also save the
order and when ready, the user can print it. To send the order to the New Orders workspace, but not
to print, select “Save Orders.” Finally the user can exit the “Batch Order” window, without saving,
by selecting “Cancel.”

Proof
Darkroom Web allows all users to create customizable proof sheets to present the photos to the
customers. The application offers two proof sheet options, a simple option and an advanced option.
The simple proof sheet option provides the photographer with the ability to create a sophisticated
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proof sheet quickly. The advanced proof sheet option allows the user to create custom sheets. These
are then saved as templates and used over and over again.
To open the “Proof Options” window, the user should select the “Proof” icon from the Icon Toolbar.
The short cut key to perform this option is “P.” This will also open the “Proof Options” window.

The “Proof Options” window is set up so users can see the options while viewing a preview of the
proof sheet.
The “Proof Options” window allows the user to print the proof sheet immediately or to add the sheet
to the shopping cart.
It is important to remember that every time the Proof tool is used, Darkroom Web will remember the
last used settings. Once a proof sheet is established, users can easily print the standard proof sheet.
Photographers who use more than one type of proof sheet should set up proof templates.

P R O O F

T E M P L A T E S

All available Proof Templates are listed in the ”Proof Options” drop-down menu. This is where
Darkroom Web allows its users to select a custom-made proof sheet.
This will open the “Proof Options” window. The proof options window allows the user to, not only
select the basic proof selections, but the window also allows the user to open the “Advanced
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Options…” window. If too much information was changed and the user requires a default
restoration, this is available via “Restore Defaults.”
First, the “Proof Options” window allows the user to select an existing custom proof template.
Next, Darkroom Web users can also select a title for the proof. This title will appear on each page of
the proof sheet. By naming the proof sheet, photographers can easily organize the proof sheets by
customer. It is also a valuable resource for the customers, as it not only indicates the name of the
event, but it creates a more polished and professional looks to the photos. Proof Names can be as
descriptive as the photographer would like. For example, a wedding proof sheet could appear as “Mr.
& Mrs. Adam Saltsman Wedding Ceremony: Saturday, July 29th, 2006.” Because the customer keeps
the proof sheet, it is important to leave a lasting impression when the proofs are sent home.

The next proof options determine the sheet size, proof size, orientation, number of copies and print
order settings. The page size refers to the exact size of the paper that will have the proof images
printed upon. Page size availability is based upon the exact sheet sizes enabled in the printer setup
portion of the application. The proof size refers to the image size of the proof. There are 25 different
size options available.

Orientation traditionally refers to how the printed sheet is oriented. This orientation is either portrait
(vertical) or landscape (horizontal.) There are 4 other orientation options available in the drop down
menu. The options are:


Portrait Page – all portrait proofs



Portrait Page – all landscape proofs
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These options affect the proof image, as well as the sheet orientation. For example, “Portrait Page –
all portrait proofs” indicated that the sheet will be printed in the portrait orientation AND all proof
images will be portrait oriented.
The last two options are “Copies” and “Print.” “Copies” refers directly to how many proof sheets
should be printed. Along with this quantity option, the user can opt to print all filenames on the proof
sheet. Printing filenames is a great feature for customers, because it makes ordering easy. They can
order by filename (which includes a number) and the sheet size and quantity. To print filenames on
the proof sheet, select the “Print Filename” option. A checkmark will appear when the option is
activated. The “Print” option allows the user to opt to create a print order or to add a proof sheet to
every shopping cart. This means that a Darkroom Web user can opt to create a new order each time a
proof sheet is created or to only add a proof sheet to every order created. To create a new order each
time a proof sheet is created, select “Create print order.” To add a proof sheet to each order, select
“Add proof sheet to shopping cart.”
When all the basic options are selected, the user can opt to print all photos in the catalog to a proof
sheet or print only the highlighted photos on a proof sheet. To print all photos, select “Print All.” To
print only the highlighted selection, select “Print Selected.” To cancel and return to the Photo Library
without printing a proof sheet or saving settings, select “Cancel.”

P R O O F

O P T I O N S

W I N D O W

Darkroom Web allows the user to print a simple proof sheet. The options to print a simple proof
sheet are available in the “Proof Options” window. The following is a list of options with a
description of what the field entails.
The “Proof Options” window shows the Darkroom Web user a preview of the proof sheet depending
on the options chosen. If the photographer has not forced an orientation to the proof images, then the
preview will display alternating horizontal and vertical proof images. This preview image is a
representation of various image orientation combinations available when the photos are not forced to
a specific orientation. This preview image does not show how the active photo catalog proof sheet
will print.
Note: The size of the preview numbers does not represent the photo’s scale. All photos in a proof
sheet are the same size.
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PROOF TEMPLATE

This option is available for users who import custom proof sheets.

TITLE

This option allows Darkroom Web users to add a text-based title
to the top of the proof sheet.

PAGE SIZE

This option allows photographers to select a sheet size, such as
5x7 or 8x10, to print the proofs. The available sheet sizes are
determined by the enabled printer sheet sizes.

PROOF SIZE

This option allows the photographer to determines the size of the
individual photos on the sheet. There are standard sizes and
defined sizes. The defined sizes are small and large and the actual
size depends on the selected page size. The standard sizes are
fixed common proof sizes, such as 4x5, Wallet, 4x6, 5x7, etc.

ORIENTATION

This option allows the photographer to set the sheet orientation
and the proof image orientation. There are six orientation options:
Portrait allows the user to set the sheet orientation vertically,
however, the photos maintain their photo catalog orientation.
Landscape allows the user to set the sheet orientation horizontally,
however, the photos maintain their photo catalog orientation.
Portrait – all portrait allows the user to set the sheet orientation
vertically, however, the photos will all be oriented vertically
regardless of the settings established in the Photo Library.
Portrait – all landscape allows the user to set the sheet orientation
vertically, however, the photos will all be oriented horizontally
regardless of the settings established in the Photo Library.
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Landscape – all portrait allows the user to set the sheet orientation
horizontally, however, the photos will all be oriented vertically
regardless of the settings established in the Photo Library.
Landscape – all landscape allows the user to set the sheet
orientation horizontally, however, the photos will all be oriented
horizontally regardless of the settings established in the Photo
Library.

Note: In the cases where all images in the Photo Catalog are vertical, or all images are horizontal,
Darkroom Web users should force the photo orientation. Proof sheets with forced orientation
hold more photos. Proof sheets that are not forced hold fewer items. If your Photo Catalog
contains mixed orientation images, and you wish to print the most visually pleasing proof
sheet, you should NOT force the photo orientation.

COPIES

This option allows the photographer to set an exact number of
proof sheet copies to print. If there is more than one page of
proofs, Darkroom Web will print all proof sheet pages the total
number entered in the “Copies” field.

PRINT FILENAMES

This option allows the photographer to set whether or not the
filename caption appears below each proof

A D V A N C E D

O P T I O N S

W I N D O W

All Darkroom Web photographers have access to the “Advanced Options…” section available in the
“Proof Options” window. The advanced proof sheet options allow users to more closely define the
properties of a proof sheet. In doing so, a proof template can be created. Proof templates can include
features such as custom backgrounds, formatted titles, formatted photo labels, page colors, page
margins, and proof frames.
When an existing template is selected from the “Proof Template” option in the
Proof Options” window, only “Copies,” “Advanced Options,” and “Restore Defaults” are available
for selection.
To open the “Advanced Proof Options” window, the user should select “Proof” from the Current
Catalog viewer. Once in the “Proof Options” window, the user should select “Advanced Options…”
The “Advanced Proof Options” window will appear. This window allows users to select more proof
sheet options and save those options as templates. The window contains multiple pages, accessed by
the tabs at the top of the window.
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After the advanced options are configured, Darkroom Web users can save the settings for the next
proof sheet by clicking “OK.” This will not save the information as a template, although it is a good
idea to do so.
To save the settings as a named template, open the “Page Setup” tab from the “Advanced Proof
Options” window. Once there, click the “Save” button next to the “Template Name” field. This will
save the template. Once saved, click “OK” to return to the “Proof Options” window.
Once in the “Proof Options” window a preview of the new custom proof sheet will be available
along with the name. All custom proof templates are available in the “Proof Template” drop down
menu.
It is important to remember that proof sheets have a wide variety of uses. The ability to customize
them makes it easy for all photographers to design customer-specific sheets that emphasize your
particular workflow and needs.
Many photographers use proof sheets as sales tools. These photographers import all photos for an
event and print a proof containing all images along with the catalog name in the title and file and
photo numbers under each image.
These proofs are printed to a Windows inkjet, color laser, or die sublimation printer and then they are
placed out on a table, in a binder, or on a wall for customers to browse. This makes it easy for a
customer to peruse all images. When a customer is interested in a particular image, the photographer
can easily bring the file up inside Darkroom Web and move seamlessly to the sales pitch.
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S E T U P

Darkroom Web provides a “Page Setup” tab in the “Advanced Proof Options” window. This feature
allows the photographer to define the page layout, page settings, or custom settings. Some of the
basic information that can be changed is the orientation, page size, page color, media, margins,
background, and overlay information.

The following is a detailed description of every option available in the “Page Setup” tab.
TEMPLATE NAME

This option is carried over from the previous window. The
Template name is set when the template is saved for the first time.

PAGE LAYOUT

This option allows the user to set the page orientation. “Portrait” is
vertically oriented, and “Landscape” is horizontally oriented.
Photographers can also use the “Custom” option to load a custom
layout.

PAGE SIZE

This option allows the user to choose a sheet size for printing. The
available sizes are determined by the available printer sizes.

COLOR

This option allows the user to define the background color for the
proof. To change, select or define the color, select the “…” button
next to the color swatch. Many photographers want to make the
sheet look like a contact sheet. To do this, set the background color
to black.

MEDIA

This option allows the user to set the page finish of the printed
proofs.
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This option allows the user to define the outside margins of the
page. There are different ways to specify the margins.
If the photographer specifies a single number, then an equal
margin will appear on all sides of the page.
If the photographer specifies two numbers separated by commas,
then the horizontal and vertical margins will be defined. For
example, if you select (a,b), where “a” represents any number and
“b” represents any number, then the value for “a” will determine
how big the border will be horizontally. Likewise, the value for
“b” will determine the size of the border vertically.

b

a

a

b

If you specify four numbers separated by commas, this defines the
left, top, right, and bottom margins. This means that: left=a, top=b,
right=c, and bottom=d.
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b

a

c

d

The margin values are defined in 300 dpi. This means that each
inch translates to 300. This is 1 inch = 300 dpi and 2 inches = 600
dpi.
The margin only affects the placement of the photos; therefore, no
photos will appear outside of the margins. Margin values allow the
photographer to restrict the photo area from a graphic background.
BACKGROUND

This option allows the photographer to define a graphic as the
page background. The background can be made using any image
editor. Darkroom Web recommends that the background image be
saved at a full resolution image of the page size to prevent blurring
or graininess. Many photographers use the company or event logo
as a background image, however any image can be used. To
browse for the background image, select “…”

OVERLAY

This option allows the photographer to define a graphic as the
page overlay. Overlays are essentially transparent images. These
overlays are created using any image editor that can save Targa
(.TGA) files with transparency. Darkroom Web recommends that
the background image be saved at a full resolution image of the
page size to prevent blurring or graininess.
When applied to the proof sheet, the overlay is rendered on top of
the photos as a transparent image. The photos are shown behind
the overlay. Many photographers who use this feature design a
background and overlay that work together to create unique proof
sheets. To browse for an overlay, select “…”
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CUSTOM LAYOUT

This option allows the user to specify a proof template provided
by a third party vendor. This option is enabled only if the “Page
Layout” option in the “Advanced Proof Sheet” window is set to
custom.

SAVE

This option allows the Darkroom Web user to save the advanced
options into a template. Templates allow users to recall a set of
proof sheet options quickly. In addition, this feature allows
photographers to define many types of commonly used proof
sheets.

I M A G E S

Darkroom Web provides an “Images” tab in the “Advanced Proof Options” window. This feature
allows the photographer to define the image options such as image size and cell properties. Some of
the basic information that can be changed is the image size, cell orientation, row alignment and
image frame information.

The following is a detailed description of every option available in the “Images” tab.
SELECT SIZE

This feature allows the user to select the size of individual photos
on the proof sheet. Included in the drop down menu, there are
standard sizes and defined sizes. The defined sizes are “Small” and
“Large,” however the actual printed image size depends on the
selected page size. The standard image sizes are fixed common
proof sizes, such as 4x5, Wallet, 4x6, 5x7, etc.

CUSTOM SIZE

This allows the user to select the size of individual photos on the
sheet by defining the number of rows and columns.
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This feature allows the photographer to select the orientation of all
individual photocells.

To select the Cell Orientation, open the “Orientation” drop down
menu. This menu contains three options: “Use photo orientation,”
“Always portrait,” and “Always landscape.”
When the photographer selects “Use photo orientation,”
Darkroom Web will import the set photo orientation from the
photo catalog. Next, when a photographer selects “Always
portrait,” the application forces the orientation of each photo to be
vertical. Finally, when a user selects “Always landscape,” the
application forces the orientation of each photo to be horizontal.
By forcing the orientation to go either “Always portrait” or
“Always landscape” the proof photo appearance results in tighter
cell placement and more photos per sheet. If the photo catalog
contains mixed photo orientations, not all photos will appear heads
up.
CELL PADDING

This feature allows the user to specify the distance, or padding,
between photocells. Darkroom Web users can specify the
horizontal spacing, x, and the vertical spacing, y. The units are
measured in 1/300 of-an-inch increments. Therefore, 100 units
will be 100/300 of an inch or 1/3 inch. This option is used to
spread out the proofs.

LAST ROW

This option specifies how the last row of photos is aligned if there
are not enough photos to fill the last row.

SQUARE CELLS

This option allows the user to specify that each photo will be
located in square cell equal to the maximum width or height of the
defined image size. This is normally used for mixed orientation
photos so the horizontal and vertical photos stay the same size.
Click in the box next to the “Square Cells” option to activate. A
checkmark will appear when the option is activated.

CONDENSE ROWS

This option allows the photographer to condense square cells
vertically if all the photo elements are in a row or are oriented
horizontally. This property is appropriate only when using the
photo catalog photo orientation, not when using forced orientation.
Click in the box next to the “Condense Rows” option to activate.
A checkmark will appear when the option is activated.
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CONDENSE COLS

This option allows the photographer to condense square cells
horizontally if all the photo elements are in a column or are
oriented vertically. This property is appropriate only when using
the photo catalog photo orientation, not when using forced
orientation. Click in the box next to the “Condense Cols” option to
activate. A checkmark will appear when the option is activated.

DROP SHADOW

This option allows the user to opt to use a shadow behind the
images to stylistically emphasize them. Click in the box next to the
“Drop Shadow” option to activate. A checkmark will appear when
the option is activated.

BLACK & WHITE

This option allows the user to render each proof sheet image as a
grayscale (black & white) image. Click in the box next to the
“Black & White” option to activate. A checkmark will appear
when the option is activated.

IMAGE FRAME

This option allows the user to add a frame around every image on
the proof sheet. It also allows the user to select a desired color for
the border. Click in the box next to the “Image Frame” option to
activate. A checkmark will appear when the option is activated. To
select a color, click the “…” button.

H E A D E R

A N D

F O O T E R

Darkroom Web provides a “Header and Footer” tab in the “Advanced Proof Options” window. This
feature allows the photographer to define the text that appears at the top and bottom of the proof
sheet. Photographers can insert individual custom text and they can utilize the auto text feature to fill
in special information.
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The following is a detailed description of every option available in the “Header and Footer” tab.
SHOW HEADER

This option allows the user to activate the header text. This text
appears on top of the proof sheet page

HEADER POSITION

This option allows the user to specify the alignment of the header
text. This can be set to left, center or right.

HEADER FONT

This option allows the photographer to select the font type for use
in the header. To open the font menu, select the “Font…” button.

HEADER TEXT

This option allows the user to type in text for the header.
Darkroom Web users can include auto text variables that will
automatically be replaced at the time of print.

SHOW FOOTER

This option allows the user to activate the footer text. This text
appears on bottom of the proof sheet page

FOOTER POSITION

This option allows the user to specify the alignment of the footer
text. This can be set to left, center or right.

FOOTER FONT

This option allows the photographer to select the font type for use
in the footer. To open the font menu, select the “Font…” button.
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FOOTER TEXT

This option allows the user to type in text for the footer. Darkroom
Web users can include auto text variables that will automatically
be replaced at the time of print.

INSERT AUTO TEXT

This option allows the user to insert auto text as a part of the
header or footer. To select set auto text options, click the “Insert
Special Text…” button. This will open a menu allowing the user
to select variables.

In order to add the variable to the header or footer, select the
location of the variable in the desired text field. Click the “Insert
Special Text…” button, and select a variable.
All auto text variables begin and end with the % sign with the
name of variable in between. When the proof sheet is printed, the
variables are replaced with the data the variable represents. For
example, the “%ShortDate%” variable prints in the format “Oct
24, 2006.”
In the Special Text menu there are examples of the format of each
special text option. If you need more clarification, or for a
complete list of Darkroom Web Special Text variables, refer to
Appendix H – Special Text Table for a list of header/footer auto
text variables.

L A B E L S

Darkroom Web provides a “Labels” tab in the “Advanced Proof Options” window. This feature
allows the photographer to define the text label for each photo. Photographers can decide how the
label is formatted, placed and rendered on the proof page.
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SHOW LABELS

This option allows the user to activate the text labels for each photo
on the sheet.

LABEL FONT

This feature allows the photographer to select a font style. To open
the font selection menu, click “Font…” This selection will
determine how the font displays in all labels.

LABEL POSITION

This option allows the user to specify the location and alignment of
the label text. There are four label positions available. They are
“Above,” “Top,” “Bottom,” and “Below.” This also allows the user
to select the test orientation. These options are “Left,” “Center,”
and “Right.”

There are two settings that place the label outside the photo. These
settings are “Above” and “Below.”
There are also two settings that place the label on top of the photo.
These settings are “Top” and “Bottom.” Since the settings, “Top”
and “Bottom,” position the label on the image, this method of
labeling does not reduce space available on the sheet. This will
result in more proof photos per page.
To access the “Position orientation” option, select the drop down
menu. There are three options available: “Left,” “Center,” and
“Right.”
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LABEL TEXT

This option allows the photographer to type the text for the photo
label. Most photographers only use auto text variables that are
replaced automatically at the time of print.

INVERT

This option allows the user to opt to print white text on a black
background. Since the default font color is black, this option assists
readability. Photographers use this feature when either “Top” or
“Bottom” positioning is used as it makes the label much easier to
read due to the labels position on the photo.

INSERT AUTO TEXT

This option allows the user to insert auto text as a part the photo
label. To select set auto text options, click the “Insert Special
Text…” button. This will open a menu allowing the user to select
variables.

In order to add the variable to the photo label, select the location of
the variable in the desired text field. Click the “Insert Special
Text…” button, and select a variable.
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All auto text variables begin and end with the % sign with the name
of variable in between. When the proof sheet is printed, the
variables are replaced with the data the variable represents. For
example, the “%ShortDate%” variable prints in the format “Oct 24,
2006.”
In the Special Text menu there are examples of the format of each
special text option. If you need more clarification, or for a complete
list of Darkroom Web Special Text variables, refer to Appendix H –
Special Text Table for a list of header/footer auto text variables.
Order
Darkroom Web provides photographers with the tools needed to sell photographs to potential
customers. The Photo Library tab provides a way for orders to be created and sent for printing. This
order option includes retouching options, price information and preview images.
By default the Order option is hidden upon installation. To view the order, the photographer should
select the “Order” icon from the Icon Toolbar For more information regarding order options and
settings, refer to Chapter 6: Ordering Packages in the Darkroom Web Application User Guide.
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Ordering Products
The Darkroom Web software provides the user with several workflow options when it comes to
ordering products and packages. These order workspaces, or shopping carts, are available in the Photo
Library tab and Photo Workshop tab. The shopping cart is where photographers may place orders
from the photo catalogs. By default, the shopping cart is hidden in both the Photo Library and Photo
Workshop tabs.

ORDERS

To access the shopping cart, the user should select the “Show Order” option located in the upper right
portion of the screen. When the shopping cart is activated, users can hide the order by selecting “Hide
Order” from the upper right portion of the screen.
The shopping cart feature appears the same in every instance while using the application.

Photo Library Shopping Cart
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Photo Workshop Shopping Cart

The Darkroom Web shopping cart includes several functional options. Not only can a user add items
to the shopping cart, the photographer can change the default package option, the cropping and the
service notes. Photographers can place orders, save orders, clear orders and remove individual items.
As a default setting, the application displays all preview images when items are added to the cart. The
shopping cart also will indicate the quantity of items ordered.
In the following figure, the Shopping Cart options are represented.
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This option allows the
user to “Hide Order” or
when the order is
hidden to “Show Order.

Package Toolbar - This section
displays the currently active
package group. If there are more
items than can be displayed in the
package group, “<prev” and
“more>” are available to toggle to
more package items.

This option allows the user to send
the order to be printed.

This is the “Ordered Packages”
space, also known as the
“Shopping Cart.” When products
are added to the order, preview
images display which image is
associated with the product. This
section is designed to expand and
contract, meaning, users can view a
simple list of items or a list showing
the previews. All items have an
“Edit” option, which allows users
to pull that photo to the Photo
Workshop screen.

This option allows the user to
access all items in a package group
and change default package groups.

This option allows the user
to clear the entire order.

This option allows the user to
change the cropping of an image
from horizontal to vertical or
from vertical to horizontal.

This option allows the user
to remove items one at a
time.

Order Tools
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T O O L B A R

Darkroom Web provides the user with an intuitive package toolbar section within the Shopping Cart.
With the help of the software, photographers can customize individual packages to fit the desires of
diverse customers. Packages and products can be originally named and exclusively priced.
Photographers can event create as many packages as are needed. To learn more about setting up
Darkroom Web Package setup, please refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up in the Darkroom Web
Application User Guide.

It is important to remember that there can only be one active package group at a time. This active
package group is displayed in the top portion of the shopping cart window. If there are more than nine
items in a particular package group, then the products and packages are available on multiple screens.
To access the last items available in package groups containing more than 9 separate items, select the
“More” option. The rest of the options are now available.
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It is possible for the photographer to toggle through a multiple page package group. To return to a
previous package group page, select “Prev.” Select “More” to view all items available in a specific
package group.
The numbers beside each package name correspond to the shortcut keys assigned to them. Press the
number key to add the package to the cart quickly. For example pressing “1” adds Package 1.
Most photographers organize package groups by a given event or a type of event. Each individual
package group contains products, packages and pricing specific to that event of type of event. For
example, many photographers work both in-studio portrait sittings and on-location weddings.
Customers who are in the market for a family portrait are interested in different print sizes and
package options, than the bride and groom. By allowing different price structures depending on the
event, the photographer can make sure all customers are satisfied.
Each item in the Package Toolbar is a button. As the user moves the mouse cursor over the Package
Toolbar items, the items will highlight. When a user selects an item from the toolbar, that item will
appear in the Shopping Cart. If a photo is highlighted when the item is selected, then the item will be
fulfilled with that photo.
It is also possible to drag the image from the Photo Library or the Photo Workshop to the Shopping
Cart. When the mouse cursor is over the Shopping cart, the user should release the mouse button. The
“Add Package Item” window will appear.
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This allows the user to select the photo and then select the print size. This option will also only pull up
the “A La Carte” print sizes. Select the item to increase the “count.” To add the items to the shopping
cart, select “OK.” To cancel and return to the previous screen, select “Cancel.”
S H O P P I N G

C A R T

ExpressDigital Darkroom Web allows the photographer to create orders using the intuitive Shopping
Cart feature. The Shopping Cart is located in the Ordered Packages section.

Shopping Cart /
Ordered Packages

The cart displays what the photographer orders for printing. When the user right-clicks on any portion
of the cart, excluding the item name, a 5-option menu will appear. This menu allows the photographer
to remove an item, remove a package, clear the order, show prices and access the service notes.
Service notes are special instructions assigned to a particular ordered image. These instructions
include information regarding pre-print and post-print processes such as retouching. Service notes can
be assigned to any photo.
When a user right-clicks on the item name, a 3-option menu will appear. These three options are
remove package, clear order, and show prices.
Many photographers choose to hide the product and package prices in the Shopping Cart. In some
cases, seeing prices will derail a potential customer. If you wish to disable the “Show Prices” option,
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right-click on any cart item and select “Show Prices” from the menu. The feature is disabled when the
checkmark disappears.

It is important to note that the shopping cart feature is organized in a “treeview.” This means that the
items can be collapsed to take up smaller spaces; these are called collapsible branches. Photographers
who want to access how much the total cart will cost, should access the “tree root.” The tree root
displays the total price for what is in the cart and in this case is called “Ordered Packages.” The
branches display package names, number of copies, service notes, price, and a preview photo as it will
be cropped to the aspect ratio for that particular print item. Darkroom Web users can select the “+”
button to expand the package or product information. Also, users can select the “-” buttons to hide
most package information in the cart.
The print item descriptions appear next to the expanded shopping cart item. For example, the first
item in the shopping cart is “Two 5x7s – $8.99.” The print item description indicates that this is
actually “2-5x7 Prints.” This method of adding print descriptions is very helpful when dealing with a
package with several items. Each item will be identified in the print item section.
All items in the shopping cart are equipped with an “Edit” link. When the user selects this link, the
Darkroom Web application will open the preview image in the Photo Workshop. This option is only
available in the Photo Workshop.
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In addition to the “edit” link, all shopping cart items are equipped with a “Copies” and an “Add” link.
These two functions allow the user to change the number of images in the shopping cart or change the
applied photo services. To change the number of photos being ordered, the user should select
“Copies.” This will open a drop down menu allowing the user to select either a preset number or to
choose a different number.

If none of the preset numbers are what you need, you can select “More.” The Package Count window
will appear. This window allows the user to select the total number of packages. The total cost will
update automatically as the number of packages is changed.
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T O O L S

The Order section is equipped with six tools. The Order Tools are located above and below the
Shopping Cart/Ordered Packages section of the cart feature. The tools include “Place Order,” “Save
Order,” “Add Package,” “Change Cropping,” “Clear Order,” and “Remove Item.”
The following section will describe the functions of the six Order Tools.

P L A C E

O R D E R

The Darkroom Web software allows the user to send an order to print directly from the shopping cart.
Selecting “Place Order” does this operation. In order for the photos to be printed immediately, the
“Auto Print” option must be activated in the Orders Tab.
Aside from the “Place Order” button, a user can select “ENTER” from the keyboard to place the
order.
When either the “Place Order” button or the “ENTER” shortcut key places an order, photographers
are prompted to print a receipt of the sale. If a printer is installed and set as the default for Windows
applications, users can automatically print a receipt by checking the “Automatically Print Receipt”
checkbox.
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Some photographers allow shipping to customers. If this is an option, it is possible to change the
shipping information by selecting “Shipping…” from the Order Receipt window.

The “Customer Shipping Information” window will appear. The top section allows the user to enter
the customer billing address. If this address is the same as the shipping address, select “Ship to billing
address” from the drop down menu. There are two other options available in the drop down menu.
The first option is to “Ship to address below.” This is used when the photos are being shipped to a
place different than the billing address. Often this happens when the images are a gift, or the billing
address is a company address, not a personal residence. The second option is to “Ship to company
address (required by some Labtricity Labs).” This option allows the photographer to have the photos
shipped to the studio prior to shipment to the customer. Many labs that do not drop ship, require this.
The “Customer Shipping Information” window also allows the photographer to adjust the shipping
method and shipping cost. The shipping cost option allows the user to add additional shipping and
handling charges if necessary.
To return to the receipt window with the updated information, select “Save Changes.” Select “Cancel
to return to the receipt menu without changing any receipt information.
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P A C K A G E

The Darkroom Web Shopping Cart allows the user to select current package items or change the
default package group by selecting “Add Package.”

The first menu that appears is a list of the packages and items available in the currently active package
group. These are the same options available in the Package Toolbar located in the top portion of the
shopping cart.
The “Change Default Group” menu option allows the user to change the default package group. This
means that the items available in the Package Toolbar would change. For more information on
Package Group setup, please refer to Chapter 3: Setting Up in the Darkroom Web Application User
Guide.

C H A N G E

C R O P P I N G

Darkroom Web provides a simple way for users to select image ratios and photo cropping. The
“Change Cropping” button changes the crop orientation of the highlighted item in the shopping cart.
In order for the user to change the cropping, the photographer should highlight the item from the
shopping cart and select “Change Cropping.”
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The photo’s crop orientation changes the same way the auto-cropping feature works. Normally, when
a photo is added to the order and the aspect ratio of the photo does not match the print item, autocropping is applied. The auto-cropping feature centers the image and chooses the orientation of the
print item to minimize the amount of cropping.
Sometimes, however, this is not the composition intended for the final photo. The “Change Cropping”
button toggles between the alternate cropping orientations.

Cropped 8x10
vertical photo

Cropped 8x10
horizontal photo

Original 4x6 aspect
ratio

The original is a 4x6 photo. This is located at the bottom. The print items are 8x10. As we know, the
8x10 print is “more square” than the 4x6, so cropping is necessary. The first item shows how the print
will look vertically cropped (automatically chosen by the auto-cropper for this image). The second
print item shows the same 8x10 after “Change Cropping” was selected. This print item now has a
horizontal crop orientation.

C L E A R

O R D E R

Darkroom Web provides a way for users to clear an entire order with one sweeping motion. To clear
an order, select “Clear Order” from the shopping cart order tools. The application requires
confirmation regarding the order deletion.
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To clear the order, select “OK.” To exit the window without modifying the contents of the shopping
cart, select “No.”

R E M O V E

I T E M

Darkroom Web provides a way for users to move only selected items from an order. To remove an
item or package, select the package name, and click the “Remove Item” button. The application
requires that the user confirm the removal.

To remove the item, select “OK.” To exit the window without modifying the contents of the shopping
cart, select “No.”
Users do not have to remove an item to change the image being ordered. To change the photo, select a
different photo in the Current Catalog Viewer or Photo Workshop, and then, click the photo in the
order that needs to be replaced.

P H O T O

O R D E R S

Darkroom Web allows the user to create individual orders through the use of the Shopping Cart. In the
following mini-tutorial, you can learn how to create an order in the Photo Library or Photo Workshop.
First, the Darkroom Web user must open an order by selecting the “Show Order” menu item, located
in the upper right corner of the Photo Library and Photo Workshop screens.
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When the Darkroom Web user selects “Show Order” the Shopping Cart will appear along the right
portion of the screen. There is no difference between the Photo Library Shopping Cart and the Photo
Workshop Shopping Cart. They both are equipped with the same features and setup.
Once the shopping cart is open, the software allows the user to close it again at will. To close, the user
should select “Hide Order” from the upper right section of the screen. The contents of the order will
not be lost when the shopping cart is closed.

Once the order is viewable, the user must select the photo that needs to be printed. To select a photo,
the user should left-click on the preview image. This will highlight the image.
The user should then select the item to be added to the shopping cart. The list of packages and
products located in the top portion of the shopping cart are the current items available in the default
package group.
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To select a package for the shopping cart, the user should click on the name of the item or product in
the list. Next, the user should select the number of packages to print. In the example of the item “1 –
Single 8x10” by selecting a quantity, the user is instructing the application to order that quantity of
8x10 prints.
It is possible to change the photo of an item in the shopping cart. To change the image, drag the new
photo to the item that should be changed. Dropping a photo onto an existing photo will replace the
original photo with a new one. When the user drags an image to the shopping cart and the image is
dropped onto an open space in the cart, the application will open the “Add Package Item” window.
This window allows the user to choose an item from the a la carte menu.
The numbers beside each package name correspond to the shortcut keys assigned to them. Press the
number key to add the package to the cart quickly. For example pressing “1” will add “1 – Single
8x10.”

It is possible to easily add another copy to an order. Users can navigate the mouse to the package
number in the Package Toolbar and then click on the package again. Users can select the short-cut key
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to reorder the package number. Optionally, users can click the “Copies” button next to the package
name inside the cart to the quantity menu. This button allows the user to increase the number of
copies.

ORDERS

WORKSP ACE

ExpressDigital Darkroom Web provides its users with an entire section devoted to monitoring new,
pending and completed orders. In addition, the section gives the user access to the print queue and
auto print functionality. From this workspace, Darkroom Web users can process orders or monitor the
progress of orders being fulfilled via Labtricity.
All orders created in the Darkroom Web shopping cart will be monitored in this workspace. Also,
orders from the online storefront, PhotoReflect.com, will automatically appear in the Orders
workspace when the user logs into their individual storefront account.

There are several different sections available in the Orders Workspace. Darkroom Web provides a list
of saved or placed orders in the Order section. All customer information is available, as is the shipping
address if applicable. Finally the user has access to all of the order details for each entry in the orders
workspace.
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First, the Order space contains all of the specific order information. The information is divided into
columns for easy previewing. Included in the chart are the Order ID, Order Type, Customer Name,
Order Time, Status, Status Time, Age, Payment and Fulfillment.

The Order ID is a unique identifier assigned to every individual order that is processed through
Darkroom Web. The Order ID gives the user an easy identifier for record keeping as well.
There are two order designations for Darkroom Web. These orders are classified by Type. The two
available types are Local and Web. Local orders were created on the local machine. Web orders are
submitted to the photographer via PhotoReflect.com.
The Order space shows the customer name and the exact date and time of the order. The customer
name information is given in the following format: last name, first name. The Order Time field shows
the user the date. This is given in the month/day/year format. For example, the date would look like
“9/28/1006.” The Order Time field also shows the user the exact time the order was placed or saved.
For example, the time is denoted in the hour:minute:second AM/PM. This will look like “3:35:47
PM.” This means that the order was created at 3:35 and 47 second in the afternoon.
Darkroom Web monitors two status characteristics. These are the Status and Status Time. The Status
options are Saved, Sent to Lab, Shipped From Lab, Shipped, Printed, Waiting for…, Not Printed, and
Paid. The Status Time column indicates the time that the most recent status message was posted with
the order. The time is denoted in the hour:minute:second AM/PM. This will look like “3:35:47 PM.”
This means that the order’s status was changed at 3:35 and 47 second in the afternoon.
Darkroom Web also keeps track of the age of the order. For example, the application will indicate if
the order was created “Today,” “1 Day Ago,” “2 Days Ago,” etc. This will help the photographer stay
on schedule with order fulfillment.
The last two options available in the Order space are the total payment and where the order was
fulfilled. Total payment is denoted in USD. For example, $46.98, means that the customer must pay
forty six dollars and ninety-eight cents. The next, the last column indicates where the prints were
fulfilled. Under Fulfillment, prints can be “Self Fulfill” or “Printed at XXX” where XXX is the name
of a Labtricity Lab. This option helps the photographer keep track of what prints are still outstanding
or what prints need to be sent to the photo lab.
Second, the customer information section shows the photographer the Order ID along with all the
customer information. It also displays the final shipping address and end-customer information.
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Darkroom Web provides the order and customer information on the orders screen in order to give the
photographer all the information they need in one place. The Order ID is not just a series of random
numbers. For example, imagine the Order ID is “L29E5-HT5RUEP.” While the end of the Order ID
is a series of randomly generated letters and numbers to ensure that each Order ID is unique, the first
five characters represent something very tangible. The series “L29E5” represents the Darkroom
Photographer’s unique Labtricity ID, which allows the user to send orders to a Labtricity photo lab.
When a user is signed into the Labtricity network via Darkroom Web, that ID is a part of every Order
ID.
Customer information includes the name and the billing address of the customer. This section also
includes the phone number in case there are questions about the order. Finally, this section provides
the customer email address for contact requirements.
When a shipping address is available, and a shipping method designated, the Shipping Information
section will display information. If the item is not to be shipped, the Shipping Information section will
default to standard and only the customer name, city and state will be visible.

The Shipping Information section will display the end-customer name, shipping address and phone
number. One of five shipping methods, pickup, standard, priority, 2nd day, and overnight, will be
available.
The Shipping Information section also tells the user when the order was received. In the example
above, the order was received on 9/28/2006. This will help tell the photographer how long an order
has been placed.
Finally, the Order Details section tells the photographer which prints are in each order, the quantity of
prints, the X: Drive location of the image and how the print will be fulfilled.
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The print column lists each package name along with all the items included in that package. It also
lists the total price for the package. The Quantity column displays the total number of prints purchased
in each package. The Details column provides a direct link to the image that will be printed. The
image is stored on the C: Drive. Finally, the Fulfillment column displays the print location of all the
items. These items can be printed locally or at the Labtricity photo lab.
At the bottom of the Order Details section, is the Order Summary.

This section shows the user a break down of the total charges. First it shows the Order subtotal. This
number does not include any shipping and handling charges or tax. The second row indicates the total
shipping and handling charge for the order. The third row shows the total tax for the order.
It is important to remember that most states do charge tax on shipping and handling. Please research
your individual state policy regarding sales tax and shipping & handling.
The last row shows the photographer how much the customer must pay for the order. This number
includes both shipping & handling charges and sales tax.

NEW

ORD ERS

When a photographer places an order within Darkroom Web, that order is sent to the Orders tab in the
software. More specifically, all orders are sent directly to the “New Orders” tab. All un-printed orders
are listed in the New Orders tab in either ascending or descending order. To change the order, select
the column you wish to organize into ascending or descending order. This will change the order of the
entire chart.
The ordering on this screen is simplistic in nature in order to keep the items in timed order, either
newest on top or oldest on top.
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There is one option available in the Orders Menu across the top of the screen. This is “Refresh.”

PENDING

ORDERS

While an order is in the process of being printed in Darkroom Web, that order is sent to the “Pending
Orders” tab in the software. This tab is part of the main Orders tab. All pending print orders in the
process of printing on the studio or lab printers, are listed in the Pending Orders tab in either
ascending or descending order. To change the order, select the column you wish to organize into
ascending or descending order. This will change the order of the entire chart.
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There is one option available in the Orders Menu across the top of the screen. This is “Refresh.”

COMPLET ED

ORDE RS

Darkroom Web allows the user to monitor all orders, even the past orders that are printed. Once an
order is placed and sent to the “New Orders” tab and then printed and pending so it is in the “Pending
Orders” tab, the order finally is stored in the “Completed Orders” tab. This tab is part of the main
Orders tab.
All completed print orders are listed in the Completed Orders tab in either ascending or descending
order. To change the order, select the column you wish to organize into ascending or descending
order. This will change the order of the entire chart.
The ordering on this screen is simplistic in nature in order to keep the items in timed order, either
newest on top or oldest on top.
There are two options available in the Orders Menu across the top of the screen. These options are
“View” and “Refresh.”
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V I E W

The View menu is only available when Darkroom Web photographers are viewing the orders
archived in the Completed Orders tab. The View menu allows the user to select time frames for the
completed order display. This means the list of completed orders will be longest if “All” completed
orders are displayed that is only the orders from the past “1 Week” are displayed.

For example, if you are looking for an order that was completed within the last week, select 1 Week
from the View menu to see only those completed orders.
Users can view the orders in ten different time frames. These time frames are: 1 Week, 2 Weeks, 3
Weeks, 4 Weeks, 6 Weeks, 2 Months, 3 Months, 6 Months, 1 Year or All.

R E F R E S H

To refresh your system, select “Refresh” from the Orders Menu. This will allow all recently changed
information to appear on the computer. It is also useful when orders are pending at a Labtricity photo
lab. This refresh option will update the photo lab status.

ORDERS

TOOL

SE T

The Darkroom Web Orders tab is equipped with several tools that will aid the photographer in order
management. These tools are located across the bottom portion of the application.

The available tools include “Find Order,” “Delete Order,” “Mark Order Shipped,” “Edit & Proof
Order,” “Print Order Form,” “Print Order,” “Print All Orders,” “Print to CD,” and “Cancel Print.” The
following section will describe each tool.
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Darkroom Web users have the ability to search for orders by the Order ID. Since most Darkroom
Web users keep track of order numbers with a third party money management system like
Quickbooks, the search option by Order ID is fast and efficient.
To search for a particular order number, select “Find Order” from the Orders Tool Set.

The “Find Order” window will appear. Enter the order number into the window and select “Find” to
locate the order. If the order number was entered correctly, the program will find and highlight it. The
program will also indicate whether the order number entered is incorrect or not. If the order number is
incorrect, the user will get a message that the order number could not be found.

D E L E T E

O R D E R

Darkroom Web users have the option to delete existing orders. Because of the fickle nature of
customers, it is possible that a customer will place an order, and then subsequently cancel the order.
Likewise, it is also possible that the order was submitted as a photographer error. Regardless of
reason, all local orders can be deleted from the Darkroom Web software.
Users who want to delete an order should select the order from the window. Once the order is
highlighted, the user should click “Delete Order” from the Orders Tool Set.

The “Delete Order” confirmation screen will appear. The application prompts the user to confirm the
deletion. It is important that users understand that deleted orders are permanently removed from the
software. These orders cannot be retrieved once they are removed from the system.
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Photographers can change the status of any order to “shipped” while using the software. To change
the status of an order to “shipped,” select the order from the Orders Tab. Once the orders whose
contents were shipped are highlighted, click the “Mark Order Shipped” icon on the Orders Tool Set.
The status will change to “Marked Shipped.” To change the status to “Shipped,” select the “refresh
option or reboot Darkroom Web. When photographers decide to reboot, they are prompted to update
the shipping status on the storefront.
All Photographers who use PhotoReflect.com should understand that checks only represent the orders
that are marked “Shipped” in the software. If the PhotoReflect.com order is not marked shipped, and
you are waiting on payment for that order, you will not receive payment. When your items ship,
remember to mark those orders as shipped.

E D I T

&

P R O O F

O R D E R

Darkroom Web allows users to easily edit the images in an order directly from the Orders tab. The
“Edit & Proof Order” option opens an enhance screen that is similar to the ExpressDigital Photo
Workshop. This screen allows the user to navigate through images and then through orders while
making changes to the order pictures.
To edit an order prior to sending it to print, the photographer must highlight the order from the screen
and then select “Edit & Proof Order” from the Orders Tool Set. This will open the Order Proofing or
Photo Proofing Screen.
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The Order Proofing or Photo Proofing screen, depending on which screen is set in the View menu,
will appear that includes all option s available in the Photo Workshop, as well as options available in
the Photo Library and Orders workspaces. The Order Proofing screen also is equipped with a
navigational menu.

The navigational menu makes it easy for the photographer to move to the next photo or the previous
photo. Photographers can browse through pages of photos and even move to the next or previous
order if multiple orders were selected in the Orders Workspace. Once all edits are made, the user can
select to “Finish Orders” to save all the new information or the user can opt to “Close” which will not
save any of the recent changes.
For more information on the Photo Workshop, refer to Chapter 7: Photo Workshop in the Darkroom
Web Application User Guide.

P R I N T

O R D E R

F O R M

Darkroom Web allows the photographer to print an order form for each order. Order Forms are used
as a paper copy for the studio’s records. It is important that all records are kept to maintain a
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legitimate business. Order forms help do this as they are different from customer receipts. To print an
order form, select “Print Order Form” from the Orders Tool Set.

P R I N T

O R D E R

The Order tab makes it possible for the user to print orders. Orders that contain self print fulfillment
items should be printed to those printers outside of Darkroom Web Edition. Orders that contain print
items that must be fulfilled by a Labtricity lab will be sent to the assigned Labtricity photo lab when
an order is printed.
In order to print an order, highlight the order from the Orders tab and select “Print Order” from the
Orders Tool Set.

P R I N T

A L L

O R D E R S

The application allows the user to print al orders that are waiting to be printed in the Orders tab. To
send all placed customer orders to print, select “Print All Orders” from the Orders Tool Set.

P R I N T

T O

C D

The software can work for users who prefer to send the photos to a lab on CD. Some users prefer not
to send orders electronically via the Internet and instead purchase a CD burner to create CDs. In order
to access the “Print to CD” button, the order must contain items that must be sent to the Labtricity
photo lab.
To burn a CD with the Labtricity order, select the order that must go to the photo lab. Once the
ordered is highlighted, click the “Print to CD” button. This will activate the burning program.

C A N C E L

P R I N T

All orders that were sent to the printer can be cancelled if caught in time. To cancel a print job,
highlight the order and click “Cancel Print” from the Orders Tool Set.
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Photo Workshop
ExpressDigital Darkroom Web offers all users an invaluable photo-editing feature. The Photo
Workshop provides photographers with tools that can manipulate the image in all the ways necessary
for a professional photographer. What is the best part about the Photo Workshop? It works 100%
internally. Professional photographers can import the images and then open the Photo Workshop to
make all changes that are most requested by the professional photography customer.
It is common knowledge that photos occasionally do not come out the way the professional intended.
It is at these times that an adjustment is needed. These adjustments can include manipulating the color
contrast or the lighting and shadows. When these everyday problems are addressed while using the
Photo Workshop, the end result creates a product, not “just” a photo.
Photography customers hire a professional photographer to create a product that Uncle Bob with a
“point and click” digital camera cannot produce. It is through the features available in the Photo
Workshop that photographers can produce an extraordinary photo. Photography customers require the
highest level of professionalism and talent, and with the Darkroom Web Photo Workshop,
professional photographers can deliver to the customer standards.

There are several ways to open the ExpressDigital Photo Workshop while using Darkroom Web. The
most common ways to open the Photo Workshop include selecting “Edit & Proof” from the Orders
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Tab, “Enhance” from the Photo Library or by merely opening a catalog and selecting “Photo
Workshop” from the tab menu.
Every Photo Workshop, whether opened into Presentation Mode or from the Screen Tabs will offer
the same editing options. In the Photo Workshop, professional photographers can access the Enhance,
Correct, and Color Balance toolsets. In addition to these four valuable resources, the Basic Toolset is
available at all times in the Photo Workshop.
The Photo Workshop ensures that all images within Darkroom Web remain safe during the editing
process. The software never makes changes to the original image, but instead saves the applied edits
in a separate file. Each time the original image file is loaded in the software, the applied edits file
changes the image for viewing. This is all done behind the scenes of the software and insures that the
digital negative is always untouched.
The Photo Workshop screen can be confusing because of the sheer number of features available to the
photographer. The following is a breakdown of what the different areas of the screen are called. As
the Photo Workshop is described, this diagram will help the user make sense of the menus and tabs
available. The following sections will be discussed in the Photo Workshop chapter: Photo Tabs, Photo
Bar, Photo Bar Menu, Photo Workshop Menu, Basic Tool Set, Tool Set Tabs, Image Viewer, and
Current Tool Set.
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Photo Workshop Menu

Basic Tool Set

Show Order

Photo Tabs

Photo Bar

Photo Bar Menu

Image Viewer

PHOTO

W ORKSHO P

Tool Set Tabs

VIEWING

Current Tool Set

MODE S

Darkroom Web offers two viewing modes for the user in the Photo Workshop. These viewing modes
allow for only one photo or multiple photos to appear onscreen. The ability to change from viewing
one photo to multiple photos or vice versa is designed to speed up the preliminary cropping and
editing work that is done right after an event. When a photographer views an entire catalog in multiple
mode, he or she can scroll through the images and crop them to the correct viewing aspect.
This is also helpful for photographers who must crop out shade sheets or light reflectors. Finding an
image quickly and then accessing the cropping tools immediately allows for the photographer to
easily prepare an entire catalog. Photographers can jump from multiple to single viewing modes and
edit in greater detail if necessary.
The viewing mode is changed when the user selects either single or multiple from the Photo Tabs.
This option is located in the upper left portion of the screen.
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When single mode is selected, the Photo Tab option looks like a file folder tab. Also, only one image
is available in the Image Viewer. That same image is highlighted on the Photo Bar.

When a photographer opts to view several photos at once in the Photo Workshop, “Multiple” should
be selected from the Photo Tabs. All Photo Workshop tools are available to the user, however there is
a different selection and scrolling mechanism at the bottom of the screen. Because so many image
files are available in the “Multiple” option, the application provides a navigational toolbar to help the
user quickly find photos in a catalog.
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The Navigational toolbar gives the photographer tools to help navigate between different photos.
Users can move to the first or the last picture in the catalog. They can move to the next page, or the
previous page. This toolbar also allows the user to select all photos in the catalog, or to deselect all
photos in a catalog.

The following section will describe all available tools in the Navigation Tool bar. These options are
“Select All,” “Home,” “Previous,” “Next,” “End,” and “Deselect All.”
S E L E C T

A L L

The “Select All” link allows the user to highlight every picture in the catalog. This means that when a
user applies something like a new color to a highlighted image, every highlighted image will be
affected. This is especially helpful when an entire shoot needs to be brightened or color adjusted. The
photographer can click “Select All” and then make adjustments in the Photo Workshop.
H O M E

This option allows the user to display the first photo in the catalog. What is actually viewable on the
Darkroom Web screen will change depending on the size of the thumbnail image currently set to
display. For example, the photographer can select to view 5 different thumbnail sizes. When “home”
is selected, the application will move the photographer to the first photo in the catalog.
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It is important to remember that the first photo depends on the sorting method that is currently set.
This means that the first photo in the catalog could be the first photo taken in chronological order, or
the photos could be sorted based on photo rating. Sorting methods are set in the Photo Library.
To move to the first page of images in the photo catalog, select “Home.”
P R E V I O U S

This option allows the user to display a photo or photos that are sorted earlier in the photo catalog.
Most specifically, this option allows the user to move one preview image backwards to view the photo
or photos on the previous page.
Since the photographer can view 5 different sizes of thumbnails on a page, selecting to move back one
page will only change one row of preview images at a time. If there are several preview images on a
page, the newly visible photos will appear in the top row of the page.
To move back one row of photos in presentation mode, select “Previous.”
N E X T

This option allows the user to display a photo or photos that are sorted later in the photo catalog. Most
specifically, this option allows the user to move one row of preview images forward to view the photo
or photos on the next page.
Since the photographer can view 5 different sizes of preview photos on a page, selecting to move
forward one page will only change one row or previews at a time. If there are several preview images
on a page, the newly visible photo row will appear at the bottom of the page.
To move forward one photo row in presentation mode, select “Next.”
E N D

This option allows the user to display the last photo in the catalog. What is actually viewable on the
Darkroom Web screen will change depending on how many photos are currently set to display. For
example, the photographer may have the presentation mode set to display several photos on screen at
once. In this case, selecting the “End” option will open the last page of photos with the first photo on
the last page highlighted.
It is important to remember that the last photo depends on the sorting method that is currently set. This
means that the last photo in the catalog could be the last photo taken in chronological order, or the
photos could be sorted based on photo rating.
To move to the last page of images in the photo catalog, select “End.”
D E S E L E C T

A L L

The “Deselect All” link allows the user to un-highlight every picture in the catalog. This feature is
helpful to quickly deselect images that were highlighted on accident.
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B A R

The Photo Bar is only available in Single Mode. This section of the screen displays photos from the
catalog currently open in the Photo Library. The arrows above and below the photos allow you to
scroll through the photos. All photos in a photo catalog are available in the Photo Bar.
When a photo is open in the Image viewer, select the “TAB” shortcut key to open the next photo in
the photo bar. Users can also press the “[“ or “]” keys to scroll through the previews in the Photo Bar.
Use “SHIFT + [“ to go to the first photo in the catalog or press “SHIFT + ]” to go to the last photo in
the catalog. The “SHIFT” key also works with the Photo Bar arrows to move to the beginning and end
of the photos. Holding the “CTRL” key while clicking the Photo Bar arrows scrolls an entire page of
photos at a time instead of just one.
It is from the Photo Bar that photographers select photos for editing. Click on the preview to open the
image in the Image Viewer. This will load the image for editing in the Photo Workshop. Now users
can correct, enhance, and compose the photo in the Photo Workshop. When a photo is selected in the
Photo Bar, a white box will appear around the photo.
Photographers can also drag photos from the Photo Bar to the workshop or to the shopping cart. This
is useful for montages and memory mates since it allows the user to drag each photo and drop it into
the corresponding opening on the montage.

P H O T O

B A R

M E N U

Darkroom Web provides a way for photographers to access all the functionality of the Photo Library
directly in the Photo Workshop tab. All preview photos displayed on the Photo Bar have a right-click
option. By right-clicking on any preview in the Photo Bar, the Photo Menu will open. This menu
includes all options available in the Photo Library. Not only does this menu allow the user to view and
change the photo properties, but also allows the user to do things like change the viewing options for
the Photo Bar.

The Photo Bar Menu allows the user to remove photos, edit photos, rename photos, rate photos,
describe photos, select all, and deselect all. The Photo Bar also allows the user to change the viewing
options, view the properties window, hide from publishing, change the orientation of photos, view the
service notes, and refresh the system.
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P H O T O

Darkroom Web allows the user to remove photos from photo catalogs and photo groups. To remove a
photo, right-click on the photo in the “Photo Bar.” The Photo Bar Menu will appear. Select “Remove
Photo.”

The “Remove Event Picture” window will appear. To remove the image, select “Yes.” To exit the
window without modifying the application, select “No.” If the user would like to delete the picture
file, the user should click in the box next to the “Delete the picture file(s) as well” option. This will
permanently delete the image from the computer. Unless the image has been saved elsewhere on a
backed up drive, this information will no longer be available to the user. There is no way to recover
data that has been permanently removed from the computer.

E D I T

P H O T O

Darkroom Web allows the user to access and edit photo properties from the Photo Workshop. The
Edit Photo settings allow the user to hide a photo from publishing, rename a photo, orient a photo, rate
a photo, describe a photo or adjust the service notes.

Hide From Publishing
The “Hide from Publishing” feature allows the user to select images in each catalog to not publish to
the PhotoReflect.com Internet Storefront. Photographers have the option to publish custom photo
catalogs to please the customer.
There are other reasons photographers would want to hide portions of the photo catalog. With huge
events like weddings, it is important for the photographer to have access to all of the photos taken. But
the storefront should contain the images available for sale for to the general population. For example,
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if 15 pictures were takes of the bride’s shoes, these images may not be desirable for the casual buyer.
By hiding the images, the files are still intact and available to the photographer, but only the best
photos are on the PhotoReflect.com storefront.
To hide a photo from publishing, highlight the image from the “Photo Bar.” Right-click on a preview
image that must be hidden and select “Edit Photo” from the menu. Then in the third menu, select
“Hide from Publishing.” ExpressDigital Darkroom Web will ask the user again if they wish to hide
the selected images from publishing to the web.

To hide the images from publishing, select “Yes.” To exit the window without modifying the
application, select “No.”
When an image is hidden from publishing, it is obvious there should be a mechanism to un-hide the
image from publishing. To do this, select the hidden photo from the “Photo Bar.” Right-click on the
image and select “Edit Photo.” The select “Hide from Publishing.” ExpressDigital Darkroom Web
will ask the user again if they wish to un-hide the selected images from publishing to the web.

To un-hide the images from publishing, select “Yes.” To exit the window without modifying the
application, select “No.”
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These symbols indicate that the
photos are hidden from publishing.

When images are hidden from publishing, Darkroom Web labels them so they are easy to find in the
Photo Catalogs available in the “Current Catalog Viewer.” The label indicating that the photo is
hidden from publishing is a box with an “X” in the upper right corner of the highlighted space in the
“Current Catalog Viewer.”
In the included image, both preview images are hidden from publishing. The box with an “X”
indicates the status of this photo.
Rename Photo
Darkroom Web allows a user to rename photos in the Photo Workshop. This option is available for all
catalogs that are not published to the PhotoReflect.com storefront. To rename a photo, highlight the
image in the Photo Bar. Right-click on the image and select “Edit Photo.” Once the Edit Photo menu
opens, select “Rename Photo.”
Once the user selects “Rename Photo,” Darkroom Web highlights the image name in the Image
Viewer. The user simply needs to type the new name in the highlighted space to change the photo
name.
Once the name is changed, the user should press “Enter” on the keyboard to save.
Orient Photo
Darkroom Web provides the user with an Orientation menu offering several orientation options. Also,
this menu allows the user to set a default orientation. Users can change the orientation manually by
selecting one of the seven different orientation options.
To open the Orientation Menu, Darkroom Web users should right-click on a photo in the “Photo Bar.”
This is located in the Photo Workshop. Next, the user should select “Edit Photo” and then “Orient
Photo” from the menu. This will open a drop down menu with the following options: “Vertical,”
“Horizontal,” “Vertical Flipped,” “Horizontal Flipped,” “Flip,” “Rotate Clockwise,” “Rotate Counter
Clockwise,” and “Default Orientation.”
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First, Darkroom Web users have the tools to change the photos basic orientation. There are four basic
orientation directions that an image can be assigned. These four orientation options are “Vertical,”
“Horizontal,” “Vertical Flipped,” and “Horizontal Flipped.”
The “Vertical” option in the Orientation menu will assign a vertical orientation to the highlighted
photos. Photos which are oriented vertically will not be adjusted by the “Vertical” tool. However,
photos that are oriented horizontally will be changed to a vertical orientation. Photographers can use
the “V” shortcut key available on the keyboard to quickly orient a photo vertically. The “V” short cut
key will affect the photos that begin in a vertical state in the first place. These photos will perform a
“Vertical Flip.” This will rotate the photo 180º.

When a user wants to change the orientation of an image,
it is important to make note of its “starting position.” In
the example to the right, the image’s starting position is set
to horizontal. All changes to orientation are derived from
the starting position. When a user opts to change the
image to “Vertical,” the image will set itself up vertically in
a counter clockwise movement. Likewise if the original
image had a vertical starting point, the image would shift
90 degrees in a clockwise rotation. All images have a saved
starting point, which changes as new orientations are
applied to the imported photo.

The “Horizontal” option in the Orientation menu will assign a horizontal orientation to the highlighted
photos. The “Horizontal” tool will not adjust horizontal photos. All vertical photos, however, will be
adjusted to a horizontal orientation. These images will rotate in a clockwise direction exactly 90º.
Photographers can use the “H” shortcut key available on the keyboard to quickly orient a photo
horizontally. The “H” short cut key will affect the photos that begin in a horizontal state in the first
place. These photos will perform a “Horizontal Flip.” The “H” short cut key will affect the photos that
begin in a horizontal state in the first place. These photos will perform a “Horizontal Flip.” This will
rotate the photo 180º.
Darkroom Web also offers two options called “Vertical Flipped” and “Horizontal Flipped.” These
two options allows the user to quickly change the orientation if the image is imported upside-down.
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The Darkroom Web feature, “Vertical Flipped,” has two different outcomes depending on whether a
photo has a horizontal or vertical starting position. Images in a horizontal starting position will turn
90º in a clockwise direction. Images in a vertical starting position will rotate 180º. This option will
turn an image imported upside-down the correct way for viewing.
The Darkroom Web feature, “Horizontal Flipped,” has two different outcomes depending on whether
a photo has a horizontal or vertical starting position. Images in a vertical starting position will turn 90º
in a counter clockwise direction. Images in a horizontal starting position will rotate 180º. This option
will turn an image imported upside-down the correct way for viewing.
The next options available in the Orientation menu are “Rotate Clockwise,” “Rotate Counter
Clockwise,” and “Flip.” Both “Rotate Clockwise” and “Rotate Counter Clockwise” perform the
function indicated but both rotate the image exactly 90º with each selection. Darkroom Web makes
this easy for the user, since the orientation can be changed on any selected photos by pressing the “O”
shortcut key to rotate clockwise or SHIFT + O to rotate the photo counter clockwise.
Darkroom Web also provides a way for the photographer to quickly flip the photo. Users can either
select this option from the Orientation menu or through the software shortcut keys. The “F” key on the
keyboard will flip the photo.
Darkroom Web provides an incredibly handy keystroke and mouse click feature that will orient all
images in the same direction. To use this feature, press and hold the “ALT” key on the keyboard.
While holding the “ALT” button, click the side of any photo in the Image Viewer. If only one image
is highlighted, only that image will re-orient. The side that the photographer selected will be the
direction that the photo will orient to the top.
The Orientation menu includes one more advanced orientation option to the Darkroom Web
photographer. Users can set a default orientation. If you take more photos in one orientation than the
other (such as with a fixed tripod), the Orientation menu allows you to set a default orientation. When
a default orientation is set, the application automatically orients the photos to the default selected in
the menu. The photos will adhere to this orientation as they are imported.
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To set a default orientation before adding photos, select the preview image from the Photo Bar. Once
the preview image in highlighted, open “Edit Photo” and then “Orient Photo.” In the Orientation
menu select “Default Orientation…” The “Default Orientation” menu will open. When it opens,
choose the desired default option. This is a useful time saving option when you know all the photos
will have the same orientation.
Rate Photo
The “Rate Photo” feature allows the user to rate an image on a one to five numerical scale. This
option is helpful for photographers who present directly to the customer. It helps the customer rate all
the images in the photo catalog in order to narrow the choices down for prints. This feature also helps
the photographer while in the sales process after a photo shoot.
To rate a photo, highlight the image in Photo Workshop, right-click on the photo from the “Photo
Bar.” The Photo Bar menu will appear. Select “Edit Photo” and then “Rate Photo.”

Once you select “Rate Photo,” the Stars menu will appear allowing the user to assign a one to five star
rating. When explaining the rating system to the customer, remember that five stars is the best rating.
The Stars menu is this: 1 Star is Fair, 2 Stars is OK, 3 Stars is Good, 4 Stars is Better and 5 Stars is
Best.

When a photo is rated, the star rating is available above all the rated images. Photo rating is not visible
by default. To make the ratings visible, select the “Catalog” menu located in the lower left corner and
then “Show Photo Rating.” The star rating will be visible directly above the image.
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Describe Photo
Darkroom Web allows the user to associate specific notes to an image. Photographers can use this
option to describe the photo or to save specific customer requests. Darkroom Web users can add a
description to all photos. To add a description, the user should right-click on an image while in the
Photo Bar or the Image Viewer. Once the Photo Bar menu is available, select “Edit Photo” and then
“Describe Photo.”

The “Describe an Image” window will appear allowing users to add notes to the photo. When all the
desired information is entered, select “OK” to save. If you do not wish to save the notes, click
“Cancel” to return to the Photo Workshop.
The information entered into this field is viewable by right-clicking the image and selecting
“Properties.” The “Picture Properties” window will appear. Refer to the “Photographer’s noted section
at the bottom.

Once the “Describe
Photo” information is
saved, it is stored in the
“Picture Properties”
feature in the software.
The section heading is
called “Photographer’s
Notes.”

Service Notes
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The “Service Notes” feature allows the user to add available services to a photo. Services are pre-print
and post-print services available on a photo-by-photo basis. Some common services are whitening
teeth, removing blemishes and removing eyeglass glare and removing braces.
Not only are these services beneficial to the customer to obtain a more perfect image, these services
affect the photographer’s bottom line. Offering a complete set of comprehensive services allows the
photographer to make the most out of their photography business.
These services can be applied to a highlighted photo from the Photo Workshop. To add a service to a
photo, highlight the image in the “Photo Bar.” Right click on the preview and then select “Edit
Photo.” Once that menu opens, select “Service Notes…”
The Photo Service Notes window will appear.

This window allows the user to apply a service to a selected photo by clicking on the check box next
to the service description. Once you select one photo service, a second instance photo service will
appear. This allows the user to check multiple instances of a service to apply more than once to a
single photo.
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For example, a photographer has an image with two subjects in it. Multiple instances of services allow
the photographer to charge appropriately for retouching on different subjects in the image. With the
second instance both subjects can have their teeth whitened, both subjects can have a reduction in
eyeglass glare, and both subjects can have a blemish treatment to their skin.
Darkroom Web provides a way for photographers to describe the selected service by recording any
other details in the “Service Comment” field. To clarify all applied services, especially in instances
where second instances of photo services are used, use the “Service Comment” field to identify which
subject will receive the enhancement.

V I E W

Darkroom Web provides the user with a View menu so the user can adjust how each thumbnail is
displayed and ordered. The View menu allows you to view your photos and catalogs in a variety of
ways. Users can opt to show image specific information such as photo filenames, and paths as well as
sort them in one of nine different sort methods.

The following is a comprehensive description of all the features available in the “View” portion of the
Photo Bar Menu.

Show Filenames
The first View menu “Show” option is called “Show Photo Filenames.” Darkroom Web allows the
user to show photo filenames along side each photo.
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To activate this option, right-click on a preview image in the Photo Workshop. This will open the
“Photo Bar” Menu. Select “View” from the menu and then “”Show Filenames” The photo filenames
will appear in the Image Viewer directly under each photo.
Show Paths
The second View menu “Show” option is called “Show Paths.” Darkroom Web allows the user to
show the image file pathway. This is the location that each image is stored in the Darkroom Web
software.

To activate this option, right-click on a preview image in the Photo Workshop. This will open the
“Photo Bar” Menu. Select “View” from the menu and then “”Show Paths” The image file pathways
will appear in the Image Viewer directly under each photo.
Note: In order to show the image file pathway, the user MUST first activate “Show Filenames”
from the View menu.

Show Info Tooltip
Darkroom Web allows the user to view the image’s filename when the cursor is hovered over the
preview image.
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To activate this option, the user should right-click on an image in the Photo Bar. Once the user rightclicks, a menu will appear. The photographer should select “View” and then “Show Info Tooltip.”
This will activate the feature.
Sort by File Date and Time
The “Sort by File Date and Time” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to sort the photos by
timestamp. This sort option can be assigned to display in ascending or descending order.
Sort by Full Pathname
The “Sort by Full Pathname” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to sort the photos in order
alphabetically by full pathname. The program will alphabetize the filenames and will display the
filenames in this order. This sort option can be assigned to display in ascending order or descending
order.
Sort by Filename
The “Sort by Filename” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to put all photos in order of their
Filename. The program will alphabetize the filenames and will display the filenames in this order.
This sort option can be assigned to display in ascending order or descending order.
Sort by File Size
The “Sort by File Size” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to sort the mages by file size. To
view an image’s file size, right-click on a preview in the Photo Workshop and select “Properties.”
This sort option can be assigned to display in ascending or descending order.
Sort by Published
The “Sort by Published” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to put all photos in order of
how they were published to the PhotoReflect.com storefront in order in the Photo Workshop. This
allows all the published photos to be grouped together. If this sort mode is designated to display in
“Ascending Order,” the published photos will appear at the beginning of the catalog list. If this sort
mode is designated to display in “Descending Order,” the published photos will appear at the end of
the catalog list.
Sort by Archived
The “Sort by Archived” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to put all photos in order of how
they were archived. These photos are resorted while working in the Photo Workshop. This allows all
the archived photos to be grouped together. If this sort mode is designated to display in “Ascending
Order,” the archived photos will appear at the beginning of the catalog list. If this sort mode is
designated to display in “Descending Order,” the archived photos will appear at the end of the catalog
list.
Sort Photos by Rating
The “Sort by Ratings” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to change the order of photos by
rating only. This option will group all photos rating 5 Stars together, 4 Stars together and so on. This
sort option can be assigned to display in ascending or descending order.
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Sort by Film Number
The “Sort by Film Number” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to sort the photos by their
image number. This is the same option as “Sort Photos by Photo Number” which is available in the
Photo Library. This sort option can be assigned to display in ascending or descending order.
Sort by Custom
The “Sort Photos by Custom” menu option allows the Darkroom Web user to reorder the photos in
whatever way they wish. This option lets the user click and drag images to new spots in the Image
Viewer.
Sort Photos in Ascending Order
The “Sort Photos in Ascending Order” allows the Darkroom Web user to assign the photos to display
in a first to last pattern. For example, if the photos were ordered by rating, the photos would be in the
order from 1 Star to 5 Star images.
Sort Photos in Descending Order
The “Sort Photos in Descending Order” allows the Darkroom Web User to assign the photos to
display in a last to first pattern. For example, if the photos were ordered by rating, the photos would be
in the order from 5 Star images to 1 Star.

S E L E C T

A L L

First, Darkroom Web users can effectively highlight all of the photos in the Photo Bar or Image View
by opting to “Select All” via the Photo Bar menu. This feature is helpful when users want to re-orient
all of the imported images to the same orientation. This option is for functions that either should be
done to all photos, or need to be done to all photos.
Note: The photographer must be in Multiple mode to perform these actions.
To activate this function, right-click on a preview image in the Photo Bar, or a photo in the Image
Viewer. Once the Photo Bar menu opens, click on the option “Select All.”

D E S E L E C T

A L L

Second, Darkroom Web users can effectively un-highlight all photos in the Photo Bar or Image
Viewer with one option. This feature is called “Deselect All.”
To activate this function, right-click on a preview image in the Photo Bar, or a photo in the Image
Viewer. Once the Photo Bar menu opens, click on the option “Deselect All.”
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R E F R E S H

Finally, Darkroom Web users can refresh the Photo Workshop screen to show recent changes such as
when new photos or information are added. To refresh, users should right-click on a preview image in
the Photo Bar, or a photo in the Image Viewer. Once the Photo Bar menu opens, click on the option
“Refresh.” The Photo Workshop automatically refreshes every time the Photo Workshop tab is
opened, so most times the Refresh function is not needed to access new information.

P R O P E R T I E S …

The last option in the Photo Bar menu is the “Properties” feature. This feature allows the user to view
photo properties and photo data. In addition the user can add photo data to the image. To view a
photo’s properties, the user should right-click on a preview image in the Image Viewer. Once the
Photo Bar menu opens, click on the option “Properties.”

The “Picture Properties” window will appear. There are two tabs available in the “Picture Properties.”
The first is called “Properties” and the second tab is called “Photo Data.”
All information relating to the image is stored in the “Properties” window. There are 10 pieces of
information stored in the Properties tab. Here is a list of that information:
FILENAME

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows the user the filename of the
highlighted picture. For example, an entry would look like this: red2.jpg.

PATH

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows the user where on the C:\ Drive
the images are stored. For example, an entry would look like this: C:\sample
data\20020415\ed_0006.
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IMAGE SIZE

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays three pieces of information
that pertains only to the image highlighted. First, the exact pixel size of the
image is available. This measurement describes the number of pixels wide
by the number of pixels tall the image is. For example, the measurement
could display as 1728 x 1152. This means that the image is 1728 pixels in
width and 1152 pixels in height. The next set of information available is the
color depth information. This information appears as “24-bit RGB” in the
Value column. This information indicates that the photo is available in full
or true color, which is the standard for photo printing. Finally, the last piece
of information shows how much memory the image uses as it is viewed in
the software. This number is displayed in Kilobytes (KB) and looks like
this: 5832KB (Memory). This entire Value column will looks like this: 1728
x 1152 24-bit RGB 5832KB (Memory)

FILE SIZE

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays the exact amount of disk
space the photo uses for storage. This is measured in kilobytes (KB). For
example, an entry would look like this: 320 KB (Disk).

LAST MODIFIED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web displays the date the photo was last
modified in numerical form as month/day/year. The exact time that the
photo was last saved is also available. For example, an entry would look
like this: 4/18/2002 8:55:38 PM.

ORIENTATION

In the Value column, Darkroom Web shows the photo orientation. There
are two options available for every image. These two options are horizontal
and vertical. For example, an entry would look like this: Horizontal.

CACHED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate if the images were
cached on the machine. For example, an entry would look like this: No.

ARCHIVED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the image
is currently archived. For example, an entry would look like this: No, has
not been archived.

PUBLISHED

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the image
is currently published to the user’s PhotoReflect.com online Internet
Storefront. For example, an entry would look like this: No, has not been
published.

HIDDEN

In the Value column, Darkroom Web will indicate whether or not the image
is currently hidden from publishing to PhotoReflect.com. For example, an
entry would look like this: Yes, will not be published.

Finally, the Photographer’s notes are available in the bottom field. These notes are entered when a
user highlights an image in the Photo Bar or Image Viewer and then selects “Edit Photo” and then
“Describe Photo” from the Photo Bar menu.
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The second tab in the “Picture Properties” window is called “Photo Data.” Darkroom Web allows
users to assign photo data to the images. This is most useful for users who use queries when applying
borders or when creating composites.

In order to add a new photo data query, the user should click on “Add Data” in the Photo Data tab.
This will open the “Add Photo Data” window.

The “Add Photo Data” window offers two fields to the Darkroom Web user. These fields should
house the photo query information. For example, if a user entered “Type” into the “Property” field
and then “Team” into the “Value” field, then the user would be instructing Darkroom Web to make
the following equation: “Type=Team”
This equation comes into play when applying borders to the images. If a photographer was creating a
Memory Mate for a player the team photo could be assigned photo data, for example “Type=Team.”
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The photographer could assign this equation to the team photo placeholder on the border and
automatically import the correct team photo for each player.

C A T A L O G

M E N U

The Photo Bar is equipped with a menu called “Catalog Menu.” It allows the user to manage viewing
and sorting options while in the Photo Workshop. Users can also show both photo icons and photo
ratings while in the Photo Workshop. It is helpful for many photographers to activate the photo icon
option. This action will help identify which photos were enhanced or retouched.
The Catalog Menu offers the following features: Slideshow, Sort Photos, Show Photo Icons, Show
Photo Rating, Refresh Photos, Reset Photo Numbers, Set Starting Photo Number, Find Photo, and
Create New.

S O R T

P H O T O S

The Sort menu allows Darkroom Web users to sort the images stored in the photo catalogs. There are
eight different modes of sorting. All images are sorted in the Photo Bar when viewing in “Single”
mode or in the Image Viewer in “Multiple” mode, since this is where the contents of all photo
catalogs are viewed.
The way the catalogs and photos are sorted also determines how the images appear on the
PhotoReflect.com Online Storefront once they are published. Photos can be resorted in the Photo Bar
when viewing in “Single” mode or in the Image Viewer in “Multiple” mode after an event is
published, however, in order to reorder the event online, the even must be republished.
In order to change the sort options for a catalog, select the “Catalog” menu located below the Photo
Bar. This action will open a drop down menu. To re-sort the photo catalog, select the sort option you
would like to use.
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Photos can be sorted in one of eight ways. These modes of sorting are:



Sort Photos by Rating



Sort Photos by Time



Sort Photos by Photo Number



Sort Photos by Filename



Sort Photos by Full Pathname



Sort Photos by Custom



Sort Photos in Ascending Order



Sort Photos in Descending Order

Sort Menu Options
There are two different levels of sorting available in the Sort menu. The first six options in the menu
are the “Sort Types.” These include the six different ways a Darkroom Web user can sort a particular
catalog. These way are by Rating, Time, Phone Number, Filename, Full Pathname and Custom.
These sorting options determine the order of the thumbnails in the Current Catalog Viewer.
The last two options in the Sort menu are referred to as the “Sort Order.” These two options are
ascending and descending order.
Darkroom Web includes powerful photo rating system for all users. This allows users to attach a star
rating to each photo. A 5-Star rating is best and a 1-Star is worst.
To assign a photo rating to a photo in Darkroom Web, users must right-click on a photo in the Current
Catalog Viewer. Once the photo is highlighted, the user should select the option to “Edit Photo.” This
will open another menu where the user can choose to “Rate Photo.” Darkroom Web users should
select the star rating that best reflects the selected picture. Users might choose to sort the photos in the
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Current Catalog Viewer by Rating and then subsequently, in descending order to view photos
beginning with the 5-Star photos first and concluding with the 1-Star photos.
The following is an explanation of all Sort Menu options.
SORT PHOTOS BY RATING

The “Sort Photos by Ratings” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to change the order of photos by
rating only. This option will group all photos rating 5 Stars
together, 4 Stars together and so on. This sort option can
be assigned to display in ascending or descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY TIME

The “Sort Photos by Time” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to reorder the photos in timestamp
order. This sort option can be assigned to display in
ascending order or descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY PHOTO NUMBER

The “Sort Photos by Photo Number” menu option allows
the Darkroom Web user to put all photos in order of their
image number. This sort option can be assigned to display
in ascending order or descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY FILENAME

The “Sort Photos by Filename” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to put all photos in order of their
Filename. The program will alphabetize the filenames and
will display the filenames in this order. This sort option
can be assigned to display in ascending order or
descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY FULL PATHNAME

The “Sort Photos by Full Pathname” menu option allows
the Darkroom Web user to reorder all photos in order of
the full pathname. The program will alphabetize the
filenames and will display the filenames in this order. This
sort option can be assigned to display in ascending order or
descending order.

SORT PHOTOS BY CUSTOM

The “Sort Photos by Custom” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to reorder the photos in whatever way
they wish. This option lets the user click and drag images
to new spots in the Current Catalog Viewer.

SORT PHOTOS IN ASCENDING ORDER

The “Sort Photos in Ascending Order” allows the
Darkroom Web User to assign the photos to display in a
first to last pattern. For example, if the photos were
ordered by rating, the photos would be in the order from 1
Star to 5 Star images.
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The “Sort Photos in Descending Order” allows the
Darkroom Web User to assign the photos to display in a
last to first pattern. For example, if the photos were
ordered by rating, the photos would be in the order from 5
Star images to 1 Star.

I C O N S

In order to view the photo icons for the catalog photos, select the “Catalog” menu located below the
Photo Bar. This action will open a drop down menu. To view the photo icons, select “Show Photo
Icons.”
There are five icons available for display when a user chooses to display the photo icons in the Photo
Bar or Image Viewer. These icons will indicate whether the image has been printed, archived,
enhanced, hidden (from publishing) or published. Here is a list of these icons and how they are
displayed:
- Printed
- Archived
- Enhanced
- Hidden (from publishing)
- Published
The applicable photo icons will appear in the Photo Bar or Image Viewer to the upper right and upper
left of the image.
S H O W

P H O T O

R A T I N G

In order to view the photo ratings while in the Photo Workshop, select the “Catalog” menu located
below the Photo Bar. Once the Catalog menu opens, select “Show Photo Rating.” Darkroom Web
allows the user to show photo ratings above each photo in the Photo Bar or Image Viewer.

Photo ratings are used to order, per customer preference, from best-liked image to least-liked image.
A rating is displayed as a series of stars.
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P H O T O S

Darkroom Web users can refresh the Photo Workshop screen to show recent changes such as when
new photos or information are added. To refresh, users should open the “Catalog” menu and then
select “Refresh Photos.” The Photo Workshop automatically refreshes every time the Photo
Workshop tab is opened, so most times the Refresh function is not needed to access new information.
It is possible to refresh the images by pressing the shortcut keys on the keyboard. The shortcut keys
for “Refresh Photos” in the Photo Workshop is “CTRL + F5.”
R E S E T

P H O T O

N U M B E R S

Users who want to reset the photo numbers for all imported photos should select “Reset Photo
Numbers.” This option is available when a user right clicks on the “Catalog” menu in the Photo
Workshop. The “Reset Image Numbers” window will appear.

By selecting a new starting photo number, it will instruct Darkroom Web to reset all image numbers
for the entire catalog.
Users have the ability to choose a starting number to begin count. For example, if the photos started at
number 25, users could renumber the images to begin at the number 1. All of the photos in the catalog
would change numbers, beginning the count at 25.
S E T

S T A R T I N G

P H O T O

N U M B E R

Users who want to apply a starting number to all imported photos should select “Set Starting Photo
Number” from the “Catalog” menu. This option is available in the Photo Workshop in the lower left
corner of the screen. It will instruct Darkroom Web to give the next imported photo the starting
number indicated.
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For example, if there are 5 photos in the photo catalog, but the next roll was to start at number 10, a
user would need to select the starting number as 10. There would be no image file for numbers 6,7,8,
or 9. These images could be added later.
F I N D

P H O T O

Darkroom Web provides users with the ability to locate photos by searching for the Filename, Full
Pathname, Photo Notes or Film Number. Users can search for the photo by matching the whole word
or by simply matching the case.

It is possible to search for a photo while in the Photo Workshop. To do this, select the “Catalog”
menu. Once the menu opens, select “Find Photo.” The “Find Photos” window will appear. If you wish
to use a short cut key, select “F2” to open the “Find Photos” window.
Enter the searchable text in the “Search String” and choose a method from the drop down menu.
When all of the information is entered, press the “Find” button to search Darkroom Web for the
photo. If you opened this window in error, click “Cancel” to return to the previous menu.
C R E A T E

N E W

Darkroom Web allows users to create new photo catalogs and photo groups directly from the Photo
Workshop. To create a new catalog or group, open the “Catalog” menu located in the lower left corner
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of the screen. Once the menu is open select “Create New.” A second menu will open allowing the
user to either create a new photo catalog or photo group.

There are two choices available in the drop down menu. The first is “Add new Photo Group to XXX.”
This selection allows the user to create another photo group in an existing catalog. The Catalog
Wizard will open to the “Photo Group Information” screen. This screen asks the user to supply a
name, photographer notes and the event date. Please note that this menu option is only available if a
Photo Catalog is selected in the Photo Library Tree.
The second option listed in the “Create New” drop down menu is called, “Add New Photo
Catalog…” This function allows the Darkroom Web user to create a new photo catalog via the
Catalog Wizard. The wizard will open to the “Catalog Information” screen.

PHOTO

W ORKSHO P

MENU

The Photo Workshop menu is available to each Darkroom Web photographer when the Photo
Workshop is opened. This menu gives the user access to import, attribute, and view features. The user
can also access the fullscreen view mode.

I M P O R T

The “Import” menu option is designed to allow the user to easily insert photos into existing catalogs.
To add photos to photo catalogs and groups in Darkroom Web, the user must select “Import” on the
Photo Workshop menu. This menu option gives the user 5 different import options. These options are:
Import, Quick Import, Quick import Setup, Import From Camera, and Acquire From. Users must
click on the down arrow by the text “Add Photo” in order to choose the different import options.
While the shortcut keys will be mentioned in the following text, refer to the Appendix at the end of
your ExpressDigital software manual to view a complete list of operational keystrokes.
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To import only one photo or multiple photos, or more clearly defined images, select “Import” from
the Import drop down menu. The “Import Picture File” window will appear. The “Import” menu item
allows photographers to select and preview photos using the filenames and thumbnail photos before
adding them to the desired photo catalog.

Photo Filename List

Thumbnail and Import
Option Tab

In order to add a photo to a catalog available in your Darkroom Web software, you should select the
catalog in the Photo Library. This catalog should be the one you desire to add photos to. Once the
catalog is highlighted, select the “Add Photo” tool. Alternately, you can press “CTRL + I” on the
keyboard. The “Import Picture File” window will appear.
To import a photo, navigate to and select the folder containing your photos. The photos contained in
the selected folder are listed in two ways: by photo filename and by photo thumbnail. When the user
selects a photo in the filename list, the corresponding thumbnail photo is also selected. You can use
either list to select photos.
The “Import Picture File” window allows the user to select multiple photos from the same folder. To
select multiple photos, hold down the CTRL key on the keyboard and select the images with the
mouse. This will highlight multiple photos. Users can also select a series of photos by clicking the
first photo in the series, and then by pressing the SHIFT key and click the last photo in the series.
Users can also select all photos in the folder. To select all photos in a folder, use the CTRL + A
shortcut key.
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The Files of Type field allows you to specify the types of files to show in the lists. The default option
is “All Image Files.” You might want to change the selection in this field to limit the list to only
specific camera file types.
Click the “Import” button to add the selected photos to the photo catalog. The original image files are
not removed or deleted by this operation.
Each time a new photo is added, it is assigned a photo number. The photo number assigned in
Darkroom Web is what a frame number is to film. These numbers traditionally start at 1 and increase
with each subsequent photo, however, you can assign starting photo numbers. Sometimes the
application refers to the Photo Number as the Film Number or Photo ID. The photo number stays with
the photo forever and can be used to reference the photo. You can display the photo number under the
thumbnails by selecting “Show Photo Number” from the View menu.
Multiple Import Settings
Users may configure the multiple import settings from the “Import Picture File” window. These
settings are available in the “Import Options” tab.

The “Import Options” tab allows the user to set copy settings and photo renaming options.
After selecting a file pathway, the first step is to decide how the files should be copied. Some users
prefer to convert the image files to another format while importing into Darkroom Web. If a user
decides that the images should be converted to another file format during import, the “Convert the
files to another format while copying” option must be selected. The user must also decide which new
image format the files should copy to. Photographers who use this option do so to batch convert
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photos from a proprietary camera format into more common and portable image formats such as a
.JPEG.
If a user does not want to change file formats upon import, then the user should make sure that the
“Simply copy the files to the destination” option is selected.
The next step is to decide what options are applicable for the current import. Users have the
opportunity to rename all photos upon import, and delete existing files after copying them.
If you want to rename the photo filenames as they are copied, check the “Rename copied files”
checkbox. Darkroom Web allows the user to select a filename prefix and starting count. In addition,
users can opt to order the images in reverse chronological.
Users should enter a prefix for the filename. The prefix name can be any word. Users traditionally
choose a descriptor of the event. For example, if the image is part of the Thompson wedding, then the
prefix would be “Thompson.” Each filename is formatted with the prefix followed by an index
number. The index number is determined by what the photographer entered into the “Starting Count”
field. For example, if the user entered ‘1’ into the starting count field, then the filename prefix would
be: thompson1.
Users can change the default format by adding the # character in the name where you want the index.
For example, in the “File Name Prefix” field, you can specify a prefix for the Thompson Wedding as
Thompson### – Bridal Portraits. The resulting names would be Thompson001 – Bridal Portraits,
Thompson002 – Bridal Portraits, Thompson003 – Bridal Portraits, etc. The number of pound sign (#)
characters determines the number of characters in the index number.
The final option available in the “Import Options” tab is “Delete files after copying them.” Users who
wish to remove the image files from the initial import location should check this box. For example, if
you were importing images from a media card and wanted to remove the images as they were brought
into the software, this checkbox will permit the user to delete those image files.
When the user is ready to import the multiple images, select “Import.” This is also where users are
able to recurse subdirectories. To recurse the subdirectories of the highlighted folder, select “Import
All.” If you wish to close the “Import Picture File” window without importing, select “Cancel.”

A T T R I B U T E S

M E N U

The Attributes menu allows the Darkroom Web user to display and render each image with the proper
color attributes. Each photo in a catalog has information attached to it that describes how to display
and render the photo. When you make changes or enhancements to a photo in the application, the
information is added to the photo attributes and the photo is re-rendered with the changes for preview.
The application only loads a small version of the photo, which is called a thumbnail image, for
viewing and editing. This image information can be stored as a photo attribute so Darkroom Web
users can later apply each editing and viewing change to the full size image. These attributes are
carried across so the final image, sent to the printer or photo lab, looks correct when printed.
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This attribute system is one of the ways that ExpressDigital Darkroom Web differs from typical image
editors such as Adobe® Photoshop®. We treat each photo as a digital negative and apply different
photo attributes when loading (or developing) the photo to be viewed or printed. This way the original
digital negative file is never harmed or altered. Another important benefit of this approach is that users
can routinely apply attributes from one photo to another.
In the Darkroom Web Photo Library tab, users can copy attributes from one photo to another, save
selected photos attributes, and save selected photo attributes as system defaults attributes or the
catalog default attributes.
The best way to explain using photo properties is with an example. Typically, when photographers go
to an event, they set up the camera and lighting, and then take test shots. Ideally, the test shot includes
a “gray card.” The test shots should be added to the catalog for the event.
With the test shots, the photographer should select the test picture that has the attributes best liked.
Once that photo is highlighted, click “Attributes” on the Photo Workshop menu, and select “Save
Attributes To.” Photographers can also copy the attributes to the Windows Clipboard, to system
defaults, or to catalog defaults. Photographers can also create up to four custom attribute settings and
advanced custom attributes.
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A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web provides a way for users to assign attribute defaults on a system and catalog basis.
This means that users can select default enhancements and assign those enhancements upon import
for all photos brought into Darkroom Web or simply all photos imported into a specific catalog. This
feature allows users to assign a uniform color setting to all images entered into the software.
System Default Attributes are assigned to every image imported into Darkroom Web from the time it
was saved onward. If you change your system default attribute, it will not act retroactively and change
images already in the software. It only works for new imports.
Catalog Default Attributes are assigned to every new image imported into a Darkroom Web photo
catalog. Every photo catalog can have its own individual catalog default attribute.
To create a Default Attribute open an image in the Photo Workshop. Make all the necessary changes
and select “Attributes” from the menu. Under “Save Attributes to...” select either System Defaults or
Catalog Defaults. The software will ask if you intend to save these attributes to the entire system or to
the entire catalog. Select “Yes” to save or “Cancel” to return to the Photo Workshop.

Save To
Darkroom Web users have the option to create and save new attributes. To create a new attribute, the
photographer should open the desired photo catalog in the Photo Workshop. Once all the color
modifications are completed, the user should open the “Attributes” menu and select “Save to…”

Users can save the color attributes to the Clipboard, the System Default, the Catalog Default, a custom
attribute or as a “New” attribute.
First, the Clipboard is only a copy and paste mechanism between photo catalogs. Attributes saved in
the Clipboard can be accessed during the same session in other photo catalogs. This information will
be lost when the software is shut down.
Second, System and Catalog Defaults are designed to apply to all imported photos or simply all
imported images in a specific catalog.
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Third, there are 4 Custom options available for a user to save attributes. If there are photo attributes
that are used regularly, depending on the type of event or image style, those attributes can be saved in
Custom 1, Custom 2, Custom 3 or Custom 4.
Fourth, it is possible to create an entire list of selectable attributes. To create a new attribute, modify
the color of an image and select “New.” The “Save Advanced Custom” window will appear.

The “Save Advanced Custom” window will allow the user to create a name for the attribute set and
also the attributes to save. Users can choose to save modifications to color balance, correction,
enhancements, cropping, drop out, services, input profile and color mode. Once all the attributes are
checked, select “Save” to add to the list of attributes available in the Attribute menu. To exit the
window without saving the new attribute, select “Cancel.”
Finally, it is possible to edit the existing list of advanced custom attributes. To do this, select “Edit.”
This will bring up a current list of active advanced custom attributes. Users are able to rename or
delete existing attributes.

Apply From
Darkroom Web allows users to apply attributes to an individual photo from an all-inclusive list of
saved attributes. To apply an attribute to an individual photo, photographers should highlight the
image and select “Attributes” and then “Apply From.”
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This will bring up a menu containing all active photo attributes including the information stored on the
Clipboard, within System and Catalog Defaults, in Custom 1-4 and, finally, any new named attributes.
All available advanced custom attributes are listed below the “Custom 4” attribute.

Apply to All in Catalog
Darkroom Web has a built in system to quickly apply attributes to an entire existing catalog. This
option is the “Apply to All in Catalog” option available in the Attributes menu. Photographers can use
this option to select one photo and apply that photo’s attributes to the entire catalog. Photographers
can also select any of the set attributes, System Default, Catalog Defaults, Custom 1-4, or the
Advanced Custom attributes and apply these attributes to every photo in the entire catalog.

The software allows the user to select a photo in an individual catalog and subsequently, apply the
photo attributes of that photo to the entire catalog of photos. To do this, the user should select the
photo with the desirable attributes. Once the photo is selected, the user should open the “Attributes”
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menu and then click “Apply to All in Catalog.” This will open another menu with an option called
“Current.”
Once the option “Current” is chosen, the software will verify that you intend to apply the photo
attributes of the highlighted photo to ALL photos in the catalog.

If you intend to change the photo attributes in the entire catalog to match the selected photo, click
“Yes.” If you do not want to change the photo attributes in the entire photo catalog, select “No.” This
will return you to the previous screen.
The other options available in the “Apply to All in Catalog” menu, will apply a saved photo attribute
to all the photos in the catalog. For example, when a user selects to apply the “System Default” or
“Catalog Default,” all photos in the catalog will inherit the attributes saved as the system or catalog
default.
This option is helpful when photos are added to an already existing photo catalog that contains photos.
Using the “Apply to All in Catalog” option is an easy way to “batch apply” the photo attributes.

S A V I N G

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web provides a way for photographers to save the attributes of a selected photo to one of
the following: the Windows Clipboard, the system defaults, the catalog defaults, or one of the custom
placeholders. To save a photo’s attributes, select the photo with the desired attributes, and choose the
attributes that are to be saved.
CLIPBOARD

Saves the Selected photo’s attributes to the Windows Clipboard to
be pasted to photos later. Remember, the attributes remain on the
Clipboard only until you cut or copy something else to the
Clipboard.

SYSTEM DEFAULTS

Saves the selected photo’s attributes to the system default attributes
where it will be used for the next new catalog

CATALOG DEFAULTS

Save the selected photo’s attributes to the current catalog’s default
attributes where it will be used when the next photo is added to the
catalog

CUSTOM

Saves the selected photo’s attributes to the named placeholder for
use later
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NEW

Allows you to select certain attributes and save to a custom
attribute setting

EDIT

Allows you to rename or delete an advanced custom attribute
setting

S E T T I N G

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web makes the application of photos easy with just the click of the mouse. Photographers
can apply attributes to the selected photos from one of the following: the Windows Clipboard, the
system defaults, the catalog defaults, or one of the custom settings. First, select the photo or photos
you are interested in changing. Next, choose to either apply the color attributes to the selection or to
the entire catalog. Finally, choose the source of the attributes you want to apply.
CLIPBOARD

Applies photo attributes saved to the Windows Clipboard.
Remember, the attributes you saved to the Clipboard remain only
until you cut or copy something else to the Clipboard.

SYSTEM DEFAULTS

Applies the system default attribute bundle to the selected photo or
photos

CATALOG DEFAULTS

Applies the catalog’s default attribute bundle to the selected photo
or photos

CUSTOM

Applies one of the named placeholder attribute bundles, which
were saved earlier, to the selected photo. If you created any
advanced custom settings, these are listed below the Custom
settings.

S E R V I C E

N O T E S

The “Attributes” Menu also provides a way for the Darkroom Web photographer to access the
“Service notes” feature. This feature allows the user to add available services to a photo. Services are
pre-print and post-print services available on a photo-by-photo basis. Some common services are
whitening teeth, removing blemishes, removing eyeglass glare and removing braces.
Not only are these services beneficial to the customer to obtain a more perfect image, these services
affect the photographer’s bottom line. Offering a complete set of comprehensive services allows the
photographer to make the most out of their photography business.
These services can be applied to a highlighted photo from the Photo Workshop. To add a service to a
photo, highlight the image either in the Image Viewer or from the Photo Bar and then select
“Attributes.” Once the Attributes Menu opens, select “Service Notes…” The Photo Service Notes
window will appear.
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This window allows the user to apply a service to a selected photo by clicking on the check box next
to the service description. Once you select one photo service, a second instance photo service will
appear. This allows the user to check multiple instances of a service to apply more than once to a
single photo.

For example, a photographer has an image with two subjects in it. Multiple instances of services allow
the photographer to charge appropriately for retouching on different subjects in the image. With the
second instance both subjects can have their teeth whitened, both subjects can have a reduction in
eyeglass glare, and both subjects can have a blemish treatment to their skin.
Darkroom Web provides a way for photographers to describe the selected service by recording any
other details in the “Service Comment” field. To clarify all applied services, especially in instances
where second instances are used of photo services, use the “Service Comment” field to identify which
subject will receive the enhancement.
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D E F A U L T S

These Darkroom Web Photo Workshop features essentially give the photographer a way to correct
any system default or current attribute change that was made. If the user selects to “Reset Current”
then the current assigned attribute will be reapplied to the digital negative. If the user selects to “Reset
System Default,” then the changed current system default setting will revert back to the installed
attribute. This means that any attribute changes made to the system defaults will be lost.

V I E W

M E N U

Like all other major features in Darkroom Web, the application provides the user with a View menu.
This menu allows the user to adjust settings specific to the previews displayed in the Image Viewer.
Not only can user clear the image from the Image Viewer, but the user can view both the Front and
Back of an image if it has a template set to print on both the front and back (like a sport trading card).
Darkroom Web photographers can also change and view other features of a preview image. This
includes the ability to change the viewing aspect to see how a preview image would look if printed as
a 5x7, 8x10, 4x6 or even as a square image! Users can view the image file with various frames or in a
high quality preview.
Aside from the viewing options that can translate into additional sales, users can change the view
menu options to help with the editing procedure. For example, users can soft proof an image with the
printer profile, they can show photo numbers at all times, and even show the “Make Editable” dialog
for already proofed photos. One of the most helpful features found in the View menu, though, is
“Guides.” This feature opens up line guides for photographers to use to make each photo centered and
perfect for the customer.
The following list is a description of all the options available in the Photo Workshop View Menu.
CLEAR

The Clear menu option allows the user to clear the current
photo and toolset from the Image Viewer. This is where
the photos are edited.

FRONT

The Front menu option allows the user to view the front of
a two-sided image before printing. Two-sided images are
the result of trading card templates or other two-sided
borders.

BACK

The Back menu option allows the user to view the back of
a two-sided image before printing. Two-sided images are
the result of trading card templates or other two-sided
borders.

VIEWING ASPECT

The Viewing Aspect menu option allows the user to view
your photo in different ratios. This means that you can
view your photo as a 5x7, 8x10, 4x6, 3x4, or square. You
can also set the ratio to “Auto.”
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One of the most common viewing aspect changes made is
from 4x6 to an 8x10 aspect. As we know, the 8x10 photo
is “more square” than the 4x6, so when a user starts with a
4x6 image, the viewing aspect will crop into the image to
make it fit the 8x10.
FRAME

The Frame menu option allows the user to view the photo
with a frame or border around the edges. This frame or
border is black, white, or gray depending on user
preference. Photographers can also select “No Frame.”

HIGH QUALITY PREVIEW

Darkroom Web allows the user to view a high quality
preview in the image viewer instead of a low quality
preview. The high quality preview is a clearer image,
which shows more minute details in the photo.
Photographers use the High Quality Preview option to
work with the photos in a high resolution for editing
purposes.

SHOW PHOTO NUMBERS

The Show Photo Numbers menu option allows the user to
display the frame numbers of the photos in the Photo Bar.

SHOW MAKE EDITABLE DIALOG

The “Show Make Editable Dialog” menu option allows
the user to activate an option, which allows photographers
to make a photo editable. When users “save as new
photo,” a window appears allowing the user to save as a
photo or make the photo editable. When this menu option
is deactivated, which is when there is no checkmark, the
window will not display when a user saves. When the
menu option is activated, and a checkmark is visible next
to the menu option, the dialog will appear when a user
saves.

GUIDES

The Guides menu option allows the photographer to
display photo guides in the Photo Workshop. There are
two guides installed with the software. They are called
“School” and “Standard.” The School guide is an outline
of a normal headshot. This guide allows the user to
maintain a consistent photo size. The Standard guide
provides a quick way to see the results of all cropping
choices before a crop is performed. The shortcut for
showing the selected guides is “CTRL + ;”
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F U L L S C R E E N

Darkroom Web provides the photographer with a way to view a photo on the computer monitor using
the entire screen. This can be done directly via the Photo Workshop Menu. To view a full screen
photo, highlight the photo in the Photo Bar or Image Viewer. Once the image is highlighted, select
“Fullscreen” from the Photo Workshop menu.
The photo will appear on a screen totally devoid of menus. This option allows the user to see edit
corrections or blemishes that need correcting easily. To exit the full screen view, click anywhere on
the screen using the mouse.

PHOTO

W ORKSHO P

MENU:

EDIT

&

PROOF

Darkroom Web allows users to easily edit the images in an order directly from the Orders tab. The
“Edit & Proof Order” option opens an enhance screen that is similar to the ExpressDigital Photo
Workshop. This screen allows the user to navigate through images and then through orders while
making changes to the order photos.
There are three ways to reach the “Edit and Proof” Photo Workshop Menu. The first way to edit a
photo in the orders menu is to right-click on an order in the list. This will open a menu giving the user
the option to edit the order.

The photographer should select “Edit.” This will open the order in the “Edit and Proof” Photo
Workshop Menu.
The second way to edit a photo in the orders menu is to left-click on an order in the list. This will
highlight the order. Now in the tool menu at the bottom of the page, the photographer should select
“Edit and Proof Order.”

Edit and Proof Tool
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The third way to edit a photo in the orders menu is to double click on the order. Once the user selects
“Edit & Proof Order,” the application will open the “Edit and Proof” Photo Workshop Menu. This
screen is referred to as the “Order Proofing Screen.”

The Order Proofing screen will appear that includes all options available in the Photo Workshop, as
well as options available in the Photo Library and Orders workspaces. The Order Proofing screen
also is equipped with a navigational menu.

The navigational menu makes it easy for the photographer to move to the next photo or the previous
photo. Photographers can browse through pages of photos and even move to the next or previous
order if multiple orders were selected in the Orders Workspace. Once all edits are made, the user can
select “Finish Orders” to save all the new information or the user can opt to “Close” which will not
save any of the recent changes.
For more information on the Photo Workshop, refer to Chapter 7: Photo Workshop in the Darkroom
Web Application User Guide.
The following menus are available when editing a photo from the Orders workspace.
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E D I T

Darkroom Web allows the user to set an “Auto Edit” option on the Order Proofing Screen. This
option, when activated, ensures that photographers can begin the editing process the moment the “Edit
& Proof Order” tool is selected in the Orders Tab.

When Auto Edit is checked, or activated, the photographer does not need to click the “Begin Editing”
button. The edit tool sets appear automatically.

V I E W

The View menu allows the Darkroom Web photographer to view from one to twelve photos on the
main screen as well as the information about each photo. If you prefer to see the whole order instead
of just one picture, select the number of photos to view at a time from the View menu. Also, if you do
not want to see the filename and print options, you can choose to not show them.

PHOTO DISPLAY

Darkroom Web provides 11 photo display options on the
Order Proofing Screen in the View Menu. These 11
options change how many photos are viewable in the
Image Viewer portion of the screen.
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The first eight options allow the photographer to select an
exact number of photos to display on screen. These view
menu options are: “One Photo,” “Two Photos,” “Three
Photos,” “Four Photos,” “Six Photos,” “Eight Photos,”
“Nine Photos,” and “Twelve Photos.” These photo display
options also have short cut keys. For example, to view
only two photos in the Image Viewer, the user should
select “SHIFT + 2” from the keyboard. This means that
the user should select the “SHIFT” key and the “2” key
simultaneously.
The next option that affects photo display is called “Auto
View Photos.” This option will show as many photos on
screen as possible up to 12 photos.
The last two photo display options are simply called
“Show Less Photos” and “Show More Photos.” These
options give the photographer leeway to show up to 16
photos on screen and as few as one image on screen at a
time.

SHOW OPTIONS

Darkroom Web provides four show options for
photographers in the View Menu on the Order Proofing
screen. These options include: “Show LabName,” “Show
Filename,” “Show Item Description,” and “Show Editing
Guides.”
The “Show LabName” menu option allows the Darkroom
Web user to view where a photo will be printed in the Order
Proofing screen. If an item is assigned to a Labtricity lab, then
the photo lab name will appear. If an item assignment is to be
printed on an in-house printer, then the words “Print Locally”
will appear under the photo.
The “Show Filename” menu option allows the Darkroom
Web user to view the photo filename under each preview
image on the Order Proofing screen.
The “Show Item Description” menu option allows the
Darkroom Web user to view the exact size and quantity of a
particular print size in the Order Proofing screen. This
information will display under the preview image.
The “Show Editing Guides” will show the exact center of a
viewing aspect and print size when activated. This allows the
Darkroom Web user to easily center images if needed.
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HIGH QUALITY PREVIEW

Darkroom Web allows the user to view a high quality
preview in the image viewer instead of a low quality
preview. The high quality preview is a clearer image,
which shows more minute details in the photo.
Photographers use the High Quality Preview option to
work with the photos in a high resolution for editing
purposes.

ORDER PROOF MODE

Darkroom Web provides a way for the user to edit photos
in the Order Proof Mode. This is one of the two possible
viewing modes that can open when a user selects “Edit &
Proof Order” in the Orders Tab. This viewing mode
displays all photos in an order. This means that if a
customer orders “Image X” in a 4x6, 5x7, and 8x10, then
the Order Proof Mode will display each print size as a
separate photo. The Order Proof Mode is helpful to
photographers because it shows the different croppings in
each order for the same image.

4x6 Print
5x7 Print
8x10 Print

“Image X”
“Image X”

“Image X”

The Order Proof Mode allows the user to access all Photo
Workshop tabs.
PHOTO PROOF MODE

Darkroom Web provides a way for the user to edit photos
in the Photo Proof Mode. This is one of the two possible
viewing modes that can open when a user selects “Edit &
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Proof Order” in the Orders Tab. This viewing mode
displays all photo files in an order. This means that if a
customer orders “Image X” in a 4x6, 5x7, and 8x10, then
the Photo Proof Mode will display only “Image X” in it’s
original size. The Photo Proof Mode is helpful to
photographers because allows the user to make photo edits
to all images with the same image file. It saves time for the
user and eliminates confusion. Most Photographers will
use both the Photo Proof Mode and the Order Proof Mode.
This mode disables the orient and properties menus.

“Image X”

“Image Z”

The Photo Proof Mode allows the user to only access the
Color Balance and Correct Photo Workshop tabs.

A T T R I B U T E S

The Attributes menu allows the Darkroom Web user to display and render each image with the proper
color and editing attributes. Each photo in a catalog has information attached to it that describes how
to display and render the photo. When you make changes or enhancements to a photo in the
application, the information is added to the photo attributes and the photo is re-rendered with the
changes for preview.
The application only loads a small version of the photo, which is called a thumbnail image, for
viewing and editing. This image information can be stored as a photo attribute so Darkroom Web
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users can later apply each editing and viewing change to the full size image. These attributes are
carried across so the final image, sent to the printer or photo lab, looks correct when printed.
This attribute system is one of the ways that ExpressDigital Darkroom Web differs from typical image
editors such as Adobe® Photoshop®. We treat each photo as a digital negative and apply different
photo attributes when loading (or developing) the photo to be viewed or printed. This way the original
digital negative file is never harmed or altered. Another important benefit of this approach is that users
can routinely apply attributes from one photo to another.
In the Darkroom Web Photo Workshop Order and Photo Proof Screens, users can copy attributes
from one photo to another, save selected photo attributes, and apply or add attributes to a single photo,
selected photos, or to every order saved in the application.
The best way to explain using photo properties is with an example. Typically, when photographers go
to an event, they set up the camera and lighting, and then take test shots. Ideally, the test shot includes
a “gray card.” The test shots should be added to the catalog for the event.
With the test shots, the photographer should select the test picture that has the attributes best liked.
Once that photo is highlighted, click “Attributes” on the Photo Workshop menu, and select “Save
To.” Photographers can also copy the attributes to the Windows Clipboard. Photographers can also
create up to four custom attribute settings and advanced custom attributes.

S A V E

A T T R I B U T E S

T O

Darkroom Web users have the option to first, create and save new attributes. To create a new attribute,
the photographer should open the desired photo in the Darkroom Web Photo Workshop Order and
Photo Proof Screens. Once all the color modifications are completed, the user should open the
“Attributes” menu and select “Save To.”

Users can save the color attributes to the Clipboard, a custom attribute or as a “New” attribute.
First, the Clipboard is only a copy and paste mechanism between photo catalogs. Attributes saved in
the Clipboard can be accessed during the same session in other photo catalogs. This information will
be lost when the software is shut down.
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Second, there are 4 Custom options available for a user to save attributes. If there are photo attributes
that are used regularly, depending on the type of event or image style, those attributes can be saved in
Custom 1, Custom 2, Custom 3 or Custom 4.
Third, it is possible to create an entire list of selectable attributes. To create a new attribute, modify the
color of an image and select “New.” The “Save Advanced Custom” window will appear.

The “Save Advanced Custom” window will allow the user to create a name for the attribute set and
also the attributes to save. Users can choose to save modifications to color balance, correction,
enhancements, cropping, drop out, services, input profile and color mode. Once all the attributes are
checked, select “Save” to add to the list of attributes available in the Attribute menu. To exit the
window without saving the new attribute, select “Cancel.”
Finally, it is possible to edit the existing list of advanced custom attributes. To do this, select “Edit.”
This will bring up a current list of active advanced custom attributes. Users are able to rename or
delete existing attributes.

A P P L Y

F R O M

Darkroom Web allows users to apply attributes to an individual photo from an all-inclusive list of
saved attributes. To apply an attribute to an individual photo, photographers should highlight the
image and select “Attributes” and then “Apply From.”
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This will bring up a menu containing all active photo attributes including the information stored on the
Clipboard, within System and Catalog Defaults, in Custom 1-4 and, finally, any new named attributes.
All available advanced custom attributes are listed below the “Custom 4” attribute.
When an attribute is “Applied,” the changes replace other attributes already assigned to the image. For
example, if a photographer changed the focus on an image and then applied an attribute, the focus
changes would be replaced completely with the saved attributes. The only changes affected by this are
“Attribute” changes. These include all of the options listed in the “Save Advanced Custom” window.
These include: color balance, correction, enhancements, cropping, drop out, services, input file, and
color mode.

A P P L Y

T O

A L L

F R O M

Darkroom Web has a built in system to quickly apply attributes to an entire existing catalog. This
option is the “Apply to All From” option available in the Attributes menu. Photographers can use this
option to select one photo and apply that photo’s attributes to the entire catalog. Photographers can
also select any of the set attributes, Custom 1-4, or the Advanced Custom attributes and apply these
attributes to every photo in the entire catalog.

The software allows the user to select a photo in an individual catalog and subsequently, apply the
photo attributes of that photo to the entire catalog of photos. To do this, the user should select the
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photo with the desirable attributes. Once the photo is selected, the user should open the “Attributes”
menu and then click “Save to.” The photographer should then select the location that the attributes
should be saved.
Next the user should select the catalog to apply the attributes. Once in the catalog, open the
“Attributes” menu and select “Apply to all From.” Then select the location that the attributes were
saved. Once the attribute option is chosen, the software will verify that you intend to apply the photo
attributes of the highlighted photo to ALL photos in the catalog.
If you intend to change the photo attributes in the entire catalog to match the selected photo, click
“Yes.” If you do not want to change the photo attributes in the entire photo catalog, select “No.” This
will return you to the previous screen.
There are several options available in the “Apply to All From” menu that contain possible attribute
settings. These include the “Clipboard,” the “Custom” settings and the “Advanced Custom” settings.
This option is helpful when photos are added to an already existing photo catalog that contains photos.
Using the “Apply to All From” option is an easy way to batch apply the photo attributes.
When an attribute is “Applied,” the changes replace other attributes already assigned to the image. For
example, if a photographer changed the focus on an image and then applied an attribute, the focus
changes would be replaced completely with the saved attributes. The only changes affected by this are
“Attribute” changes. These include all of the options listed in the “Save Advanced Custom” window.
These include: color balance, correction, enhancements, cropping, drop out, services, input file, and
color mode.

A D D

T O

S E L E C T E D

F R O M

Darkroom Web allows users to add attributes to an individual photo from an all-inclusive list of saved
attributes. When an attribute is added, it is very different from the task of “Applying” the attribute.
When a photographer adds an attribute, all existing photo attributes remain. Only the new attributes
are added on top of the existing. Photographers use this method to quickly add photo attributes to
relatively few photos after the batch attribute is applied.
To add an attribute to an individual photo, photographers should highlight the image and select
“Attributes” and then “Add to Selected From.”
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This will bring up a menu containing all active photo attributes including the information stored on the
Clipboard, in Custom 1-4 and, finally, any new named attributes. All available advanced custom
attributes are listed below the “Custom 4” attribute.
When an attribute is “Added,” the new changes are added to the image on top of any other attributes
already applied to the image. For example, if a photographer changed the focus on an image and then
added an attribute, the focus changes would still be visible along with the new attribute. The only
changes affected by this are “Attribute” changes. These include all of the options listed in the “Save
Advanced Custom” window. These include: color balance, correction, enhancements, cropping, drop
out, services, input file, and color mode.

A D D

T O

A L L

F R O M

Darkroom Web allows users to add attributes to all photos in a catalog from an all-inclusive list of
saved attributes. When an attribute is added, it is very different from the task of “Applying” the
attribute. When a photographer adds an attribute, all existing photo attributes remain. Only the new
attributes are added on top of the existing. Photographers use this method to quickly add photo
attributes to relatively few photos after the batch attribute is applied.
To add an attribute to all photos in a catalog, photographers should highlight the image and select
“Attributes” and then “Add to All From.”
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This will bring up a menu containing all active photo attributes including the information stored on the
Clipboard, in Custom 1-4 and, finally, any new named attributes. All available advanced custom
attributes are listed below the “Custom 4” attribute.
When an attribute is “Added,” the new changes are added to the image on top of any other attributes
already applied to the image. For example, if a photographer changed the focus on an image and then
added an attribute, the focus changes would still be visible along with the new attribute. The only
changes affected by this are “Attribute” changes. These include all of the options listed in the “Save
Advanced Custom” window. These include: color balance, correction, enhancements, cropping, drop
out, services, input file, and color mode.

A D D

T O

A L L

O R D E R S

F R O M

Darkroom Web allows users to add attributes to all orders saved in the Orders tab from an allinclusive list of saved attributes. When an attribute is added, it is very different from the task of
“Applying” the attribute. When a photographer adds an attribute, all existing photo attributes remain.
Only the new attributes are added on top of the existing. Photographers use this method to quickly add
photo attributes to relatively few photos after the batch attribute is applied.
To add an attribute to all saved orders in the Orders tab, photographers should highlight the image and
select “Attributes” and then “Add to All Orders From.”
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This will bring up a menu containing all active photo attributes including the information stored on the
Clipboard, in Custom 1-4 and, finally, any new named attributes. All available advanced custom
attributes are listed below the “Custom 4” attribute.
When an attribute is “Added,” the new changes are added to the image on top of any other attributes
already applied to the image. For example, if a photographer changed the focus on an image and then
added an attribute, the focus changes would still be visible along with the new attribute. The only
changes affected by this are “Attribute” changes. These include all of the options listed in the “Save
Advanced Custom” window. These include: color balance, correction, enhancements, cropping, drop
out, services, input file, and color mode.

R E S E T

C U R R E N T

The Darkroom Web application allows the user to remove all attribute changes in one swift motion.
When the attributes are removed the photo will retain the system or catalog default settings. The
System Default and Catalog Default settings can be changed in the Photo Workshop or Photo Library.
Likewise, this is also where those attributes can be applied to photos and photo catalogs.
To remove all attribute changes from a photo, the user should highlight the image from the catalog.
Once the image is highlighted, the user should select the “Attributes” menu. The very last option in
the menu is called “Reset Current.” Once “Reset Current” is selected from the menu, the photo will
retain its Catalog Default Attributes or System Default Attributes.

S A V I N G

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web provides a way for photographers to save the attributes of a selected photo to one of
the following: the Windows Clipboard, the system defaults, the catalog defaults, or one of the custom
placeholders. To save a photo’s attributes, select the photo with the desired attributes, and choose the
attributes that are to be saved.
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CLIPBOARD

Saves the Selected photo’s attributes to the Windows Clipboard to
be pasted to photos later. Remember, the attributes remain on the
Clipboard only until you cut or copy something else to the
Clipboard.

CUSTOM

Saves the selected photo’s attributes to the named placeholder for
use later

NEW

Allows you to select certain attributes and save to a custom
attribute setting

EDIT

Allows you to rename or delete an advanced custom attribute
setting

S E T T I N G

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web makes the application of photos easy with just the click of the mouse. Photographers
can apply attributes to the selected photos from one of the following: the Windows Clipboard, the
system defaults, the catalog defaults, or one of the custom settings. First, select the photo or photos
you are interested in changing. Next, choose to either apply the color attributes to the selection or to
the entire catalog. Finally, choose the source of the attributes you want to apply.
CLIPBOARD

Applies photo attributes saved to the Windows Clipboard.
Remember, the attributes you saved to the Clipboard remain only
until you cut or copy something else to the Clipboard.

CUSTOM

Applies one of the named placeholder attribute bundles, which
were saved earlier, to the selected photo. If you created any
advanced custom settings, these are listed below the Custom
settings.

U N D O

The Darkroom Web application includes a function that allows photographers to undo or redo photo
and order changes. These changes are all available in the “Undo” menu located in the Edit & Proof
Order Menu.

Once the menu is open the user can select to undo the last change, regardless of what it was. The user
can also redo the last change regardless of what it was. The application also allows the photographer
to be more specific regarding the undo options. There is an “Undo Photo Changes” option and an
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“Undo Order Changes” option. This means that a photographer can undo the most recent change to
either a photo or order without altering any important information.
For example, imagine you are editing a photo order in the Order Proofing screen. You add a vignette,
change the cropping and increase the contrast. Then you change the customer order from one 8x10
print to three 8x10 prints. Then you realize you forgot to make the image black and white, so you
return edit the photo again. The customer then calls and changes their order from three 8x10 prints
back to one 8x10 print.
If the user simply selects “Undo” or “CTRL + Z,” then only the most recent change to the image will
be undone. In the examples case, the image in Darkroom Web will appear in color because only the
black and white image change will be reversed. The photographer will then need to select “Redo” or
“CTRL + Y” to reapply the black and white setting.
It is possible for the user to select "Undo Photo Changes" or “CTRL + U.” This option would undo
ALL photo changes saved into the order. This means that in the example, the black and white setting,
vignette, cropping and contrast changes will all revert to the image saved in the Orders tab. Finally,
the last option in the Undo Menu is “Undo Order Changes.” The photographer can access this option
by pressing “CTRL + O” on the keyboard. This option allows the user to specifically undo only the
last change made to the order. When the customer called again in the example above and requested to
order only one 8x10 print, the photographer could simply select “Undo Order Changes” to revert to
the original saved order. This option will undo ALL order changes.

P R I N T

The Darkroom Web Print Menu allows the photographer to modify the orders saved in the Orders tab.
There are five options in the Print menu. These include: “Print Selection as New Order,” “Print
Current Order,” “Save Selection as New Order,” “Save Current Order,” and “Save Current Order as
New Order.”

The first Print Menu listing is “Print Selection as New Order.” This allows the photographer to select
photos from a current order, and then create an entirely new printable order. For example, imagine
you shot a wedding and after it is all said and done there are 6 photos that the bride and groom
selected to offer to the guests. It is possible to create an order with all six photos and then save it in the
orders tab. Then in the Order Proofing screen, the user can select the exact photos each customer
wants. So if a customer only wants one of the six or two of the six, the photographer can highlight the
images and then select “Print Selection as New Order.” This will create a new order in the print queue
of the Orders Tab. Also, it is possible to highlight the images and then select the short cut keys
“CTRL + P.”
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The second Print Menu listing is “Print Current Order.” This option means that whatever order is
currently saved in the Orders Tab will be printed. Unless the photographer saved new edits in the
Order Proofing screen, only the information saved to the Orders tab will print. Also, t is possible to
highlight the images and then select the short cut key “P.”
The third Print Menu listing is “Save Selection as New Order.” This allows the photographer to select
photos from a current order, and then create an entirely new printable order; however, it will not print
when it is saved to the Orders Tab. For example, imagine you shot a wedding and after it is all said
and done there are 6 photos that the bride and groom selected to offer to the guests. It is possible to
create an order with all six photos and then save it in the orders tab. Then in the Order Proofing
screen, the user can select the exact photos each customer wants. So if a customer only wants one of
the six or two of the six, the photographer can highlight the images and then select “Print Selection as
New Order.” This will create a new saved order in the Orders Tab. Also, it is possible to highlight the
images and then select the short cut keys “CTRL + S.”
The fourth Print Menu option is “Save Current Order as New Order.” This allows the photographer to
make a full and complete copy of the existing order. The current order and the copy are both saved in
the Orders tab. It is possible to activate this function by selecting the short cut key, “ALT +S.”

TOOL

SE TS

The Darkroom Web software is equipped with a full range of editing tools to create a beautiful
memory rather than simply a photo. All the software from ExpressDigital is designed from the ground
up as photographer tools. Therefore, all the tools and techniques used are photography-centric.
ExpressDigital software uses photo-processing tools that photographers find easy to use, understand
and can relate to. Instead of learning to run your photography business the ExpressDigital way, the
software was designed to build on a photographer’s experience, not to abandon it entirely.
It is important for all ExpressDigital users to remember that editing photos in the software does not
actually change the exact image file. Rather edits are applied as stored attributes and then used to
render the photo. The raw image is never harmed. This allows all photographers to apply a wide
variety of changes without the worry. ExpressDigital’s systems cannot destroy the information in the
photo. Since changes appear only when an image is previewed, the application may lag as the edits
are applied. This all depends on the quality and speed of your computer system. That is because many
changes require redeveloping the photo from the original camera file. The actual changes will not be
applied until the photo is printed or fulfilled at a Labtricity photo lab.
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Basic Tool Set

Image Viewer

Tool Set Tabs

Current Tool Set

Photographers should be aware the all tools in the Photo Workshop tool sets are comprised of
“clickable tools.” Entire edits can be made to the photo by clicking on the tools. The tools include a
description label, one or more clickable icons above the label, and a drop-down menu for common
values and options. Clicking a tool icon either performs an action or displays a window. After each
tool change, the photo is refreshed. Clicking any tool label displays the tool’s drop-down menu. This
is indicated by a small upside down triangle icon to the right of the label.
This upside down triangle
icon indicates that there is
a drop down menu
associated with this tool.
Click on the icon to open
the menu.

There are six different tool sets available to the Darkroom Web user. These are: Basic, Enhance,
Correct, Color Balance, and View.
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S E T

There is one toolset in the Photo Workshop that is always available. This is called the “Basic Tool Set.
This feature provides the photographer with a way to do the “basic” photo edits that nearly all photos
need. The Basic Tool Set allows the user to move an image, scale an image, change an image’s
orientation, zoom an image, and save the edits made to an image. It is important that these functions
be available regardless of what photo editing tool set is open.

It is important for the photographer to remember that Basic Tool Set does not change when other Tool
Set tabs are selected. Also, there are five different drop-down menus providing more options available
in the Basic Tool Set.

M O V E

The first function available in the Basic Tool Set is the Move tool. This allows the Darkroom Web
user to change the composition of a photo. Most specifically, the Move tool allows the photographer
to change the location of the photo.
The Move tool is always used in conjunction with the Scale tool. By using a combination of both
tools, the user can change the entire composition of a photo as well as the cropping. This is similar to
the way photographers made prints with enlargers. By enlarging and positioning the photo on the
sheet, users can create new compositions, hide unwanted elements, or crop the photo.
For example, imagine you are a senior portrait photographer. You take pictures of your client and in
all types of poses and angles. Some of these poses were simply head shots and others included upper
body shots as well as full body shots. Imagine now that there is one photo in particular that captures
the client’s expression perfectly. The client loves it, the parents love it, even you love it. The only
problem is the shot includes the client from the waist up. Here is the photo:
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By using the Move tool along with the Scale tool the user can re-center and zoom in on the photo to
create a print that shows only the perfect head shot.

It is important to keep an open mind while editing photos. Like most things in life, the process of
creating sometimes looks wrong before the finished product is released. That is how it is with using
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the Move tool. In order to create the perfect head shot from the original photo, the photo must be
moved down and to the left. This will leave a large amount of white space.
But when the Scale tool is used to zoom in the image, the white space will disappear. To the delight of
the Senior, the Senior’s parents and yourself, the perfect image is created for your customers.

To use the Move tool, the photographer should familiarize themselves with the four clickable arrows
surrounding the reset square. The arrows represent the direction the photo will move. When the
photographer selects the left arrow button, the photo will move to the left. The center square allows
the user to reset the image to its original location. Most specifically, the center square option allows
the user to reset the x and y positions to (0 , 0). Darkroom Web users can also access short cut keys to
move a photo. The keyboard arrows will move the photo just as the clickable arrows will move the
photo.
It is possible to move a photo using finer movements. To do this hold down the “SHIFT” key while
using the clickable arrows with the mouse or the keyboard arrow shortcut keys. Likewise, it is
possible to move a photo using larger or faster movements. To do this hold down the “CTRL” key
while using the clickable arrows with the mouse or the keyboard arrow shortcut keys.
Finally, the Move tool includes a drop down menu with clickable x and y positions. Users who know
exactly how they want to move the photo can select the listed positions, which move in all four
quadrants. Click “move” below the Move tool to open the Move pop-up menu. From the menu, you
can select values for horizontal (x) and vertical (y) movements, or you can reset the position.
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When a user selects to move a photo “-40” on the x-axis, the photo will ONLY move to the left 40
pixels. Likewise if a photographer wants to move an image “40” on the y-axis, the photo will ONLY
move up 40 pixels.
The following is a diagram indicating which direction the photo will move depending on whether the
x-axis or y-axis is selected and whether a positive or negative number is selected.
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Positive numbers on the y-axis will
move the photo up. Example: “Reset
Y position to 40.”

Positive numbers on the x-axis will
move the photo to the right. Example:
“Reset X position to 40.”

Negative numbers on the x-axis will
move the photo to the left. Example:
“Reset X position to –40.”

Negative numbers on the y-axis will
move the photo down. Example:
“Reset Y position to –40.”

This diagram displays the direction that a photo will move depending on the column and number
chosen from the Move tool drop-down menu. Under the “Reset X Position” column, the positive
numbers will move the photo to the right and the negative numbers will move the photo to the left.
Under the “Reset Y Position” column, the positive numbers will move the photo up and the negative
numbers will move the photo down.
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It is possible to use the drop down tool repeatedly. For example, if the user wanted to move an image
120 pixels to the left, they would select “-40” three times from the “Reset X Position” menu.

S C A L E

The second function available in the Basic Tool Set is the Scale tool. This allows Darkroom Web
users to change the cropping, composition and zoom in a photo. The Scale tool is always used in
conjunction with the Move tool. By using a combination of both tools, the user can change the entire
composition of a photo as well as the cropping. This is similar to the way photographers made prints
with enlargers. By enlarging and positioning the photo on the sheet, users can create new
compositions, hide unwanted elements, or crop the photo. Some photographers liken scaling to a
subtle zooming feature.

Scale Tool

The Scale tool is made up of two clickable arrows and one “reset” square. The arrows allow the
photographer to either scale the photo up or to scale the photo down. The left arrow with a “minussign” icon will scale the photo down. This means it will pull the view back away from the audience.
Essentially this means that the objects or people in the photo will appear much farther away. The right
arrow with a “plus-sign” icon will scale the photo up. This means it will pull the view in toward the
action of the photo. Essentially this will show the objects or people in the photo at a much closer view.
The square connecting the two directional arrows will resent the photo to its original imported state. If
you scaled up a photo and would like to start over with a clean photo, select the “Reset” square.
Darkroom Web users can also use keyboard shortcuts to scale a photo up or down. Photographers
that would like to scale in a photo, or zoom in closer, should select “PAGE UP” from the keyboard.
Alternatively, photographers who want to scale out a photo, or zoom out, should select “PAGE
DOWN” from the keyboard.
It is possible to scale a photo using finer movements. To do this hold down the “SHIFT” key while
using the clickable arrows with the mouse or the keyboard arrow shortcut keys. Likewise, it is
possible to scale a photo using larger or faster movements. To do this hold down the “CTRL” key
while using the clickable arrows with the mouse or the keyboard arrow shortcut keys.
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Photographers can also use the wheel located on the computer mouse to scale up or down. To scale a
photo up, the user should rotate the wheel away from their hand. To scale a photo down, the user
should rotate the wheel toward their hand.
Finally, the Scale tool includes a drop down menu with clickable scale percentages. Users who know
exactly how they want to scale the photo can select from the list. Click “Scale” below the Scale tool to
open the drop-down menu. From the menu, you can select to reset the scale to it’s original setting, or
choose a percentage value to increase the scale or decrease the scale.

There are two columns of percentage values available to the user in the Scale tool drop down menu.
All scale percentage values over 100% will zoom in the photo. For example, if the user selects 200%,
the photo will be twice as close as the original image.

200% Scale

The scale option does not pick and choose which parts of the picture to display when an image is
scaled. The program knows to center the photo based off the original. This is why it is important that
photographers use both the Scale and Move tools concurrently. The scaled photo can be re-centered
by using the Move tool.
The second column includes scale percentage values that are below 100%. These options will pull
away from the image. For example, photographers who want to make a photo smaller can simply
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select a percentage number under 100%. The photo example shows an image scaled to 50% of the
original.

50% Scale

It is imperative that the user recognize that it is not possible to use the drop down tool to compound
the percentages one on top of the other. So a user cannot scale a photo to 150% and then select 200%
for a grand total of scaling in to 350%. The application applies only the most recent scale value to the
photo. In the above example, the photo would be scaled in to 200% of the original image.

O R I E N T A T I O N

The third function available in the Basic Tool Set is the Orientation tool. Darkroom Web provides the
user with four Orientation icons and ten options in an Orientation menu. The Orientation icons allow
the user to access the basic functionality when it comes to changing a photo’s orientation. The four
tool icons represent Rotate Clockwise, Rotate Counter-clockwise, Orient Vertically, and Orient
Horizontally.
Photographers can select an Orient tool twice to flip the photo. There are four orientations a photo can
have and they are vertical, horizontal, vertical flipped, and horizontal flipped.
Next, the Orientation tool includes a drop down menu with clickable orientation options. This menu
allows the user to set a default orientation, a crop orientation or a tilt angle. Users can also change the
orientation manually the 7 different options available.
The drop down menu will include the following options: “Vertical,” “Horizontal,” “Vertical Flipped,”
“Horizontal Flipped,” “Rotate Clockwise,” “Rotate Counter Clockwise,” “Flip,” “Set Crop
Orientation,” “Set Default Orientation,” and “Set Tilt Angle.”
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First, Darkroom Web users have the tools to change the photo’s basic orientation. There are four basic
orientation directions that an image can be assigned. These four orientation options are “Vertical,”
“Horizontal,” “Vertical Flipped,” and “Horizontal Flipped.”
The “Vertical” option in the Orientation menu will assign a vertical orientation to the highlighted
photos. Photos which are oriented vertically will not be adjusted by the “Vertical” tool. However,
photos that are oriented horizontally will be changed to a vertical orientation. Photographers can use
the “V” shortcut key available on the keyboard to quickly orient a photo vertically. The “V” short cut
key will affect the photos that begin in a vertical state in the first place. These photos will perform a
“Vertical Flip.” This will rotate the photo 180º.

When a user wants to change the orientation of an image,
it is important to make note of its “starting position.” In
the example to the right, the image’s starting position is set
to horizontal. All changes to orientation are derived from
the starting position. When a user opts to change the
image to “Vertical,” the image will set itself up vertically in
a counter clockwise movement. Likewise if the original
image had a vertical starting point, the image would shift
90 degrees in a clockwise rotation. All images have a saved
starting point, which changes as new orientations are
applied to the imported photo.

The “Horizontal” option in the Orientation menu will assign a horizontal orientation to the highlighted
photos. The “Horizontal” tool will not adjust horizontal photos. All vertical photos, however, will be
adjusted to a horizontal orientation. These images will rotate in a clockwise direction exactly 90º.
Photographers can use the “H” shortcut key available on the keyboard to quickly orient a photo
horizontally. The “H” short cut key will affect the photos that begin in a horizontal state in the first
place. These photos will perform a “Horizontal Flip.” The “H” short cut key will affect the photos that
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begin in a horizontal state in the first place. These photos will perform a “Horizontal Flip.” This will
rotate the photo 180º.
Darkroom Web also offers two options called “Vertical Flipped” and “Horizontal Flipped.” These
two options allow the user to quickly change the orientation if the image is imported upside-down.
The Darkroom Web feature, “Vertical Flipped,” has two different outcomes depending on whether a
photo has a horizontal or vertical starting position. Images in a horizontal starting position will turn
90º in a clockwise direction. Images in a vertical starting position will rotate 180º. This option will
turn an image imported upside-down the correct way for viewing.
The Darkroom Web feature, “Horizontal Flipped,” has two different outcomes depending on whether
a photo has a horizontal or vertical starting position. Images in a vertical starting position will turn 90º
in a counter clockwise direction. Images in a horizontal starting position will rotate 180º. This option
will turn an image imported upside-down the correct way for viewing.
The next options available in the Orientation menu are “Rotate Clockwise,” “Rotate Counter
Clockwise,” and “Flip.” Both “Rotate Clockwise” and “Rotate Counter Clockwise” perform the
function indicated but both rotate the image exactly 90º with each selection. Darkroom Web makes
this easy for the user, since the orientation can be changed on any selected photos by pressing the “O”
shortcut key to rotate clockwise or SHIFT + O to rotate the photo counter clockwise.
Darkroom Web also provides a way for the photographer to quickly flip the photo. Users can either
select this option from the Orientation menu or through the software shortcut keys. The “F” key on the
keyboard will flip the photo.
Darkroom Web provides an incredibly handy keystroke and mouse click feature that will orient all
images in the same direction. While holding the “ALT” button, click the side of any photo in the
Current Catalog Viewer. If only one image is highlighted, only that image will re-orient. The side that
the photographer selected will be the direction that the photo will orient to the top.

C R O P

O R I E N T A T I O N ,

D E F A U L T

O R I E N T A T I O N ,

A N D

T I L T

A N G L E

The Orientation menu includes three options that offer more advanced orientation options to the
Darkroom Web photographer. These three options are crop orientation, default orientation, and tilt
angle. To access the Orientation menu, users should select “Orientation” from the Name Toolbar. This
will open a drop down menu.
First, users have an option to set a crop orientation. This means that users can switch a vertical photo
and crop it to a horizontal photo. Likewise, users can crop horizontal photos to vertical.
This option is great for photographers that have cameras that only shoot in one orientation, for
example, all photos will be shot vertically. If the user needs to switch these photos to a horizontal crop
the user only needs to highlight and select a horizontal crop.
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The software has shortcut keys available for the vertical and horizontal crop option. The shortcut key
for the vertical crop option is “SHIFT + C.” The shortcut key for the horizontal crop option is “CTRL
+ C.”

If a user wishes to return a photo to the original cropping or starting orientation, the user should select
the “Auto” option in the Crop Orientation menu.
Second, users have the option to set a default orientation. If you take more photos in one orientation
than the other (such as with a fixed tripod), the Orientation menu allows you to set a default
orientation. When a default orientation is set, the application automatically orients the photos to the
default selected in the menu. The photos will adhere to this orientation as they are imported.
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To set a default orientation before adding photos, select the photo catalog from the Photo Library
Tree. Once the Photo Catalog is highlighted, open the Orientation menu by selecting “Orientation” on
the Name Toolbar. Once the drop down menu opens, select “Set Default Orientation” and then choose
the desired option. This is a useful timesaving option when you know all the photos will have the
same orientation.
Finally, users have the option to set a “Tilt Angle.” Darkroom Web users who have an image taken at
a slight tilt can fix the imperfection within the software. By selecting the “Tilt Angle,” users can
change the angle of the image in either a clockwise or counter clockwise direction.
To change the photo tilt angle, open the Orientation menu and then select “Set Tilt Angle…” The
“Enter Photo Tilt Angle” window will appear.

In this window, enter the angle in degrees that you wish to rotate the image. This can be any number
between 1 and 360. To select the rotational direction, click on the circle next to “Clockwise” or
“Counter Clockwise.” When the degree and direction are set, click “OK.” If you wish to exit the
window without changing the photo properties, select “Cancel.”
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Z O O M

The fourth function available in the Basic Tool Set is the Zoom tool. The Zoom tool allows the
photographer to analyze all photos in greater detail. This is similar to using a loupe or magnifying
glass. A loupe is a small magnification device used by all forms of precision craftsmen. Because of
the very nature of photography, it is possible that there are small imperfections in every shot. For
example, in a wedding family photo one of the 20 subjects has his eyes shut, or a local Homecoming
group shot has fly-away hair problems. These problems are found with the help of the Zoom tool.

There are four different zoom options available via the icon. These Zoom tool options include 1:1, 2x,
3x, and 4x. The first option, 1:1, represents the actual size of the image pixel by pixel. The zoom when
using this option will change dramatically depending on how large the actual camera image is. The
other options, 2x, 3x and 4x, zoom to the specified amount. This means that an image zoomed to “2x”
will appear twice as large as the original image. Likewise, “3x” refers to three times as big and “4x”
refers to 4 times as big as the original image.
There are short cut keys for each Zoom tool option. To access the “1:1” zoom, the user should select
“Z” from the keyboard. To access the “2x” zoom, the user should select “SHIFT + Z” from the
keyboard. To access the “3x” zoom, the user should select “ALT + Z” from the keyboard. Finally to
access the “4x” zoom, the user should select “ALT + SHIFT + Z” from the keyboard. When a user
opens a Zoom tool magnification with a shortcut key, the tool is not activated until the mouse is
moved.
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Depending on the zoom, photo, and quality setting, the zoom function might require loading the full
size image. When the image is loaded, photographers can move around the photo at the chosen
magnification using the mouse. To exit the Zoom tool function, the user should click the left mouse
button. The Zoom function will close.
The following are examples of what the four zoom options will look like on screen.

Zoom: 1:1

Zoom: 2x

Zoom: 3x

Zoom: 4x

Finally, the Zoom tool includes a drop down menu with clickable Zoom percentages. The menu also
includes a high quality zoom option and a floating loupe option. Users who prefer to work through the
menu can select a zoom percentage from the list.
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The menu options mirror the icon options from the Basic Tool Set. For example, “Zoom – Actual
Size” will open the 1:1 zoom option, or “actual pixel size” option. “Zoom – 200%” will open “2x”
zoom. “Zoom – 300%” will open “3x” zoom. “Zoom – 400%” will open “4x” zoom.
Aside from magnification options, the Zoom drop-down menu allows the user to manipulate the zoom
quality and mode. First, the photographer can set the photo quality of the soomed image to high. This
means the application always generates the zoom preview using the full size image. This method of
zooming is slower, however, the trade-off is a pixel-perfect view of the photo.
Darkroom Web users can also access two zoom modes. When “Floating Loupe” is checked, the
circular zoom tool with the RGB values and Zoom percentage notes will highlight small circles of the
image. This acts in a way comparable to a square photo loupe. When this option is unchecked, the
photographer can view the entire photo zoomed. However, the user must use the mouse to pan around
the image for viewing.

S A V E

C H A N G E S

The fifth function available in the Basic Tool Set is the Save Changes tool. All changes made to
photos while in the Darkroom Web Photo Workshop can be saved. It is also important to note that
once a photographer leaves the Photo Workshop with unsaved edits, those edits will be lost.
Darkroom Web will not save any work unless the user manually saves the Photo Workshop edits.
As a safety feature, Darkroom Web does not delete or save over the original photo image.
Photographers can make several changes to an image, select “Save Changes” and then reverse all the
changes. This is possible because the data is never lost. Remember that Darkroom Web always keeps
the digital negative safe!
The “Save Changes” option allows the user to quickly save changes made to a photo. These changes
are saved to the preview image. Once new edits are saved, it is possible to reverse the edits at a later
date. The “Save Changes” option allows the user to be flexible while making edits to a photo.
For example, imagine you just did a Senior Portrait session. Before the Senior leaves, you do a quick
run through the photos for any major cropping edits. With each photo you crop, you select the “Save
Changes” option. Because you did this quickly the first time through, the Darkroom Web application
allows the user to open each image again to spend more time editing. Because only “Save Changes”
was selected, all of the cropped parts of the photo are still available. You can reverse the first
cropping, and redo it on the very same image.

To save changes, photographers may use “S” from the keyboard as a shortcut key.

S A V E

A S

N E W

P H O T O

The sixth and last function available in the Basic Tool Set is the Save as New Photo tool. It is
important to remember that changes made to the catalog photos must be saved; otherwise, the changes
will not be retained. Photographers can use the “Save as New Photo” when the edits entail a new
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composition such as an extreme cropping or the addition of a border. This option also allows the user
to save a photo so all previously saved edits are completely editable.
When a photographer opts to “Save as New Photo,” the application allows the user to save the photo
so it is editable or to save the photo so it is not editable. This means that a photo saved so that it is
editable retains the user’s ability to modify ALL previous edits. For example, if a user makes an
image black & white, applies a border, and then saves the image as “Make Editable,” the
photographer can make changes to that border and reverse the black &white setting. The image is not
“flattened” when it is saved.
When a photographer opts to “Save as New Photo” and then selects “Use as Photo,” the image is
flattened. This means that is a photo is set to display in black & white, a border is applied, it is saved
as a new photo, and set to be used as a photo, all previous edits are permanent.
When a photo is saved as “Make Editable,” then the user must always select to either “Edit” or
“Open” the photo in the photo workshop. When the user selects “Edit,” the changes applied to the
photo can be removed. This includes changes made before the current session. When the user selects
“Open,” the photographer can only add changes to the photo. The current changes cannot be turned
off. This is most important when considering changing borders. You can always make changes to a
photo marked “use as photo” by marking it as editable. To do this, right-click the photo in the photo
bar, and select “Editable Composition” from the menu.
All changes to “Make Editable” photos are stored as enhanced files (EDF). These files are revisions of
the original and because they always reference back to the original file, you cannot delete the original
photo.
It is possible to change to a photo by adding a border, or changing it to black & white, and then
printing it without saving. To do this, click the photo in the photo bar, modify the image, and add it to
the shopping cart. This is useful for printing event photos where customer compositions do not need
saving, only printing.

E N H A N C E

T O O L

S E T

The Darkroom Web Photo Workshop includes a set of tools devoted entirely toward enhancing a
photo. The Enhance Tool Set allows the user to modify the color of a photo by applying traits such as
black & white or sepia tones. Users can also select borders, change the cropping sheets, and increase
or decrease the focus. Users can also select a vignette and access retouch options.
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The Enhance Tool Set is the first tab available in the lower portion of the Photo Workshop screen. To
display the enhance tool set, click the “Enhance” tab.

C O L O R

The first function available in the Enhance Tool Set is the Color tool. The Color tool allows the
Darkroom Web photographer to change the color of all photos. There are 12 different color options
available to choose from. These include color, black & white, retro, and sepia. There are also eight
different duotone options available in a drop down menu.
The color tool is useful for creating multiple product offerings from a single photo. For example, a
bride and groom may want a classic black & white image as husband and wife, however, the
grandmas and grandpas will want a beautiful color photo to remember the occasion. This Darkroom
Web tool allows the user to create multiple product offerings with one simple click.
Because customers are always searching for a particular look, and as photographers, you constantly
strive to take a perfect photo for your clientele; the Color tool makes it possible to explore alternative
options without much extra time. Photographers who want to create alternative images that might
appeal to its customer bas can do so via the Color tool.
Here is a list of all available options in the Color tool:
COLOR

When a photographer selects “Color,” the photo will revert to the
colors first imported with the digital negative. This option will also
remove tone effects.

BLACK & WHITE

When a photographer selects “Black & White,” the photo will
appear in grayscale. This means that the image will appear as if it
were taken with black & white film. Many customers request black
& white photos to create a unique artistic look for their print. Black
& white photos tend to be regarded as “classic.”

SEPIA

When a photographer selects “Sepia,” the photo will appear aged.
Sepia is a look that happened naturally to old black and white
photos. It is a photo that faded to a slight yellow/orange color.
Customers love Sepia because it offers an aged print for an “old
time photo” look.

RETRO

When a photographer selects “Retro,” the photo will appear
colorized like an aged color photo. For example, photos taken in
the 60s and 70s colored differently as they aged. The resulting color
is referred to as “Retro.”

RUBY TONE

When a photographer selects “Ruby Tone” from the Duotone
option, the photo is colorized with a subdued red or ruby tint. This
tinting is applied to a photo starting with a grayscale base.
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BRONZE TONE

When a photographer selects “Bronze Tone” from the Duotone
option, the photo is colorized with a subdued bronze tint. This
tinting is applied to a photo starting with a grayscale base. This can
be used as an alternative sepia tone.

TARNISHED TONE

When a photographer selects “Tarnished Tone” from the Duotone
option, the photo is colorized with a subdued tarnished gold tint.
This tinting is applied to a photo starting with a grayscale base.
This can be used as an alternative sepia tone.

EMERALD TONE

When a photographer selects “Emerald Tone” from the Duotone
option, the photo is colorized with a subdued green or emerald tint.
This tinting is applied to a photo starting with a grayscale base.

TURQUOISE TONE

When a photographer selects “Turquoise Tone” from the Duotone
option, the photo is colorized with a subdued blue-green or
turquoise tint. This tinting is applied to a photo starting with a
grayscale base.

SELENIUM BLUE TONE

When a photographer selects “Selenium Blue Tone” from the
Duotone option, the photo is colorized with a subdued blue tint.
This tinting is applied to a photo starting with a grayscale base.

VINYARD TONE

When a photographer selects “Vinyard Tone” from the Duotone
option, the photo is colorized with a subdued violet tint. This tinting
is applied to a photo starting with a grayscale base.

ROSE TONE

When a photographer selects “Rose Tone” from the Duotone
option, the photo is colorized with a subdued rose or pink tint. This
tinting is applied to a photo starting with a grayscale base.

The Duotone options allow the user to create print items for customers. For example, duotones can be
applied to color photos for a more artistic effect. These newly colorized photos can be used in
montages or to add an interest or theme. Another popular method is to use the duotones with senior
portraits or sport teams to match their school colors.
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B O R D E R S

The second function available in the Enhance Tool Set is the Borders tool. This function allows the
photographer to add borders to any photo or group of photos. This includes overlays, effects, and text.
Most specifically, the Border tool is the mode of selection for the borders and templates in Darkroom
Web. This means that in order to apply a border to a photo, the photographer must use the Border tool.
Borders and templates are files that define the graphics, layout, and effects, which are applied to a
photo. It is possible for photographers to purchase additional borders from ExpressDigital or from one
of the ExpressDigital border partners. Borders can be simple overlays or complex composites
containing multiple photos.
Borders are a great way for professional photographers to offer more product options with minimal
extra time and cost considerations. Because Darkroom Web comes equipped with sample borders, the
photographer already has pre-built designs to expand their product offerings! For example, many
photographers use trading card and memory mate borders with their sport events. Other photographers
use green screen borders to put subjects into fantasy scenes, or use the high key or low key borders to
merge photos with the same white or black background.
To apply a border, select “Choose” from the Border tool icon. This will open the “Select the Border
for the Picture” window.

This window allows the user to select and apply a border to the image in the Photo Workshop. The
tabs across the top of the window display the organizational subgroups includes in the main border
group. In this case, “700F Standard Large” is a subgroup of “Art Leather Album – Mat Compatible
Photo Sizes.” This is one of the sample border groups available in the Darkroom Web software.
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It is possible to change the border group by selecting “Change Group.” By selecting this option, the
user is opening a drop down menu displaying all available border groups. It is important to remember
that these border groups are setup in the Products & Services section of the Setup tab. To change the
border group, select the appropriate one from the list and allow for it to load. You will notice that the
tabs across the top of the “Select the Border for the Picture” window will change to reflect the new
border group.
There is also an option to “Choose Border Directory” when selecting a new border group or default
border group. Many photographers set their own border directory. If this is the case, navigate to the
folder where the borders are stored. Once selected, the program searches this folder and its sub-folders
for borders. Photographers can use sub-folders as a way to categorize and organize the borders. The
sub-folder names appear as tabs in the Choose Border window.
Darkroom Web has a built-in border directory: C:\Program Files\ExpressDigital\Darkroom
WE\Borders. This directory contains sample borders. Photographers can copy borders from the border
sample directory found on your installation CD into this directory, as well as copy from any
purchased border pack CD.
It is possible to access the borders directly from a CD drive, but this is not recommended because it is
extremely slow.
The Border Tool “Choose” option also allows the photographer to scroll through the border via
navigational arrows. These arrows are located to the right and left of the “Choose” option. To sort
through the borders listed before, the user should click the left arrow. To sort through the borders
listed after, the user should click the right arrow.
Once a border is set, it is possible to turn the border on and off. These options are available directly
from the Border tool.
Click to turn the
assigned border “ON”

Click to turn the
assigned border “OFF”

It is also possible to add text to a border directly from the Border tool. Darkroom Web makes this very
simple by adding a “Text” option. This button will open the “Text Object” window.
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The “Text Object” window allows the user to add text to any border. The text box provides standard
font formatting, advanced font formatting, style tools, and size and position tools. It is also possible to
enter special text codes. These can be viewed by selecting “Insert Special Text.” A list of special text
codes can be found in the appendix portion of this manual.
ON

This option will apply the current border to the photo. The
shortcut key, “HOME,” activates this feature.

OFF

This option will remove any border or crop sheet applied to the
photo. The shortcut key, “END,” activates this feature.

CHOOSE

This option will display the Border Selection window. The
Border Selection window allows the user to browse and
preview the entire collection of borders. The shortcut key, “B,”
activates this option.

TEXT

This option will display the Border Text window. It is possible
for the user to create a custom text field for the border. If the
border already has text fields associated with the design then the
“Text Fields” window will appear. The “Text Fields” window
looks like this:
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The photographer should enter the values in the text fields
defined by the border. The shortcut key, “T,” activates this
option. To add custom border text through the “Text Object”
window, select “CTRL + T.”
LEFT ARROW

This option will load the previous border in the border
directory. It is possible to use this to cycle through the borders
to preview or sell to customers.

RIGHT ARROW

This option will load the next border in the border directory. It
is possible to use this to cycle through the borders to preview or
sell to customers.

BORDERS ▼

This option will display the border menu.

Finally, the Borders tool includes a drop down menu with clickable Border settings. Some of these
settings are available via the icon representation in the Enhance Tool Set. However, many
photographers prefer to use the menu version while editing. The “Borders” menu includes the
following options: “Border On,” “Border Off,” “Enter Border Text,” “Add Border Text,” “Choose
Border,” “Borders,” “Set Border Group,” “Set Border Directory,” “Refresh Borders…” and “Apply
Border to New Photos.”
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The first “Border” menu option allows the user to turn the borders on and off. If a user wants to
activate the border, select “Border On.” If a user wants to deactivate the border, select “Border Off.”
These functions can also be used via the short cut keys. To activate the border, select “HOME” from
the keyboard. To deactivate the border, select “END” from the keyboard.
The second “Border” menu option allows the user to access the Border Text feature. If a border does
not have text fields built into the design then both “Enter Border Text” and “Add Border Text” will
open the “Text Object” window. This is the text feature that allows users to create custom text effects.
However, if the border includes built in text caption boxes, the “Enter Border Text” option will open
the “Text Fields” window. This window allows the user to type directly to the assigned fields. The
“Add Border Text” option allows the user to add a new text field. These text options can also be
opened via shortcut keys. To open the “Text Fields” window to add text to already existing caption
and title boxes, select “T.” To open the “Text Object” window to add custom text anywhere on the
photo, select the shortcut key “CTRL + T.”
The third “Border” menu option allows the user to select a border for application. The “Choose
Border” window allows the user to open the “Select the Border for the Picture” window.
Photographers can then navigate through the tabs to select the exact border they want to use.
Photographer can also select “Borders.”
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When a user selects “Borders,” another menu will open displaying the default border groups. Again
each of these groups will open displaying the name of the border. Photographers can select a border
for the list to apply to the photo.
The fourth “Border” menu option allows the user to set the border group or the border group
directory. The first feature “Set Border Group,” allows the user to open a border group from a drop
down menu. This is a very rapid way to open a border group. The application will ask if the border
group is to be made default. The second feature, “Set Borders Directory,” allows the user to set the
border directory to any file pathway on the computer. Finally, users can refresh the borders in order to
access those that were newly imported.
Finally, the last “Border” menu option allows the user to apply selected borders to all imported new
photos. To activate this option, select “Apply Border to New Photos.” A checkmark will appear next
to the menu listing when it is activated. To deactivate the option, select the menu listing again to make
the checkmark disappear. This setting is incredibly helpful when shooting an event where every photo
requires a border. When this option is activated, all tethered and un-tethered images will upload to the
application and will automatically have a border applied.
BORDERS ►

This function displays a menu containing the borders in the
border directory and sub-folders. When a user selects a border
name, the application will load and will apply the border to the
photo.

SET BORDER GROUP

This function displays a menu containing the border groups
found in the border template setup.

SET BORDERS DIRECTORY

This function allows the user to set the directory that the
application will look for borders in. This is helpful for users
who have borders stored in folders that have not been added to a
border group on the Setup workspace.
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This function automatically applies the selected border to newly
imported photos. This works for both tethered and non-tethered
import.

S H E E T S

The third function available in the Enhance Tool Set is the Sheets tool. This tool provides a way for
photographers to quickly crop photos. The Sheets tool also allows users to create photo composites.
The cropping feature is an intuitive tool that cuts a photo to an exact print size without all the hassle of
finding the right pixel size. Users can select a size, such as 5x7, and the application will automatically
cut the photo to the exact size. Likewise, the composite tool gives the photographer a very simple, fast
workflow when creating a sheet of images for a customer. In a few simple clicks, an entire composite
is built!

C R O P

S H E E T S

One major goal of the creators of Darkroom Web was the ability to simplify over-complicated photo
editing steps. In comparable programs, cropping an image involves selecting, highlighting, cutting,
opening new files and pasting. In Darkroom Web it takes two clicks. One click to open the “Sheets”
menu and one click to select the correct crop size.

There is one important issue to be aware of when cropping a photo. It is important to be aware of the
applied “Viewing Aspect.” This feature is available in the “View” menu located at the top of the
screen and it affects how much of the photo is viewable. For example, if your viewing aspect is set to
display an 8x10 image, and you crop the image to a 4x6, no noticeable change is made to the photo.
The photo is cropped but because your viewing aspect is inside a 4x6 cropping, you cannot see the
cropping. If the viewing aspect is set to 4x6 and the image is then cropped to an 8x10, a noticeable
difference is made to the picture. It appears like the objects in the photo were drawn closer to the
person viewing the image.
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“Image A” is set to a viewing aspect of 4x6 and NO
cropping is applied to the image. When an 8x10
cropping is applied, “Image B” is the result.
Notice that the image appears to have been zoomed
in. This is because an 8x10 image is “more square”
than a 4x6. So when the 8x10 cropping is applied,
the excess image data on the top and bottom is
greatly reduced as compared to the image data on the
right and left of the photo.

Image A

Image B

It is possible to choose a “Viewing Aspect” to match the desired “Cropping Sheet.” It is up to the
photographer to determine if that step is necessary as a part of the editing workflow.
When a cropping size is selected, with the exception of “Square,” an orientation option must be
chosen. Users can select to crop a photo to a “Vertical” or “Horizontal” image. Once the orientation is
set, the photographer should use the “Scale” tool and “Move” tool to center the image on the sheet.
Once a photo is cropped, it can only be saved as a new photo. The “Save Changes” Basic tool will not
save the cropping. Select “Save as New Photo” to retain the new cropping. It is also possible to use
the “Save as New Photo” tool to set an explicit cropping for each size of print to order. This is referred
to as pre-cropping a photo. This is similar to how a traditional enlarger works. For example, a
photographer selects a sheet to print on and then exposes the photo onto the sheet. Moving and scaling
the photo on the sheet creates the proper composition.
Once a new composition is created with a crop sheet, the photographer can add it to the catalog for
later ordering or add to the cart immediately. To add the cropped composition to the catalog, click
“save as new photo” in the Basic tool set. This stores the enhanced file (EDF) that represents the
cropped version of that original file. You cannot delete the original photo because the enhanced file
references the original photo. To add the cropped sheet to the cart, add a package or a la carte items
that match the sheet size to the shopping cart.
Note: Darkroom Web does automatic cropping by default. The auto cropper centers the image and
chooses the orientation of the print item to minimize the amount of cropping. The auto cropper
also takes into account any crop orientation hints. You can adjust cropping after an order is
placed in the orders page. This is called post-cropping. To post-crop the image, select the
order in the orders page, and click “edit and proof orders” on the toolbar.

C O M P O S I T E

S H E E T S

Some photographers prefer to use composite sheets in the place of proof sheets due to the ease of
making the composites. These composite sheets are very similar to the proof sheets that are created in
the Photo Library. The area that these two features overlap includes the fact that both allow the
photographer to place as many photos as possible on a single print sheet. However, while proof sheets
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are generated automatically, composite sheets allow the photographer to manually place the photos on
the page. Not only can this increase the aesthetic look of the page, but also allows the user to create a
composite quickly with limited photos.
The act of making a composite sheet is quite simple. First, open a catalog in the Photo Workshop.
Then open the Enhance tab and select “Sheets.” From the menu, click on “Composite Sheet…” This
will open the “Create Composite Sheet” window.

Preview of composite

A composite sheet is defined by the size, orientation, and number of photos. The page size should be a
size that can be handled by a local printer. For example, an 8x10 page size is adequate. Because a
composite may be part of a sales presentation to a customer, printing them on a page size that fits into
a folder or binder is most helpful to prevent damage or annoyance. Next, the user should select the
orientation of the page. There are two available options. A “Portrait Page” will print vertically, while a
“Landscape Page” will print horizontally.
Next, the user should select the number of photos to print on the page. It is possible to make these
selections based on the preview size or based on a custom row/column setup. The preview size
images include options such as “Small” and “Large” as well as standard, square proof, and 4x6 aspect
ratio image sizes. The look of the composite is viewable with each change in the “Preview” screen.
It is possible to set up the composite with exact row and column numbers. These can also be set to
display as square cells. For example, if the photographer selects 3 rows and 3 columns, the composite
page will contain a total of 9 cells. Finally, it is important that the user select whether to use the image
orientation or the cell orientation. If the image orientation option is not selected it is possible that a
composite image will print horizontal when it should be vertical and vice versa.
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When the composite options are all entered, select “Create” to make a composite sheet. If the
photographer would like to exit the “Create Composite Sheet” window without creating a sheet, select
“Cancel.” This will return you to the Photo Workshop.
When a composite sheet is created, photographers must use the mouse and click the photos to load
into the composite sheet. Users can also press the “TAB” key to scroll though a larger catalog. This
will also allow the user to add the photos in order. Once a new sheet is created, the Darkroom Web
user may add it to the catalog for later ordering or add it to the cart immediately.
To add the composite to the catalog, click “Save as New Photo” on the Basic tool set. This stores the
enhanced file (EDF) that represents the sheet. This cannot be deleted because the photos used in the
sheet are constantly referencing back to the original files. When a user wants to add the composite to
the cart, simply add packages or a la carte items to the shopping cart.

F O C U S

The fourth function available in the Enhance Tool Set is the Focus tool. The Darkroom Web Photo
Workshop provides a way for photographers to adjust the digital focus of a photo.
This tool is designed to help photographers either sharpen or soften an entire image. For example,
imagine you recently did a photo shoot for a lovely elderly couple. Because of the natural human
aging process, the elderly couple has wrinkles. It is possible to use the Focus tool to soften the
wrinkles to bring them out of prominence. This effect will also add a natural glow to the subjects.
There are some cases, however, that require more focus or sharpening. The Focus tool should be used
to sharpen an image when the photo requires a sharper or crisper finish.
It is imperative for the user to remember that increasing the digital focus sharpens the photo, while
decreasing the digital focus softens the image. The softening tool does not merely blur the image;
Darkroom Web is equipped with a sophisticated soft focus effect that imitates the use of gels and soft
focus filters. Like traditional photography, be careful not to over-sharpen your digital photos. Doing
so can lead to exaggeration of pixels or noise in the photo.
Like all Photo Workshop tools, the Focus icon works with the simple click of the mouse. The Focus
tool works on a scale from “-10” to “10.” The far extreme softening setting is “-10.” This will make
the photo blurriest. The far extreme sharpening setting is “10.” This will make the photo the sharpest,
however, the pixels will exaggerate and the noise and artifacts in the photo will appear at its greatest
disadvantage.
The following is a description of all the Focus tool icon and menu options.
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This option will increase the digital focus by 1 point. When the
digital focus is increased the photo will sharpen.
This option will set the digital focus to the standard sharpening of
“5.” This setting will make every pixel in the image sharper, most
specifically, by increasing the focus to “5,” the eyes of a portrait
subject will make the photo “pop.”

□

This option will reset the digital focus to zero, removing any
sharpening or softening.

●

This option will set the digital focus to the standard soft focus of “5.” A soft focus of “-5” will soften wrinkles, hair fly-aways and
skin tone.

MINUS

-

FOCUS▼ :

This option will decrease the digital focus by 1 point. When the
digital focus is decreased, the photo will soften.
This option will open the Focus menu. The Focus menu lists preset
values to help photographers quickly opt to sharpen or soften a
photo.

It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.
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V I G N E T T E

The fifth function available in the Enhance Tool Set is the Vignette tool. A vignette is defined as a
photograph whose edges shade off gradually. The purpose of a vignette is to surround the photo and
place emphasis on the center subject. The Darkroom Web Photo Workshop offers two vignette
options. These include a white or black vignette. It is possible to create your own via the border
workshop, however the application provides the basic vignettes in three levels of intensity.
Unlike a border, the vignette tool applies to the actual photo. This means that the photo cannot be
moved around on a separate layer behind the vignette. Users who would like to apply a vignette
should crop the photo first, and then apply a vignette.

“Min” Vignette

“Med” Vignette

“Max” Vignette

There are three different levels to both the white and black vignettes. These levels include “Min” for
Minimum, “Med” for medium, and “Max” for maximum. This means that a “Min” vignette is very
subtle and a “Max” vignette is very noticeable. This also can be described in terms of how much
fading is noticeable. A “Min” vignette is only faded slightly at the corners. The oval is very large. A
“Max” vignette actually shows a viewable oval on the image, the corners are completely invisible
because of the vignette overlay.
MIN

This option stands for “Minimum” and will apply a subtle vignette.

MED

This option stands for “Medium” and will apply a vignette greater
than “Min” and less than “Max.”

MAX

This option stands for “Maximum” and will apply the strongest
vignette available by default in the software.

WHITE

This option will apply a white vignette. This is best used with a
dark background because the dark will fade to white.

NONE

This option will remove the vignette.

BLACK

This option will apply a black vignette. This means that on a white
background the image will fade from white to black.

It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.
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S E T

The Correct tool set is used to correct and adjust the brightness, contrast, exposure, shadow detail,
color saturation, tone, and red-eye. For a perfectly exposed photo, photographers may not need these
tools. But many photos can benefit from a little corrective adjustment. These tools are designed to
make photos pop out, to add color saturation to simulate consumer films, to lighten shadow details
and to make pictures warmer. These tools are also used to increase contrast and brightness of black
and white photos to make things like skin tones appear white.
These tools do not actually modify the digital negative, but rather store adjustments that are applied to
the photo when it is loaded, viewed, or processed. Because these instructions are stored, they can be
copied form one photo to another, photographers can correct one photo at the start of a film roll
(catalog), and then apply the adjustments to all photos in the catalog. These types of adjustments can
be stored in an attribute bundle.

Note: It is recommended that the photos be color balanced, if necessary, before making
corrections with these tools. See the Color Balance Tool Set section for color balance
information.
ExpressDigital does recommend a particular order when correcting color photos. This is because
some of the first applied tools alter the photo so much, that the tools applied in later steps are used
differently.
Here are the steps for a color photo. The first step is to correct the exposure. Many photos have a
tendency to be over or under exposed. This happens where there is too much uneven light, or not
enough even light. The second step should drive the photographer to adjust the shadow detail using
the Shadow tool. Once the light exposure is fixed, the shadows will be off. They will match the over
or under exposed light. If the user increases the shadow brightness, it is possible to add a bit of color
to account for any decreased contrast. If the image still needs a little pop, it is possible to set the auto
contrast setting or increase the contrast.
When a Darkroom Web photographer establishes a full range of settings, the photo and attribute set
should be saved. To save the photo, the user should select “Save Changes.” If these settings are to be
used as a guide for subsequent photos, select “Attributes” from the menu at the top of the screen.
These settings can be saved as a Catalog Default, System Default, a Custom attribute or an Advanced
Custom attribute.
Black and White photos should be modified differently than color photos. ExpressDigital
recommends that photographers adjusting black & white photos should begin by modifying the
contrast. The second step should bring the photographer to modify the brightness. This will ensure a
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proper skin tone and look for the image. Once these two items are set, the user should proceed by
modifying the exposure and shadow settings.
It is possible to apply a currently saved or copied attribute to an entire photo catalog. Once the
attributes are selected or copied, the user should select “Attributes” and then “Apply to All in
Catalog.” This allows the photographer to quickly apply all attribute settings to every photo in the
catalog. It also cuts down on photo editing time!

B R I G H T N E S S

The first function available in the Correct Tool Set is the Brightness tool. This Photo Workshop tool
allows the photographer to adjust how bright the photo appears. However, the tool adjusts the
brightness of the mid-tones only. This means that the blacks stay black and the whites stay white.
When a photographer adjusts the brightness too much, there is a vast reduction in the contrast of a
photo. It is important to remember that when a photographer adjusts the brightness, the photographer
should adjust the contrast.
The Brightness tool icons allow the user to easily increase or decrease the brightness. The icons also
provide a way for the Darkroom Web user to reset the numbers to one. Here is a list of what the
Brightness tool features do:
PLUS

NONE

+:

This option will increase the brightness of a photo by two-tenths
each time the icon is clicked.

□:

This option will reset the brightness setting to a value of one.

-:

This option will decrease the brightness of a photo by two-tenths,
each time the icon is clicked.

BRIGHTNESS ▼:

This option will display the “Brightness” menu so that
photographers can select a preset value.

VALUE :

It is possible to manually type in the brightness number in the
number field below the tool. To enter a number, highlight the field
and use the keypad to type in the new number. Remember it must
be a value between 0 and 2.6

MINUS
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The Brightness tool drop down menu is available when the user selects “Brightness.” The menu will
display 2 columns. The left column lists the numbers that will increase the brightness. These numbers
reside between 1.0 and 2.6. The left column lists the numbers that will decrease brightness. These
numbers reside between 0 and 1.0.
It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.

C O N T R A S T

The second function available in the Correct Tool Set is the Contrast tool. This feature allows the user
to change the contrast of the photo. This means that the photographer wants to make the dark colors
darker or the light colors lighter. When a photo is over-exposed, which means it has a washed-out
appearance, increasing the contrast will darken up those lightened parts of the photo. It will bring the
color back where it was washed out. The Contrast tool provides an automatic contrast option for all
Darkroom Web users that can quickly fix underexposed photos.
The Contrast tool icons allow the user to easily increase or decrease the contrast. The icons also
provide a way for the Darkroom Web user to reset the numbers to one. Here is a list of what the
Contrast tool features do:
PLUS +

This option will increase the contrast of the photo by two-tenths
each time the icon is clicked.

NONE □

This option will reset the contrast to a value of one.

AUTO

This option will set auto contrast. Auto Contrast works by
evaluating the photo’s histogram. It then brings the photo into
proper exposure.

MINUS -

This option will decrease the contrast of the photo by two-tenths
each time the icon is clicked.

CONTRAST▼

This option will display the Contrast menu so photographers can
select one of the listed preset values.
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It is possible to manually type in the contrast number in the number
field below the tool. To enter a number, highlight the field and use
the keypad to type in the new number. Remember it must be a
value between 0 and 2.0.

The Contrast tool drop down menu is available when the user selects “Contrast.” The menu will
display 2 columns. The left column lists the numbers that will increase the contrast. These numbers
reside between 1.0 and 2.0. The left column lists the numbers that will decrease contrast. These
numbers reside between 0 and 1.0.
ExpressDigital recommends that photographers disable the auto contrast setting when configuring
your camera. The auto contrast setting tends to hide exposure issues in imported photos. For example,
if a photographers sets up the lights for a portrait shoot, the subsequently configure the camera and
conclude with some test shots, the images may appear properly exposed even if you are several stops
over- or under-exposed in the camera.
By disabling auto-contrast, the photographer can set proper camera exposure. Once proper exposure is
set, the user can activate auto-contrast to correct minor variations and to add visual pop to images.
It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.

E X P O S U R E

The third function available in the Correct Tool Set is the Exposure tool. The Exposure tool allows the
photographer to increase or decrease the exposure compensation of the photo. This tool allows the
user to fix under and over exposed photos. In conjunction with the “Contrast” tool, a user could fix an
over exposed photo, which will be default require an adjustment with the contrast. Usually the
contrast would need to be brought down. Photographers can change the exposure plus or minus 2
stops.
PLUS +

This option will increases the exposure of photo by 0.25 up to 2.0.

NONE □

This option will reset the exposure to a value of 0.0.

MINUS -

This option will decrease the exposure of photo by 0.25 down to “2.0.”
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EXPOSURE▼

This option will display the Exposure menu so photographers can
select one of the listed preset values.

VALUE

It is possible to manually type in the exposure number in the
number field below the tool. To enter a number, highlight the field
and use the keypad to type in the new number. Remember it must
be a value between -2.0 and 2.0.

The Exposure tool drop down menu is available when the user selects “Exposure.” The menu will
display 2 columns. The left column lists the numbers that will increase the exposure. These numbers
reside between 0.0 and 2.0. The left column lists the numbers that will decrease exposure. These
numbers reside between 0 and -2.0.
It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.

S H A D O W S

The fourth function available in the Correct Tool Set is the Shadows tool. The Shadows tool allows
the photographer to either lighten the darker parts of the photo or darken the lighter parts of the photo.
This tool will target the shadows in the photo.
There are many ways to use this tool. Most photographers use this tool to brighten the shadows from
the caps that cover a photo subject’s eyes. The Shadow tool also allows the photographer to reveal
details that are lost in a shadowed area of a photo or to hide details in a part of the picture that could be
shrouded in shadow.
PLUS +

This option will increase the brightness of a shadow area. Each
time the tool is clicked, the photo will brighten by 10 points. The
highest the shadow can brighten is 80.

NONE □

This option will reset the shadows value to zero.
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MINUS -

This option will decrease the brightness of a shadow area. Each
time the tool is clicked, the photo will darken by 10 points. The
highest the shadow can darken is –80.

SHADOWS▼

This option will display the Shadows menu so photographers can
select one of the listed preset values.

VALUE

It is possible to manually type in the shadows setting in the number
field below the tool. To enter a number, highlight the field and use
the keypad to type in the new number. Remember it must be a
value between -80 and 80.

The Shadows tool drop down menu is available when the user selects “Shadows.” The menu will
display 2 columns. The left column lists the numbers that will increase the shadow brightness. This
means the photo shadows will lighten. These numbers reside between 0 and 80. The left column lists
the numbers that will decrease the shadow brightness. This means that the photo shadows will darken.
These numbers reside between 0 and -80.
It is important to note that after selecting to increase the shadow brightness, thereby lightening the
shadows, the photographer may need to add some color to the photo using the Color tool. This will
help offset the color contrast that is lost when a photo’s shadows are brightened.
It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.
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C O L O R

The fifth function available in the Correct Tool Set is the Color tool. This feature provides a way for
the photographer to change the color saturation of photos. This tool works by either adding or
reducing the color.
When colors are added, the photo palate will appear more vivid. Likewise, when colors are reduced,
the palate will appear in pastels. It is possible to make the photo appear as a grayscale or black &
white photo because the color setting is locked in at “-100.”
Most films, such as Kodak Gold, produce extremely saturated prints. The color option allows the user
to reproduce the effect of this type of film.
PLUS +

This option will increase the all-over color saturation. Each time the
tool is clicked, the photo’s color will appear more saturated. The
tool increases in increments of 5. The highest the color saturation
can go is 400.

NONE □

This option will reset the color saturation to a value of zero.

MINUS -

This option will decrease the all-over color saturation. Each time
the tool is clicked, the photo’s color will appear less saturated. The
tool decreases in increments of 5. The lowest the color saturation
can go is -100.

COLOR▼

This option displays the Color menu so photographers can select
one of the listed preset values.

VALUE

It is possible to manually type in the color setting in the number
field below the tool. To enter a number, highlight the field and use
the keypad to type in the new number. Remember it must be a
value between -100 and 400.
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The Color tool drop down menu is available when the user selects “Color.” The menu will display 2
columns. The left column lists the numbers that will increase the color saturation. This means the
photo colors will deepen in hue. These numbers reside between 0 and 100. The left column lists the
numbers that will decrease color saturation. This means that the photo colors will bleach out to a
grayscale image. These numbers reside between 0 and -100.
It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.

T O N E

The sixth function available in the Correct Tool Set is the Tone tool. This feature allows the user to
add warm or cool tones to a photo. Warm colors include red, yellow, and orange. When the tone is
increased, these warm colors are increased. The yellows and reds in skin tone and hair will be
emphasized. Cool colors include blue and green. When the tone is decreased, the warm tones
decrease, pulling the blues and greens to the forefront. Nature includes every shade of cool colors.
When modifying the tone of a photo of nature the blues and greens in the image will be emphasized.
When modifying a photo, ExpressDigital recommends that the photographer first adjust the color
before changing the tone. Sometimes a simple color adjustment will make the change you want. Also,
adjusting the color will change how many of the warm and cool colors are visible, if a photographer
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adjusts the tone and then the color, it is possible the photo will never look quite right because the tone
was modified too greatly.
WARM

This option will increase the warm tones of a photo. Most
specifically this will add more red, orange, yellow and golden tones
to the image. Each tool click will increase the value by 1.

NONE

This option will reset the color saturation to a value of zero.

COOL

This option will decrease the warm tones of a photo, which will
bring out the cool tones. Most specifically this will add more blue,
green and silver tones to the resulting image. Each tool click will
decrease the value by 1.

TONE▼

This option displays the Tone menu so photographers can select
one of the listed preset values.

VALUE

It is possible to manually type in the tone setting in the number
field below the tool. To enter a number, highlight the field and use
the keypad to type in the new number. Remember it must be a
value between -10 and 10.

The Tone tool drop down menu is available when the user selects “Tone.” The menu will display 2
columns. The left column lists the numbers that will increase the warm color tones, such as red,
yellow, orange and gold. These numbers reside between 0 and 10. The left column lists the numbers
that will decrease the warm tones, and increase the cool tones. This means that the cool tones such as
blue, green and silver will be visible. These numbers reside between 0 and -10.
It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.

R E D E Y E

The seventh and last function available in the Correct Tool Set is the Redeye tool. The Redeye tool
corrects the red-eye glare that occurs in some exposures. Because the Redeye tool adjusts for red in an
image, ExpressDigital recommends that photographers correct red-eye before adjusting the tone. This
will prevent any interaction between the Redeye tool and Tone tool.
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CORRECTED

This status indicates that the Redeye tool found and corrected all
red glare in a photo. The application converts the red glare to
unnoticeable values.

NONE

This option allows the user to reset the redeye to a value of zero.

C O L O R

B A L A N C E

T O O L

S E T

The Darkroom Web Photo Workshop Color Balance Tool Set allows all photographers to easily color
balance photos. The application is designed to accurately color balance all photos, regardless of how
the computer monitor displays true colors. The application will even accurately color balance a photo
if the monitor does not display true colors at all. However, it is recommended that if this is the case
with the monitor, the user should consider purchasing off-the-shelf hardware and software that colorcalibrates the monitor for accurate proofing. Once such third party vendor can be located online at
www.chromix.com.
In an ideal photographer’s world, the user should shoot a gray card at the beginning of the event. This
gray card should be stored in the photo catalog along with the rest of the event images. Darkroom
Web can use this gray card as a reference to easily and accurately balance the color of every photo
from the event. It is possible to manually adjust all color if the photographer does not shoot a gray
card.

The Color Balance tool set is used to correct and adjust all facets of the color balance. Photographers
can specify the types of light they are shooting in, such as day, night, fluorescent or tungsten. They
can also click on the photo and balance all colors. This tool set also provides access to the Custom
Attribute settings.
These tools do not actually modify the digital negative, but rather store adjustments that are applied to
the photo when it is loaded, viewed, or processed. Because these instructions are stored, they can be
copied form one photo to another, photographers can correct one photo at the start of a film roll
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(catalog), and then apply the adjustments to all photos in the catalog. These types of adjustments can
be stored in an attribute bundle.

P R E S E T

C O L O R

B A L A N C E

The first function available in the Color Balance Tool Set is the Preset Color Balance tool. This option
allows the user to select any hard coded color balance tools designed to fix an image taken in certain
forms of light. There are five options including “None,” “Daylight,” “Flash/Strobe,” “Fluorescent,”
and “Tungsten.”
The first option is “None.” This feature will turn off any color balancing already in effect. Most
importantly this feature restores the photo to its original appearance.
The crooked arrow icon represents the
Flash/Strobe setting. This option will
adjust for the limitations of flash. Most
specifically it will adjust for proper tones
and colors due to an unnatural burst of
light. These color reside mostly in cyan
and blue. The last option, represented by
a light bulb, will modify photos taken
under tungsten camera flashes. The
tungsten flash will leave the image with
too much red and yellow.

The sun-icon represents a daylight color
profile. When a user selects this option,
the application adjusts for incandescent
light in all photos. The next icon
represents fluorescent lighting. The image
appears like a long rectangle fluorescent
ceiling light. This option will adjust for
the cool tones such as blue and green
caused by the lighting.

The Preset Color Profile tool shows the user how the RGB values under each preset are changed. This
information is available whenever a user selects one of the icons in the Color Balance Tool Set.
First, the “Daylight/Incandescent” light icon adjusts the color balance because daylight puts too much
cyan and magenta in the final photo. The tool will balance the photo to read 126,126,128.

Second, the “Flash/Strobe” light icon adjusts the color balance because camera flashes put too much
red and yellow in the final photo. The tool will balance the photo to read 130,128,109.
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Third, the “Indoor - Fluorescent” light icon adjusts the color balance because tungsten lights put too
much red and yellow in the final photo. The tool will balance the photo to read 134,128,125.

Finally, the “Indoor - Tungsten” light icon adjusts the color balance because fluorescent lights put too
much red and yellow in the final photo. The tool will balance the photo to read 192,128,94.

C U S T O M

C O L O R

B A L A N C E

The second function available in the Color Balance Tool Set is the Custom Color Balance tool. These
custom attributes are represented by the labels, “C1,” “C2,” “C3,” and “C4.” These options are
custom color settings that every photographer can create while working in the Photo Workshop. The
C1-C4 names correspond to the custom attribute bundles saved while using the Attribute menu.
The Attribute feature allows photographers to store color balance values that are either recently used,
or used frequently. For example, imagine you are a sports event photographer and you cover the local
high school basketball games. The lights in the gym are always the same. It is possible to create a
custom color profile for that high school gym and then apply it to every photo loaded into Darkroom
Web. It is important to remember that the software you use is a tool to make your work run as
smoothly and as efficiently as possible. It is a good idea to learn these tools to save time and energy!
The Attributes menu allows the Darkroom Web user to display and render each image with the proper
color and editing attributes. Each photo in a catalog has information attached to it that describes how
to display and render the photo. When you make changes or enhancements to a photo in the
application, the information is added to the photo attributes and the photo is re-rendered with the
changes for preview.
The application only loads a small version of the photo, which is called a thumbnail image, for
viewing and editing. This image information can be stored as a photo attribute so Darkroom Web
users can later apply each editing and viewing change to the full size image. These attributes are
carried across so the final image, sent to the printer or photo lab, looks correct when printed.
This attribute system is one of the ways that ExpressDigital Darkroom Web differs from typical image
editors such as Adobe® Photoshop®. We treat each photo as a digital negative and apply different
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photo attributes when loading (or developing) the photo to be viewed or printed. This way the original
digital negative file is never harmed or altered. Another important benefit of this approach is that users
can routinely apply attributes from one photo to another.
In the Darkroom Web Photo Workshop Order and Photo Proof Screens, users can copy attributes
from one photo to another, save selected photos attributes, and apply or add attributes to a single
photo, selected photos, or to every order saved in the application.
The best way to explain using photo properties is with an example. Typically, when photographers go
to an event, they set up the camera and lighting, and then take test shots. Ideally, the test shot includes
a “gray card.” The test shots should be added to the catalog for the event.
With the test shots, the photographer should select the test picture that has the attributes best liked.
Once that photo is highlighted, click “Attributes” on the Photo Workshop menu, and select “Save
To.” Photographers can also copy the attributes to the Windows Clipboard or create up to four custom
attribute settings and advanced custom attributes.

S A V I N G

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web provides a way for photographers to save the attributes of a selected photo to one of
the following: the Windows Clipboard, the system defaults, the catalog defaults, or one of the custom
placeholders. To save a photo’s attributes, select the photo with the desired attributes, and choose the
attributes that are to be saved.
CLIPBOARD

Saves the Selected photo’s attributes to the Windows Clipboard to
be pasted to photos later. Remember, the attributes remain on the
Clipboard only until you cut or copy something else to the
Clipboard.

CUSTOM

Saves the selected photo’s attributes to the named placeholder for
use later

NEW

Allows you to select certain attributes and save to a custom
attribute setting

EDIT

Allows you to rename or delete an advanced custom attribute
setting

S E T T I N G

A T T R I B U T E S

Darkroom Web makes the application of photos easy with just the click of the mouse. Photographers
can apply attributes to the selected photos from one of the following: the Windows Clipboard, the
system defaults, the catalog defaults, or one of the custom settings. First, select the photo or photos
you are interested in changing. Next, choose to either apply the color attributes to the selection or to
the entire catalog. Finally, choose the source of the attributes you want to apply.
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CLIPBOARD

Applies photo attributes saved to the Windows Clipboard.
Remember, the attributes you saved to the Clipboard remain only
until you cut or copy something else to the Clipboard.

CUSTOM

Applies one of the named placeholder attribute bundles, which
were saved earlier, to the selected photo. If you created any
advanced custom settings, these are listed below the Custom
settings.

M A N U A L

C O L O R

B A L A N C E

The third function available in the Color Balance Tool Set is the Manual Color Balance tool. This
feature allows the photographer to manually adjust the color balance of a photo. It is possible to click
on a color box to add more of a specific shade to the photo. When a user clicks on a color box, the
number increases or decreases in 5-point increments.

To open the sliding color balance scale, click on a number located between the color boxes. This will
open a toolbar allowing minute adjustments to the color balance. Alternately, photographers can also
simply enter a specific value to change the color balance. The numbers must be between 0 and 255.
Photographers can save the changes either to this image only, or as a custom attribute setting.
Attributes allow the user to apply the color balance setting to other photos.

C O L O R

B A L A N C E

M E N U

The Color Balance drop down menu is available when the user selects “Color Balance.” The menu
will display a list of preset color balance and custom color balance options.
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It is important to save all changes before moving onto the next image, or moving out of the Photo
Workshop. Darkroom Web will not save any work that has not been manually saved in respect to
changing photos, catalogs, or shutting down the system.

C L I C K

B A L A N C E

The fourth function available in the Color Balance Tool Set is the Click Balance tool. Photographers
can use the Click Balance tool to automatically set the color balance. Selecting any colorless portion
of the photo can do this. Ideally, a photographer would use this tool on a gray card, but any colorless
(black, gray, or white) area on the image will do.
To use the Click Balance tool, select the dropper icon and then click in a colorless object in the photo.
The program will automatically color balance the rest of the image based on the colorless object.
It is important that the photographer select the center of a colorless object, rather than “just
anywhere.” The Darkroom Web tool was designed to take a sample of the area around the selected
pixel to calculate an accurate measurement. Because all cameras are different, photographers should
select many different pixels until the right color balance is achieved. This is due to the pixel variation
from camera to camera.

C O L O R

P R O F I L E

The fifth and last function available in the Color Balance Tool Set is the Color Profile tool. Use the
Color Profile tool to set the ICC color profile for the input device (usually a camera). This is not
where photographer should specify the Printer ICC profile. Also this is not where photographer
should set the ICC profile for the computer monitor.
The input ICC color profile for the camera is a complex set of tables and algorithms used to correct
any color abnormalities found in the device. Some manufacturers provide several default ICC profiles.
Your software comes equipped with many camera profiles in the ExpressDigital Darkroom Web
installation.
There are also third party software tools available for purchase that help photographers create unique
camera profiles that characterize your specific camera and, in some cases, dramatically improve the
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color accuracy. ExpressDigital recommends the use of inCamera Professional by Pictographics, Inc.
This product allows the user to take a picture of a GretagMacbeth ColorChecker® Chart or the Color
Checker® DC calibration chart with your camera and then generate an ICC profile that can be used in
Darkroom Web. For more information on this product, visit www.picto.com.
Darkroom Web photographers can use the Color Profile tool by selecting “Color Profile” from the
Photo Workshop. This will open the “Source Color Profile” window.

There are 4 options available in the “Source Color Profile” window. The first option is “Automatic.”
By selecting “Automatic,” the user is setting the application to automatically apply any known
profiles for that device based on the manufacture’s default profiles installed with the software. The
second option is “None.” Photographers who select this option are requesting that no input color
profile should be used because the image is in sRGB colorspace. The third option is “Adobe RGB.”
Photographers who select this option are instructing the software that the images are already in Adobe
RGB colorspace.
The fourth option is “Custom.” Custom indicates that the photographer will choose a custom ICC
profile in the Custom Color Profile field. To select a color profile, click the “Browse” button. This will
allow the user to choose a color profile installed on the computer.
Microsoft Windows has a recommended location for color profiles. For Windows NT, 2000, and XP,
copy the color profiles to c:\WINNT\system32\spool\drivers\color. If Windows is installed on a drive
other than C:, use your actual drive letter in place of C:. These folders should already be on the
computer and there should be no reason to have to create new folders. Simply copy any new profiles
into the appropriate folder.
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The View Tool Set provides the Darkroom Web user with an unobstructed view of the active photo.
There are no menus in this viewing option and it does not function as a slideshow. Photographers use
this feature while they edit the photos. It allows them to see a larger photo of the edits made in the
Photo Workshop.
To open a full screen photo, select “Fullscreen” from the menu. The photo will load automatically. To
return to the Photo Workshop, click on the full screen image.
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ExpressDigital Enrichment
C U S T O M E R

C A R E :

H O U R S

O F

O P E R A T I O N

ExpressDigital’s normal business hours are Monday-Friday, 8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M., U.S. Central
Time, excluding major holidays. During these hours, ExpressDigital is fully staffed to meet the
average number of calls that come in during a typical day. The ExpressDigital Customer Care team
guarantees that they will answer a minimum of 75% of all calls either immediately or within 8
minutes on hold. Please call: 888-271-3446.
If you have an emergency, stay on hold or leave a message clearly stating your name, and at least two
active phone numbers where you can be reached.

E - M A I L

I N Q U I R I E S

Do you have a great question but the question is not urgent? The ExpressDigital Customer Care team
can be reached via e-mail for general information and questions. All e-mails will be answered within
24 hours. Please send all messages to: support@expressdigital.com

F E E D B A C K

A N D

I D E A S

Like all good companies, ExpressDigital wants to hear from their customers! ExpressDigital strongly
believes that our success is directly tied to our customer’s success. Please contact us directly to let us
know how we are measuring up to your standards. We can be reached via e-mail at,
feedback@expressdigital.com, or via our toll-free number, 888-584-0089.
Do you have any suggestions that will improve our software or services? Do you have an idea of how
our software can help you make more money? Please, let us know! Send all comments, suggestions,
and ideas to ideas@expressdigital.com.

E X P R E S S D I G I T A L

W E B S I T E

Visit the ExpressDigital Support Website 24/7 for the latest product information. Access the latest in
documentation and product FAQ sheets at www.expressdigital.com.
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Appendix
Darkroom Web is designed to make your work fast and more efficient. We have provided a simple
and efficient interface that is easy to use. However, to get the most of the application, you can use
some of the many shortcut keys to speed up tasks you perform regularly. The following information
lists the shortcut keys for each of the workspaces in the application.
PHOTO

L I BRARY

SHORTC UT

KEYS

Key

Description

Key

Description

*

Copy Photo Attributes
to the Clipboard

P

Print Proof sheet

Ctrl *

Copy Photo Attributes
to the Clipboard

Shift P

Change Photo Info

/

Paste Photo Attributes
from the Clipboard

Ctrl R

Rebuild Catalog Tree (Use
with caution – back up
files first)

+

View More Photos

S or Ctrl S

Start Slideshow

-

View Less Photos

V

Set Orientation to
Vertical (Portrait)

=

View More Photos

Delete

Delete Photo

\

Add Service Notes

F1

Find Photo Catalog

0

Order a la Carte

F2

Find Photo

1 – 9

Order Package 1 - 9

F5

Refresh Photo Catalog

A

Add Photos

F7

Change Photo Color Balance

C

Create New Catalog

F9

Change to Library Page

Alt or Ctrl C

Clear Photo Cache

F10

Change to Workshop Page

D

Describe Photo Catalog

F11

Change to Orders Page

G

Describe Photo Group

F12

Change to Setup Page

F

Flip Photo

Insert

Add Photo Data

H

Set Orientation to
Horizontal (Landscape)

Return

Place Order

I

Quick Import

Ctrl Return

Save Order

Shift I

Import Multiple Photos

Tab

Select Next Photo

Ctrl I

Import Single Photo

Shift Tab

Select Previous Photo

L

Set Orientation to
Landscape

Space

Take Picture (Fire Cameras
Shutter Release) or Quick
Import if no camera
attached

O

Rotate Photo Clockwise

[

Scroll Photos Up

Shift O

Rotate Photo Counter
Clockwise

]

Scroll Photos Down
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Key

Description

Key

Description

*

Copy Photo Attributes
to the Clipboard

Delete

Delete Image from Photo
Catalog

Ctrl *

Copy Photo Attributes
to the Clipboard

Down

Move Image Down

/

Paste Photo Attributes
from the Clipboard

Ctrl Down

Move Image Down in Larger
Increments

\

Add Service Notes

Shift Down

Move Image Down in Smaller
Increments

Ctrl ;

Show Guides

End

Turn Border Off

0

Order a la Carte

Escape

Clear Image

1 - 9

Order Package 1 – 9

F2

Find Image

A

Saves Enhancement as
New

F4

Full Screen

B

Choose Border

F5

Switch to Enhancement
Tools

Alt C

Toggle Crop Orientation

Ctrl F5

Refresh Screen

Ctrl C

Set Crop Orientation to
Horizontal

F6

Switch to Correction Tools

Shift C

Set Crop Orientation to
Vertical

F7

Switch to Color Tools

F

Flip Image

F8

Switch to Drop Out Tools

H

Set Orientation to
Horizontal (Landscape)

F9

Change to Library Page

I

Repeat Last Import

F10

Change to Workshop Page

Ctrl I

Import Single Photo

F11

Change to Orders Page

Shift I

Import Multiple Photos

F12

Change to Setup Page

K

View Color Code

Home

Border On

L

Set Orientation to
Landscape

Insert

Add Photo Data

O

Rotate Image Clockwise

Left

Move Image Left

Shift O

Rotate Image Counter
Clockwise

Ctrl Left

Move Image Left in Larger
Increments

R

Import Images from
Camera

Shift Left

Move Image Left in Smaller
Increments

S

Save Changes to
Enhancement

Ctrl S

Start Slideshow

Ctrl Page
Down

Scale Down in Larger
Increments

T

Change Border Text

Shift Page
Down

Scale Down in Smaller
Increments

Ctrl T

Add Border Text

Page Down

Page Up
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Key

Description

Key

Description

V

Set Orientation to
Vertical (Portrait)

CTRL Page Up

Scale Up in Larger
Increments

Shift Page Up

Scale Up in Smaller
Increments

Ctrl Up

Move Image Up in Larger
Increments

Return

Place Order

Shift Up

Move Image Up in Smaller
Increments

Ctrl Return

Save Order

X

Reset Image

Right

Move Image Right

Z

Zoom 300%

Ctrl Right

Move Image Right in
Larger Increments

Alt Z

Zoom to Actual Size

Shift Right

Move Image Right in
Smaller Increments

Ctrl Z

Zoom 400%

Space

Take Picture (Fire
Cameras Shutter
Release) or Quick
Import if no camera
attached

Shift Z

Zoom 200%

Tab

Select Next Image

[

Scroll Photo Bar Up

Shift Tab

Select Previous Image

]

Scroll Photo Bar Down

Up

Move Image Up
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Key

Description

P

Print Order

Alt P

Print All Orders

Ctrl P

Print Order to CD

Shift P

Print Order

Q

View Print Queue

S

Mark Shipped

Ctrl S

Unmark Shipped

Delete

Delete Order

Escape

Cancel Order

F2

Find Order

F5

View New Orders

F6

View Pending Orders

F7

View Completed Orders

F9

Change to Library Page

F10

Change to Workshop Page

F11

Change to Orders Page

F12

Change to Setup Page

Return

Edit & Proof Order
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KEYS

Key

Description

Key

Description

*

Copy Photo Attributes
to the Clipboard

Escape

Clear Image

Ctrl *

Copy Photo Attributes
to the Clipboard

F

Replace Photo File

/

Paste Photo Attributes
from the Clipboard

Shift F

Replace Photo File

+

View More Images

F2

Find Image

-

View Less Images

F5

Switch to Enhancement
Tools

\

Add Service Notes

F6

Switch to Correction Tools

=

View More Images

F7

Switch to Color Tools

0

View 12 Photos

F8

Switch to Drop Out Tools

Shift 0

View 12 Photos

H

Set Orientation to
horizontal (Landscape)

1

View 1 Photo

Home

Border On

Shift 1

View 1 Photo

K

View Color Code

2

View 2 Photos

L

Set Orientation to
Horizontal (Landscape)

Shift 2

View 2 Photos

Left

Move Image Left

3

View 3 Photos

M

Set Media Type

Shift 3

View 3 Photos

N

Return to Orders Page

4

View 4 Photos

O

Rotate Image Clockwise

Shift 4

View 4 Photos

Ctrl O

Undo Changes to Order

6

View 6 Photos

Shift O

Rotate Image Counter
Clockwise

Shift 6

View 6 Photos

P

Print Current Order

8

View 8 Photos

Alt P

Print All Orders

Shift 8

View 8 Photos

Ctrl P

Print Selection as New
Order

9

View 9 Photos

Page Down

Scale Down

Shift 9

View 9 Photos

Page Up

Scale Up

Ctrl A

Select All Photos

Q

Enter Number of Copies

B

Choose Border

R

Show Reference Image

Alt C

Toggle Crop Orientation

Right

Move Image Right

Ctrl C

Set Crop Orientation to
Horizontal

S

Save Current Order

Shift C

Set Crop Orientation to
Vertical

Alt S

Save Current Order as New
Order

Down

Move Image Down

Ctrl S

Save Selected as New Order

End

Turn Border Off

T

Change Border Text
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Key

Description

Key

Description

Tab

Select Next Image

Z

Zoom 300%

Up

Move Image Up

Alt Z

Zoom to Actual Size

V

Set Orientation to
Vertical (Portrait)

Ctrl Z

Zoom 400%

X

Reset Image

Shift Z

Zoom 200%
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

7,8

8,9

10,11

COLOR

CODE

G
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C O L O R

T A B L E

TA BLE

Key

Positive Values

Negative Values

Brightness
(gamma)
Contrast
Exposure
Compensation
Shadows
Color
Tone
Standard
Color
Balance

0ABCDEFGHIJKLMNPQRSTUVX

N/A

0ABCDEFGHIJKLMNPQRSTUVX
0ABCDEFGHIJKLMNPQR

N/A
0123456789YXWVUTS

0ABCDEFGHIJKLMNPQR
0ABCDEFGHIJKLMNPQR
0ABCDEFGHIJKLMNPQR

0123456789YXWVUTS
0123456789YXWVUTS
0123456789YXWVUTS

Custom
Balance
(red)
Custom
Balance
(green)
Custom
Balance
(blue)

C O D E

Special Values

Default
Value
0

Z = Auto

0
0

D-Day
F-Flash
I-Incandescent
T-Tungsten,
0-None

0
0
0
0

00-ZZ

N/A

0

00-ZZ

N/A

0

00-ZZ

N/A
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Special Text

Description
This option will print a copyright symbol: ©

[C]
%COLORCODE%
%COPIES%

This option will print the color code profile. This is
represented by numeric values: 1234567
This option will print the number of copies of the current
sheet requested in the order.

%CUSTOMERABBREVNAME%

This option will print copyright information. This will
not include company copyright information: Copyright ©
2006
This option will print the customer name in the format,
Last First Initial Middle Initial: ThompsonRL

%CUSTOMERADDRESS%

This option will print the customer’s complete address:
123 Main Street, Suite 100, Austin TX 78746

%COPYRIGHT%

%CUSTOMERADDRESS1%

CUSTOMERADDRESS2%

%CUSTOMERCITY%
%CUSTOMERCITYSTATEZIP%

%CUSTOMERCOUNTRY%
%CUSTOMEREMAIL%

This option will print the first line of the customer
address. This is usually the street address: 123 Main
Street
This option will print the second line of the customer
address. This is usually the suite, apartment or building
number: Suite 100
This option will print the city name of the customer
address: Austin
This option will print the city name, state abbreviation,
and zip code. It will print in this format – City, State
Zip Code: Austin, TX 78746
This option will print the country of residence of the
customer: United States
This option will print the customer email address:
customer@company.com

%CUSTOMERFIRSTLAST%

This option will print the customer name in the format
First Middle Initial Last: Rebekah L Thompson

%CUSTOMERLASTFIRST%

This option will print the customer name in the format
Last, First Middle Initial: Thompson, Rebekah L

%CUSTOMERNAME%

This option will print the customer name in the format
First Middle Initial Last: Rebekah L Thompson

%CUSTOMERPHONE%
%CUSTOMERSHIPADDRESS%

%CUSTOMERSHIPADDRESS1%

%CUSTOMERSHIPADDRESS2%

%CUSTOMERSHIPCITY%
%CUSTOMERSHIPCITYSTATEZIP%

This option will print the phone number divided by dashes:
555-555-5555
This option will print the complete address where the
prints are to be shipped: 123 Main Street, Suite 100,
Austin TX 78746
This option will print the first line of the address where
the prints are to be shipped, this is usually the street
address: 123 Main Street
This option will print the second line of the address
where the prints are to be shipped. This is usually the
suite, apartment or building number: Suite 100
This option will print the state abbreviation of the
address where the prints are to be shipped: TX
This option will print the city name, state abbreviation,
and the zip code of where the prints are to be shipped. It
will print in this format – City, State Zip Code: Austin,
TX 78746
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Description
This option will print the company name of the receiving
company.
This option will print the country of residence of the
address where the prints are to be shipped: United States
This option will print the receiving customer’s email
address: customer@company.com

%CUSTOMERSHIPPHONE%

This option will print the name of the receiving customer
in the format, First Middle Initial Last: Rebekah L
Thompson
This option will print the name of the receiving customer
in the format - Last, First Middle Initial: Thompson,
Rebekah L
This option will print the name of the receiving customer
in the format – First Middle Initial Last: Rebekah L
Thompson
This option will print the phone number of the person who
is to receive the prints, divided by dashes: 555-555-5555

%CUSTOMERSHIPSTATE%

This option will print the state abbreviation of the
address where the prints are to shipped: TX

%CUSTOMERSHIPFIRSTLAST%

%CUSTOMERSHIPLASTFIRST%

%CUSTOMERSHIPNAME%

%CUSTOMERSHIPZIP%
%CUSTOMERSTATE%
%CUSTOMERZIP%
[D]

%DATE%
%DAY%

This option will print the zip code of the address where
the prints are to be shipped: 78746
This option will print the state abbreviation of the
customer address: TX
This option will print the zip code of the customer
address: 78746
This option will print the month as a single digit for the
first nine months and two digits for the last three
months. For example, February is represented by the number
2, and December is represented by the number 12.
This option will print in numerical form, divided by front
slashes: 01/14/06
This option will print the day in numeric form. If the day
is a single digit, for example February 1, the day will
print with a zero in front: 01
This option will print the day of the week: Wednesday

%DAYOFWEEK%
[DD]

This option will print the day as a double-digit number
for every day of the month. So days 1-9 will gain a zero:
01, 02, 03
This option will print the image filename

[F]
%FILE%

%FILE1%

%FILE2%

%FILEDATE%

This option will print the filename of the primary image
used on the sheet. If the sheet contains a composite
border, then this is the filename of the first image.
This option will print the filename of the primary image
used on the sheet. If the sheet contains a composite
border, then this is the filename of the first image.
This option is a special case used when two prints are
optimized on a single sheet. For example, this could be
when two 5x7’s are on one 8x10 sheet
This option will print the image file save date in numeric
form, divided by front slashes: 02/14/06
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Description

%FILEFOLDER%

This option will print the folder file pathway that the
image file is housed in on the computer. For example if
the image file was stored on the C:\ drive, in the Photos
directory and then in the Team1 folder, the address would
be as follows: C:\Photos\Team1
This option will print the time the image file was most
recently saved. The time will print in the standard form:
1:01PM
This option will print the date in it’s most extended
form, writing out the day of the week, an abbreviated
month, and numerical values for the date and year:
Wednesday, Feb 14, 2006
This option will print the month as a single digit for the
first nine months and two digits for the last three
months. For example, February is represented by the number
2 and December is represented by the number 12
This option will print the date in extended form, meaning
the month will be spelled out completely: February 14,
2006
This option will print the month as a two-digit number.
For example, February is represented as 02 and December is
represented as 12
This option will print the month in numeric form. If the
month is a single digit, for example February is the
second month, it will add a zero in the front: 02
This option will print the customer back print information
submitted by the customer will the order. This will print
the first line of customer information
This option will print the customer back print information
submitted by the customer with the order. This will print
the second line of the customer information
This option will print the order comments for the order

%FILETIME%

%LONGDATE%

[M]

%MEDIUMDATE%

[MM]

%MONTH%

%ORDERBACKPRINT1%

%ORDERBACKPRINT2%

%ORDERCOMMENTS%

%ORDERDATETIME%

This option will print the order date associated with the
print job. The order date is represented by numbers that
are divided by front slashes. All single digit numbers
will have a zero placed before them. February 14th, 2006
will appear as: 02/14/2006
This option will combine both the ORDERDATE with the
ORDERTIME. It will look like this: 02/14/2006 01:52PM

%ORDERDISCOUNT%

This option will print the order discount amount in
dollars using two decimal places: 9.99

%ORDERDATE%

%ORDERID%

%ORDERMULTIPLE%

%ORDERPARTIALSHEETS%

%ORDERPRINTCOMMANDS%

This option will print the order ID associated with the
print job. Order IDs can be found by searching within the
Orders tab. Order IDs are in numeric form: 12345
This option is helpful when the original order was split
into multiple print orders or if the printer order
represents the complete original order, then an asterisk
(*) is generated. This symbol can be used to indicate
whether the operator will need to combine separate
portions of the order together to create a complete order.
This option is most helpful when the order was sent to
multiple printers for printing.
This option will print the quantity of partial sheets in
the current print order. This is represented by a
numerical value.
This option will print the order total dollar value with
two decimal places: 99.99
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Description
This option will print the entire number of sheets along
with what sheet number the current page is. For example,
if you were holding the 6th page in a 10-page order, the
application would print: 6/10
This option will print the order shipping cost value in
dollars using two decimal places: 9.99

%ORDERSUBTOTAL%

This option will print the order subtotal dollar value
using two decimal places: 99.99

%ORDERTAX%

This option will print the order tax amount in dollars
using two decimal places: 9.99

%ORDERTAXRATE%

This option will print the amount of tax charged to an
order.

%ORDERTIME%

%ORDERTOTAL%
%ORDERTOTALSHEETS%

[P]

This option will print the order time associated with the
print job. The order time is denoted in standard form:
01:52PM
This option will print the order total dollar value with
two decimal places: 99.99
This option will print the quantity of sheets all together
in the current print order. This is represented by a
numerical value.
This option will print the computer name that supplied the
image
This option will print the package name: Package 1

%PACKAGE%

%PRINTSIZE%

This option will print the page number in a series or
stand-alone. For example, if I were on page 2 of 5, the
application would print: Page 2 of 5
This option will print the file pathway of the image
directly to the image name. For example, if the image is
saved on the C:\ drive, located in the Photos directory,
then in the Team1 folder, and finally called “Front.jpg,”
the software would print: C:\Photos\Team1\Front.jpg
The option will print the print size of the image: 5x7
print

[R]

This option will print the sequential print number within
the order

%PAGE%

%PATH%

%REPEATCOUNT%

This option is specific to Noritsu printers and displays
the specific sheet number within an order. On most
printers if you print 10 copies of a sheet, the backprint
information will be identical for all sheets. On Noritsu
printers, the printer is able to insert a different count
onto each copy: 001,002,003…010
This option will print the roll size: 203 mm

%ROLL%
%SHORTDATE%
%TIME%
%TIME24%

[U]

This option will print the date with the month abbreviated
but the numbers will be in extended for: Feb 14, 2006
This option will print the time of day using AM and PM
designations. For example, 12:14PM, is just after noon.
This option will print the time under military
distinction. This will indicate the time on a 24-hour
cycle rather that a 12-hour repeating cycle. For example,
2:35PM is represented as 14:35.
This image will print the user name, which is the login
name of the image supplier.
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Description
This option will print the year using four digits: 2006
This option will print the year in a two-digit sequence.
For example, the year 2006 will be represented by only: 06
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automatic update · 21
autorun · 9

A
B

add
border · 68, 70
border to batch order · 183
bordered item · 41, 46
custom item · 41
discount · 57
discount group · 56
lab print item · 40
lab retouch service · 63
local retouch service · 62
package · 36, 260
package group · 32
photo · 131, 160, 203
photo data · 145, 297
photo to batch order · 183
shipping country · 51
shipping group · 49
shipping rate · 52
template · 68, 70
template/border group · 67
address · 24
advanced proof options · 190, 236
header and footer · 197, 243
images · 195, 241
labels · 199, 245
page setup · 192, 238
application options · 14
general settings · 15
preview settings · 18
update settings · 21
aspect ratio · 261
attributes · 145, 307, 322, 375
adjusting · 149
Apply to All From · 148, 311, 325
catalog · 146, 309
custom · 147, 310, 324
default · 146, 309
save · 149, 312, 329, 376
Save Attributes From · 148, 310, 324
Save Attributes To · 146, 309, 323
setting · 150, 313, 330, 376
system · 146, 309
Attributes Menu · 145, 307, 322, 375
auto deletion
event · 16
auto edit · 319
auto orientation · 16
auto print
local · 71
receipt quantity · 73
auto text
proof header/footer · 199, 245
proof labels · 202, 248

back print · 71
batch · 227
orders · 181
publish · 174, 219
publish status bar · 175, 221
un-publish · 176, 222
black & white tool · 350
border group
default · 68
borders · 352
add group · 67
allow text · 16
batch orders · 183
import options · 69
setup · 66
text · 354
brightness · 365, 366

C
cart · 202, 249, 251, 255
add package · 260
clear · 261
edit · 256
remove item · 262
catalog info · 114, 129
Catalog Menu · 111
batch publish · 112
publish catalogs · 111
un-publish catalogs · 112
Catalog Toolbar · 123
Catalog Wizard · 101
catalogs · 132
add photos · 304
alphabetically · 119
arrange catalogs · 121
ascending · 118
date · 119
default · 118
find · 165
name · 117
new · 123, 304
remove · 129
time · 117
type · 120
change border group · 42
change cropping · 260
choose Labtricity labs · 46
clear order · 261
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click balance tool · 378
clockwise · 168, 214, 287, 343
color balance · 373
click balance · 378
custom · 375
preset · 374
color profiles · 378
add · 18
color saturation · 370
color tool · 350
company information · 23
completed orders · 270
composite sheets · 359
contact information · 24
contrast · 366
copy · 178, 224
counter-clockwise · 168, 214, 287, 343
country
add shipping · 51
crop sheets · 359
cropping · 260
Current Catalog Viewer · 134
custom item · 41
add border/template · 41, 46
customer
email notification · 104

E
edit
keypad · 16
package · 39
package item · 45
photo service · 63
photos · 170
shipping rate · 53
editing photos
auto edit · 319
black & white · 350
borders · 352
brightness · 365, 366
color balance · 373
color tool · 350
contrast · 366
duotone · 350
exposure · 367
focus · 361
fullscreen view · 317
redeye · 372
saturation · 370
saving · 348
sepia · 350
shadows · 368
sheets · 358
tone · 371
view · 380
view options · 315
vignettes · 363
zoom · 346
Email Notification
order · 104
enhance · 170, 216
error status · 13
event
auto deletion · 16
exposure · 367

D
Darkroom Web
install · 9
data fields · 211
default package group · 35
delete
country · 51
discount group · 57
order · 272
package group · 34
photo service · 63
shipping rate · 53
template/border group · 67
deselect all · 142, 298
desktop · 16
discount
expiration · 60
rule · 58
discount groups · 54
add group · 56
delete · 57
rename group · 56
Discount Wizard · 55, 88
dollar discount · 58
duotone tool · 350
duplicate tile layout · 43

F
file
conversion · 179, 225
find · 124, 163, 207, 303
catalog · 165
order · 272
flat tax rate · 27
flip · 168, 214, 287, 343
focus tool · 361
form · 274
fullscreen view · 317
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select lab · 31
signup · 29
library
view · 125
load time · 18
local retouch service
add · 62
log in
Labtricity account · 29
PhotoReflect.com · 28

G
general settings · 15
groups · 132

H
hidden photos
show · 155
hide from publishing · 137, 283
hide order · 263
horizontal · 167, 213, 286, 342
horizontal flipped · 168, 214, 287, 343

M
manual update · 22
mode
view · 156
monitor color profiles · 17
move
package · 40
package item · 46
photo service · 64
multiple tile layout · 43

I
icon toolbar · 203
add photo · 160, 203
batch · 227
copy · 224
enhance · 216
find · 207
order · 249
orientation · 212
orientation menu · 212
photo properties · 209
preview · 216
proof · 231
publish · 217
remove photo · 206
icons · 158
import
photo · 160, 203
Info icon · 124
install
Darkroom Web · 9
items
add · 40
local · 71

N
name toolbar
batch · 181
copy · 178
enhance · 170
find · 163
order · 202
orientation · 166
preview · 170
proof · 185
publish · 171
new
package group · 32
photo catalog · 124, 304
photo group · 123, 304
portfolio · 124
new orders · 268

K
O

keypad editing · 16

online tax database · 27
operating requirements · 7
minimum · 7
recommended · 7
order · 250
add item · 254
add package · 260
age · 266
cancel print · 275
change cropping · 260

L
lab CD preferences · 73
lab print item · 40
lab retouch service
add · 63
Labtricity
choose lab · 46
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add package · 36
choose Labtricity labs · 46
copy existing · 33
default · 35
delete · 34
edit item · 45
edit package · 39
move package · 40
move package item · 46
remove · 34
remove item · 44
remove package · 38
rename · 35
setup · 31
pending orders · 269
percentage discount · 59
photo
attributes · 145, 307, 322, 375
catalogs · 132
copy · 178, 224
crooked · 170, 216, 345
data · 144, 211, 297
describe · 136, 289
edit · 170
find · 164, 207
groups · 132
hide · 137, 283
icons · 158
properties · 142, 295
rate · 139
remove · 137, 206, 289
rename · 136, 285
service notes · 140, 290, 313
thumbnail size · 135
photo filename
list view · 156
show · 153, 291
photo icons
show · 154, 301
photo info list
view · 157
Photo Library · 12
Photo Library Menu · 135
Photo Library Tree · 125
group catalog menu · 129
heading menu · 126
photo catalog menu · 129
photo number
reset · 116, 132, 302
show · 155
starting · 116, 131, 302
Photo Presentation · 12
photo properties · 209
photo rating
show · 155, 301
photo security · 106
photo service
add · 62
edit · 63

clear order · 261
completed · 270
customer · 266
customer information · 266
default group · 260
delete · 272
details · 267
edit · 256
edit & proof · 273, 317
find · 272
fulfillment · 266
hide order · 263
ID · 266
mark shipped · 273
new · 268
package toolbar · 253
payment · 266
pending · 269
place order · 258
print · 275
print all · 275
print order form · 274
print to CD · 275
receipt · 258
refresh · 271
remove item · 262
shipping · 259
shipping information · 267
shopping cart · 255
show order · 263
status · 266
summary · 268
time · 266
tools · 258
treeview · 256
type · 266
view menu · 271
order products · 250
orders · 202, 249
batch · 181, 227
deleting · 272
refreshing · 271
Orders tab · 12, 265
orientation · 43, 166, 212
crop · 168, 214, 343
default · 169, 215, 344
tilt angle · 170, 216, 345
orientation menu · 166, 212, 285, 341

P
package
price · 37
toolbar · 253
package groups
add · 32
add item · 40
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move · 64
remove · 63
setup · 61
photo thumbnails
view · 156, 291
Photo Toolbar · 159
icon toolbar · 203
name toolbar · 160
Photo Workshop · 12
photographer info
your company info · 23
your internet account · 28
your lab account · 29
your labtricity labs · 30
your tax info · 24
photographer notes · 144, 296
PhotoReflect.com · 5, 171, 174, 219
image storage policy · 115, 130, 172, 173, 218, 219
password · 106
signup · 28
Photos Menu · 135
place order · 258
placement · 44
post-print process · 63
pre-print process · 63
preview · 170
auto clean · 20
folder · 20
settings · 18
slide show · 216
storage path · 20
price
volume discount · 37
print
all orders · 275
cancel · 275
items · 40
order · 275
order form · 274
proofs · 185, 232
to CD · 275
Product Wizard · 32, 78
products & services
discount groups · 54
package groups · 31
photo services · 61
shipping groups · 47
templates · 66
prompt · 18
proof · 231
advanced options · 190, 236
header/footer auto text · 199, 245
labels auto text · 202, 248
sheet · 185
simple options · 188, 234
templates · 186, 232
publish · 114, 126, 130, 171, 217
batch · 127, 174, 219
batch un-publish · 176, 222

hide · 137, 283
new events · 171, 217
re-publish event · 173, 218

R
rate · 139
receipt
workflow · 73
redeye · 372
refresh · 142, 271, 295, 302
refreshing
orders · 271
remove
catalog · 114, 129
country · 51
discount group · 57
item · 262
package · 38
package group · 34
package item · 44
photo · 206
photo service · 63
shipping group · 50
shipping rate · 53
template/border group · 67
rename
discount group · 56
package group · 35
shipping group · 50
template/border group · 67
rotate clockwise and counter-clockwise · 168, 214, 287, 343
running application · 11

S
sales tax · 24
saturation · 370
saving · 348
SCSI devices · 74
search · 124, 303
catalogs · 165
order · 272
select all · 142
sepia tool · 350
service notes · 140, 290, 313
setup · 14
application options · 14
fulfillment options · 70
help · 74
photo sevices · 61
photographer info · 23
system information · 74
websites · 74
Setup
tab · 12
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proof sheet · 186, 232
setup · 66
text on borders · 354
thumbnail size · 135
tile layout · 43
tilt angle · 170, 216, 345
title bar · 12
icons · 12
tone · 371

Wizards · 75
shadows · 368
sheets tool · 358
shipping
add country · 51
add rate · 52
company address · 72
local default · 72
remove country · 51
remove rate · 53
shipping & handling
tax · 26, 48
shipping group · 47
add · 49
remove · 50
rename · 50
Shipping Wizard · 49, 95
shopping cart · 202, 251, 255
add package · 260
clear · 261
edit · 256
remove item · 262
show order · 263
single tile layout · 43
slide show · 216
Sort Menu · 117, 126, 129
Photo Library · 150, 298
special text · 72
specializations · 24
starting application · 11
status bar · 175, 221
status light · 13
storage
template & border · 66
storage path
preview · 20
system information · 74
system properties · 74

U
unpublish · 116, 127, 131
update
settings · 21
status bar · 22

V
vertical · 167, 213, 286, 342
vertical flipped · 168, 214, 287, 343
View Menu · 118, 126, 129
Photo Library · 153, 291, 315
show options · 153
view options · 156
view options
editing photos · 315
vignette tool · 363
volume discount
add & remove · 38
volume discount pricing · 37

W
warning · 18
watermarks · 106
websites · 74
Wizard
Catalog · 101
Discount · 88
Product · 78
Shipping · 95
Tax · 75
workspace · 12

T
tab bar · 12
tax · 24
add · 27
remove · 28
tax information table · 26
Tax Wizard · 25, 75
template group
default · 68
templates
add group · 67
allow text · 16
import options · 69

Z
zoom · 346
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